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KEY .W00 INDEX

The following is an index to the key words listed in each
entry of the,annotated bibliography. The key words refer to
aspects of Worker adjustment to technological change appearing
In the abstracted .or reviewed articles. they are grouped into
four main areas - scope, level, and content; private adjustment
mechanisms; public adjustment mechanisms; and; methodology.
The index is for the purpose of providing the reader with access
to specific topics in which he -may be interested.

A-1

The numbers following each entry in the index refer'to the
number of the article-which-contains information about that .

subject. The two digits to the left of the Colon, e.g. 72:x.xx,
indicate the-year of publication. The articles are listed by
year of publication; most recent first. The last three or four

digits of the Ouger, e.g. xx:10.50, indicate, the position of
the article i.151habetical order. Thds,*abstract number 72:10.50
.will be found With the 1072 ayticles and will be -located by
going through the with 72:1.00, until
72:10.,. 50 is r7achvd.
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A-2

administrators
'see WHITE COLLAR WORKERS,

adult education
see EDUCATION

ADVANCE NOTIFICATION ,

72:15.00 71:6.25, 71:9.00 70 :6.00,.70 :9.00, 70:9.50, 70:17.85
69e9.50, 69:14.00, 69:25,00, 69:26.00, 69:29.00, 69:31.00 68:1.00
67:14.00, 67:17.00, 67:20.00 66:0.50, 66:41.00, 66:62.00 65;6.50,
'65:20.60, 65:22.00 64:19.00 63:1.00, 63:4.00, 63:5.00,163:19.00

AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
69:12.00, 69:27.00 66:13.00 61:1.00

I

70:10.00 68:15.00, 68:18.00, 68119.00 67:1.00, 7:1.00, 67:9.00
AGE GROUPS

'aggregate demand
see FULL EMPLOYMENT

AGRICULTURE
72:9.00, 72:11.00 70:13.40,
69:2.50, 69:8.00, 69:23.50
67:8.25 66:1.00, 66:18.00,

70:14.06 70 :11.50, 70:17.90, 70:19.00
68:17.00, 68:18.00 67:1.00, 67:4.00
66:25.00

see also specific crop, e.g. COTTON INDUSTRY, LETTUCE INDUSTRY

aircraft and paris industry
see AEROSPACE INDUSTRY'

AIRLINE. INDUSTRY
17114.25 70:9.00 69:20.00 65:3.00

A/RLINE PILOTS
'65:161.00

ALIENATION OF WORKERS' '

72:6.00, 72:13.00, 72:20.00
66:52.00 65:6.00

APPAREL MANUFACTURING
73:2.00

64:8.50 62:2.,00

71:3.10, 71:8.50 66:39.00

APPRENTICESHIP
73:0.75 71:4490, 71:5.00,- 71:Q.25 69:26.00, 0:35,00 '67:11.00'
66:6.00, 66:7.00, 66:12.0D, 66:32.00, 66:48.00 65:4.00 64:3.00,
64:11.00, 64:16.00, 64:26.00
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/MEDIATOR
BARGAINING

a bitra lOn - .

/MEDIATOR

Area Re velopment Act
/See URBA REGIONAL POLIC1K //

/ARIZONA
65:13.00

ARMOUR AND COMPANY
9i31.00, 69:33,00 66:46.00 64:29.00 63:19.00

ASIA
72:11.00

ATTRITION
73:0.25, 13:3.00 72:2100, 72:4,00, 725.00 71:3.00, 71:3.50, .

71:6.50, 71:7.00. .70:3.00, 70:6.50, 70:11.00, 70:15.00, 70:16.00,"
70:17.85, 70:19.00 69:14.00, 69:29.00 68:4.50, 68:15.00; 68:19.00"
68:20.00 . 67:2.50, 67:4.00, 67:6.00, 67:8.00, 67:12.50, 67:14.00,
67;22.50 66:0.50, 66:6.00, 66:7.00, 66:22.00, 66:29.00, 66: .00,5

66:41.00,. 66:45.00, 66:63.00' 65:0.50, 65:3.00, 65;4.00, 5 5.50,
65:5.70, 65:6.30, 65:6.50, 65:14.00, 65:18.00, 65:19.'5, 65:20.50,
65 :21.00,`65 :23.00 64:3,00, 64:6.00, 64:7.00, 64:13:00, 64:8.50,
64:10.00, 64:13.00, 64:19.00, 64:'25.00, 64:27.00 63:4.00, 63:7.00,
63:9.00, 63 :17.00, 63:18..00

AUSTRALIA.
4 69:0.75 67;22.50

AUSTRIA
6712.50

AUTOMATION FUND
70:0.25 69:33.00,, 66:12.00
see alai:). PAY INCENTIVES

S.U.B.
SEVERANCE PAY ..

AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY
z 72:t%00, 72:6.50% 70:8.0pY70:9.00 70:14.00, 70;19'.00''

69:2.00 68:15.005 68:17-00 65 :11.50 - 64 ,..50 63:9.00
62:1.00 61:1.06

61:'1.00
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WAKING INDUSTRY
' 65:10.2S 64:20.00

BANKING
73:2.00 70:19.00
66:26.00, 66:37.00

BELGIUM
69:10.25 ' 66:25.00

158 :17.00 67:8.00, 67:2(L50 66:13.00,

BLACKS
73:2.00 72:1.75 71:5,00, 71:8.25' 70:17.85, 70:20.00
69:26.00 68:2.00, 68:4,00, 68:6.00, 68:21:00 . 66:5.00, 66:21.00,
66:32.00, 66:46.00, 66:48.00 65:13.00 64:29.00' 63:7.00

BLUE COLLAR (WORKERS) 1

.73:3.00 72:22A0 71:7.00, 71:8.25, 71:8.5Q 70:1.00, 70:1.50,
70:8.00,' 70:9.00, 70:15.00 69:28.00, 6.9:30..50 68:10.00, 68:14.00,
68:15.00, 68:17.00, 68:19.25 67:4.00, 670.0.00 65:10.50
64:11.00 63116.00 r -

BLUE COLLAR-WHITE COLLAR
73:3.00 72:10.00, 72:15..00 741.00, 71:4.60,.71 :4.90 70:1.00,
70:3.00, 70:8.00, 70:9.00, 70:15.00, 70:17.00, 70:19.00 64:27.00
68:15.00, 68:19,0110---- 67:9.00, 67:10:00, 67:13.00, 67:23.00, 67:25.00
66:10.00, 66;17.00, 66:27.50, 66:32.00, 66:48.00, 66:50.00, 66:52.00,

---- '6E156.00 0.50, 65:10.40 64:2.00., 64:8.00, 64:11.00, 64:12.00,
64:19.00, 64: :50,64:25.00, 64:34.25, 64:35.00 63:8.00, 63:15.00,
63:17.00

C LIFORNIA
9:27.00 65:4,00

CANAL A

64:6.00

72 6.25 70:18.5D , 69:2.00 '68:1.00, 68:15.90 67:2.50,
67E5.00, 67:7,00, 67:7.50, 67:19.00, 67:22.50 66:63.00 65:20.50

capital aecumulati9n
see ECONOMIC GROWTH

CAPITAL GOODS INDUSTRIES
PAV:24.00

CAPITAL-LABOR RATIO
72:9.00 70:3.65
3:3:00

CAPITA TAXATION
79:3. 66:64.00

69:4.50, 69:17,.0b, 69:24.00
r

6

.67:25.0G
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65':19.50
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CAPITALISM
69:22.00

pow"'
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CASE STUDY LIES)
73:0.25; 73:2.00 72:1.00, 72:2.00, 72:6.25; 72:12.00, 72:16.00,
72:18.00, 72:21.00 -71:0.50, 71:2.00, 71:2.40, 71:3.00, 71:4:00
70:0.25, 70:0.75, 70:3.00% 70:3.50, 70:6.00, .70:8.00, 70:9.40,
70:11.00, 70:13.40,.70:13.90, 70:14.00, 70:19.00 69:0.75, 69:2.00,
69:.4.00, '69:8.00,-69:8.50, 69:10.00, 69:10.25, 69:21.00, 69:30.00,
69:31.00, 69:33.00 68:0.50, 68:0.75, 68:4.50, 688.00, 68:14.00, ,

68:15.00, 68:15.90, 68:17.00, 68:19%00 67:2.50,-67:5.00, 67:8.00,
? 67:16.00, 67:17,00, 67:18.00 66:12.00, 66:13.00, 66:17.00, 68:22.00,

6623.50, 66%26.00, 66:27.00, 66:28.00, 66:35.00, 66:37.00, 66:45.00,
66:46.00, 66:52.00, 66 :54.00, 66:58.00, 66:82.00 65:0.50, 65:0.75,
65:1.00,65:2.00,
65:9.00, 65:10.25,

65:3.00, 65:4.00, 65:5.10,65:5:20, 65:5.30, 65:5.50,
65:10.50, 65:10.75,-65:11,50-;-65:13.00,165120.60

64:3.00, 64:12.50, 64:16.00, 64:20.00, 64:29.00, 64:34.50. 63:4.00,
63:5.00, 63:6.50, 63:7.00, 63:18.00, 63:18.50, 63:19.00 62:1.00'
61:1,00

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
-70:1.00, 68:15.00, 68:17.00 64:8.50

ti

child care
see DAY CARE

CHILI
72:6100

CITRUS.INDUSTRY
65":13.00

.

classroom training,
see RETRAINING,2PRIVATE

CLERICAL WORKERS
71 :7.2S 67:22.5Q 66:37.0D,

clothing industry
see APPAREL MANUFACTURING

L MINERS
00 64:16.00

_

COAL `MINING INDUSTRY -

70:0.-sp 68 :15'.00,,68 :17.0D 67 :9.00

-
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COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
72:1.00, 72:1.60, 72:2.00, 724.00, 72:6-.25, 72:6.50,72:12.00, 72:13.00,
72:15.00; 72:16.00, 72:18.00, 72:19.00, 7,2:22.00 71:0..50, 71:'5.'00,
71:3..59,,71:4.00, 71:4.25, 7.1;4.70, 71:4.75, 7116.25, /1:6.30, 71:6.
71:825, 71:9.00 . 70:0.50, 70:3.00, 70:3.50, 70:3.55, 70:3.75, 70:8. ,

70:9,00, 70 :11.70,.70 :12.00, 70:13.90, 70:16.00, 70:17:00, 70:17,20,
70:18.60 69:2.00, 69:9.50, 69:10.00:69:10.40, 69:12.00,69:14.00,
69:20.00, 69:25.00, 69:28.00 68:1.00, 68:2.00, 68:5.00, 68:7.00, pe°
68:15.00, 68:15.90, 68:17.00:68:19.00, 68:20.00 67:1.00, 67:1.30,
67:7.00, 67:7.50, 67:9.00, 67:11.00, 67:12.50, 67:12.75, 67:19.00
66:12.00,_66:17.00, 66:22.00, 66:26.00, 66 :32.00,..66 :33.00; 66:35.00,
66:41.00, 66:50.00, 66:51.00, 66:52.00, 66:63.00 65:0.20, 65:0.50, '

65:3.00, 65:5.30, 65:6.30, "65 :9.4 65:11.00, 65:11.50. 65:14.0Q, 65:16.00,
'65:19.50, 65:20.00, 65:21.00, 65:21.30, 65:21.60, 65:22.00 64:2.00,
64:3.00, 64:7.00, 64:8.50, 64:19.00, 64:31.00, 64:34.00, 64:34.25, 64:35.00
63:1.00,
63:1B.50,

63:8.00, 63:9.00, 63
63:19.00. 62:2.00

:12.00., 61:15.00,
61;1.00

63:15.50, 16i63: 00,..63:18.00,

see also LABOR-MANAGEMENT
PUBLIC REPRESENTATION IN BARGAINING
WORK RULES

. COLLECTIVES,
70:11.40

college professors
see EDUCATORS

COLORADO
65:1.00

'COLUMBIA

u;1

va

commercial airlines
see AIRLIRE INDUSTRY

COMMUNICATION WORKERS OF AMERICA
64:34.25

COMMUNITY COOPERATION
72:11.50 ,70:17.85

.compensation
see'PAY INCENTIVES

COMPULSARY BARGAINING
71:6.50 65:6.30

COMPUTER INDUSTRY
71:6.25 64:9.00

COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS
'71:3.25 66 :37.00'

3



41.

COMPUTER
70:"6.00 0:18.00 66:60.00

CONSTRUCTION- INDUSTRY
72:19.00 6905.00 68:18.00. 66:25.00
see also PREFABRICATED HOUSING

CORRELATION
72:20.00 69:4.50, 69:21.00, 69:23.00
65:6.00, 65:7.00, 65:13.00

COTTON INDUSTRY _
65:13.00

COUNSELING, PRIVATE
71:2.00; 710.1a
63:5.00, 63 :6.50,

COUNSELING, PUBLIC
71:3.10 70:3.65
67:2.00, 67:4.00,
66 :20.00,.66 :33.00
65:9.30, 65:9.60,'
64:19.00, 64:26.50

70:2.00
63c19.00

, 70:9.30 69:8.
67:6.00, 67:14.00,
, .66:41.00, 66:48.
65:10.00, 65:10.40

63:14.00, 63:1

covariance analysis
see VARIANCE-COVARIANCE ANALYSIS

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
69:10.25 68:18.b0

.
DAY CARE

72:1.50, 72:10.00 7'143%10

DISADVANTAGED WORKERS
'71:5.00 70:7.50 66:25.00~
see arso HANDICAPPED WORKERS

LOW SKILLED WORKERS,
MINORITY GROUP 'WORKERS

DISORIMINATION
71:3.10 ' 66:48.00'

workersorkers
see UNEMPLOYMENT

displacement akIdwancei
' see. SEVERANCE PAY

A-7

67:8.00 66:13.00

69:31.00; 69:33.00 64 :32.50

I .

50, 69:31.00
p7:23.00

00, 66:61.,00
, 6$:17,00.
9.00

7s'

,68:4.50 67:1.00;
.66:6.00, 66:7.00, ,66:12.0

Cr5:4.00, 65:6.50,
614:6.00, 64,:12.50,

.,
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DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME
70:3.50, 70:20.00
see also INCOME REDISTRIBUTION

dock workers
see LONGSHOREMEN':

docks .
see LONGSHOREMEN

SHIPPING INDUSTRY

dropouts
see DISA67ANTAGED''WORKERS

EARLY RETIREMENT
72:2.00, 72:4.00, 72;15.00 71:3.50 70:0.10, 70:3.00, 70:6.50, 70:8.00,
70:9.00, 70:.9.50, 70.:16:00,70:17.00,.70:17.20, 70:19.50 '69:14.00,
69:25.00, 69:33.00 68:4.50', 68:5.00, 68415400, 68:15.90, 68:20.00_
67:4,30, 67:2.50, 67:6.00, 67:7.00, 67:1A.Q0, 67:17..00, 67:19.00 .66:0.50,

660.0Th-66:6.00, 66 :7.00; 66:12-.00., 66:20i00,.66:23.00, 66:32.00, 56:38.00,

I

A -8

66:51.00, 66:56.00,-66:63%00. 65:0.50, -65:1.00,
65:6.3'O, 65 :9.'10, 65:11..00, 65:11.50, 65:21.30
64:8.50, 64:10.00, 64:13.0Q, .64:27.00, 64:30.00
63:18.00 61:1.00

65:3.00, 0:4.00, 65:5.70,
64:3.00, 64:6.00; 64:8.00,

63:9.00,

r.
EARNINGS, WORKER

72 :'3..00, 72:10.00 71:3.10 70:8.00,"10:11.00, 70:15.00, 70:16,00,
.70:19.50 b9:1.0.005 69:23.00 68:17,00, 68:18,00., 68:19.00. 67:1.00
67:4.00, 67:7.00, 67:10.00f 67:12:751 67:24.00 ,t6:22.00 64:8.50 .
62:1.00 4,

,

'.EASTERN'EUROPE
72:8.00
see also .EUROPE

EASTERN :UNIYED STATES
63:6.50

'ECON'OMIC GROWTH ..

72:11.00 70:17.55, 70:19;00 68:19.00 67' :12.06 '66:16.00,
66:35,00, 66:41.00; 66:,45.000 0,0:56.00 . 65:3.00 64:8.00 *4.

see also FULL EMPLOYMENT .



EQUCATION
73:0.75, 73:1.00 72:14.00 '71;1.00, 71:3..10; 71:1(90, 71:5.00,, 71 :7L00.
70:2.00., 70:3.55, 70:3.60, 70:3.65, 70.:7.50, 70:8.00, 70:9:30, 70:10.00,
70:114.00, 70:17..00, 70:17-.85, 70:17.90, 70:19.011 69:7.50, .69:5.50,
69:6.50, 69:23.0.0, 69:26.00, 69:313.5 1, 69:'33.00 68:9.90, 68:10.00,.
68:114.00, 68;15.00, 68:18.00, 68:19.5 67:1:00, 67:1..30, 67:4.00, 67:10:00,
67:13.00, 67:214.q0 66:6.00, 66:7.00, 66:9.00; 66:12.00, 66:16.90, 66:17,00,
66420.00, 66:23.00, 66:30.00, 66:31.00,66:33.00, 66:34.00, 66:35'.00,
66:140.00, 66:41.00, 66:142.00, '66:45.00,-66:47.0.0, 66:48.00, 66:149.00,
66:51.00, 66:514.00, 66:59.013, 66:01.00, 66:62.00 65:1..00, 65:11...00.,
65:5.00, 65:6.50, 65:6.60, 65:9.30, 6519.60, 65:10.00, 65:11.M:13S:11.50,
65:13.00% 65:17.00, 45:18.'00, 65:18.50, 65:211.50, 65:23.00. 614:1.00;
614:2.00, 614:6.00, 614:9.00, 614:10.00, 64:12.00, 64.:12.50, 64:14.00,
64:17.00, 614:18.00, 614:19.00, E114:19.50,.69:2100, 69:23.D0,,611:27.00,
614:27.50, 614:32.50 63:2.00, 63:11.00, 63":19..00

EDUCATION. REQUIREMENTS 14

72:10.00 70:1.00, 70:2.00; 70:6.00, 70:10.00,.70:17.90 69:.5.50,
69:11.00, 69:18.00, 69:23.001.69:27.00 .68:14.00, 68:15.00, 68:19.00
67:1.00, 67:9..00; 67:10.00, 67:18.00 66:17.00, .66:411.00,

° '64:12450, 64:15,00, 614;18.00, 614:27.50, 64:29.00
see also, UGH EDUCATED WORKERS

LOW EDUCATED WORKERS

EDUCATORS
71:4.50'

elasticity of substitution''
-see CAtITAL -LABOR RATIO

electric and gas utility
see PUBLIC 11TILITIES

electric' light an& power company
see PUBLIC UTILITIES

4 ELECTRICIANS
64:16.00

ELECTRONICS INDUSTIAr
71:8.00 614:b,00

a.

lincludes_ electrical int1ustry)
61:1.00 °

- a y.

EMPIRICAL r,

73:2.00, 733.00 72:2.00, 72:5.50, 72:6410; 72:6.50, 72:9.00, 72:11.00,
72:12.00, 72:14.00, 72:17.00, 72:18.00, 72:20.00 71 :3.00,'71 :3.50, 71:11.00,
71:14.25, 71:4v50, 71:14.75, 71:6.25, 71:6.50, 7.1:7.00,.711:8,50 70:0.10,
70:0.-50, 70:1.00, 70':3.65, 70:,3..75, 70 :6.00, 70:8.00-, 70:9.30,

. -70:11.00, 70:15,00, 70:13.140, 70:114.00, 70:15°.00, 70:17.55, 70:17.60, 70:17.85,
70:17.901 70:19.00, 70:19.50, 70:20.00 69:0.75, 69:2.50, 69:14.50,- 6.9:.50
69:7.00, 69:8.00, 69:10.00, 69:10.25, 69:16.00, 69....7.00, 69:21.00, 69:23.00%
69:23.50,, 69:211.00, 69:27.00, 69:31 ,60:2,00, .60.04.00, 68:6. , 68:8.00,

\
t

/
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EMPIRICAL (cont.)
68:9.00, 68:13.00, 68:14.00, 68:17.00, 68:18.00, 68:19.00 67:2.50,
67:4.00, 07:5.00, 67:8.00, 0.7:8.25, 67:9.00, 67:10:00, 67:12.75, 67:14.00,
6,7 :16.00, 67e18.00, 67:19.00, 67:22.00, 67:22.50,'57:25.00 66:1.00,
66:6.00, 66:7.00, 66:9.00, 66:12.00, 66:13.00, 6t:14.00, 66:16.80,-
66:21.00, 66:23.00, 66:23.50, 6.6:24.00, 66:25.00, 66:27.00, 66:28.00,
66:33.00, 66:41.00, 66 :45.00, 66:51.00, 66:52.00, 66:54:00,'66:56.00,
66:57.00, 66:58.00, 66:60.00, 66:62.00 65:0.50, 65:1.00, 65:3.00,
65:5.00, 65:5.10, 65:5.30, 65:5.70, 65:6.00, 65:7.00, 65:10.25, 15:10:75
65:11.50,'65:13.00, 65: .00, 65:19.75, 65:20.60, 65:22.00, 65:23,00
64:6.00, 64:9.00, 64- .00, 64:16.00, 64:17:00, 64:20.00, 64:25.00,
64:29.00, 64:34.50 63:3.00, 68:4.00, 63:5.00, 63:5.50, 63:6.00,
63i7.00, 63:18.00 63:19.00 62:r.00 61:1.00
see also spdeifi type of analydis, e.g. REGRESSION, SAMPLE, CORRELATION

EMPLOYMENT
73:0.25, 73:0.75, 7313.00 72:150, 72:2.00, 72;4.00, 72:5.75, 72:9.00,
72:10.00 71:3.00, 71:3.25, 71: :60, 71:6.25, 71:7.00 70:0.25,
.70:3.06,\70:6:00, 70:8.00, 70:9.00; 701,10.00, 70:11.011, 70:12.00, '

70:14-.Q0,\70:15.00, 70:16:06, 70:17.00, 70:17.85,'70:18.00, 70{18.50,
70:19,00 69:0.75: 69:0.85, 69:4.50, 69:6.50, 6-9:8.00, 69:8:50,

.
09:9.00, 69:10.25, 69:10.50, -69 :12.00, 69:18.00, 69:10.00, 69:20.00,
09:23.00, 69:29.00, 69:31.00, 69:33.00, 69:35.00 68:0.50, 68:4.00,
68:4.50, 68:5.00, 68:9.00, 68 :13.00,''x8 :14.00, 68:15.00, 68:17.00,

4 6 :18.09, 68:19.00 - 67:1.00, 67:2.80, 67:3.00, 67:400, 67:5.00,
67;7.00, 67:8.00,.67:9.00, 67:10.00, 67:11.00, 67:12.00.,

67:12.75, 57:13.80, 67:16.00, 67:18.00,.67:19.00, 67';22.00N 67:22.25,
'67:23.0X, Q7:24.00, 67:25.00 66:3.00, 66:4.00, .66:5.00, 66:6.00,

' -6617.00Y66:10.00, Q6 :11.00, 66,;12.00, 66:14.00, 66:15.00, 66:20.00,

66:2140, 66:23.00, 66:24.00,,66:24.50, 66:25.00, 66:26.00, 66:29.00,
66:35,00, 66:36.00, 66;38.00, 66:40.00, 660.1.00, 66:42.00,, 66:45.00,
66:4'7.00, 66:4&.00,'66:51.00, .66454.00, 1P6:85.00, 66:56.06, 66:60.00,

'66:61.00, 66:64.00 65:0:50, 65:0.55, 65:1.00,65:2.00. 65:3.00,
65:4.00, 65:5.00, 68:5.50, 65:5.70;,68:-6.30, 65:6.50, 654!..60, 65:7.00,

65:8.50, 65:9.30, 65:9.40, 65:9.6 , 65:9.70, 65:11.00, 65:11,50, 65:13.0(1,-

565:14.00, 6:16.00, 65 :17.00, 65: 8.00, 65:19.50,.65:19.75, 65:20.00,-

65:20.50, 65:21.00, 65:22.00, 65:.3%,00 64:1.00, 64:2.00, 64:3.00f,

, ,64:6.00, 64:8.00, 64i11.00, 64:12.50, 64:3.00, 64:14.00, 64:1..00;
64:17.00, 64:19.00, 64:19.50, 64:21.00,'64:2V1/00, 64:24.00: 64:25..00,

64:26.00, 64:26.50, 64:27.00, 64:28.00, 64:4.00, 64:32.50, 64:33.00,
64:34.28 63:1.00, 63:3.00, 6334.00, 63:6.50, 63;8.00, 63:11.00,'63:12,0Q,

63:14.00, 63:16.00, 63:17.00, 63:18:06, 63:18.50 02:1.00, 02:2.00

61:1.00

employment Oaring.
see WORK SHARING

ENGINEERS .

71: .00 68;1'9.50 66:62.00

Englaryd
see \GREAT BRITAIN

r

n

4. r



3.25 69:14.00 66:45.00
a-lso EASTERN EUROPE/ '

WESTERN EUROPE -

ded. vacations
e VACATIONS'

brie, indu$tvy
see TEXTILE INDUSTRY

factory _workers
see BLUE COLLAR WORKERS

familY e feCtS
see, SO IOLOGIC.AL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

'family farm
see FARM WORKERS

.

FARM. WORKERS (includes self-employed farMers)
70:3165 69:2.50, 69:8.00, 69:23.54 67 :22..00

farming
see ARICULTURE

featherbedding,
'see WOO' ROLES

Federal Republic of Germany
see WEST GERMANY,

female's
see WOMEN
N

first job seekers
see NEW LABOR FORCE ENTRANTS'

FISCAL POLICY ,1r,
.0

72:10.00 71:1 .00,- 71:7.00 70:8.00,. 70:10.00, 70:13.140,
70:14,00, 70:17.00, 70:17c. 50; 70:18.50y 70:19.Q0 69:9.00

68:1.5.0b 67:1.00, 67:10..0o,, 67: 1,2. 00 66:&.00, 66:7.00,
66:16_00, 66:33.00, 66:36. 00;' 66 :40.0.0,; 66:141.00 , 66 :142.00, 66:44.0D,

,..66:55.00, 66:58.00, .66:61.00,.,66:64.00P :65:14.00, 65:6.50, 65:6.60,.
65:11.00, 65:20.50 `614:1',00, 00,,1614:10.00, 614:11:00; 64:15.00,

64:19Q0,.64:21.00, '614:25.00, 64:27.00, 644:31 00 64(33.00-,
63-2.019 63:1?.00 , 6317:00 .62:2:00

s'eg also ECONOMIC GROWTH:. "I

FULL EMPLO'i'MENr°

14



FLEXIBLE WOM SCHEDULING'
73:0.50/ '72:3.00, 72:5.00,

,

forced/etirem,ntP
see EARLY RETIREMENT

',FOREIGN TRADE POLICY
71:4.90, 71:,8100 '70:18.50

foremen .
see LABOR-MANAGEMENT

WHITE COLLAR WORKERS

FRANCE
72:§.25, 71:3.00 67:2.5 ' -67:22.25 66:25:00, 66:37.00

)

FRICTIONAL UNEMPLOYMENT
:15.00 636.00

.

FRINGE BENEFITS
72:1.60, 72:12.00, 72:22:00 71:6:25 '70:8:00, 70:15.00, 70:17:00,
70:19.00 69:14.00; 69:23.00, 68:17.00, 68,:18.00, 68:19.00
67;6.00, 67:7.00, 67:9.00 T6:12.-.00, 66:29.00 65:5.70 614":3.00,
614:110.00, 64:30 :00,.64 :35.00 63:17.00, 63:18.00 62:2.00
61:1.00 /-

FULL EMPLOYMENT. -) ...
72:5.75, 72:8.00,, 72:10.00,' 72:11.50 71:14.90 70:8.00., 70:10.00, .,70:11.70, 70:190, 70:14.06, 70:17.0Q, 70:18.50,770:19.00,

.,68:1.00, 68)4.50, 68:114,00, 68:15.00 67:1.00, 67:143.00, 67:6.00,
, 67:7.00, 67;10.00, 67:14:401 66:7.00, 66:11.00, 66:13.00,'66:16.00,

66:18.00, 66:19.00, 66-1,21.011, 66:23.00, 66:24.00, 66:25.00, 66:33,-00, ..

:35'.00; 66:36.00, 66:140.00, 6,6:141-.00, 66:4.2.00, 66.:144,.00, 66:55.06,"
66:56.00 66-58.00 66:01.i.,0Q .65:0.50 65:3,00 65:14.00 65-6.50
65:15.00, 65:18.00, 65:20.50: 64:1.00, 614:6.04, .614:a.00, 64:12.00;
614;19.00,,-64:21.00, 64:23,00064127.00, 64:31;00, 614`:33.0p,-'64:3.5.00
O ia. 00e 63:9..00, 0110.001 63;14.00, 63:17.00 62:2.00

w'r see also ECONOMIC GROWTH ''., - specific policy, e.g. FISCAL, MONETARY:
f;

FUTURE' TRENDS ,
72:13.00, 72:21.00 71:.3.,10, 717:14.25, 71:14.70, 71:14.75,
71: 6.25,. 71: 6.0, -71:7.50,' 71: 8..00; 71: 8 050 70: 34d0, 70: 3.65, 70: 3.75,

7018:00, /0:9.90., 70:12.00, 7-0:13:0,, 70:14.00, 70:15.00,
70:17.85, 70;18..00, 70:19.00 70:20.00 69:2.50, 69:6.00, 69:A.00,
69:9.00,-69:10.0Q, 69:19.00, 69';29.00, 69:35.0'0 68:5.00, 68:18.00,
68:19.25,-68:19.50 67:2.00, 67;11.00; 67:12.50, 67 :12.75; 67:22.00,
67;23.00 66:2.00, 66:44.00, 66:5.00, 6'6:8.00, 66:10.00, 66:15.00,
66:19'.00, 66:214.50, 66:26.00, 66:29.00, 66:31.00, 66;39.00,, 66:40.00,

'66;14100, 66;42.06, 66":1414.00, 66;145.00, 66:147.00, 66:48.00, 66:51.00,
66:53\00, 66155.00 65:0.55; 65:14.00, 65:6.60, 65;9.60, 65:10.40,
65:14.00, 65:18.50, 65:21.00 614:10.00, 64:14:00, 64:19.40; 64:26:00,
64:27:00- 6;:A.9.00, 63:14..99, 63:15.00, 63:15.50

15
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FUTURIST, VIEWS
72:10. op/. 71:1.00, 71:6.00 .10:17.20 69:6.5Q 68:15,00,
68:17:10 67:10.00, 67:25.00 66:33.00, 66:34.00, 66:59.00

:1,00, 62:2.00

G .A , W. (GUARANTEED ANNUAL MGE)
71:3.00, 71:3.50, 71:14.00, 71:6.50, 71:9.00

70:3..00, 70:8.00 69 :10.5.0, 69:14.00, 69:25.00 68:5.00, 68:15.90,
68:16:00, 67:2.50, 67:12.50, 67:19.00 66 :0.50, ,66:6.00, 66:7.00,
66:8.00, 66:12.00, 66:29.00, 66:41-.00 65:4.00, 65:114.00, 45:19.50
64:6.0C1', 614:8.50, 614:10.400, ,614:13.00, 64:19;00, 64:23.00 63:9.0.0,
63:17.00 62:2.00 61:1.00

GENERAL EQUILIBRIUM'
72:11.00 71:4.50, 71:8.00 70:3.513, '70:8.00,.-70:9.30, 70:17.85-,
76:19.0Q 69:18.00, 68:6.00; _68:13.00, 68:15.00, '68:19.00

- 67:14.00, 67:25.00 66,:14.00, 66:17.00, 66:18.00, 66:25.00, 66:33.00,
66:41.00, 66:44.00., 66:52.00, 66:56.00, 66:57.00, 66:58,00,,'66:59.00,
66:61.00 65:0:50, 65 :2.00,.65 :6.30 614:8.00, 64:11.00% 614:12.00,
64:15.00, 64:25.00, 614:33.00 63:3.00, 63:6:00i. '63:15.00, 63:17.00

general martufadturing-
See MANUFACTURING

I .

gefier4 merchandise stores'
SO RETAIL TRAM INDUSRyr

GEORGIA,' ATLANTA
69:29.00, 63:14.00

Germany.
see WEST GERMANY

, _GLASS INDUSTRY
-, 6k:1.00

GOVERNMENT
- \ '

72:7.00, 7,2:19.00 71:1.00; 71;3.00,,71:3.50, 71:14.00, 1:4.25,
71:14.70; 71:4.75, 71:6.50 76 7:3.75, 70:6..50, 70:13.90, :17.00:
70:17.55 69:8.50, 69:22.00 68:1.06 67:2:25 66:3.00, 66:13.00,

, 66:30'00, 66:141.00, 66:42.00, 66:145.00, 66:61.0O, 66:64.130 . - 65:4.00,
65:6.60, 65:11.60, 65:18.00 64:1.00, 64:6.00,454:11.00. 614:114.00,
61419,...00, 64:19.5'0, 614:21.00, 614:27.00, 64:28.00 63:8.00; 63:12.00-.

GREAT BRITAIN ,
,

72:6.25', 72:16.00 712.140, 71:3.00, 71:14.60, 71:.14.90 713:0.50,
70:3.50, 69:4.50, 69:14).25 6.8:7.00, 68:19.50
67:2.0d, 67:2.50, 67:25.00 66:22.00, 66:25:00 65:5.30 614:28.00

. tr.



tr

guarariteed annual. income
''see INCOM MAINTENANCE

INCOME REDISTRIBUTION.

guaranteed annual wage
see.G,A.W,..-

guaranteed employment
see

HANDICAPPED WORKERS
66:24.50, 66:5f..00
see also DISADVANTAGED WORKERS

HEALTH SERVICES
67:12.75 66:28.00

c

HIGH EDUCATED (WORKERS)
t7:10.00

HIGH. SKILL1 D (WORKERS) 't

70:0.75 68:14.00, 68:18.00

HISTORICAL
73:3.00 72:9.00, 72;10.00, 72:12.00, 72:19.00 71:2.50, 71:3.50,
71:4.25, 71:4..70, 71:4.7.5, 71:6.00, 71:6:50, 71:7.00, 71:9.00 70:0.50,
70:1.00, 70:3.00, 70:8.00,:70:9.00, 70:10:00, 70:12.00, 70:14.00, 70:15.00,
70:17:85,. 70:19.00 ' 69:0.50, 69:8..50; 69%10.00; 69:10.40,
69:29.00, 69:30Ab, 69:31:00, 69:35.00 68:15.00, 68:16.00, 68 :17.00,.'
68:18.00, 68:19.00 '67:1.001 67;4,00, 67:9.00, 671410.00, 67:11;00,
67:12.50, 67:23.00, 67:22.25 4 66:2.00C 66:5.00, 66:6.00, '66:,10r00,
66.115:00, 66:19.00, 66:25.00, 66:39:00, 66:47.0066:53-.00, 66:54.00,
66:56.00 65:0.20, 65:0..55, 65:0.75, 65:5.20, 65:9.30, 65:9.401, 65:10.40,
65:10.50f`65:20.00, 65:20.25,.65:2/.30 64:2.00, .64-0.50, 64:1'2.00,
64:31.00, 64:35.00, 64:36.00 63:6.50s 63;15.00 63-15 50 63-16 00"

.:- 62:0.50, 62:2.00 61:1%00

63:7.00

'1

e.

4

A-114

Holland
See,NETHERLANDS

hoMe construction industry
see CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY.

HOURS'' OF WORK
73:3.00 72:10.00, 72:22.00 70:2.00, 70:8.00,- 70:9.00, 70:9.50, %

70:11.00,70:17.00, 70:19,.00 69:18.00 '68:17.00; 68:19.00 67:8.00,
67:9.06, 67:10:00, 67:24:00 66:2.00, 66:18.000 66:19.00, 66:22.00,
66:33.00,,66:55.00 65:0.50, 65:-21.60 64:2.00, 6`4 :16.00 63:11.00
62:1.00, 62:2.00 '61:1.00

4 -61



hou ng
/CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

PEO IA
7 69: 33 AO

/
.1 IMMIGRATION-TOLICY

67:1.00

import controls.
see. FOREIGN TRADE POLICY,

incentive ,schemes
see AUTOMATION FUND

PAY INCENTIVES

INCOME ,MAINTENANCE.
72:84101 70:17.00, 70:20.100 6
67:'1 .-00 66:7.00, 66:15.i00,166:
66:5 .00 65:4.00, 65:11.150, 65:

see also mico7 REDISTRI UTION'.
UNEM LOYMENT C IPENSATIO

POLICY
0;00 71:3.00 70;10.00

IN

I COME .REDI
72:11.50
see also

NDTA

STRIBIJTION
71:8.25 67:1.30

'DISTRIBUTION OF INC
INCOME MAINTENANCE

IANA, SOUTH BE14D.
6:46.00 64:34.50

V

TANS {(NATIVE,.AMERICANS)
65:13.00

Ci

:6.00, 68:18.00 67:1.30, 67:9.007
3.00; 66:3Ee.00, 66 :41.00.,
8.00 64:1.00, 64:11.00. 63:17.00

0:17.00 68:15.00

66:40.00 64:1,00, 64:15.00

industrial chemical' indf,ustry
see CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

industrial relation
,see LABOR/MANAGE NT

I.

INDUSTRIAL eTRUC URE

.



INFLATION
68:10.00

INFORMAT,I,ON
,70:9.30, 70:14.00, 7g:17.90, 70:19.00 69:2.5 , 69:8.50, 69:23.50,-69:31.00 67:1.00, '67:2.0 , 67:4.00, 67:6.00, 67:10.00, 67:12.75,,67:14.00; 67:23,00, 6.7;25. 0 66:9.00, 66:6.0O 66:7.00, 66:30.00,

66:33.00, 66:441.00, 66:92;00, 66:47.00, 66:48.000 66:61.00 -65:'q.50,65:4.'00; 65:6:5 65:6-60, 65:10.00, 65:17.00, 65:23.00.64:6.00, 64:12.00, 64:1 .50, 64:4.9,00, 64:25.00, 64,:26.50, 64:27.5063:19.00, 63:19.00

INFORMATION FLOWS
68:10.00

INNOVATION TIMING ' i
. '

\70:3.00, 70 :6.00,, 70:11.00, 70:19..50 69:23.00, 69:26.000 69:27.00
6 66:56.00,'66:58.00, 6 :
62:1.00, 68:19.00 67:11.00, 6;62.00

65:10.25, 6:10.75, 65 :21.00,

67:,25.00 66:12.00, 66:26.0Q,6:41.004,
65:22.00 64:14.00, 69:15.00V 64:20.00, 64:31,00. 61:1.00

!rig10. '

INNOVATION TYPE
70/.13.40 69:10.00 68:1.00 67:2.50, 67 :5.00,' 67:23.00
66:42.000 66:94.00, 66:58.00 651-21 60 ..64:12.50, 64:15.00, 64:20.0.

".64 :25..00,.64 :33.00° 63:18.50

INPUT - OUTPUT
66:24.00; 66:58

instructors
see EDUCATORS

INS1IRANCE' TNDUSTRY

A

64:12.00

70:18.10 -68:17.0o 67:22.50 ,66:37-.00 '.62:1.00
INTERNAL LABOR MARKET

73:2.00

INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE
69129.00 63 :4v00

interplant transfer
see TRANSFER OPTIONS

INTERSTATE COMMERQ COMMISSION
69:7.00 4

intraplant tangfer
see TRANSFER OPTIONS

'investment scheme's'
-see PAY INCENTIVES

4
5.
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investment tax credit
see CAPITAL TAXATION

IOWA, SIOUX CITY: -s.
, .6 6 :14 6 .130.

iron and steel industry
see STEEL INDUSTRY

ISRAEL
70:11.40 68:19.25

ITALY
72'i6.0b 70:3.50

O

66:25.00

ft

JAPAN
(72:6,25 ,71:6.30'. 70:7.25 68:19.00' 67:22.50
'66:7.50 65:19.60, 65:20.00.

JOB ASSIGNMENTS
71;2.00

JOB CONTENT

66:23.50,

73:0.2t, 7353.00 72 :1.50,,72 :3.00; 721:5.00,, 72;13.00, 72:15.00, %,

.72:1i3.00, 72:22.c# 71:0.15(1, .71:2.40, 71;3.00, 71:4.25, 71;6.25, 71.0.00,
71;8.50 70:1.50,: 70:3.551, 70:6.00, 70;11.70, ,70:1-8.00 6,97,5:50,
69;16.00, 69:23.00, 6'9:25.00,, 69:26.00, 69:27,..00, 69:28;00, 6,9:30.00.
68:41.50,- 68:2.06, 6A:7.00, 68:8.00, 68:9.00, 6a:%1.00 67:41:30, 67:1.60,
67:6.00, 67:8.00, 67 :22.00, '67:22.5p, 67 :23.00. 66:1.00., 66;8.00,

, 66;9.00, 66:12.00; 66;13.00, 66;20.60, 66;22.00, 66:214.00, 66:28.00, 66:45.00,
66:50.00, 66:56.00.1°66;58.00, :66:62.00 65:0.59, 65:1.00, 65:5.10, 65:5.50,
'65:10.00, 65:10.40, 65 :10.75,
64;12.00, 64:12.50, 64;15:00,
64:V.50, 64131.00 -63:7.00,
see also WORK RULES.

jA enlargement
see JOE CONTENT

job enrichment
see' JOB CONTENT

job flexibility
see FL NIBLE WORK SCHEDULING

JO ^CONTENT ,

S ILL REQUIREMENTS

job freezes
see WORK RULES .

65;11.00, 65:13:.00, 65;18.00 61:11.00-;
64;18.00, 64:19.00,. 64:25.00, 64: 26.00,
63:9.00 62;0.50 62:1.00 61 :1.00

3.
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JOB SATISFACTION
72:3:00, 72:5.00: 72:6.00, 72:7.00,.72:10.00, 72:13.00, 72:18.00, 72:22.00

71:2.50, 71:7.00, 71:8.50 - 70:1.00, :76:8.00, 70:11.00, 70:12.00,
70:13.00, 70 :16.00, 7W18.00 69:16.00,69:20.00, 9:21.00, 69:23.00,
69:26.00,-69:21.00, 69:10.00 68:8.00, 68:15.00, 68:17:00,1t6.8:19.00
67:1.30, 67:2.50:67:7.00, 67:J3,00, 67:13.00 6607.00, N619.00,
66:51.00, 66:55.00 ^6S:0.55, 65:6.00, 6.50.60; 65:10.75, N.5:20.25-
64:9.00, 64:11.00, 64:26.00 63:15.50 Q2:1.0.0, 62:2.00

JOB SECURITY
72 :1.00, 72:2:00, 72:4.00, 72:6.25, 72:12.00
7114.00, 71:6:50. 70:3.00,1t--7-0.43.55, 70:8.00, 70:9:00, 70:12.00, 70:15.04,
70:16.00, 70:17.85 69:14.00, 69:23.00, 69:30.00,. 69:35.00 . 'f

68:14.00, 68:15.00, 6&:19.00 67:2.50, 67 :5.00,.67:7.00, 67:8.00, 67:0.00,
67:10.00, 67:1/.60, 67:13.75, 67:25.00_ -66:6,00, 66:7:00., 66:8.00, 66412.00,
66:23.60, 66:26.00,,-66:29.00,. 66:33.00, 6605.00, 66:4000, 66:41.00,
66:54.00 65:0.50, 65:4.00, 65:114)0, '65:14.00,'65:20.60; 65:21.30
64:6.00, 64:8.00, 64:8.50, 64:19.50, 64:20.00, 64:27.00, 64:27-50, 64:31.00,
"64:32.50 63:1.00, 63:4.00, 63:7,00, 63:9.00, 63:15.0d, 63:15.50, 63:16.00
63:18.00, 63:18.50, .62:1,00, 62:2.00 61:1.00

. -

Abb upgrading
see, JOB CONTENT

joint consultation
see LABOR-MANAGEMENT COOPERATION

. . *

KNOWLEDGE WORKERS.
73:0.75

labor-capital ratio
gee CAPITAL-LABOR RATIO

LABOR DEMAND .

71:6.25 '69:0.85

LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATE
66:24.00

LABOR-MANAGEMENT
72:1.00, 72:3.00, 72:4.00, 72:6.25, 72:11.50, 72 :12.00. 71:4.00,.71:4.75,
71:6.50 10:2.00, 70:3.00, 70:3.75, 70:6.50, 70:7.50, 70:9:50, 70:11.40,
7,0:13.90 6,9:27.00 68:0.50; 68:0.75, 68:1.00, 68:B.00, 68:9.00, 68 :20.00

0. 67:2:25, 67:5.00, 67:11.00 -66:45.00, 66:63.00 65:13.00 64:27.50,
64:30.00 61:1.00
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LABOR-MANAGEMENT COOPERATION
720.00, 72:13.00 71:4.70,'71:6.30... 701-0.0, 70:1.00, 70,2.00,
70:3.00, 70:3.55, 70:6.00, 7018.00, 709.00,- 70:11.40, 70:12.00, 70:15.00,
70:16.00 64:0.75,.69:26.00, 69:31.00 '08:1.60, 68:4.50, 68:7.00,,
68:14.00,:68i15:00, 6'8:15.90, 6e:19.00,"68:20.00 67:2.50, 67:6.00,
.67 :7,00, 67:7.50, 67:9.00, 67:12.75, 67:19.00,-67:25.00 ' 66 :63.00

65:4.00, 65:20.60, 65:22.00 64:7.00, 64:12.50, 64 :16.D0, 64:19400
63:7,00, 63:15.00, 63':16.00, 63:19.00 62:.00, 62:2.00 - 61:1.00

LA:BOR -MARKET
63 :6.00

labor, market, internal
see INTERNAL LABOR MARKET

LABOR, MOBILITY
-73(7,0.75, 73'A:2.00 71:3.00,-71:4.00 70:6.00, 70:8.00, 7.0:9.60, 70:10.60,

70:11.00, 70:19,00 69:4.00, 69:8.00, 69:8.50, 69:1q.50, 69:14.00,
.09:23.00: 69 :33.00 68;17.00, 68:18.00, 68:19.00 67:4.00, 67:5.00,
67:640-, 67:9.00, 67:101 D0, 67:12.75, 67:1A.00,.67:20.00, 67:22.00,-67:22.25,
67:23.06, 6W:25.00 66:0.50, 66:19.00, 66:20.000 66:24.60', 66:33.00,
66.-.45.00,Ax46.00, 66:54.00, 66:56.00, 66:57.00 65 :3.60, 65:6.50,

65:11.00,-65:13.00, 65:20.00 64:3.00, 64 :12.00,.64 :12.50, 64 :14.00,.

64:15.00, 64:25.00, 64:26.0, 64:27.00, 64:27.50, 64:31.00, 9:32.50,
64:33.00 63:6.00,.63:7.00, 63:13.00, 63:16.00' .

LATIN AMERICA
69:9.00

LUNDRYIINDUSTRY
72:21400

U

LAYOFF OTIFICATION
72:1. 0, 72:2.00, 72:15.00 71:4.25, 71:4.75, 71:6.5Q '10:0:50, 70:6.00,

70:6. 0, .70:9.40, 70:15.00, 70:16.00 69:2.-.00, 69f8.5W, 69,114.(10, 69:31.00,

69:33.00 , 68:4.50, 68 :14.00', .p8:I5.90, 68:19.00, p8:21,00 67:2:00,
67:6.00,.67:7.00, 67:7.50, 67:9.00, 67:14.00, 67:16,00,.67:17700,'

6,7:19.00 66:0.50, 66:3,00.: 66:6.00, 66:7I00, 66:12.01, 66:17.0, 66:32.00; .
66:41.00 65:0.50, 65:4.00, 65:5.50, 65:6.50, 65 :20.50, 64:3.00, 64:6.00,

64:S.00, 64:8.50, 64:1.3.00, 64:27.00, 64:29.00 63:9.06., 63:45.00

02 2 00 61:1.00

\>

layoffs
see UNEMPLOYMENT .

1.

'LEGISLATION A

72:150; 72:7.00, 72 :19.00. 71:1.00, 71:4.70 70 :10..00. 69:19.00,

69:35.00 68:2.00, ' 67:1.00,.67:22.00 66 :16.00,' 66:29.00,16:41.00,

66,:42.00:66:47.00; 66:61.00. '65:0.20; 65:Q.50, 65:4.00,'65-e6.50, 65:9.60,

' 65:13.00 .'64:1.00, 64:2.00, 84:6.00, 64:11.00, 64:31.00, 64:33.00,
*63:1.00
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LEISURE . .

73:0.50 71:7.00
67:24.00, 67:25.00
63:11.00, 3:17.00

',piss DEVELOPED `'COUNTRIES
70:17..55 6. :24.00

LETTUCE INDUSTRY
65:13.00 .

LIBRARIANSHIP
70:13.00

life insurance industry
see INSURANCE INDUSTRY

literature review
see REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

longshore industry
. see SrIPPING INDUSTRY

LONGSHOREMEN
72:1.00, 72:14.00 _ 71:4.00
68:16.00 64:8.50 63:9.00

70:13.20; 70:17.00 69:6.50 68 :4.00 ,' 67:13.00,
66:2.00, 66:55.00, 66:63.00 65:9.70 164:11.00

. ,-/

LOW EDUCATED'(WORKERS)
68:6.00 . 67:10.00

LOW SKILLED (WORKERS)'
1172;1.75 70:0.50 69:2.50, 69:3.00 68:14.00 66:32.00 65:0.50

:*;

70: 8.00 69:8.50, 69:10.00 _I 68:5.00,

7.

LUXEMBOURG
69:10.25

MACHINE OPERATORS
72:14.00

MACHINE SHOP
66:28.00

a,

a .

'MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY
A:19.50 I

MACRO' 1 ,

73:2.00 72:1%50, 72:1.60,,72 :1:750 72:5.00, 72:5.75, 72:7,00, 72:10.00,
.72:11.00,'72:11.50, 72:13.06:;* 71:1.00, 71:1.50, 71:2/00, 71:3.00,
71:4.90, 71:5.00, 71:7.50 76:0.10, 70:0.25, 70:1.0U,'70:1.50, 70:2.00,
70:3.55, 70:7.25, 70:7.50, 70:S.00, 70:9.00, 70:9.30, 70:10.00, 70 :11.70,.
/0:13;20, 70:13.40, ,70:13,90, 70':14.00,70:16.06, 70:17.00, 70:17.20, 70:17.40
70:17.55, 70117.60, 70:18.50,70:19:00, 70:20.00' 69:5.00, 69:5.50,

69::10,25, 69:12..00, 69:13.00, 69;19.00, 69:g2.00, 69:23 000
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MACRO (cont.) .

69 ;28.00,,69:30.'50, 69:34.00 68:0.50, 68;0.75, 68:1.00, 68:4.00, 68:10.00,
68:14.00, 68:15.00, 68:15,90, 68:17.00, 68:18.00; 68:19:00, 68:19.25,
68:19.50 67:1.00, 67:1.30, 67:1.60, 67:2.00, 67:2.25, 67:3.b0, 67:4.00,
67:5.00, 67:10.00, 67412.00, 67;12.75, 67:13.00, 67:14°.00, 67:021%00,

67:25.0 6610.50, 66:6.00, .66:7.00, 66r9.00,
66:11.00,-60:13..00, '66:16.10,066:17.00, '66:20.00,

-. :21.00, 66:23.00, 66:24.000 66:27.50, 66:29.00, 66:30.00, 66:31.00,
n(16:32.00, 66:33.001-66:34.00, -66:35.00, 66:36.00, 661.38.004. 66:40.00,
66.:14.00, 66:42..00, 66:414.00, 66:45.00, Q6:48.00, 66:49.00; 66:50.00,

i,66:51.00, 66:54.00, 66:5.5.00, 66:56.00, 66:58.00, -66:59,.00, 66:61.00,
66:614.00 65:1:1 20, 65:2.001.65:14.00, 65:5.00, 65:6.50, 65:6.60, 65:7.00,
65:8.50, 65:9.30, -65:9:60,, 65:9.70; '65:10.004 65:11.00, 65:11:50, 65:14.00,
65:17.00, 65:18.00; 65:18.5d, 65:20-.5.O, 65'; r00 64:6.00,
64:9.00C 64:11).00, 64:11.00, 64:12.00, 64:+1800, 64:14.00, 64:15.00,
64:17.00, 64:18.00', 64,119.00, 64:19.50, 64 :21.00 ;'64 :23.00, p4:24'.00,,
64:25.00, 614;26.00, 64:26.50, 614:28.00, 64:31.00, 64:32.50, t4:33.00
63:2,.00; 63:8.00, 63;'10.00, 63:11.00, 63:12.00, 63:14,00, 63:15.00
62:0:50

MAINTENANCE WORKERS
71:4.60

management
see LABOR-MANAGEMENT

WHITE COLLAR WORKERS- r

MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
72:16.00, .72:18..00, 72:22.00 71;0.50, 71:2.40;' 71:2.50, 71:3.00, 71:3.50,'
71:14.25, 71:4.70, 71:6.25., 70:1.50, 70:18.00, 70:18.50 69:0.7,5,
69:6.00, 69:26..00 67:12.50, 67:13.75 © 66:3,00, 66:6.00, 66:29.00,
66;42.00, 66:62.00, 66;64.00 65;0.50, 65:0.55, 65':4.00, 65.:9.60, 65:10.40,
65:10.75,' 65:11.00, 65;18.00, 65:20.60, 65:21.30, 65 :.22.00 . 64;6,00,
64:7:00, 64:8.50;64:10.00; 614:13..00, 64:16.00, 64:19-00, 6y..19.5.0,
64:27.00, 64:27.500 64:28.00, 64:34.00 63 ;1.00,-.63 :5.50 k

Jvisilpower Development and Training Act
see MANPOWER PROGRAMS

MANPOWER PORECA,STING
70:2.00 661'58.00 63:15.00

manpOwer probleMS
see LABOR-MANAGEMENT

1

.

MANPOWER PROGRAMS, ,

.
. , .

.0.

73:1.00 72:5.75, 72:10.00 ,- 72:14.00, : :71:1.00, 11:3.)95s 710.90,
71:5.00, 71:70'".50 70 :0.10,' "70,0...56, 70:3,55,- 70:3.65., 70:'7.-25,1
70:7.50, 70:5.00, 70:9,30, 7,0:10.00, 7t0.3.40, .7,0,;41.3.90", 79:14.00, '70;17,0

170:17.50, 70:17.85, 70119.00; '70;20.60 ,' 59:,2t50,,'69:i5.00, 69,:5.50(
69:8.007 69:8.50, 69:18'.010' 6'9:1;§.00, 69.:30...504, 607,31.00. .68:0.50,
68:0.75, 68:1.000, *68,:2.0'0,, 6$2.64.0, 680..00., 68:101X10, 68:15.00%, 68:18.000

' 68:10.50, 68:2140 .z4 7.:'1..00, 61,11,:3.0,'6.7:42..00,67;2:23,4 p7:3.00% 67:4,.00
, 7 ..

84.8 8
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MANPOWER PROGRAMS (cont.)
67:.6.00,67:7430,-0:9.00, 67:10.00, :12.75, 67 :13.00; 67:14.00,. 67:21.00,
67:22.006 67:23.00, 67:24.00 . 66:0. 0, 66:3.00, 66:7.00, 66:9.00, 66:11.00,
66:12.00, 66:13.00, 66:16%00, 66:17.00, 66:19.00, 66:20.00, 66:21.00,
66:24%00, 66:25.00, 66:27.50, 66:29:00, 66:31.00, 66:33.00, 66:35.00,
66:41.00,a 66:42.00, 66:4.5.00, 6.6:48.00, 66:51.00, 66:54.00., 66:56.00,

0
66:59.00, 66:61.00. 65:0.50 65:5.00, 65:5.00, 65:6.50, 65:6.60,

65:1960, 65:10.00,,65:10A5, 65:10.40, 65:11.00,, 65:17.00, 65:18'.00,
65:20.50 65:23.00 64:.00, 64:8.00, 64:10.00, 64:12.00, 64:12.50,
64:14.00;64:15.00, 64:17.00, 64:18.00, 64:19.00, 64:21.00, 64:23.00,
64:26.00, 64:26.50, 64:27.00, 64:31.000.64:32,50, 64:33.0Q, 64:36.00-
63:2.00, 63:6.50, 6 :10.00, 63:11:00, 63:13.00, 63:14.00, 63:15.00, 63:19.00

4
cr,

MANUFACTURING
70:6.00, 70:17.60 68:10,-00, 6 :18.00

`

66:25.00 5'10.50 61:1.00

MARITIME INDUSTRY
71:3.50. 65:16.00, 65:21.00
see also SHIPPING INDUSTRY

MEATPACKING. INDUSTRY .

:70:8.00, 70:9.00 68:17.00
61:1.00

6`6 :28.00

mediation .,

see PUBLIC REPRESENTATION IN BARGAINING
. .. .

MEDIATv ..
'.

70:6.00, 00, 70:9.0b, 0:15.00 65:0.50 63:9.00 62:21:00 .

61:1.00

64:8.450, 64:29.00 63:19.00

> .

,medical services
see HEALTH SERVICES

mental* retarded worker
see. HANDICAPPED WORKE

METAL PRODUCTS
72:.5.50

.

. MEXICAN AMERICANS
. '

65:13.00 '
.

i :\
MICRQ

73:0.25; 73:0.50, 73:1.00, 73:2.00 72:1.00,-72:2,.00,'72:3.00, 72:4.00,
745.0 240, 72:5.50: 72:6.00, 72:6.25, 72:6.50, 72:8.00, 72:9,00, /12,00,
72:14.00, 72:;15.00, 72:16.00, 72t17.00, 72:18.00, 72:20.00,,,,72:21.00,
72:22.00 71:0.50, 71:2.40,.71:2.50.,,71:3.00, 71:3.25, 71:4:00, 71:4.80,
71:6.25, 71:6.30, 71:7.25, 71:8.50, 71:9.00 70:0.75, 70:1.00, 70:3.60,

'70:3.65, 70:3.75, 70:6.00, 70:6.50, 70:7.50, 70:8.00; 70 :9.00,'70 :9,25;
70:9.40, 70:9.50,'70:11.00, 70:11.40, 78:13.00, 70:J3.4064e0:14,00 70:15.00,
70:17.2p, 70;17.50, 70:17.90, 70:18.00, 70:19.00, 70:1943 69:0.75,
a94,85,,$PA,50,4.69'0.50, 69:7.00, 69:8.00, 69:9.50, 691'10.00, 69:10:5D, .1

.
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MICRO'(cont.)
69:14.00, 69:16.00, 69:17.00,
69:25.00, 69:26;00, 69;27.00,
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69:20.00, 69:21.00; 69:23.54, 69:24.00,
.69:29.00, 69:51.00, 69:33.00 6,Rt1.00,

68:4.50, 68 :5.00, 68 :'7.00;;68 :8.002 68:9.00, 68:14.00, 68:15.00, 68:16.00,
68:17.00, 68:19.00, 68:20.00, 68:21.00 67:1.00, 67:t.50, 67:4.00,
67:5.00, 67:7.00, 67:7.50, 67:8.00, 67:8.25, 67:9.00, 67:13.75, 67:16.00,
67:17.00, 67:18.00, 67:19.00, 67:20.00, 67:22.25,' 67:22.50 66:0.50,
66:1.00, 66:3.00, 66:6.00: 66:7,00, B6:8.00, 66:9.00, 66:12.00, 66:13.00,
6:14.00, 66:22.00, 66:23.00, 66:23.50p 66 :24.50,.66 :26.00, 66:27.00,

28.00, 66 :2.9.00, 66:31.00, 66:35090, 66:37.00, 6W:41,00, 66:42.00,
`66: :00; 66:46.00,-66:50.00, 66:51.00, 66:60.00, 66:61.00, 66:62.00,
66:63:\00, 66:64a0 -65:0150,.65:0:75, 6.5:1.00, 65:3.00, 65:4.00, 65:5.10,"
65:5.20, 65:_5.30, 65:5.50, 65:5.70, 65:6.00, 65:6.50, 65:9.60, 65:10.25,
65:10.50, 65:10.75, 65:11.00,
65:18.00, :19.00, 65,-.19.50",

'65:21.60, 65. 200 . 64:3.00,
-64:11.00, 64:1 .50, 64:13.ft-0,
64:19.50, 64 :20.10, 64:23.00,
64:29.00, 64,:30.0 64:32.50,
63:3.00, 63:4.00, :5.00, 63:5.50, 63:6,50, 63:7.00, 63:8.00,'639.00,
63:16,00, 63 :18.00, -a :18.50, 63:19100 62:1.00, 62:2.00 61:1.00

65:11.5Q, .65:13.00,-65:14.,00,65:16.00,
65:19.75, 65:20.00,, 65:20%60, 65:21.00,
64:6.00, 64:7.00, 64:9.00, 64:10.00,
64:14.00, 64 :16.00, 64:18.00, 64:19;00,
64:26.00, 64:27,00v 64427.50, 64:28.00,
64:34.00:64:34.25, 64 :34.50 611.00,

middlemanageMent
see WHITE COLLAR WORKERS

4
4

MIDWEST UNITED STATES
67:8.00

MINIMUM WAGES
70 :10.00 68:15.00 67:1.00, 7:12.75, 67:22.00 66:7.00, 66:18.00,
66:19.00, 66:40.00, 66e41. 6° .00, 66:61.00 oseLoo, 265:4:00,
65:6.60, 65:13.00 64:2.00; .bo, 64:11.00 63:12.0Q\

MINING
.

68:18.00 ° /1
,

see alSo specific types, e.g. COAL MINING ' .

MINORITY. GROUP WORKERS
,

70:3.65 69:30:50 67:20.00 .66:47.00 65 :4.00,, 65-13 00
641=29.00 q 1f '

see also DISADVANT GED WORKERS
' specific minoyitu Fiogps, e. g BLACKS, MEXICAN- AMERICANS

'

\ MISSISSIPPI DELTA
67:8.25

MISSOURI; ST. LOUIS
73:0.25

model
see THEORETICAL MODEL

,
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MONETAt POLICY 0,4 5 .. .

72:5.7 71:1.00 70 :10.00,'70:14.00, 70:17.00 67:1.00, 67:10.00,
6-7:12.00-- 66 :7.00,66 :33.00, t.6 :36.00,,66 :4100, 66:42.00, 66:44:00,
66:55.00, 66:61.00 65:4.00, 65:.50, 65:20.50 64:6.00, 64:15,00,
64:19:00, 64:21.00, 64:25.00, 64:27.00 63:2.00, 63:17.00.

MULTICRAFT UNION
71:4.70 70:11.70 .69:14.00 68 :7.00, ... 66:63.00 65:21.60,
65:21.60 64:19.00 62:2.00
see also UNION MERGERS

MULTINATIONAL FIRMS
72:1.75

MUSICIANS' UNION
65:5.0

NATIONALIZATION
72:1.75 71:4.00 '69:22.00 J 66:40.00

NEBRASKA, OMAHA
60 :31.00

negative imome tax
see INICOM5MAINTENANCE

Negroes .

see BLACKS°

NETHERLANDS
70:3.50 67:2.00 66:25.00

New Careers Progra0
see MANPOWER PROGRAMS

NEW LABOR FORCE ENTRANTS
66:52.00 64:12.00

NEW YORK
73:2.00 70:11.00 69:10.50 , 64:16.00

-NEW ZEALAND
72:9.017

NEWSPAPER INDUSTRY
73:0.25

19th CENTURY
_66:39.00

N6N-UNION WORKERS
65:10.50

0

0

0
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NONWHITE WORKERS
70,3.65. 66:1.00 64:12:00
see al#o specific ethnic and minority groups

re

NORTH CENTRAL UNITED'STATES
670.00 63:6.5b t

NO12THEASTERN UNITED SITES
67:14.00

NORWAY --"

71:2%140 67:2.50

NOVA SCOTIA,. NOIZTH SYDNEY
- 69:8.50

.see ORGANIZATION TOR ECONOMIC, 'CO PERATION AND DEVELOPMENt.

(on- -the -job training)
see A'ET

A -25

RAINING, PRIVATE

OCCUPATIO L` STRUCTURE
73:2.00, 7020.50,470:3..00, 70:6-.00, 69:10.00 68:18.00, 68:19-0
66:18.00, 6605.00, 66:57.00 65:0.50, 65:1.0.00 63:15.50

, .
OFFICE .WO;KERS t.

71:8.5a 70:8.00 648.00 65:10.7, 65:19..75 63 :4.00,. 63 :5.50
. ,.

OHIO
67:9.00`

.1.

. 15

OIL' INDUSTRY '' -
, .

70:0.50, 70:4:1.7 , 70:1.9.'00' 69:9.50 67:16.00,_67:17.00 6EP:2.00 ,

614:8."50 : . . .

- . . ..
OKLAHOMA, OKLAHOMA' CITY .a I.

f63:19.00 " , I ,, , -, 0.-, -

OLDER 7WORKERS
71:2.60 70 :0.10; 70:11.70 .69:7.:00, 69:16.00, 69 :26.00 I 08:6.00
67:114.00, 67:16.00, 67, :22.50 66:20.00, 66:23.00r 66:25.00, 66:38;00,
6606.00, 66:51.00', 66:5.00 -650.00, 65:6.00; 65:11.50
614:29:00 63:5.00-

on-the= job training
see RETRAINING; PRIVATE

Et
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ONGOING TRENDS
73:0t25, 73 :1.00, 73:3.00 72:1.00, 72:1.50,- 72:1.60, 72e1.75,
'72:4.00; 72:5.00, 72:6.25, 72:6.50, 72:7.00, 72:8.00, 72:10.00, 72:13.00,v'
72:14.00, 72:19.00, 72:21.00 71:GAO, 71 :1.00,.71 :2.00, 71:3.10,
71:3.25,'71:3.50, 71:4.25, 71:4.60,71:4.70, 71:4.75, 71:4.90, 71:5.00,

'471:6.25, 71:6.30, 11:6.50, 71:7.00, 71:7.50, 71,28:00, 71:8.25, 71:8.50
e70;0.25., 70:0.75, 70:2.00, 70:3.00,/70:3.50, 70:3.65, 70:3..7.5, 70:6.00,
70:7.25, 70:8.00, 70:9.00, 70:9.50, 70:10.00, 70:11.40, 70:12.00, 70:13.20,
'70:13.90,.70 :14.00, 76:15.00, 7,0:16,00, 70:17.20, 70:17.50, 70:17.85,
-70:18,00,'70:18.50,:/0:19.0U, 70:20.00 69:2.00, 69:2.50, 69:4.50,

69:".6%.50, 69:8.00, 69:9.00, 69:9-:50, 69:10.00, 69:10.25; 69:10.40,
69:10.50, 69:12.00, 69:13.00, 69:14.00, 69:18.00, 69:19-.0069:26.00,
69:22.00, 69:3.50,,, 69:24.00", 69:25.00, 69:28.00; 69:30.00,_69:30.50,
69:31.00, 69:33.0P, 69.:35.00 68:0,..50, 68:0.75, 68:1.00, 68:4.50,
68:5.00, 68 :'6.00, 68:7.00, 68:10.00, 68:14.00, 68:15..00, 68:15.90,-68:16.00,
68:17.00; 68:18100, 68:19.00, 68:19.25, 68:19.50, 68:20.00 671.00,
67:1.0,t67:1.60, 67:2.00, 67:2.25, 67:3.00; 67;4.00, 67:6.00, 67:7.00,

' 67:7.00, 67:7.50, 67:9.00, 67:10.00, 67:11.00, 67:12.50, 67:12,75, 67 :13.00,
67:22.00, 67:22:25, 67:23.00; 67:24.00 66:0.50, 66:3.00, 66:4.00, 66 :5.00.,
66:8.00, 66:10.00, .66 :11000,.66:1.7.00, 66:21.00,,66:22:00, 66:24.5g,,66:27.50,
66:29.00, 66:3D.00, 6E:31.00, 66:32:00, 66:37.00, 66:40.00, 66:41:00,
66:42.00, 66:44.00, 66:45.00, 66:48.00, 66:49.00, 66:51.00, 66:52.00;
66%53.00, 66:54.00, 66:55:00, 66:56.00, 66:57.00, 66:58.00, 66:59.00, -

"..66:61.00., 66:62.00, 66:63.00 65:0.20, 65:0.50.: 65:0.55k 65:1:00, 65:2.00,
'65 :4.00,.65:5.50, 65:6:3p, 65:6.50, 65 :9.40:, 65:10.00, 65:10.40, 65:14.00;
65:16.00,-165:17.00, 65:M00, 65:18.50, 65:20.00, 65:20.50, 65:21.00,
65 :21.30. 64:2.00, 64:3.00, 64:7.00, 64:8.00, 64:10.00, 64:12.50, 64:14.00;
64:18.00, 64:19.00, 64:24.00, 64:26.00, 64:27.00, 64:2-7:50, 64:28.00,
64:31.00, 64:32.50, 64 :33.60,,64 :34.25, 64:35.00, 64:36.00
63:5:50, 63 :6.00,.63 :6.50, 63:8.00, 63:9.00, 63j :10.00, 63:12.00, 63:13.00,,

63c14:00,, 63:15.00, 63:15150, 63:18.50. :62:0.50, 62 :1.00., 62:2.00
61:1.00

OPPORTUNITY COST
63:6.00

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC COOPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT (OECD)
66:4.00

organization strategy .,J

see MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

'Organizational structure
see MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

-OVERTIME
71:4.90° 70:11.00 67 :10.00,.67:24.00 66:12.00, 66:22.00 65:0.50 1,1
64:11.0-0, 64:33.00 61:1.00
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P.E,P.
see PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

PAST TREND8.
72:1.00, 72:1.50, 72:1.60, 72:12.75, 72:6.50, 72:8.00, 72:9.00 72:10.00,
72:19.00 71:3.50, 71:4.25, 71:4.70, 710.75, 716.00,
71:8.25 70:0,25, 70:3.00, 70:3.75, 70:6.50, 70:8.00, 70:9.25, 70:10.00,
76:13.90, 70:14.00, 70:15.00, 70:19.00 69:4.00,.69:6.50,1 69:10.60,
69:13.00, 69:29.00169:31.60 .68:7.00, 68:15.00, 68:17.00, 68:18.00,
68:19.00, 68:21.00 67:4.00, 67:10.00, 67:11.00, 67:12.60, 67:17.00,
67:20.00 66:2.00, 66:5.00, 66:10.00; 66:11.00, 66:15.00, 66:19.00,
66:24.00, 66:39.00, 66:44.00, 66:46.00, 66:47.00, 66:4.00 65:0.20,
65:0°.55; 65:0.75, 65:1.00, 65:5.20, 65:5.50, 65:6%30, 65:9.40, 65:10.50,
65:20.00, 65:21.30 64:2.00, 64:8-.50, 64:12.50, 64:19.0, 64425.00,
64:31.00, 64:32.50, 64:35.00 63:6.60, 63:900, 63:1106, 63215.00,
63:16.00 62:0.50, 62:2.00 61:1.00

A-27

PAY INCENTIVES 3

72:22:00 71:0.50, 71!3.00, 71:4.25, 71:4.75, 71:7.00 70:0.50,
' 70:2.00, 70:3.50, 70:3.75 '69:8.00, 69:23.00, 69:.25r0b,'64.:28.00,
:69:30.00' '68:0.50, 68:8.00, 68:9.00 67:22.50_ 66:.8-.00, 66:12.00:
66:22:00, 66:41.00

PAYGRADE&
-- 7222..00, 72:4.00, 72:5.00, 72:12.00 '71:6.50, 71:9%00 76:6.00,

70:$.00, 70:9.00, 70:15:00, 70:16.00 60:25.00 68:19.00 67 :2.50.,
67:10.00, 67:14:00 66:41.00, 66:45:000 65:5.50, 65:11.00
64:8.50, 64:10.00, 64:13.00, 64:19.00_ 63:9.00 62 :1.00,

PENNSYLVANIA
72:20.00,4

PENSION RIGHTS
73:1.00 72:1.60, 72:2.00 . 71:2.00, '1:4.00 70 :3.00, 70:8.00,
70:9:00:70:9150;:70:15.00, 70:16.00 64:10.00, 69:12.00, 64:14.00,
69:31.09 68:1.00, 68:5.00, 68:15.00' 67:2:50, 67:7.00, 67:11.00,
67:19.00 66:0.5.066-:600, 66:7%00, 66:12.00, 66:20.00, 66:23.00,.
.66:32.00, 66 :33.00, 66:38.00, 66:46.00, 66:61.00 65:0.50, 65:1.00,
6543.00,.65:4,00, 65:5.70, 65:6.30, 65:9.4'O, 65:11.50, 65:14.00, 65:21.00
64:520Q,64.,:&.00, ..64:8.50,'64:19.00, 64 :30.00, 644,31.00 63:18.00
62:2.00

PERSONNEL 'ADMINISTRATION
672:15.00

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY
662.23.50

petroleum reflining
see OIL INDUSTRY

PHARMAtiUTTCAL INDUSTRY
72:17.00

I



pilots, . ,,.

.

see AIRLINE. PILOTS -

/PLACEMENT SERVICE .

69:31.00 68:0.75, 68:2:00,''68:1-7.00, 68:18.00, 68:21.00 67:1.00, .

67:14.00, 67:23.00 66:12.00, 66:33.00,.66:35.00, 66 :41.00, 66:48.00
65'1'4..00, 65:6.50, 65:8.50, 65:20.50 64:6,00;64:19.00 63:19.00
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PLANNING-,. PRIVATE
72:3.00, 72:10.00, 72:15.00, 72:18.00 , 70:3.1/0, ='70 :3.65,
70:8.00, 70:9.00, 70:11.00, 70:12.00, 70:13.00,- 70:15.00,,70:16.00
69:10.25, 69:13.00, 69:23.00; 69:26.00 68:4.50, 68:8,00,
68:9.00, 68 :15.00, 68;19.00 67:2.50, 67:5.00, 67:6.00, 67:7.06,
67:8,00,-67:9.00, 67:10.00, 67:12.75, 6 :20.00, 67:22,50, 67:25.00
66:3,.00, 66:4.00, 66:6.00, 66:12.00, 66:26.00x 66:42.00, 66:54.00,
'66:62.00 65;4.00, 65:6.50, 65:10.25, 65:18.00, 65:?0.50, 65:20,60,
65:21.00,'65 :22.00 64:10.00, 64:12.50, 64:14.00, 64:18.00, 64:19.00,
611:25.00,'t14:27.5'0,.614:28.00, 64:31.00 63:4.'00, 63:5.50, 63:7.00,
63:18.50, 63:19.00 62:1.00, 62:2.00 61:1'.00

o PLANNING,, PUBLIC
. %.

72:5.00,-72:7.00,72:10.00 71:1.00, 71:6.00, 71:7.00 70 :0.50,
705 :3.65, 70:10.00 69:6.50, 69:8.50, 69:9.00, 69:13.00, 69:18.00,
69:19.00, 69:22.00 '68 :0.75', 68:1.00, 68:9.00, 68:18.00 67:1.00,
67:4.00, 67:6.00 66:4.00, 66:7.00, 66:16.00, 66:31.00, 66:39.00,

' 66:449.00, 66:41.00, 66:42.00, .66:45.00, 66:47.00, 66:48.00, 66:53.00,
66:56.00, 66 :61.00,.66 :62.00 65:3.00, 656.50, 65:8.50, 65:9.6D,

P 65:10.00, 65:11.00, 65:13.00, 65:17.00, 65:20.50 64:1.00, 64:6.00,
-64:10.00, 64:11.00, 64:12.00, 64:13.00, 64:15.00, 64:17.00, 64:19.00,'
64:21.00, 64:23.00, 64:26.5(1, 64:28.00, 64:32.50 . 63:2.00, 63:10.00,
63:11,00, 63:14.00 -

.4r

PLANT SHUTDOWNS
70:9.40 66:52.00.

POLAND
69:10.25

.

'POPULATION CONTROL
72:10.00

POST - INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY
71:1.0Q, 71:2.50, 7-1:7.00

POVERTY
66:11.00

'power- plants
see PUBLIC UTILITIES

e

PREFABRICATED HOUSING
72:8:00; 72;,19.00
see also CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY-

-



PREFEiEl4IAt HIRING
68:4.50 66:47.00

PRINTERS' UNION
,65:0.75

-.29

PRINTING INDUSTRY
70;1.00, 70:3.09 69:0.75 67:11.00 '65:6.00 63:18.50

0- .

PRIVATE- PUBLIC RELATIONS
72:10.00 71 :.1.00, 71:4.90, 71:5.00, 71:6.50 70:.E10, 70:13.40;
70:14.00, 70:17.50, 70:19.00' 68:15.00; 68:17.00, 68:18.00, 68:19.50
67:1.00, 67:2.00, 67:6.00, 67':7.00, 67:9.0b, 67:10.00. 66:0.50,
66:7.00, 66:41.00, 66:44.00,_66:56.00,,66:57.00, 66:58.00% 66:59.00,
66:61.00 650.20, 65:0.50', 65:2.00 64:11.00,'64:12.00,'64:12.50,
64:14:00, 64:25:00, 64 :30:00, 64' :33:00 63 :2.00, 0:6.00, ,63:15.00
62:2.00

productivity agreements
gee WORK RULES

PROFESSIONAL WORKERS
71:3.2, 71:7.00 70:9.30 - 64:11.00
see also WHITE COLLAR WORKERS

profit sharing
see AUTOMATION FUND

PAY'INCENTIVES

programmers.,
see COMPUTER PROGRAMMERS

PROJECTED TREND&
73:1,00, 73:3.00 72:1.50; 72:6.50, 72:8.00, 72:10.00, 72:11.00
68:6.00, 68:21.00 67:1.30, 67:2.25, 67:,3.00, 67:10.00 63:1.00,
63:8.00, 63:13.00
see also FUTURE TRENDS

PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES
62 :1.00 ,

psychological and sociological, effects
see SOCIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

PUBLIC EMPLOYEES
65:1:00

PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS
72:10.00 71:8.25 70:17.00, 70:17.20,'70:20.00 69:2.50, 69:9.00
68:6.00 67:1.00, 67:P.00, 67:10.0,0, 67 :13.00, 67:14.00., 67:25.00
66:7.00,4:66:11330, 66:36.00,66:41.00, 66:42.00, 66:48.00, 66:52.00,
66:54.0 66:5t.00, 66:61.00 65:4.00, 65:6.60 64:1.00, 64:6.00,

64:8.00, 4:30:00, 64:11.00, 64:13.00, 64:21.00,4:33.00 63:7.00, 0:10.00

.0
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PUBLIC-REPRESENTATION IOARGAINING .
-,

72:7.00 71:1.50, '71:4. 70', 71:4.i5, 71:6.50 70:13.90, 70:17''g0,
70:17.55 69:35.00 68:2.00 61:1.00 66:7,00, 66.01100, 66 :42.00,
66:52.00, -66:56:00 65:0.20; 65:0.50, 65:1.00, 65 :4.00., 65:6.30,
65:20.50 64:1.00, 64:6.00, 64:8:00, 64:19.00, 64:21.00,,, 64 :24.00,

:

64:27.00, 64:31.00, 64t33.00 63:1.0063:2.00, 63:74,..63:9.04?

PUBLIC UTILITIES' .
.

,

4,

70:11.00 '68:17.00 AP:19.00, 65:20.60
.

62:1.00

PUBLISHING INDUSTRY
62:2.00 -

(S,

RACIAL GROUPS
70:10.00 68:15.00 67:4.00
see also MINORITY GROUP WORKERS

specific groups, e.g. BLACKS'

RAILROAD INDUSTRY
72:2.00 71:6.50

.',68:17.00 67:9.00

referral
see RELOCATION

"`

regionaliaolicy
see URBAN-REGIONAL POLICY

70:0.25, 711:19.00 69:7.00, 69:14.00
65:5.50_ 64:8.50 61:9.00

68:15.00,

REGRESSION
72 :5.50, 72:9.00, 72:11.00, 72:17,00 70:9.40, 70:17.55, 70:17.60,
70:17.90 69:17.00, 69:2 00 66:24,00 65:7.00 63:3.00, 63:6.00

rehiring rights
see PREFERENTIAL HIRING

relative factor price
See CAPITAL-LABOR RATIO

RELOCATION, UIVATE
72:1.60, 72:2.00, 72:4.00, 72:15.00, 72:2?.D0 ,71:3.00, 71:7.00, 71:9.
70:3.00,.70:6.00, 70:8.00, 70:9.00,,70:9.40, 70 :10.00, 70:11.00, 70:16
70:19.00 69:2.50, 69:10.40, 69 :10.50', 69:14.00, 69:25.00, 69:26.00,
69:29.00, 69 :31.00, 69 :33.Q0 68:0:50, 68:0.75, 68:1.00, 68:4.50,
68:14.00, 68:15.00, 68:17,00, 68:19.00, 68:20.00 67:2.50, 6....4.00,
67:6.00, 67:9.00,, 67:10.00, 67:12.5Q, 67:13.75, 67:14.00, 67:17.00, 67:18.00,
67:19.00, 67:20.00, 67:22.25, 67:2.50, 67:23.00 66:0.50, 66:6.00, '

66:7.00, 66:12.00, 66:23.50, 66:32.00, 66:33.00, 66:48.00, .66:51.00; 66:56.00,
66:64.00 65:0.50, 65:3.00, 65:4.00, 65:5.50, 65:).50, 65:10.25, 65:13.00
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(cont.)RELOCATION, PRIVATE (cont.)
64:3.00, 64:6.00, 64:8.00, 64:8.50, 64:10.00, 64:13_00, 64:14.00, 64:19.00,
64:20.00, 64:26.00, 64:27.00, 64:29.00, 64:32.50, 64:35.00 63 :1.00, -

63 :4.00, 63:6:50, 63:8.00, 63 :9.00, 63:14.00, 63:16.0063:18200, 63:19.00
P 0

sde also TRANSFER' OPTIONS.

RELOCATION, PUBLIC
72-f8.00, 72:10.00 71:7.50 70:0.25,4:13.40, 70:19.00 69:2.00,
69:2.50, 69:8.00, 69:18.00, 69:19.00, 69:29.00 , 68:1.00, 68:2.00,
68:15.00, 68:18.00 , 67:1.00, 67:400, 67:6.00, 67:8.25, 67:9.00,
67:10.00, 67:13.00, 67:22.00 66:7.00, 66:19.00, 66:20.00, 66:35.00,

.66:41.00, 66:42.00, 66:45.00, 66:48.00, 66:52.00, 66:61.00 65:4.00;
65:6.50, 65:6.60, 65:8.50, 65:11.00, 65:2050 64:6.00, 64:8.00,
64:14.00, 64:18.00, 64:19.'00, 64:26.00, 64:26.50, 64%31.00, 64:32.50
63:2.00, 63:.00, 63:13.00, 63:14.00

RESERVE LABOR POOL
64:7.00

RETAIL FOOD INDUSTRY
65:22.00

RETAIL TRADE INDUSTRY
73:2.00 70:19.00

ts

RETIREMENT
.

72:10.00 67:25.00 66:19.00; 66:20.00, 66:38.00, 66:41.0% 66:55.00
66:61.00 65:4.00, 65:11.50 64:6.00 '

see also EARLY RETIREMENT

RETRAINING, PRIVATE
72:1.50, 72:1.60, 72:2.00, 72:4.00, 72:6.50, 72:8.00, 72:alie00,72:15.00,

-72:21.00,, 72:22.00 71:2.00; 71:3.00, 71:3.25, 71:3.50, 71:4.60, 71:4.90,
71:5.00, 71:6.25, 71:6.30, 71:7.00, 71:9.00 70:0.10, 70:0.50, 70:0.75,
70:2.00, 70:3.00, 70:3.60, 70:3.65-, 70:6.00, 70;6.50, 70:8.00, 70:9.00,
70:9.50, 70:11.00, 70:11.40, 70:11.70, 70:12.0070:13.40, 70:15.00, 70:16.00;
70:17.00, 70:17.85, 70:19.00, 70:19.50 69:0.75, 69:2.50, 69:5.00 69:6.00,
69:8.00, 69:8.50, 69:10.25, 69:10.40, 69:12.00, 69:13.00, 69:14.00, 69:23.00,
69:25.00, 69 :26.00,69 :27.00, 69:29.00, 69:31.00, 69:33.00, 69:35 00
68:0%50, 68:1.00, 68:4.50, 68:7.00, 68:8.00, 68:9.00, 66:10.00, 68:14.00,

68:15.90, 68:17.00, 68:19.00, 68:20.00= 67 :1.30, 67:2.00,'67 :2.50, 67:3.00,
67:6.00, 67:7.00, 67:7.50, 67:8.00, 67:9.00, 67:10.00, 67:11.00; 67:12:50,
67:12.75, 67:13.75, 67:14.00, 67:17.00, 67 :18.00,67 :19.00., 67:21.00, 67:22.25,

67:22.50, 67:23.00, 67:25.00 66:0.50C 66:1.00, 66:3.00, 66:6.00, 66L7.00,

. .66 :8.0R, 66 :9.00,66 :12.00, 66:"23.00, 66:23.50, 66:24.50, '66:28.00, 66:29.00,
66:31.00,'66:32.00, 66:35.00, 66:401.00, 66:42.00, 66:45.00, 66:46.00, 66:48.00,
66:51.00, 66:54.00, 66:56.00, 6659.00, 66:61.00, 66:63.00, 66:64.00
65:0.50, 65:3.00, 65:4.00", 65:5.10, 65:5.50, 65:5.70, 65:6.50, 65 :9.6(1,

65:10.00, 65:10.25, 65:10.40, 65:10.75, 65:11.00, 65:13.00, 65:18.00, 65:19.00,

65:19.75, 65:20.00, 65:20.50, 65:20.60, 65:21.00, 65:23.00 4 64:3.00,'64:6.00' ,

64:8.00, 64:8.50, 64:9.00, 64:10.00, 64:11.00, 64:13.00; 64:14.00, 64:15.00,

'641:18.00, 64:19.00, 64:19.50, 64:20.00, 64:23.00, 64:26,00, 64:27.00, 64:27.50,
64:29.00, 64:32.50,,64:34.50 63:1-00, 63:4.00, 63:5.00, 63:7.00, 63:8.00,

31
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RETRAINING, PRIVATE (cont.) ,

63:9.00, 63:14.00, 63:15.00, 63:16.00,
62:1.00, 62:2.00 .61:1.00

retraining, public
see MANPOWER PROGRAMS

° REVIEWOF THE JTERATURE
72:9.00, 72:1,0:00; 7'2:19.00 71:2.50; 71:9.0p 70 :0.20, 70 :8.00,
70:14.00 69:6%50, 69:10.25, 69:21.00, 69:26.00 68:2.00, 68:6,00,
68-16

7 '

-00 6818 00 67:4.00, 67:9.00 66:19.00, 66:28.00, 66:62.00
'65:0.20,.65,:6.00, 65:6.60, 65:20.25 '64:19.00 63:16.00 62:1%00

:17.00, 63:18.00, 63:19.00,

RUBBER INDUSTRY A

70:9.00 63:9.00 .61:1.00

1
RUBBER TIRE INDUSTRY
.66:28.00

rural development
gee URBAN-REGIONAL POLICY,

Russia-
see U.S.S.R.

.

441

S.U.B. (StiPPLEMENTAL UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS)
7k:2.00, 72:13.00 71:3.50, 7,1:4.25, 711:4.75, 71:6.25, 71:9.00 70:3.00,

-' 70:B.00, 70:9.00, 70:9.50, 70:16.00 69:2.00, 69:10.00, 69:14.00, 69:25.00,
69:31.00 68:15.90, 68:20.00 Q 67:6.00, 67:7.00, 67:12.50, 67:19.00,

. 67:21.00' .66:0.50,c166:6.00, 66:7.00, 66:12.00, 66:32.00, 66:41.00
65:0.50:65:1.00, 65:4.00, 65:5.50, 5:6.30, 65:1400 64:3.00, 64:7.00,
64:8,50., 64:10.00, 64:14.00', 64:19.00, 64:31.00,. 64:35.00 63:1.00, 63:9.00,
63:18.00 61:1.00

,7
\.

-

,sabbatical ledve
see VACATIONS

.SAMPLE
73:.2.00, 73:3.00 72:6.00, 72:6.50, 72:17.00, 72:20.00' 71:8.50
70:1.00, 70:8,00, 70:9.40, 70:11.00, 70:13.00, 70:14.00, 70:15.00, 70:17.55,
70:17.60, 70:17.90 , 69:4.50, 69:16.00, 0:17.00, 69:23.00, 69:23.50,
69:27.00 6g:2.00; 68:9.00, 68:18.00, 68:19.00 67:4.00, 67:B.00,
67:9.00, 67:16.00: 67;19:00, 67:22.50 66 :1:00, 66:13.00, 66:18.00,
66:21.00, 66:24.00, 66:25.00, 66:60.00 65:6%00, 65:13.00, 65:19.75,
65:22.00 64:9.00 63:5.50

SEMI-SKILLED WORKERS
71:3.00 70:1.00, 70:19.50 68:18:00
66:51.0d 64:11.00 62:1.00

67.:9.00 66:21.00, 66:37.00,
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SENIORITY '"
73:1.00, 72:1.50, 72:1.60, 72:2.00, 72:4.00, 72:640, 72:12.00, 72:22.00
31:3.50, 7-1:4,25, 71:4.75, 71:6.50. 70:9.00, 70:9.50, 70:15.00, 70.:16.00
69:10.50, 69:14.00, 69:23.00, 69:26.00, 69:30.50 68:0.75, 68:4.50,.
68:5.00, 68:14.00.;68:15:00, 68:17.00, 68:19-.00, 68:21.00 67: .50,
67:5.00, 67:6.00, 67:7.00, 67:12.50,'67 :14.00, 67:19.00 . 66:0 0,

66:1.00, 66:7.00, 66:8.00, 66:..12.00, 66:23.50, 66:41.00, 6 0, 66 :64..00

65:0.50, 65:1.00, 65:4.00, 65:6.50, 65:14.00, 65%18.00, 65:20.60
64:3 0, 64:6.0064:84250, 64:9,00, 64:19.00, 64:27%00, 64 :27.,50, 4:35,00'
63:1:410, 63:7.00, 63:9.00, 63:16,00; 63r18.00, 63:19.00 61:1.00

SENSITIVITYANASIS
T2:11.00

SERVICE INDUSTRY
68:18.00 66:25.00.

O

SEVERANCE PAY
73:1.00 72 :1.00, 72:2.00, 72 :4.00,72 :6.50, 72: 12.00, 72:15:00
71:3.00, 71:4.75, 71:9.00 70:3.00, 70:6.50, 70:8.00, 70 :9.00,.70 :9.40,
70:12.00, 70:16.00, 70:17.20 69:14.00, 69:31.00 % 68:5.00,
68:15.00, 68:15.90, 68:19.00, 68:20.00 67:2.00, 67:2.50,%67:6.00, 67:7.00,
67:7.50, 67:10.00, 67:13.75, 67:14,00, 67:17.00, 67:18.00, 67:19.00, 67:21.00
-66:0.50, 66:7.e0, 66:12.00, 66:32:00, 66:41.00, 66:46.00 65:0.50, 65:1-100,

65 :5.50, 65:20.50, 65,:21.30 64:3.00, 64:0.00, 64:8.00, 64:8.50,
64:1:8.00, 64:14.00, 64:19.00, 64:27.00, 64:35.015 63:9.00:63:15.00,
63:16.00, 63:18.00, 6319.00 61:1.00

S-HARECROPPERS
67:8.25-

SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY
66:23.50

SHIPPING INDUSTRY 0
70:0.50 69:10.50 68:5.00
see also MARITIME INDUSTRY

SHORTER WORK WEEK, PRIVATE .

73:0.50 72:1.60, 72:12_00, 72:3..00, 72:5.00, .72:18.00,-72:22.00 71:3.00,
71:4.00, 71:7.00 70 3.00, 70:8.00, 70000, 70:9.50, 70:17.00, 70:17.20,
70:19..50 ,69:14:00, 69:23.00 68:4.00, 68:15.00,.68:15.90, 68:17.00
67:1.30, 67:10_00, 67:19.00, 67:22.50, 67:24.00 66:7.00, 66:20%00,
66:23.50, 66:29.00, 66:32.00, 66:41.00, 66:51.00, 66:55.00, 66:61.00, 66:63..00
65:0.50, -65:4.00, 65:11.00, 65:21.30 :64:2.00, 64:3:00, 64:6.00, 64:8.50,. .

64:10.00, 64:11.00, 64:16.00, 64:19.00, 611':28.00: 64:33.00, 64:35.00
63:1.00, 63:9.00, 63:15:00,63:16.00, 63:17.00' 62:2.00 61:1.00

SHORTER WORK WEEK, PUBLIC -

72:5.00 6918.00 -67:13.00 66:7.00, 66 :18.00, 66:19.00, 66:20.00,
66:41.00, 66:49.00, 66:51.00, 66 :55.00., 66:61.00 65:1.00, 65:4.00
64:6.00, 64:10.06, 64:11.00, 64:13.00, 64:21.00, 64:21.00, 64:24.0.0
63 :12.00 62:2.00

V't
..)k)
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4'

16th and 17th CENTURIES
69:4.00

-

SKILL REQUIREMENTS
73:0.75, 73'0.00 72:1.50, 72:4.00, 72:6.25, 72:8.00, 72:12.00, 72:21.00,
72:22.00 71:2.00, J1 :4.60, 71:6.25 70%1.00, "70 :3.00, 70:3.55:
70:3.65, 70:6.00, 70:7.2570:7.50, 70:8.00, 70:9.00, 70:11.00, 70:12.00,
70:13.20, 70:14.00, 70:19.00, 70:19.50 69:0.75, 69r5.50,
69:7.GO, 69:E1.00, 69:10.00, 69:10.25,-69:1,,3.00, 64:18.00, 4
69:26:00, 9:27.00 68:0.50, 68:7.00, 68:8.00, 68:9.00, 6.41,14.00,

. 68:18.00, 68:19.00, 68:19-.50 67:1.00, 67:5.00, 67:8.00, 67:10.00,
67:13.00, 67:13.75, 67:14.00, 67:18.00, 67:22.50, 67.:23.00, 67:25.00
66:1.00, 66:4.00, 66:5.00, 66:6.00, 66:8,00, 66:9.00; 66:12.00, 66:14.00,
66:17.00, 66:21.00, 66:23.00, 66:23.5d, 66:24.50, 66:27.50, 66:28.00,
66:29.00, 66 :31.00; 66:32.00, 66:41.00, 66:45.00, 66:47.00, 66:48.00, .

6609.90, 66:51.00, 66:52.00, 66:58.00, 66:60.00, 66:62.00, 65:0.50,
65:0.55, 65:4.00, 65:5.00, 65:6.50, 65:9.30, 65:10.00, 65:10.25, 65:10.40,
65:16.75,-165:11.00, 65t13.00, 65;17.00,'65 :.19.,00, 65:20.00, 65:20.50:
65:21.00 64:2.00, 64:6.00, 64:.8.00, 64:9.00, 64:10.00, 64411.00c_
6W:12.00, 64:12.50, 64:1500, 64:17.00, 64:18.00, 64:19.50,.64.:20.06,
64:25.0G, 64:26.00, 64:26.50, 64:27.0, 64:31.00, 64:32.50, 64:33.00
63:2.00, 63:4.00, 63:5.00 63` :5.50, 63:10.00, 63:11.00, 63:14.00,
63:16.00,-63:18.00, 63:18.50 '62:0A0, 62:1.00 61:1.00

skill- transferability
see, SKILL REQUIREMENTS

SKILLED .WORKERS
73:3.00 72:14.00, 72:20.00 71:4,50* 70:1.00, 70:3.65,. 70:8.00,
70:9.00, 70:14.000 70:19.000 70:19:50 69:25.00 .68:5.00, 6e:15.00,
68:17.00, 68:18.00 67:1000, 67:8.25, 67:9.00, 67:10,00, 67:12.75
66:8.00, :66:21.00, 46:37.00, 66:4.00, 66:60.00 65:0.60, 65:21.60
64111:00 63:16.00 , 62:1.00
see also HIGH SKILLED WORKERS

LOW SKILLED WORKERS,
SEMI-SKILLED WORKERS

I

SOCIALISM
69:22.00 66:40.00 .65:8.50

'SOCIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS t3
71:1.50,.71:3.19, 71:6..00 .70 :9.50, 70 11.70, 70:17.50 69:6.50,
69.:16.00, 69:30.09 67:16.00, 67:17.00,'67:24:00 66:11.00, 66:41.00,
66:52.00 65:11.00, 65:11.50, 65:13.00, 65:18,50 64:1.00, 64!20.00,
64:21.00, 63:4.D0 '62:0.50

SOUTHEASTERN UNITED STATES
65:11.00

.SOUTHERN UNITED STATES
67:4.00

,

3/



Sovit 'Union
see U.S.'S,R.

STEEL INDUSTRY

A. ta

4

72:6,50. ..70:8,00: 70:9..00, 70414-'00.
`67 :5:90, 67:9.00 66:12.00 65:5.30
,,64:12'50 '6149.00, 62:10,00 2141.00

4

stevesiCres .

sck?,LONdSHOREMEN

o STRIKE EFFECTIVENESS
69:10.40 '66:50.00, 66 :63.00.

strikes - 1

see'LABOR-MANAGEMENT.

1.0

68:0.75, C)8 :15.00, 68:1700
64 ?7.00,, 64:8.50, 64:P.00,

.4

63:15.00,- 63:15.50

STRUCTURAL` UNEMPLOYMENT
70:11.10 65:2.00 64:12.00, 64:15.00-

.

.supplemental unemployment behei'its
!see S.1.3.11w

SWEDEN
72:6.25, 72:18.00 71.:3.00
66:25.00 64:26.50

a

TALES (includes all illustrative materials) ,

73:2.00, 73:3.00 72:2.00, 72:6.00, 72:6.50, 72:9.0, 72:11.00, .72:1800,
72:20.00 71:3.00, 71:3.50, 71:4.25, 71:4.75, 71:6:25,.71:.6:50, 71:7.00

- 70:0.1Q, 70:1050, 70:1,00, 70:3.65, 70:6.00, 70:9,30, 70ti 15v.00, 70:13.40,
70:17.85, 70r20.00 69:2.50, 69:4.50, 69e8.00, 69:10.00, 69:10.25,
69116.00, 69:21.00, 69:23.00, 6%23.50, 69:24:00, 69:27.00, 69:31.00
68:2.00, 68:4.00, 68:6.00, 68:9.00, 68:13e00, 68:18.00, 68:19.00 67;2.50,
67:4.00, 67,:5-00, 67:8.00, 67:9:00; 67:12.75, 67:14.00, 67:22,00 66:6,00,
66:7.00, 66:12.0066:1300, 66:18.00, 66:21.00, 66:23,.007 66:25.00,
66:,28.00, 66:41.00, ()6:51.00: 66:56.00; 66:57.00, 66;60.00 65:0:50,
65:5.00, 65:5.10, 65:5.70, 65:6.00, 65:7.00, 65 10.75, &5:11.50,65:13.00,
65:18.00, 65:19.00 64:6.'00, 64:9.00, 64:12.00, 64:17.00, 64:20:00
.64:29:00, 64:34.50 63:3.00, 63:4.00, 63:5.00, 63:6.00,63:13.00, 63':19.00

0

67:1.30, 67: ,60, 67 :2.50

a

-teachers
see EDUCATORS

TECHNICAL OCCUPATIONS .

. 70:9.25 69:12.00, 69:13.00

technological adjustmen t ppy
see AUTOMATION FUND

66:25.004

PAY INCENTIVES



TEEN=AGERS,
64:12.0Q
see alsa youmER, WORKERS

'TELEPHONE :INDUSTRY
.

:TELEPHONESWERATbR8,--
5068'4 .

TENNESSEE, MEMPHIS
63:5:50

IC

termiqation procedUres.
see LAYOFF NOTIFICATION

TEXAS, BAYTOWN,FORT WORTH
67:16.00, 6.7 :17.00'.. 66:46.00 64:29.00

A-36.

TEXTILE INDUSTRY
73:3.00 71:8.00 t9:4.00 68:21.00 67:22.25

N

THEORETICAL DISCUSSION
73:0.50, 73:0.75 72:4.00, 72:5.75, 72:11.50, 72:13'.00, 72.:15.00, 72 :22.00
71 :1..50, 71:2.40, 71:4.25, 71:4.50, 71:4.60, 710.90, 71:7.00 70:0.10,
70:0.25, 70:0:50, 70:1.00, 70:1.50, 70:3.50; 70:3.55,' 70` :3.60, 70:7.50",
70:11.7D, 70:14.00,70:17.00 69:700,.69:9.50, 69:25.0
69:28.00, 69:34.00 68:4.00, .68 :10.00, 68:14.00 67:1:3D, 67:2. 5,
67:3.00, 7:13-.00, 67:13.75, 67:14.00,-67:21:00 66:2..000, 66:5.00-, 66:6.00,
66:7.00, 66:8.00., 66:9400, 66:16.00, 66:18.00, 66:20.00, 66:21-00., Q :26.00,

b6:35.00, 66:36.00, 66:38,00, 66:39.00, 66:41.00, 66:45.00, 66:50.0 ,

66:64.00 65:4.00, 65:600, 65:9.,30,.65:9.70, 65:11.00 64:1.00,
64:11,00, 64:13.00,'64:15.00, 64:19.50', -64:21.00, 64:23.00, 64:26

'..64:30.00, 64:34.00 63:a.00, 63:11.00, 63:17.00

THEORETICAL MODEL.
',72:9.00, 72:11.00 70:1.50, 70:2.04, 70L17.90 69:0.85,
69:17.00 '68:9.00, 68:13..00 67:8.25, 67:12.00 65;19.50, 65:21.60-

thermal bower stations
see pupr:xc UTILITIES

,third.party arbitrator
see MEDIATOR

TOMATO HAR4STERS
70:13.40

training. '

see.RETRAIN416

.o



Q,

v,

A-137,

.".4TRANSFER OPTIONS
- 71;2.00, 71:P:00 70:0..50,- 70:6.00; 70:9.00, 70:9.40;70:9.50, 70:16.00,

70:19.0.0 469:10:25, 69:25..00, 60:'33.00 68:0.75, 6.8.:19.00 67:6.00,
"67:18.00, 67:22%25 , 66:11.60, 66:46.00, 66:63.00 65:20.60 63;.15.00,
.63118.00.
see also RELOCATION

,.TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRIES
71:4.70 69:4:50, 69:7.00

,TRUCKING INDUSTRY'
'71:4.75

TYPOGRATHIUCL UNION
67:11.P0 66:1.00

0-

U. S. S. R.
72:14.00,
65:8.50

70,f0.25 ,69:10.25, fi9:8.00,' '9:19.00

underdeveloped countries
see'LESS DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

/

uneducated workers
'see LOW EDUCATED WORKERS .

JJNEMPLOYED WORKERS
.65:18.50 04:1.00

UNEMPLOYMENT )-

4

,60.6: 31. Od

72:1.75, 72:2'.00, 72:5.75, 72:8,60, 72:10.00,;72:11.00, 72:15.00' -71:3.00,.,
'71 :6.50,.71 :7.00, 71:8.00 70:0:102 70:0.505 70:3.00, 70:3.65, '70:8.00;-
70:9.00,'70:10.00,,'7,0:12..00, 70;1-3.40, 70:14.00,k70:16,00,'70:.17.20, 70:17.50,
70:19.00, 70:20.00 69:2.50, 69:6.50, 691..11.00, 69:8.50, 69:14.00, 69:23:00,'
69:25.00 68:4.00, 68 :9.00, 68:13.00, 68:14.00, 68:15.00; .68:17.00,;
68:18.00, 4:19.00, 68:19.25 68:21.00 62:1.00,1-67:2.50, 67:4.00, 67:6.60,
67:,7.00,, 67:8.00, 67:8 9.00, 67:10.00, 6701:00, 67:14.00, 67:17,00,
67::18.00, 67:21.00 66:0.500., :5..00, 66:7:00,'66:11.00, 66:16.00, 66:17.00',
66:23.00, 66:24.00 66:33.00, 66: 4.00, .66:41.00, 66:45.00, 66:46.00,
66:48.00, 66:49.00 66 :51.00, 66:5 00, 66:53.00 66:55.00,'66:58.00,
66:60.00, 66:64.00 '65:4.00, 65:5.00, 65:6.60,, 65:7.00, 65:9.30, 65:9.60
'65:9.70, 65;13.00, 6 :17.00,. 65:18.00, 6.5:18.50; 66:2.50, 65:23.00
64:1.00, 64:6.00, 64:10. , 64:11.00, 64:12.00, 64:1.00, 64:19.00,
64:25.00', 64:26.'00, 64:29.00,'64 30.00, 64:31.00, 64:32.50, 64:34.50,
64:36.00 63:6.00:63:6.50, 6 :7.00; 63:8.00, 63:10.00/ 63:124.00, 63:13.00,
63:17.00, 63:19.00 62 :1.00,, 62:2.0Q ,

,:a
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UNEMPLoYMENT COMPENSATION h

70 :0.25,'70 :0.50 70:8.00 69:2.50; 69:8.50 68:1.00, 68:2.00, 68:17:00,
68:1800, 68:21.00 67:1.00:67:6.00, 670.00, 67:10.00, 67:17.00
66:20.00,"66:29,.00, 66:41:00, 66:43. . 65:0.50, 65:1.00, 65:4.00, 65:6.50,
65:6.60i:65:18.5064:6.00,64:10. ,

P
64-14.00,'64':19.00, 64:34.50

62:2.00

UNION JURISDICTION
'71:4.70 67:11.00 66:50.00

union-management odoperation
see LABOR-MANAGEMENT COOPERATION

UNION- MANAGEMENT POWERS0

65:11.00 64:26.00

73:3.00" 72:6.25, 72:6.504 72:12.00, 72:15 71:3.00, 71:3450,
71:4.25, 71:,4.70,-71:4.75, 71:6.30, 71:Q.50 .71:8.25 70:1.00, 70:2.00,
70:3.00, 70:8.00,.70:9.00, 70:15.00. 70:16.00 69:10.00, 69:25.00

-68:1-00, 68:2.00; 68:17..00, 68:,18.00; 68:.19.00, 68:20.00 67:7.00,
67:11.00 66:17.00, 66:22.00,, 66:26.00 65:0.20, 65:1.00, 65:3.00,
65;6.30, 65:2.2.00 64:7.00, 64:8.50, 64:19.00, 640:38.00, 64:34.-25,

,(64:35.00 63:1.00, 63:7.00, 63:9.00, 63:15.50, 63:16.00, 63:18.50

UNION. MERGERS CI

70:3.00
seealso MULTICRAFT UNIONS

union representation
see LABOR-MANAGEMENT COOPERATION

UNIONS
73:1.00, 73:3.00 72:1.60, 72:3.00,, 72 :4.00, 72:.50; 72:12.00, 72:15.00,-
72:16.00,72:17.00, 72:19.00, 72:22.00 71:0.50, 71:3.00, 71:a.50: 71:4.00,

.71:4.25, 71:4..70, 71:4.75, 71:4.90;71:8.25, 71:9.0D 70:3.50, 70:8.00, .

70:9.50, 70:11.40, 70:13.0, 70, :15.00, 70:17.00, 7Q :17.20, 70:17.55
697:0.75, 69:7.00, 69:8.00, 61 :8.50, 69:9.50, 69:10.00, 69:10.40,'69:12.00,
66:14,00, 69:25.00 68:1,00,'68:2.00., 68;7.00, 68:15.00, 68:16.00,
68:17.00, 68:20.00 67:1.60, 67:2%25., 67:7.00, '67:12.50, 67:22.50 .v

66:32.00, *68:40.00, 66:50,:00, 66:51.00, 66:52.00, 66 :54.00,.66 :63.00.
65:0.20, 05:0.50, 65:0.75, 65:1.00, 65:4.00, 65:5.20, 65:5.70, 65:6.30,
65:9.60, 65:11.00, 65:14.00, 65 :16.00,'65 :18.00, 65:19.50, 65:20.60,

.

65:21.00, 65:21.60 64:2.00, 64:6.00; 64:7.00, 64:8:50", 64:10.00,
64:16%00, 64 :19.00,.64:33.00,'64 :34,25, 64:35.00. 63:1;00, 63:7.00,
63:8.00, 63:9.00, 63:12.00, 63:15.00, 63:15.50; 0:16.00, 63 :17.00', 63:18.0Q;
63:18.50 62:2.00

UNITED AUTO WORKERS
69:2-p0 65:1.00, 65:11.00

a.

UNSKILLED WORKERS
73:3.00 '72:14.00 71:5.00 /0:1.00, 70:3.65, 70:8.d), 70:9.00, 70:0.00,
70:19.09, 70:19.50, 70:20.00 69:2.50, 69:25.00 08:4.00,.68:5.00,
68:15,x00,.68:17.00, 08:18.00 67:1.00, 67:3.00, 67:8.25, 67:9.00, 67:10.0b
,66:21.00 66:24.00,66:37.00, 66:46.00, 66:51.00 64:11.00 62:1.00,,

at
j



a

U_RBAN-REGIONAL POLICY ,,

/1;0

70:8.00, 70:14'..00,, 70:18.50 69:18.00 .68:15.'1
67:6.00 66:7900, 66:18.00, 66:21.00, 66:41_00, 66:42.00, 66:55.00,
66:61.0Q 65;4.00, 65:6.50, 66:8.50, 65:10.25,, 65:11.00, 65:17.00
64:1.00, 64:6.00, 64:10.00, 64:19,00; '64:23.00 63:'2.00, 63:6.00,
&3:10.0, 63:13.00. L
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UTAH, SALT LAKE COUNTY ,

65:6,00

utilities
, ,

0

, . ,
see PUBLICC UTILITIES ,

k

.

t TELEPIIONE INDUSTRY

A

a

VACATIONS
71:2.00 ,70:3,00, 70:17.20 68:15.90, 68:.0.00 67:19,00 66:12.00,
66:23.00, 66:55.00, 65:L.00,-65:4:00 64:8.50, 64:10.00, -64;27.00

v lues
/I

see SOCIOLOGICAL AND'PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS

V RINNCE-COVARIANCE ANALYSIS
66;13.00

RGINIA
69:16.Q0

VOCATIONAL/ EDUCATION,
71L4.50 70:7.25, 70:9.25,
68:4.00 67:1.30, 67:3.00
see also EDUCATION

vO nal guidance
see OUNSEDING

W.P.A, Programs,
see PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT PROGRAMS

.

wage apd price controls
see INCOME POLICY

70:11.70
-66:45.00

0

yj

69;8.00, 69:13
". 63:6.50
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a

69:23.00
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WAGE EFFECTS
72-:5.75, 72:.00, 72:11.50, 72:12.00; 72:14.00 , 71:0,50; 71:4.0(1, 71:4.25'70:3.50, 70:6.00, 70:9100, 70:1'3:40, 70':14.00, 70:r6.00, 70':17.60, 70:19.00
69:8.00-, 69:10.00, 69':18.00, 069:27.00, 69:28.00 68:14.00,,684 1.7.00, 68:19.00 67:10.00, 67:12.75- 66:6-.00,-66:8.00, -66:19.00,66:23.00, 66:23.50, 66:33.00, 66:8.00 '6°5:13,00,
65:201.60 64:11.00, 64:15.00, 64:26.50, 64:35.00 63:6.00, 63 :15.5062:0.50, 62:2.00

A

wage fgnd
. see AUTOMATION FUND

wage:guarantee
see G.A.W.

wage structure
see PAY INCENTIVES .

, PAYGRVES

WEST GERMANY
72:6:25, 72:6.50 -670:3.00
67:2.50 66 :25.0'0

WESTERN ruRopE
k'72:8.00 .68:13.00 67:22.50 . 66 :25'.00 '63:14.0

see also EUROPE

71:3.00 °.69:1.6.25 68:19.25 7:2.00,
,

WESTERN UNITED STATES
.67:4.00

1 ,

t .

WHITE COLLAR UNIONIZATION

)

.73:1.00 71:4,90 '10:0.50, 70:8.00-, 70 :13.00,-70:15.06, 70:17.00
68:8.00, 68:15.00, 68:19.225. .66:10.00 66:29.00, 66:32.00, 66:,50.00,
.66:63.00 64:2.00 63:15.50

g

WHITE COLLAR WORKERS . q, ..71:1.00,' 73:3.00 72:15.00 71:4.50 70:1.00, 70:1.50, 70:8.00,70:9.00, 70:11.00, 70:15.00, 70:17.'85 69:6.00 68:15.00, 68:17.00,
68:19.25 67:4.00, 67:10.00, 67: 22.50 66:10.00 . - 64:11.0'0 63:5.50see also PROFESSIONAL WORKS

WOMEN.
73:2.00 72:1.50, 72:10.00 70:10.00, 70:13.00, 70:19.50 69:26.6068:6.00, 68:19.00, 68:21.00' 66:25.00 64:2.00, 64:9.00 63:11.00

WORK ATTITUDES
71:8.50 -69:26.00, 69:30.00

work environment
see WORKING CONDITIONS

work hours
see HOURS OF WORK
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WORK RELATIONSHIPS 1

72:3.00, 72:5.00, 72:6.00, 72:15.'00 71:2.40, '71:4160, 71:8.50 . 70:1.00, .

70:8:00, 70:9.00, 70:11.00; 70:11.40, 70:12.00,,70:1_4,,00, 70:15.00, 70:16.00,
70:18.00,,70:19'.00 69 :21.00, 69:23.00, 69:26.00, 69:27.00, 60:30.00
68,:14:00,,. 68:17,00, 68:18.00, 68:19.06 67:1 -..00, 61:1.60, 67:4.00,
67:5.00,:67:6.00, 67:7.00, 67:8.00, 67:10.00 '66:4.00,.61 :37.00
65:0.50, 65:0.55, 65:1.00, 65:3.00; 65:5.10 64:26.00, 64:27.50
63 :7.00, 63:9.00, 63:15.50 62:1.00 -

0

WORK RULES .

73:0.25 72:1.00;"72:1.50, 72:2.00, 72:4.00,.72:5.00,
.72:12.00, 72:1.f1.00 71:3.00, 71:3.50, 71:4.00', 71:4.25, 71:4.90, 71:7.00
70:0.25", 70:3.75, 70:6.00, 70:q.00, 70:9.00,,70:9,..50, 70:15.00
69:10.00, 69:10.50, 69:14.00, 69:23.00s 69:35.00 8:5.00:58:15.90, .

68:16.00, 68:17.00, 68:18.00, 68:19.00, 68:20.00 67:'4.00, 67:9.00, ,

67:12_.56 66:4.00, 66:12.00, 66:17.00, 66:22.00,,66:32.00,66:33.00,
66;35.00, 66:54.00 65:0.20, 65:-0.50, 65:0-75, 65;1.00, 65:3.00, 65:4.00,
65:5.20, 65:5.30, .65:5.50, 65:6.30, ,65:10.50, 65:14.00, 65:18.00, 65:19.60,
65:21.60, 65:22.00 64:35,00, 64:10.00, 6 :12.50, 64:19.00, 64:30.00
63:7.00, 63:9.00,.63 :15.00, 63:16.00, 63:18.50 62:2.00

WORK SHARING
72:5.00 71':4.00 68 :14.00, 68':20.00 67:6.00, 67:7.50, 67, :9.00,
67:10.00, 67:21.00 66:1.00,.66:',7.00, 66:20.00, 66:23,00, 66.31.00,
66 :63.00 , 65:11.00, 65:20.50 , '64:19.00, 64:33.00 63:9.00 62:2.00
61:1.00

70:1.00, 70:8.00, 76':9.00, 70:11.00, 70:19.00 68:14.00, 68:17,.00,
68:19.00 66:2.00, 66 :55.0.0 6:5:1.00 64:3:00, 64:11.00 61:1:00

,

WORK TIME

work values
see WORK ATTITUDES

worker alienation
see ALIENATION OF WORKERS

workers
see specific groups, e.g. OLDER, MINORITY GROO,,cLERICA.

WORKING CONDITIONS
73:0.50 72:3.00, 72:5.00, .72 :7.00, 72 :8.00; 72:12,005,72:18.00, 72:22.00
71:8.50 70:3.55, 70:19.50 69:2.50,' 69:26.00. 68:2.00 67:2.50,
67:5.00, 67:22.50 6'6:39.00, 66:62.00 64:11.00, 64:19.50, 64:20.00
63:15,.50
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YOUNGER WORKERS
71;5.00, 71:8.25 70
67:22.54 6'6:21.00,
614;29.00
see also TEEN-AGERS,

:11..70
66:25.00,

69:16,00,-69 :Z6.00
66:32.00, 66:51.00 ,

68:14.00,
65:14.00

68:6.0b
614:12.00,

YUGOSLAVIA
66:18.00
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%TITLE: "Automation Halts the St. Loui,s Dailie7s"

PUBLICATION: Business Week, September 1, 1973, p. 19.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Firm, Case Study, Missouri, St. Louis,
Newspaper Industry, Employment, Work Rules; Privatg Policy (Attrition,
Job Content); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Biblio
graphy (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A report of a Teamster strike as a result of
automation'at a newspaper printing plata in St. Louis, Missouri. Methodology
The article is a magazine report-Of the-basic issues as reported by management
and labor. Main Conclusions -- The Teamster's Union feels that management
has increased work loads by attempting to decrease the work force too much.
Managements says the reduced employment via attrition is not increasing
work loads for Teamsters and that the extra workers are merely sitting
around. y
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TITLE: "Flexible Work Scheduling: Beyond the FortyHour Impasse"
AUTHOR: Fred Best
PUBLISHER: Chapter 9 in Fred. Best , ed. The Future of Work, Englewood
Cliffs, N.J. PrenticeHall, 1973, Pp. 93-.99.

REY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro Leisure, Working Conditions ; private Policy
--(Flexible Work Scheduling, Shorter Work Week) ; Theoretical Discussion;

Footnotes (None), Bibliography. (None) ; Abstract..

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level P tiscUssion- of flexible work scheduling and
its benefits to different types, of people. Methodology Possible ways
of restructuring time at work are discussed. Major Condlusions
Flexible work scheduling will allow a better match of individual needs
..and preferences of wOrkers to the goals and constraints of work. organi
zations. Increased individualization in aspects or life is bedoming
desirable and flexible work scheduling is one way of meeting individual
needs.
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TITLE: "Evolution of the Knowledge Worker"
AUTHOR: Peter Drucker
PUBLISHER: Chapter 5 in Fred Best, ed. The Future of Work, Englewood Cliffs,
N.J. PrenticeHall, 1973, pp. 58-63. Abridged-from Peter F. Drucker,
The Age of Discontinuity, New York, Harper and Row, 1968, pp. 263-68,
272=77.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Knowledge Workers, Emploppent, Skill Requirements,
Labor Mobility; Private policy (Apprenticeship), Public Policy (Education);
Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (None, Bibliography (None); Abstract.

. ABSTRACT: Scopeand Level -- A discussion of knowledge workers-aqd their
role in the economy of the future. Methodology -r Fundamentals of the
knowledge economy- are discussed. Major Conclusions -- Knowledge work, the
production apd distribution of ideas and' information, does not lead to a
disappearance of work. The typical worker of the advanced knowledge
economy is working more and more. Knowledge dotes not eliminate skill.
It is, on the contrary, becoming the foundation for skill, enabling new
skills to be acquired' quickly and with less effort than in -the past.
Knowledge enables individuals to have more choice' in their career develop
ment. Access to education is becoming the right of everypne.1

Knowledge opportunities exist primarily in large organizations. The
challenge of the future is to make knowledge work live up to the expet
tions of those highly, educated people who are undertaking it. They.are'.
employees and.successOrs to the-skilled workers of the pat but are
trained at a professional level and must be challenged and permitted.
,performance at that level.

It
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TITLE: °Professionals Go Union"

AUTHOR: Jack Golodner

PUBLISHER: The American Federationist, Vol. 80, No. 10, October 1973, pp. 6-8.

KEY WOE)': Adjustments; Micro, White Collar Workers, Unions; Private Policy
White Collar Unionization, Seniority, Pension Rights, Severance Pay),

PUblid Policy Oappower Programs, Education), Descriptive.(Ongoing Trends,
Projec ed Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography(None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT. 'Scope and Level -- A discussion of the trend toward. unionization

among pv essibnals. Methodology -- *A discussion of the trends ih pro
fessiOnal 'ields whiehare making unionization moredetirabla!tor groups
who had pre ously scorned s tivity. Major Conclusions -- Increasing

size and bure za ion in industry, -sucation, and govehment have
tended to remove professionals from control over their own destinies and
to diminish their dignity. They are increasingly deciding that they must
unionize to ensure their rights, their status, and their security and to
have d voice in shaping their destiny.

In 1970 according to the Departmeneof Labor 22 percent of the union
members engaged in 'collective bargaining, or 5 million workers, were in

the white collar category;

0
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TITLE: Upward Mobility inthe Internal Labor Market: A Chse Study in Three
Industries,

AUTHOR; Edward Steinberg
PUBLISHER: -A paper prepared for presentation at the annual meeting of the
Western Economic Association, Claremont, Califorhia, August, 1973,
Mimeograph.

KEY wome4 Adjustments; Micro, MacrovCase.Study, Apparel Manufacturing,
Retail Trade Industry, panking, New York ,Occupational Structtre, Women,
Blacks, Labor Mobility,_ Internal Labor Market; Empirical (Table; Sample,
Cases); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

-ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of upward labor mobility within
internal labor markets; - Methodology -- Upward labor mobility in three
-industries in New York between '1965 and 1970 is examined. Major
Conclusions -- There is discrimination against women and blacks in the,
promotion process. Flat occupational structure in an industry limits
upward mobility, however, these limitatidns are greatest on women and
blacks.
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73:3.00

TITLE: "Modernization arid Manor In Textile Mills"
AUTHOR: Rose N. Zei561
F-UBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 96, No. 6, June 1973..

KEY A)RDS: Adjustmc!nts; Historical Teitile Industry,-Blue Collar 4orkers,
rlhite Collar 'A)rkers, Unskilled Workers, Semi-Skilled dorkers, skilled
Workers, Employment, linibn-Management Tower, Blue Colla&-White
Unions, Job Content, Hours of Work; Frivate Folicy (Attrition, Job
Content, :kill Reluirements) ; Empirrical (Table,Samr)10, Descriptive
(OngoingTrends;'Projecteq Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography
(-None); No bstract,.
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TITLE: "Emergency Disputes: Rec,ent British and American ExperienCe"

AUTHOR; Benjamin Aaron
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations Research Association, Proceedings ofthe
TwentyFifth Anniversary Meeting, December 28-29, 1972, pp. 1-14:

KEY WORDS: Adjustments4,MicrolLongshoremen, Collective Bargaining, Job
Security, Labor-Management; Private Policy (Severance Pay, Work Rules);
Descriptive (Cases, Past Trends, Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (`Few),
Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Women Who Workih FactOries"
AUTHOR: Judith B. Agassi
PUBLISHER:. Dissent; Vol. 191 No. I, Winter 1972, pp. 233-279.
KErWORDS:' Adjustments; Macro, Women, Employment, Skill-Requirements, Work
Rules, PrivatePolicy (Ntraining,"Job Security, Job Content, Seniority,
PensiWRights), Public Policy (Legislation, Day-Care4 0ommunity Cooperation )
.Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Projected Trends); Footnotes
(None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT:° Scope and Level=:, A loose macro discubsionof the female
industrial worker's. position in backward and inferioi'skill industi-fes.
Methodology -- A desdriptive an&1ysis of automataonl:s impact upon female
employment in an environment.of traditional work norms and lbw trained. '/

,jobs, Developed from. past and gFesent trends TAW policies are concerning
technical upgrading, retfrenientand female labor-market expansion. Major
Conclusion, Therg is a.,need for a campaign for resolute upgrading of,.
technology, demanding guarantees that women employees will be trained for
the new upgraded jobs

Presently, new automated industries are creatiagMany newjobs but,
women are in danger of losing their work place,because they only possess
inferior skills and are concentrated in'industryal mast backward
To remedy this, :the private- sector must pride greater .labor mobility
through the rigid and accepted norms of the so-calledman's job, by allow-
ing technical training, whenever automation is present, Work norms must
provide working women31ity in seniority, pension rig l, job ec :ty,
promotion and ;training thwgheut,peold"eindustrial-'et .t ekil s.

-

Public Tolity'reaikinaes are'l) adaptive legislation toward the rights and
security of working women, and 2) est4blfshirm. full range of community
services as'achieved in We to A-Eurige: Days ervice progress hai been
limited to metropolitanc ers andAstill too expenbive for the average
working mother.-'Redirection must include the average workingfemale and

enot be limited to welfare mothers.
The authors indicate successful implementation means more female workers

and more jobs created in community service with a beneficial effect of a
more rational distribution of the burden of social services and social
security in a society with a rapidly growing retired population.

5 3
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TITLE: "Implications for the United States"
AUTHOR: Jack Barbash and Kate Barbash
PUBLISHER: Chapter 9 in Trade Unions and National Economic"Policy, Baltimbre and

London, John Hopkins FieSS4,1972:
KEY KURDS: Adjustments; Macro, Unions,,Zoilective Bargaining,. Private pOlicy

(Layoff Notification, G.A,I.,°Shorter Work Week, Fringe Benefits,. Pension
'Rights, Seniority, ketraining,- Relocaticin); DeScriptive ( ='ast Trends,
Ongoing Trends); FoOtnotes (Moderate), Bibliography CSmall);. No Abstract.
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0

TITLE: -"The Black-Worker's Future Under American Capital4p"
AUTHOR; Carl Bloice . .

PUBLISHER: The,Black Scholar, Vol. 3, No. '9, May 1972, pp. 14?2.
KEY WORDS: Adjystments; Macro-, Blacks, Low Skilled Worker8, Unemployment,

. Multinational Firms; 4 Public Avolicy (Nationalization of Industr,y).;
-Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends),; Footnotes (None); Biblj,pgr,aphy

(None) ; No Abstract. , "-
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A 72:2.00
. . ,

. .

TITLE: Railroad Technology and Manpower in the 1970's
,AGENCY? Bureau Of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Bulletin 1717
PUBLISHER: Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments;,Micro, Railroad Industry, Employment, Unemployment,

lllw Collective Bargaining; Private Polley (Seniority, Relocation, Retraining,
Severance Pay, Work Rules, Pension Rights, S.U.B., G.A.W., Attrition,
Early Retirement, Shorter Work Week, Paygrades, Layoff Notification, Job
Security); Empirical (Tables, dases); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography .

(Large); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of technology adopted by the railroads

and implications for manpower needs in-the 1970's. Methodology --
Technological changes in the railroad industry are described and the effects
of these changes on employment are discussed. A section is devoted to
methods of worker adjustment to technological change. Major' Conclusions --
Employment levels in-the railroad industry are declining WO there, are job .
openings as a result of retirement. Theunemployment rate IS lower than
for the'economy as a whole in part a result of prevailing worker, adjustment
provisions found in unionmanagement agreements.

Successful adjustment mechanisms include advance notice of tajor,change,
moving 0.lowancesTordrelocation, retraining rights and benefits, various
guarantees of job security, and unemployment and retirement benefits.
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TITLE: "An Organization of'Peopl It

AUTHOR: J. Champagne
"<?'"- ,

>

PUBLISHER:. Industrial ReAtions Research Association, Proc eedings of-the.
Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Meeting; December 28-29, 1972, pp. 1?9-136.

.
--k,KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Unions, Labor-Management, Working Conditions,-,

Job Content, Earnings; Job Satisfaction, Work Relationships; Private
Policy (Flexible Work Scheduling, Planning, Shorter Work Week, Paygrades,
Labor - Management Cooperation, Work Rules); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes <None), Bibliography (None); Abstradt.-

ABSTRACT: -Scope and Letrel An examination of ways to 'adapt jabs to
human needs., Methodology -- A discussion of possible ways to adapt jobs
to human needs including examples with which the author's industry had -"
experimented. Major Conclusions -- Several successful methods-Of
adapting, jobs to increase workers' job satisfaction were described.-
Apolishing time clocks, putting quality Control in the hands of production
workers, and putting workers on salary resulted 0 greater. quality in the

,15/6rk done and less absenteeism in one plant. A team approach to work in .

which workers rotated jobs was found to be successful in. another. :nringing
unions into decision making roles concerning major new equipment was also
found to ease resistence to new technology. If enough time is taken by
management to adopt changes and communication Channels remain open, it will
be easier for the workers tb adjust accordingly.
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TITLE: "Job Security"
AU 5ER: Harold W.'Davey.
PUBLISHER: Chapter 9 in Harold Ddvey, Contemporary Collective-Bargaining,
3rd ed., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., PrenticeHall, 1972, pp. 215-249.

.

KEY WORDS: Adjustmenta; Micro, Union's, Collective Bargaining, Employment,
Job Security, LaborManagement; Private Policy,(Seniorityl.Retraining,

ARelocationf-Severance Pay, Attrition, Early Retirement, Work Rules, Skill
,A Requirements); Theoretical Discussion, Descriptive (Ongoing. Trends);

Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (Large); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A diseussiori of jab security and collective

bargaining. Methodology -- 'Ways in which union's, through collective
bargaining; can fairly ensure job security for their.members are discussed.
Major Conclusions -- If workers are displaced by technological change or
any other just reason and are subsequently transfered to another plant
some means shquld be provided for the transfer of their seniority.

,Collective bargaining plays a vital rolb in successful adjustment to
technological change. Unions and management must work out .problems,
relating to work rules and manpower requirements. It is not in the best
interest of unions or the economy as a whole to insist on outmoded work,
,practices. Compromises- shoUld be' reached to ensure efficiency in-ppduction.

In general, joint policies ensuring clarity, consistency, predictability,
and equality of treatment in like,circumstan9es must be clearly spelled out.
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TITLE: "Quality of Working. Life: National and International Developments"
tAITHOR:- Louis E. Davis - *

PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations Research Association, Proceedings of the Twenty-Fifth
Anniversary Meeting, December 28-29, 1972, pp. 121-128.

KEY -ORDS: AdjustmeAts; Micro, Macro, Job Content, Job, Satisfaction, Work
Relationships, Working Conditions; Private Policy (Shorter Work Weekt
York Sh.Arihg, Flexible Work Scheduling, Paygrades, Working Conditions,
yaprk-Rules), Public Policy (Shorter Work Week, Planning);-" DescriptiVe.
(OngQing Trends); Footnotes (Few);,Bibliography

,

(Moderate); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Learning'and PrOductivity Change in Metal Products"
AUTHOR: I. Dudley
PUBLISHER: AmeiicansEcanomic Review, Vol. 62, No. 4, September l972, pp. 662-6§9.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Columbia, Metal Products; Empircal (Regression);

Footnotes (None), Bibliography (Medium);.N6 Abstract.
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TITLE: ItIployment Policy at the)Crossroadsl.
AUTHOR: William Fellner
PUBLISHER: American Enterprise Institute for Public Policy Research,

Washington D.C., Dordestic Affairs Study 9, December 1972.
KEY WORDS: .Adjustments; Macro, Employment; Unemployment, Wage Effects;

Public Policy (Full Employment, Fiscal Policy, Monetary Policy, Manpower
Programs); Theoretical Discussion; Abstract.

ABSTRACT:' Scope and Level -- A discussion of the inflationunemployment
dilemMa and ways of coping with it. Methodology -- Atheoretical dis
cussion is developed based on statisticsfor the fifties and seventies af
various categories of the labor force (e:g. white males, married males).

Major'Conclusions -- The author suggests that, in the early 1970's,
the'market for the most demanded labor categories will be as tight at an
overall unemploYment rate of about 5 percent as it was in the mid- 1950's
at a rate of about 4 percent. Trying to achieve the earlier 4 percent
'target by expansionary monetary and fiscal policies would gravely risk a
revival of accelerating inflation. What other methods are available for
reducing the unemployment of the specific groups with high unemployment
rates to the level at which these specific rates would normally be at an
overall rate of about '4 percent? Could less successful manpower programs
be refocus%1 to achieve this objective? Could a secondbest solution be
attempted, taking account of the characteristics of the labor force and
the wage structure which change only gradudlly? If this effort is not
successfulq, will the country be on the road to subsidizing idleness by
welfaretype payments on an increasing scale?

The author believes that significant risks would be involved in relying
on expansionary monetary and fiscal policies for reducing the overall
.unemployment rate below about 5 percent. He is skeptical of th'e present
conventional methods of constructing the full employment budget and for
estimating the economy's "potential" output. They have deflected attention
from the'fact that the highest sustainable level of activity depends
essentially on the specific types of resources available, on the structure
of wages, prices and taxes, and on the types of government expenditure
undertaken.
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"TITLE: "Technology and Social Behavior of Workers in Four Couhtries: A
Sociatechnical Perspective"

'AUTHOR: William H. Form
PUBLISHER: American Sociological Review, Vol. 37i N . 6, Decemb0,1972,
pp. 727-738;

KEY WORDS:" Adjustments; Micro;Automobile Industry, U.S., Chili, ItalY,.Alienation;
India, Work Relationships, Job Satisfaction; Empirical (Table, Sample);
FOotnotes (Moderate). Bibliography (Medium); AbStract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level r- This study argues that the social effects of
industry are Similar wherever their'technologies are,similar. The main
hypothesis is that workers exposed to similar technologies, whatever their
previous socializat,ion,aocal'culture, or.society's level of industriali-,
zation, will respond to that technology similarly. Methoaology,-- The
automobile industry was studied in four nationsdiffering in degree of
industrialization. -Workers who worked With comparable levels of technology
in "each of the four plants were `studied. Major Conclusions .This
research found that the quantity and quality of social interaction in all
.four plants was high and most workers were satisfied with their jobs and
with contacts with fellow Worker s4 The evidence here leads to the con
clusion that, whatever the level bf,ndustrialization and whatever their
past exposures.to industry, workers responses to t.he work situation, are
strongly conditioned by technology. That is, the social world of the'
-factory worker everywhere is _conditioned primarily 'by the factory's
technological environment.

The more workers controlled their machines and the greater the density N.

of. their workplaces the greater" their chance for social interaction', and
,

the more they took adVantage of that chance. ,

This study of automobile workersAn four countries shows, no direct
relation' between 'social -relations in the factoxyand feelings of anomie.
Evidence mounts that technological explanations of worker alienation
should be modified or abandoned.,
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TITLE: Collective Bargaining and the Challenge of New Technology.
AUTHOR:. Karl Gunth r
P(JBLISHER: 'Geneva, international Labor Office, 1972.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, LaborManagement, Case Studies, ,Canadal

France, Germany, Japan, Swedent.Great Britain, U.S., Collective Bargaining,
UnionManagement Power's, Skill Requirement; Private Policy (Labor
Mahagementg Requirements, Job Security); Descriptive <Cases, Ongqing
Trends); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: 'scope and Level -- study designed to providea descriptive
survey of selected col],ective agreements in industrially advanced coun
tries (Canada, France, Germany, Japan, Sweden, Great Britain and U.S.),
concqntrating on agreements whidh show a response to the introduction of
technological chanaLTresents examples of approaches to the social and
economic, issues created, by teChnological change. Methodology An
analysis of two kinds of agreements, the fiist comprehensive or.multi
seCtion agreements, adopted in a particular industry, establishment or
region. negotiated as a reaction to technological change. The second are
agreement clauses negotiated to. meet.problems arising from new technology;
these are examined by category reflecting the kinds of problems with which
they deal.

The study covers the following. areas: job security, employment con
tinuity, income security, development of-skills, and labormanagement
cooperation.
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TITLE: Job Control and Union Structure'
AUTHOR: Richard Herding
PUBLISHER: A study'on plahtlevel industrial conflidt in the United States.'

with a cohiparative perspective .on West Germany, Rotterdam University Press, 1972.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Automobile Industry, Steel Industry, West:Germany,
Collective Bargaining, Unions, UnionManagement Powers; Private Policy

, (Seniority; Retraining, Severance Pay; Job Security, Work Rules); Empirical
(Table, Sample), Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing,Trends, Projected Trends);
FOotnotes (Many), Bibliography (Large); Abstract. . .

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A Comparison. of workers' job control in the U.S.
by means of collective bargaining and countervailing power, and in Germany, by
means of joint Management and codetermination. Industrial relations in
the U.S. is the major focus of the book. Methodology -- Th'e history of labor
relations, in the U.S., especially'in the automotive and steel industries, is
discussed along with empirical" results of, the amount Of job control won by
workers in major labormanagement agreements. Union.gains in these agreements
are assessed relative to gains, or retention of existing power, madeby manage
ment. The process of codetermination in GermAny is described and the worker's
position in Germany resulting from that system is discussed relative to the
workers position in the U.S.; Major Conclusion Contrary to the criticism
by many in the U.S., it was found that codetermination and joint management
does provide for some degree of job control, although job control is not a
major goal of such a system. In outer to have a makimum of job control in a
collective bargaining situation thereAust be union management relations,
democracy withil.the Union (a factor which has been somewhat absent from
American unions in recent years), and organizing policy (a Clearly defined
union policy determining the goals of the bargaining and, thus, a.policy of

6 job security). For offensive job control, neither countervailing power nor
joint, participation alone provide an adequate institutional fr:,1-work.

Union democracy is an essential determinant of job control :
young-workers. Unless the decision to concur with technblogical progress is .

prevented beforehand (which is a question of effvtive union democracy), it is
hardly possible to influence it for those who experience its consequences as
they get displaced to the unorganized sector. That is, unless workers are
prevented from losing their jobs there's not much that can be done for them by
the union after they are no longer union members.

The authorconcludes that labor has merely stood its,groundv protected the
status quo of workers rights against the consequences of technological innova
tion. In his sample study, in recent, years, roughly during the years 1956
.1962, there was,a period of adaptive change in collective bargaining with mostly
defensive measures to safeguard union achievement,against rollback by manage
ment policies and technological change, otherwise, job control has'stagnated.
Attempts to secure job careers and protection via wide and effective seniority,
or to resolve the standards problems for long terms,.have failed largely
because the Internationals are more concerned with wages, fringe.benefits.and
stabilization of earnings.
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TITLE: "Government Approaches to the Humanization of lork"

AUTFLR: Neal LI. Herrick
-NJBLISHER: In IndustFial Relations Research ssociation, !roceelings of fhe

Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Meeting, December 28-29,'1972, pp. 160-lP5.',.
.KEY X)RDS:' Adjustments; A.Acro,,Government, lorking Conditions, Job Satisfaction;

PUblic PoficY(rublic Representation in Bargaining, Legislation, Planning);
DesCriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), riibliogrd7hy (None);
No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Prefabricated Construction Development Abroad"

AUTHOR; E. J. Howenstine .2 4

PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Reviewl-Yol. 95, No. 5, Mqy 1972, pp. 27-36.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Eastern Europe, Western Europe, Prefabricated
Housing, Skill Requirements;Andustrial Structure, Wage Effects, Working
Conditions, Unemployment; Private Policy (Retraining), Public Policy
(Income Maintenance, Full Employment, Relocation); Descriptive (Past Trends,
Ongoing Trends, PrOjetted Trends);Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); .

Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A microeconomic apprOach. Methodology

Descriptive analysis af past, ongoing, and projected trends. Major Conclusions --'
As a consequence of rationalization in the European housihg industry it was
found that more'specialization is required of specialist occupations and less
command of traditional craft skills. Prefabrication has created anoth.ey-mew

occupation, the assembler. Prefabrication did.not cause shifts in maintenance

and repair worker skills. Sot while the skill composition of the labor force
was changing it is doubtful this would lead to a reduction in the overall

`skill level of the industry.
The 'biggest: change in industrial structure has Come from the transferring

of functions from the work site to the factory. A major problem'of coordinating

efforts has developed. A flowline method of organizing on the building site
has been adopted for 'efficiency. This team character of industrialized
building has had significant implications for wage payment systems. Pro
ductiVity has increased substantially throughout Europe. This has reduced

onsite manhours and cost or construction. This will further the.

rationalization of traditional building methods.
Changes inlvorking.conditions ,have resulted. Factory work has led to more

regular working hours, better sanitation and welfare facilities, improved A

safety provisions, although factory work has crested many occupational
hazards that previously did not exisl..

Traditional apprenticeship methods were found incapable of coping With all

the demands of technology. More training facilities were recommended. 4

It was also found that technological unemployment could increase as a
result of rationalization in the housingindustry. Public policy orfull
employment, longterm housing construction plans, supplementary benefits

and income maintenance were suggested.
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TITLE: "Efficiency Growth in New Zealand Agriculture: A Review"
AUTHOR: R. W. M. Johnson
PUBLISHER: gco5omic Record, Vol.448, No. 121, March 1972,pp.76791,
KE: WORDS: Ad66stmentsi Historical, ir.QNo, New Zealand, Agriculture;.

4
,Employment, CapitalLabor.Ratio; Review of the Literature, Theoretical
Model, EmpitiCal (Regression, Tables),,.De§criptive (Past Trends);
Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Future of Work: Three Possible Alter %atives"

AUTHOR: Denis F. Johnston
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 95, No. 5,May 1972, pp. 2-9.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, Males, Women, Blue C011ar4ihite,Collar,
Employment, Unemployment, Private - Public' Relations, Hours of Work, Earnings,
Job Satisfaction, Education Requirements; Private Policy (Retraining,
Planning), Public Policy (Full Employment, Fiscal Folicy, Income Policy;
PEP, Manpower Programs, ReloCati...n, Retirement, Day Care, Planning,
Poptilation Control); Review of the Litdrature, Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends, Projected Trends, Futurists Views); Footnotes (Moderate),
Bibliography (No'ne); No Abstract.
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TITLE: ,"Blased Technological Progress and Labor Force Growth in a Dualistic
,

'Economy" .
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AUTHOR: Allen C. Kelley, Jeffery G. 4illiaMson; and Russell. J. Cheetham
PUBLISHER: Quarterly Journal. of Economics, Vol. EX, No. 3, august 1972, 130'426.

KEY dORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibritim, Macro, Asia;°Agriculture,
Economic Growth, Unemployment; Theoretical Model, Empirical (Sensitivity
Analysis, Regression, Tables, Projected Trends); Footnotes (Moderate),
Bibliography (None); No Abstract. **.
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TITLE: "Men Witholit,Froperty"

AUTHORi Louis"Kelso and Patricia Better

PUBLISHER: Business and Society Review, Summer 1972, pp. 14-19.

KEY WORDS: AdjUstments; Macro, Labor.-Management, Wage, Effects; Public

Policy (Full Employment, Income' Redfistribution)4 Theoretical Discussion;
Abstract.

.ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A brief theoretical discusSion/Of the two=
factar. theory Ohich begins by recognizilig capital as an independent factor
of production.

Major Conclusions Many ).of our ,conomic difficulties seem to' have their,

root in lack of purchasing power. But higher iages of itself. will only

result in higher prices. bnless avorker useszhis labor to produce a market
able product or service, hiS Wages will bemflationarr. If income rises,
production of consumer goods and services must expand commensurately.

The source of, affluenCe is capital instrument. Therefore, a goal of
full employment is not the answer to the problem of'd,istribution of wealth.
To make 6obiety richer, a vastly larger economy is necessary. The new
capital goods which make up that expansion must be financed so that they
become owned by the VA of AmericarCfamilies who are totally dependent on
labors

The two factor'theory s ggests a new corporate'strategy that enables
management to build market power as it builds new productive power. It
suggests ah enlarged,role for the labor union and a new economic goal for
national policy.
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TITLE: .Arbitration of Teahnologica.T. Change
AUTHOR:, Geoffrey R. King-
PUBLISHER: °Ph.D. Dissertations Unversity°of Southern California, 1972.

:KEY WORDS:' Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Unions, tabor-Management, Case'
Studies, Collective Bargaining, Union-Management Powers, Work Rules, Fringe
BedefitS, Wage-EffectsI Private Policy (Seniority, Severance Pay, Paygrades,
Job Sedurity, Working Conditions, Skill Requirements), Public Policy
(Mediator); Empirical (Tables, Cases); Footnotes (Moderate); Bibliography
(Moderate); Abstract.'

ABSTRACT: Scope and-Level -- An investigation of the union contentift9in the
arbitration of technological changes and the results of those contentions.
Methodology A study of published.cases,of arbitration which occurred
between the years 190 to.1970 to determine the impace of technological
change. Major Conclusions -- Unions were awarled only 22 percent of the : .

c'ses studied. The author-concludes that union E were.quitefaggressive in their
. attempts to turn the tide of technological change; that unions were not dis

mayed by their relatively few successes; and, that they rarely violated the
no,-strike clause. Unions are no in a defensive position as a result of
technological change. In some cages, automation has removed work formerly
performed by bargaining unit members.

Management rights vs. union rights were a significant part of this study.
.

Management is turning to technological change as a means to remain competitive.
Decreasing wages is no longer possible.. Because of technological change,,
,employers are looking for workers with higher skills and seniorityprovisions
are less significant than in the past.

Certain, trends in the views of arbitrators were apparent in this study.
Non-skilled jobs.-have given way to semi-skilled jabs, as a result of.
technological, change, and while ,arbitrators were firm on the retention of
pesent employeesaccordingto contract. provisions, they advised against
hiring unskilled workers in the future. Arbitrators held that severance pay
should'only b& given if workers wanted completely,out of the plant.. Criteria
for wage iVeases following technological change, in the arbitrators' view,
was increased-effort and increased hazard rather than increased productivity.

1
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TITLE: "The Impact of Technology"
AUTHOR: Louis B. Knecht
PUBLISHER: American Federationist, Vol. 79, No. 7, July 1972, pp. 17-19.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Alienation of Workers, Collective Bargaining;
Private Policy (Job Content, Job Satisfaction, LaborManagement Cooperation,

,S.U.B.); Theoretical Discussion, Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, FUture-Trends);
Tootnftes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A general discussion of the impact, of automated
:4 jobq on worker physical and psychological satisfaction. Methodology

Basically a theoretical analysis'(bolstered by quotes froM famous authorities
in the field) of how ttie'wor'ker is affected by the changing role he player in
the industrial proceSs. Mador. Conclusion -- The main conclusion'of this
article is that we should not accept automation without reservations., Unless
properly handled, the impact of technology may cause unnecessary harm to the
human condition. Careful, hUManistic considerations must be given to the
worker as ,he is confronted with an entirely different work process.

Policy recommendations include:
(1) letting the worker share in the decision7making process
(2) promoting truly cooperative efforts by union and management
(3) concentrating on improving the job content and consequent satisfaction

from various jobs.
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TITLE: "Technological Progress and Its Effects on Soviet Dockworkers"
AUTHOR: E. Korsakov
PUBLISHER: 'International Labour Review, Vol.1051No. 61'June 1972, pp. 531-543.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Longshoremen, U.S.S.R., Machine,Operators,

Unskilled, Skilled; Wage Effects; Public Policy (Education, Manpower Programs);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends), Empirical; FOotnotes (None), Bibliography (None);
,Abstract.

ABSTRACT:- Scope rd Level -- An investigation into the changing role of
workers and the'increase in production due to the introduction of the latest)
technological .equipment in the Soviet Sea ports. Methodology -- Empirical
in nature, this study discusses the rationale for the introduction of new
technology on the Soviet docks and then presents various statistics to docu
ment e increase in productivity and cargo handling attributable to this new
equipment. Major Conclusions -- The major conclusion drawn is that although
the intro uction.of new machinery presented some problems for the relatively
un i aed cargo,handlers, the systematic' upgrading of.pay scalesl'education

aining for the heretofore unskilled work force resulted in'a smooth
tr sition from'ant:iquated to modern methods of handling cargo.,

As a result of the favorable outcome of this,experimentl'the Soviet's
are proceeding to apply the knowledge gained from the sea ports in river,
.fishing, and timber ports, at a number of railway yards; and at the trans
shipment centers of the Ministry of Foreign Trade.
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TITLE: "Automation"
AUTHOR: Julius-Rezler
PUBLISHER: In Joseph J. Famularo, ed., Handbook of Modern Personnel Administra

tion, New York, McGraw Hill; 1972, pp. 63-1 63-14.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Personnel Administration, White Collar, Unem
ployment, Collective Bargaining, UnionManagement Powers, Blue Collar- -White
Collar, Unions, Work Relationships, -Job Content; Private Policy (Relocation,
Retraining, Severance. Pay, Layoff Notification, Attrition, Early Zetirement,
Planning, Advance Notification); Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (Few),
Bibliography (Moderate); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the effects of automation on

personnel administrators. Methodology -- Possible effects of automation'and
solutions to problems which may arise are discussed to assist personnel
managers in dealing with problems in automated situations. Major Conclusions =
The personnel manager has a major role to play in helping workers adjust to

automation. Advance notice of impending.change and continuing communication
to reduce apprehension is within the scope of the personnel function. As

automation affects the composition of the work force and job content the
-personnel department must anticipate manpower needs and plan for the transfer
'and/or retraining of current employees or for the possible unemployment
which may result .from the change.

Automation will upgrade the functions of personnel managers and will
require them to update:their training and education.
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TITLE:- "Now is the Time forProductivity Bargaining"
AUTHOR: Jerome M. Rosow
PUBLISHER: Harvard BusinessReview, Vol.50, Nool, January-February 1972,

pp.78-89.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Great Britain, Case Study, Unions,_

Management:Practices, Collective Bargaining; Private'Policy (Work,-.
Rules); Descriptive (Past Trends) ; Footnotes (Few) , Bibliography,
(None) ; No Abstract.
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AUTHOR:. J. E. Sc4Inee
PUBLISHER: Journal of Business, Vol.45, No.3, July 1972, pp.347-374.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Pharmaceutical Industry; Empirical
(Regression, Sample);- Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None) ;
No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Some Selected Issues Surrounding the Subject of the Quiality.of
Working Life"

c Ur

AUTHOR: Harold L. Sheppard'
PUBLISHER: Induetrial Relations Research Association, Proceedings of the '4

TwentyFifth Anniversary_ Meeting, December 28-29, 1972, pp. 137-153., , 0

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro; Unions, Managemqnt Practices, Working
Conditions, Sweden, Collective Bargaining Job Content, Job Satisfaction;
Private Policy (Planning, Shorter Work Week, _Job 1Cohtent, Flexible Work 0

Scheduling, Working Conditions); Empirical (Tables, Cases); Foqtnotes
(Many), Bibliogrdphy (None);'Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of job satisfaction and ways to improve
it. Methodology -- The author directs himself to six issues surrounding the
quality of working life including, is it a false issue, who's more alienated
(blue collar or white collar workers), are there any solutions, the validity
of job satisfaction surveys, the-role of the job tasks themselves; and is
there a new antiunion movement. Major Conclusions -- Job dissatisfaction
is a reality and blue collar workers are less satisfied than workers as a
whole. ".Volvo, a swedish car manufacturer is sighted as a company which, is
innovatively approaching problems of worker alienation by adapting the work
environment. Surveys which show worker dissatisfaction are'Valid;,this
is reflected in the large turnover in many plants. Studies cited show that
the more rigid the work schedule and routine the job the more workers look
forward to'retirement. Early retirement was taken, by 29% of the eligibles
nonskilled workers at Ford in, 1971 compared with 17;0 of the skilled workers.

Unions ate not meeting the needs of workers as far as improving workirig
,conditions is concerned. The less the variety, responsibility, and autonomy
in their jobs the more the workers were dissatisfied with their unions.
Unions must take a more active role in this area.
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TITLE: "Boycotts of Prefabricated Building Products and the Regulation of
Technological Change on the Construction Jobsites"

AUTHOR: A B. Smith
PUBLISHER: Industrial and LabOr,Relations lieview,Vol. 25, No. 2, January

1972, pp. 186-199. -

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Prefabricated Housing, Unions,
Construction Industry, Government; Private Policy (Collective Bargaining),
Public, Policy (Legislation); Review;of the Literature, Desc'riptive (Past
Trends, Ongoing Ti.ends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A historical analysis of the prefabricated

housing industry. Methodology -- The article reviews the many court cases
surrounding product boycotts and is descriptive of the legislative relation

shipsships t. --t have developed around the conflicting parties. Major Conclusion

The effe of Section 8 (b) (4) (B) of the Labor - Management Relations Act

on the egality of the typical boycott of prefabricated products on a con
struction jobsite effected by leans of union pressure on a contractor with the
Wective of forcing project developers to change architectural specifications
and thereby ban prefabricated products from the jobsite is uncertain. One

solution may be collective bargaining in resolving the problems of technolo
gical change, and the problem of policy behind section ;8 (b) (4) (B) of the
Act of protecting employers in the positiop of neutrals between contending

parties. This could be accomplished by prohibiting only those product
boycotts not sanctioned by valid workpreservation clauses in collective
bargaining agreements and which seek to. coerce contractors into forcing
developers to change architectural specifications and to prohibit the
installation of prefabricated products.
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TITLE: "Process Design, Automation and Worker Alienation"
AUTHOR:- G. I. Susman
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations, Vol. 11, Na. 1, February 1972, pp. 34-45.
KEY WORDS: .Adjustments; Micro, Pennsylirania, Skilled, Alienation of

Workers; Empirical.(Tables, Correlation, Sample); Footnotes (Many),
Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A micro economic approach. Methodology
Ai empirical analysis of data gathered in a questionnaire sent to 200
companies from the 12 industries each employing 50 or more persons.
The 200 companies were listed in the Pennsylvania Industrial Directory.
Major Conclusion -- Increased automation (rationalization) causes
increased levels of worker alienation as defined in the study'.
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TITLE: "New Technology in Laundry and Cleaning Services"
AUTHOR: Mary L. Vickery
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 95, No. 2, February 1972, pp: 54-59.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Laundry Industry, Case Study, Skill.

Requirements; Private-Policy ,(Retraining); Desdriptive (Ongoing Trends,
Future Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A case study of the laundry and cleaning
services, with. projections of future industry trends. Methodology -- This
study utilizes industry statistics to document the amount and distribution
of workers in the industry. Also discussed are the impetus, diffusion,
and impact of new technology. Major Conclusion -- The main conclusion
is that the growth and diversification of the industry will more than offset
employMent losSes resulting from technological innovation, however, some
workers may lack the required skills to make a smooth transition from
declining to growing sectors of the industry.

To help make the movement between sectors easier, the author recommends
that labor unions and management 2Mplement training programs. Also men *

tidned is the fact that many companies have already begun programs to
give supplemental instruction to indirect labor, i.e., foremen maintenance
men, and administrators, who Will. play a growing role in the industry.
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TITLE: "Job Enrichment Another Part of the Forest"

AUTHOR: William W. Winpisinger
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations Research Association, Proceedings of .the

TwentyFifth Anniversary Meeting, December 28-29, 1972, pp. 154-159.
KEYWORDS: ,Adjustments; Micro, Unions, Management Practices, Blue Collar,'

Job Content, Collective Bargaining, Hours of Work, Fringe Benefits,
Job Satisfaction; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation,, Retraining,
Shorter Work Week, Pay Incentives, Workihg Condition's, Skill Requirements);
Theoretical DisCussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope andLevel -- A discussion ot -"Blue Collar Blues" and what
can be done about it. Methodology : A discussion of job dissatisfaction
among blue collar workers andfthe effectiveness of various methods-of job
enrichment. Major Conclusions -- The best form of job enrichment,is in
creased'wages. A shorter work week would increase job satisfaction as
would improving working conditions by decreasing.naise levels, heat and
fumes. Blue collar job dissatisfaction also relates to snobbery,surround
ing coveralls as opposed to white collars.. Workers must have a voice in
the determination of .their working conditions and jobs.and have a reasonable
hope for advancement in order to be satisfied with theirwork.

Job satisfaction increases with age.and unions must continue to work
for job enrichment. If-this is done, younger workers, who appear to be
most disSatisfied, will reap.-Che benefits and become happier in their work.
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TITLE: Stru tural Wage Issues in ollective Bargaining
AUTHOR:' C1' fiord M: Baumback,

PUBLISHER:o exington, Massachusettsl.HeathLexiQgtod.BOoks, 1971.
KEY WORDS: djustments; Micro, Management Practices, Unions, Cases,

C011ectiv Bargaining, Wage Effects; Private Policy (Job qontentl'Pay
Inceritives)IDescriptive (Ongoing Trends, Cases); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level Astudy concerned with internalmage- structures
encountered in collective bargaining. and arN,tration. Discussion focused

on wage differences between jobs and between workers on the same jOblkhe.
. relationship between wage and work standards, and methods of'determining
work standards andAvoductivity wage premiums. M9thodology -- Examines
277 arbitration awards, discusses bargaining rights and illustrates
contract interpretation problems resolved by arbitrators.:Disetssion of
wage structure problems is divided into three partsi 1) merit increases

. within a rate range, or by promotion to a higher classification; 2) work
assimments and the establishment of job classifications and rates; 3)
the administration of work standards and incentive methods of wage payment.

Major Conclusions -- The attitudes and policies of workers and unions
.towards principles and applications of wage-incentives shows a changing
pattern over the-years. There is evidence of a longrun favorable"trend,
on the part of labor ,to accept wage incentives, Trade union criticism
has shifted from the wage incentive principle to the real or.alleged.
abuses of management in the application of the principle.
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AUTHOR: Daniel Bell
PUBLISHER:- in Jack D. Douglas, ed., The Technological Threats Englewood
.niffs, N. J., Prentice-Hall, 1971, W.8 --20.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro Government, Post-Industrial Society,

Blue Collar-White Collar, Private-Public Relations; Public Policy
(Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Legislation, Manpower Prqgr5ms,
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TITLE: "Psychological Adoption in a )orld of Programmed Machines"

AUTHOR: Robert Cancro A

PUBLI$HER: Annals of,the New York Academy of Sciences, Vol. 184, June 7,
1971, pp. 230 -238.

KEY WORDS: ,Adjliqments; Macro, Sociological and Psychological Effects;
Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (1Sone1-Bibliography (Small);'Abstraot.

- ABSTRACT: Scope ,and Level -- A theoretical treatment of the deep psychological
ramifications off automation among men who'derive their social value:system
from working: Major,ConClusion -- The author sees an increase in aggressive
behavior as a result'of.a less strenuous environment that has previously
allowed humans toj4ent heir aggressiveness during the work process.
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TITLE: "Accelerating Obsoles ence of Older Engineers"
'AUTHOR: Gene W. Dalton and ul H. Thompson
-PUBLISHER: Harvard Business eview, Vol. 49, No. 5, Septemb- ctober 1971,
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KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Ma ro, Older Workers, Engineers Skill Requirements;

Priyate Policy (Retrain Vacations, Job Assignme s, Transfer Options,
Pension-Rights, Counsel g) ; Descriptive Ongoing rends, Cases); Footnotes
(Few),-.Bibliography (N. e); Abstract.

,

ABSTRACT: Sco e and Le -- A macro discuss based upon six technology-
based companies prese tang increased engin r-management obsolescence but,
with fp coping with obsole ence. Methodology -- A descrip=
'dive presentation Of private sector. resPonses to recognizing and dealing
with the'lower g age of individual obsolescence.' This is based upon the
ram-'of tech d1ogical. ch gesIspsychological changes, rigid evaluation 't
,systems an adking mob' ity. 'Major'- Conclusions -- The teohnicaIlybased
organizations that ho to remain competitive must act now to close the gap
between age and perf rmance. To remedy-thi0 the private sector must not
just etrain uSin traditional refresher coill;ses and continu d edUcation,
which may place excessive burden on.t,e trainee; but, e periment with
i -plant tradsmital medias. Closed -c' cuit T.V., videota ing and two-way
picture phoneaprovide an hour take off work with a f -hour of training.
Where part-time efforts are questionable the author st ongly builds a case
for sabbaticals every 5 or 10 years... ,

To avoid unnecessary productivity loss from old workers managers must
,increase coordinations between available skill' 1- els and job assignments
Existing mployee,skiIlsm he more productiv if,they could be allowed .

to move o another organizatiOnwithout loss f\pension. his necessary.
mob' y must be, provided-. The a thors present the po able pension plan.

he authors maintain this mpvem t tow rd younger and younger.obsolesbence
is ta large part induced by the comp ieS rigid /performance appraisal systems,
inequitable job assignments, lack of counseli g and insensitivity to the
needs of'older engineers. No.final olution are offered but a few approacheg
used in the 2i500 design and development. engineers case study are offered.
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TITLE: " he Coming Crisis for Production Management: Technology and

Organi ation"
AUTHOR: 'L. E. Davis
PUS. ational Journal of Production-Research, Vol. 91 NO. 1,

1971, pp. 65-82.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Management Practices, Case Studies, Norway,

Great Britain, U. S., Job Satisfaction, Work Relationships, Job Content;
Private Policy (Job Content); Theoretical Discussion, Empirical.(Cases);
Abstr A.

ABST T: ,Scope and Level -- A discussion of ways in which organizational,
cturePcan adapt from the industrial to the poSt-industrial era.

ethodology -7- Several examples and case studieS are cited to support and
illustrate the socio-technical approach to organizatio design. Major
Conclusions -- Western society is well embarked on transition from the
industrial to'the post-industrial era. The structures b the industrial
organization, in particular, are grOwing increasinglrdysfunctional because
they stand at the confluence of changes involving technology, social values,
the economic environment, organizational design, job degign and -the prac-
ices of management. .Unless their managers can adapt, these industries

will bethe "first to be hit by crisis and massive dislocation". However,
eoretical and practical studies in "socio-technical systems", under way
England, Norway and the United States during the last 20 years, ,suggest

-ways in which production organizations can fit themselves to the new chai--
acteristics inherent' in the post-industrial field. In suOh2a modified
environment, jobs will be characterized by greater autonomy adaptability,
variety and participation- In return, workers will offer a higher degree

. of commitment to the job and the organization.
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TITLE: 'Job Satisfaction Research: The Post-Industrial View"
AUTHOR: L. E. Davis
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations, Vol.10, No.2, May 1971, pp426-193.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments;' Micro, Historical, Job Satisfaction, Post-

Industrial Society, Management Practices; Review of the Literature;.
Footnotes- (Moderate), Bibliography-.(None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: The Social Partners Face the Problems of Productivity and
Employment

AUTHOR: Yves Delamotte
PUBLISHER: iris, Organi-z-at4-en-Tert-Ecanomic Cooperapion and DLvelopment;.

1971..
. .

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macrof7 Migra, Work-Rules, Great Britain,
-.?.

Sweden, Germany, FDance, Unions, Management. Prartices,flovernment,
Employment, Unemployment,QollectivokBargaining, Union-Management
Powers, Job Content, Labor Mobility4 Private Policy (Relocation,
.Retraining, Severance Pay, G.A.K., Attrition,' Shorter Work Week, Pdy
Incentives) - Public Policy -(Lucome Polgey);-EmptricJal (Tables, .Cases) ;
Footnotes (vioderate), Bibliography (Nbno); No Abstract.
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TITLE: Proceedings of Conference oh'Maximizing Produdtivity Improvement
of Hourly Workers

AUTHOR: John L.-Fulmer, ed.,
PUBLISHER: Atlanta, Georgia,' ndustrial Management Centers Georgia

Institute of Technology, 1971.
KEY WORDS: Adjustment Alienation of Workers, Earnings, Discrimination,

Sociological and Psyc ological Effects, Private Policy
(Counseling), Public olicy (Education, Counseling, Day Care);
Descriptive (Ongoing rends, Future Trends); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Sdo e and L- el -- Contains a detailed account of a conference
on the condition ecting worker productivity with attention fo'cused
on how to motivate workers, develop them into more capable persons,
gain their loyalty to the employer, and help them solve, their personal
problems.

Major Conclusions -- The concensus from the conference is that
productive worker is-kept informed, helps set company goals and achieve
them, feels that he is impoitant to company success and.shares in its
profits, is in good physical and mental health, is developed continuously
as a person, and has access to co any counseling, and, if necessary
referral to solve personal, medic and financial problems.
The worker, in effect, receives first priority in management's .planning-
and company operations and, reciprocating, the worker gives first con
sideration in his thinking to the company and its needs. The methods
by which to generate this interdependence in the relationships between
management and employees include: 1) worker involvement in company
goals by-otienting the individual to the goals of business; 2) special
and remedial education 'for workers with poor commbnication skills; 3)

. problems solving for worker provided either directly or by outside
agencies to help the worker emove his troubles, reduce distractions and
make him a more efficient-wor er; 4) assistance prgvided by community
agencies (e.g. child-Care and child counseling and legal aid); and, 5)
integrated programs for worker development to help eliminate discrimination
on the ba;is of -sex, age and race.
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TITLE: "Computer Utilization in OECD Countries"
'AUTHOR: H. P. Gassman. --'

PUBLISHER: OECD Observer, No. 54, Odtober 1971, ippl',32,;35.

KEY WORDS: Adjugtmentsi Micro, Europe, Qvmputey In ustryl.Computer
.4 Programmers, Professional.Workers,,-Ehiployment; Privatd Po'lioy

(Retraining), Public Policy-(Manpower-Programs)4 Dpscriptive-(Ongoing
TrendOi'Yootnotes (None), Bibliography (Wane); AbStract. -

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level 2- A brief discussion of the need for the European_
nations to create data banks and of the extreme demand for qualified pr.o
grammers. Major Caiclusion = The main finding of this study is that both
the priato and "public sector should begin an' immediate program to train,a
qualified core-of computer programme-S. Also, stricter reguratians of
existing trdinirig schools is necessa to overcome the somewhat tarn4hed
reputation oS many of the existing computer schools.
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TITLE: ftModernization in the Maritime Industry!'
AUTHOR: JoaephP. Goldberg . -

.. .

PUBLISHER: Part'III in Collective Bargaining and Technological Change: in
American Transportation, - Evanston, Illinois, The Transportation Centbr-
at Northwestern University, 1571.

.,
KEY WORDS: Adjudtments; Historical, Maritime Industry, y, Napagement Prac-'

tiCesl_Government, Unions' Collktiye Bargaining, Union-Management--
P6We-rstytivate Policy (Labor-Management Cooperation, Seniority, Job

..,

0 ... -Security, Early Retirement, Attrition, Retraining,.S.U:B.,-G.A.W., Work
-Rules, Collectivt Bargaining), Public Policy (Public Rtyresentation in

.

Bargaining); Descriptive (Past Trends,.Ongoing Trends., FutUre Trends),
'Empirical (Tables)pFootnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstiact:

ABSTRACT: 'Scope and Level -- A historical discussion of trends in the
maritime indUstry with an.emphasis.nn recent trends. Methodology -- A

'descriptive analysis ofpgsts, current and projected trends emphasizing
.labor, management, and government adjustments to technological change.
, Major Conclusions -.-.\The maritime industry has been subject to evolving
'and intensified change in cargo-handling and shipoperatiOns technology .

over the past decade. In longshoring, earlier developments' were limited
and were handled as supplemental to traditional break-bulk operations;-

I

.4. an, with the recent surge in transoceanic containerization, the integrated
. systems- orientated ..transmodal operationd threaten substantial displace-

.4=s." me-t of break-bulk operations.

.
itial east and west coast approaches,were primarily affected by

.
7 and experience;-but as container-operations mold dockside
opera ons into a limited assembly-line operation parallel eff is to

ensure work opportunities maydevelop. .
,

'join labor-management administration of labor force re rements

. and seni pity upgrading have been a major underpinning for dint approaches
to broad maritime.industry problems. Approaches have vari d on the two
Coasts bAt all haves had the effect of assuring regularity of employment

. and earnings to regular longshoremen nd seamen. The arran ements
have been crucial to job security adjustments to mo ernizat' .

. The regular labor forces have been kept in bal cc by grading to

. the senior PegUlarpositions dnly'as needed-to mainta a substantially
stabilized level in; these, by new but.limited-ent '-s to less senior
categories,..and by use of .casual workerp as a st resort. On the
west ooast,employment.needs for longshor en .are now determined by a

joint coastwide com tee: Train programs are widely,uscd to meet -
re quirement* for skills n ea ary to-hand4:e the nefq-equipment. Plans

for job security have been developed. -
,

The reality of accepting technological change and negotiate0 adjust-.

ments to meetthosechanges is now a major attribute in U.S.. sHippingr 1

;

industry labor-management relations.
.
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TITLE: Decasualization and Modernization of Dock Work in London

AUTHOR: Vernon H.Jensen

.. PUBLISHER: Ithaca, New York, New York State: School of. Industrial and

Labor Relations, Cornell University, 1971.:

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro:, Case Study,:Longshoremen, Great Britain,

-Unions,Labor-Management, Government,,Collective.Bqrgaining,.Labor
Mobility, WOrk.Rules, Wags Effects; Private Policy (G.A.W., Pension,

Rights, J0 Security, Work Sharing, Shorter Work Week), Public Policy
{Nationalization); Empiiical (Case); FootnOtes (Few), Bibliography

(None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Collective Bargaining on the Airline Flight Deck"
AUTHOR: Mark L. Kahn
PUBLISHER: _Part _IV im___C___ollectiv0Bargaining_and TeduaralagicaLchange_in

° American Transportation, Evanston, Illinois, The Transportation Center at
Northwestern UniVerSity, 1971.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Airline Industry, Management Practices,
Government, Unions, Collective Bargaining, Wage Effects,-UnionManagement
Powers; Private Policy (Job Content, Layoff Notification, Pay Incentives,
S.U.B., Seniority, Work Rules, Collective Bargaining); Theoretical Dis
cussion, Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future Trends), Empirical
(Tables); Footnotes'(Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: 5N:floe-and Level -- A historical discussion of recent trends in
the airline industry. Methodology -- A discussion of past, current and .

projected trends in the airline industry emphasizing adjustments to tech,
nological change by management, laboir and government. 'Major Conclusions
Technological change in the airline industry has been rapid. This has
caused substantial gains in productivity resulting in continuing improve
ment an compensation. Collective bargaining has resulted,in rational
adjustment to technological change in terms of compensation policy with:
pilots making substantial gains in pay and continued longrun prosperity
for airline owners. As airline technology continues to expand pint'pay
should-improve while pilot pay formulas change. Technological trends point
toward allpilot flight decks which'should Improve the position of the
pilot .organization.

Non pilots on the flight deck should continue to be replaced. Collective
bargaining has dealt Well with this' and other issues and should be continually
utilized.
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_TITLE: 'Technological Change and Educational Obsolescence. Challenges to
Administrators as Managers of Change"

AUTHOR: Richard H. P. Kraft
PUBLISHER: International Review of Education, Vol:17, No.3, 1971, pp.309.-323.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Ecitlilibrium, Macro, Educators, White
Collar, Skilled Workers; Public Policy (Vocational Education); Theoretical
Discussion, Empirical; Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (Small); No Abstract:
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TITLE: "The Maintenance Training Gap"
AUTHOR: -John%W.Lee and John W. Lancaster
PUBLISHER: Training And DevelopmentJournal, Vol. 25, No. 11,_November
'1971, pp. 46-49,.. ,

KEY WORDS: '...Adjustments; Micro;Maintenance Workers, Blue Collar -White
Collar, Employmentl.Skill Requirements, Work Relationship4 Private .-

Policy (Retrainik).; Theoretical-Disoussion, Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes (None), Bibliogi-aphy (Small)i Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A general'discussion of the hanging demand
for and role of themai4tenance.worker. Methodology -- A deacriptive e
analysis of wht the authors feelwill be the future skill levels needed
for a new type of maintenance worker. Major Conclusion -- ,The main con-
clusion is that, due to-the transformation of the blue collared'maintenance
worker to a white collared;technician, industry must begin now to train a
new breed of men. "--Likewise,, because..it is predicted that new entrants-.
into the area will,haye -at least three.. separate occupatioris during their
lifetime, the training'he receives should evolve around the concept of
creating a program that givestheworker.awell-rounded.rather than ,a.
nal-row. backgrotind; .

.

.

Major recommendations include additional research on\maintenance rain-
ihg and the maintenance otioni _.-d additional empirical -research in the
area of maintenance train g effec iyeness, methods, and problems.
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TITLE: , "Collective Bargaining and Technological Change in AmeriCan
Transportation: An Integrative Analysis"

AUTHOR: Harold M. Levinson
TUETEHER:. Part V in Collective Bargaining and Technological Change in

American Transportation, Evanston, Illinois, The Transportation Center
at NorthwesternUniiiersity,"1971.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Transportation Industries, Unions,
Government, Management Practices, Collective Bargaining, Union.Management
Powers; Private Policy (LaborManagement Cooperation, Multi raft Unions,
Union Jurisdiction), Public Policy (Legislaticin, Public,Repr sentation in
Eargaining); Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future Trends);
Footnotes. (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Leirel . A historical-discussion of recent trenda in
the transportation industry. Methodology -- A discussion of p st, ongoing,.
and projected trends in the transportation industry. emphasizing djustment
and public policy toward adjustment. Major Conclusions -- Collective
bargaining has achieved a reasonably high degree of success in dealing
with the problems of labor displacement and manpower adjustment presented
by the technological developments of the past three decades. Within this
broadly favorable trend there have been considerable variations among the
various 'union and emplOyer groups 'in the relative ease or difficulty which
they, have had in'achieving an acceptable accomodation to change. These
differences can be explained by three underlying explanatory variables: the

economic environment; the nature Of the union's membership base, and internal
structure; and the scope of the bargaining unit.

Policy recommendations made on the basis of each respective variable
include the changing of regulatory policy to permit'more aggretSive price
competition; through the adoption of more flexible rate making regulatory
standards, and' facilitating the processing of petitions for regulator
approval of mergers and other types of intercarrier coordination. Secondly,
labor legislation should be consolidated so that it is applicable to all
four'major transport sectors. Also, more broadly based bargaining units
should be'encouraged and public policy in this area limited. Finally, the
scope and applicability of unfair labor practices provisions should be
standardized to improve ae.knowledge of. all,parties.involVed with respect
to'their flexibility in bargaining situation. With this move, voluntary
grievance procedures sho be-..encouraged.

Dispute procedures shout b changed to reflect the changed conditions
sql- rounding bargaining today.
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TITLE: "Collective Bargaining and Technological Change'in the Trucking
Thdustry".

AUTHOR.: Herold M. Levinson
PUBLISHER: Part I in Collective Bargaining and TechnologicalChange in *-
American TransportationtEvanston, Illinois, Thd Transportation.Center .

at Northwestern University, 1971.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historichat Trucking Indultry, Unions, Labor-

Management, Government, Union-Management Powers, Collective Bargaining;
.Privdte Policy (Layoff Notification, Severanc Pay, Pay Incentives, S.U.B.,
Seniority), Public Policy (Public Represents i in Bargaining);,
Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future rends), Empirical
(Tables); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ApSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A historical discussion of recent trends in
tIe regulated trucking industry. 'Methodology A descriptive analysis
of past, present and future trends of,the trucking industry, the industrial
relations environment, and adjustments made by union and management to.
technological change. Majoi. Conclusion -- The expanding employment oppor-
tunities in the industry, the high degree of elastidity of demand for
trucking services, and the mileage-load carrying oapehty formula of
,driver payment combined to provide a set of economic factors which were
extremely favorable to the introduction of technological change.

The internal structure of the teamsters union was found highly favorable
to the broad acceptance of technological change. National officers have
been willing to accept change even though displacement'and local dissidence
has been a factor. This position is supported by,the ability of national ,

officers to make such decisions due to the centralized-structure of
decision making in the union.

The author argues that the current structure of bargaining (national
bargainine. isbest suited fOr the industry andits absorption of ,

technological change. Alaaltpublic7policy vis-a-vis.the regulatory aspect
of the industry should foster competition among the several transportation
sectors.

These and other fabtors should continue the favors le en;ironment\for
the acceptance of technological change.-in the inter -city trucking indlietry,
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TITLE: Trade Unions and Technological,Change
.

AUTHOR: J., E. Mortimer
-- .

PUBLISHER: London, OxfordiUffil,esity Press, 1911.
KEY WORDS: .Adjustments; MatrbirGreat.Bri,tain, Unions, Private-Public 1 t

Relationsl.Blue Collar-White Collar; Private Policy (Retraining, Overtime,
Apprenticeship, Work Rules, White Collar Uhionization)i Public Policy

. 6

(Full Empl4mentl. Education, Manpower, Prbgrams Foreign Trade Policy);.
Theoretical Discussion, Descriptive (Ongoing Trene ds); Pootnotes-(None),'
Bibliography (Small); Abstract. .1

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A general overview of the role, strength and
history-of trade-unions in England with, special attention given"to.the
effects- of" technological change. Methodology -- Although duch-eMpirica+

. .

evidence is presented to emphasize the.historical.starcce taken by the unions

c, whenfaced with innovationsl.the-auttier also engages ih-a theoretical, dis- '
.

cussion as to what the future,holde for the unions. Major Conelutions --
While the author rather half-heartedly agrees with the contention that the
-restrictive practices of the trade unions have been partially responsible
for the lack of luster in the Englishl rate of grol..qp, he feelS that the
union leadership is adopting more productive and modernistiC approaches to .

the problem, and the future forebodes more union- management coop6ration if
-the'econemy is 'expanding and there -is full employtent.. -

This book-could also serve as4an excellent primer on.thp.paseand present
' sitUation of the British_trad9 unions and their responses to technological

change. Someoof the major recommendations advan4Calongthese lines are.
that there will bean increase in white-collar membership, the problems of
inflation are at the center of the government's stop-go economic policy, : 4.

and'the balance=of-payments deficits of reoent"yearshave awakened labor
to be more reasonable in its demands for wage increases:1- Major recommen-
dations made.are for a private and public effort to enhance the training
avail:al:net-both to adults and juveniles, so that the"transition to a more

,.- %technologically adigneed ociety Can be accomplished-with the least
possible human suffering, Ixu
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TITLE: .The Role of the Private' Sector'in-Mappower Development
AUTHOR: .CharieSW.--Myers'
PUBLISHER: Baltimore'and London, The John Hopkins Press, T971.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro,Disadvantaged Workers, skilled Workers,

Blacks, Younger Workers, Private-Public Relations; Private Policy
4 (Apprenticeship, Retraining), Public. Policy (Education; Ma sower,

Programs); Descriptive- (Ongoing,Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bi iogrdphy'
(Large); No Abstract.
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TITL?:' "The Impact Of' TechnologysoriEthical-Decision-Making"
AUTHOR: Robert Nisbet .

. .

PUBLISHER: In Jack D. Douglas,' ed.,Yrhe TechnOlogicgi Threatiglewood,
Cliffs, N.J., Frentice Hn11, 1971, pp. 39-54.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Sociolo icaland Psychological EffeCt8;
Public Folicy-(Flanriing); Des5ripftxe (Pas )t Trends, Futurifiew6); .

Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Antract, '-
ABSTRACT: Scope andLevel -- A discussion of th'e impact of technology on

moral values-And ethical decision making.. M4thodology .-- The place of
'technolOgy in' contemporary life is discithsed alongwith'annist:orical per7e..
spective on 50Cial conflict and resulting social change. Major Conclusions
Technology pePse as a machine is powerless to affect human culture or
ethics. Only as it becomes institutionalized does it become a moulding:.
-force in society.. Technology, asitliv institutionalized may be reg6rded
as a thr.dat to,individliality'and Concietepess of etbical.horms..
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TITLE: "Technology anq Manpower in7NoneleRtribal Machinery"
AUTHOR: Floyd T. O'Carroll 1,

NEMER: Monthly-Labdr Review, Vol. 94, No. 6,,June 12;1, pp. 56=63.
KEY WORDS: Adjustmentsi Micro, Management Practicest Labor Demand, Skill
- Requirements, Employment, Coltective Bargalnin Private Policy (Retraining,
Apprentices pip, Advance Atifidation, S.U.B., Job Content, Fringe Benefits),

'Empirical (Tables), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Fodlnotes
(Moderate), Bibliography.(None).; Abstract.,.

CT: Scope and Level -611 A study of the impact of new technology'in the -
lectrical machinery...industry an the resultant effects on manpower

r- .uirements. Methodology 'Reliance is placed on numerous statistics
to demonstrate4the;w011t_of various typeS o equipment, tschdological
obsolescence of equiprite5t, and annualThhanges in employment in the industry.
Major Conclusions- The main findings of this stUdy,are that (1).the rate
.6X expansion of the industry's 9tput-is expected to/decline; (2) the'pace
of technological innovation will quicken,'(3) manpower needg for the indub-
try will decline, (4) those finding employment in the industry will require
a higher skill level than previously, i.e, most of the gralitiiin employment .

1, will be on the'professiongl and technical/ level, and (5) various collective-
bargaining arrangementa.have been incorporated to recent contracts to
soften the blow'tf automation. I

The author calls upon management Ato b more. .aginati\re in its handling
of) technological change and obsoltdcence. tive and timely training
programs will,be necessary to ensure thtt workers are prepared'to meet the
new requirements. )
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TITLE: "Rationalization,,Problem, .A New Form of 'Adjustment system in .

Employer-Union Relationships"
AUTHOR:. Tsuneo Ono
PUBLISHER: In, The Japan Institute of Labor, Annual Report on Japanese

Employer-Employee Relationships,.1971, Tokyo, The Japan Institute of '.
k

Labor, 1971, pp. 258-266. (in Japanese)

KEY WORDS: 'Adjustments; Micro, Japan, Collective Bargaining, Union-
Management Powers; Privpte Policy (Labor -Management Cooperation; Retrain-,
ing); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (lone), Bibliography (None);. 1

. Abstract. ; . .
)

ABSTRACT:. Scope and Level --- An "analysisof the new developm nts in employer-
:union relationships during the rationalization of .business o erations from ,

19,60 to '2970. 'An-emphasis,is placed on the process- in which labor unions .

egraduallyAecided to participate in the decision making proCess of management,
so as to alleviate the worker adjustmenst duringatechnologicalchange:
Methodology -- A short summary of the new worker adjustment System in which
labor union's play an important role by participating in the deciRlp making

,proceso with management. Manor Coriclusionst--,. During the lattef4or the
1950's and.the early(part of the 19601s1 there was considerable fear and
objection by the .labor unions that the mechanization and automation of
business operations woulOcesult in a majOr displacement of labdr, a'ggre-

..._ .1

vating th21,eMployment prObrem. The 2.tial stage'of automation during the
1950's lAACemical industry, and .espe ial27 in mining, had intact resulted
in major 'labor displacement. Consequeatly.tge union attitude towards
ragInalization was absolute- objection to if% However, due-to a rapid N

,
chalge has not .resulted in any major .labor displacement. Reduced labor

/ requirements for production have been offset by- increased labor require -

ments for increased demand,. With this more favorable background;
the new Japanese employment adjustment systems developed during the latter

4 'part of the 1960'a: The-new -tem consists of- an estab/ishmentOLsan
employer4unibnconsulting:oommi tee hich determines (bargains) a reduced

S ,

manpower requirement for.zthe..A uction-operation 8y5tem. According

to .the .1.970 survey,, over 8 percent of firms with mere' than 1,000 employees
held'theabove committee m ings, aria-aBOut 92 perceot of the firms
obtained consent, orconditional copstnt, from the union. For successful
adoption of the rationalization, the nei./ consensus demplope0 between the
employer and union; first qe maximum avoidance of presentlY'-employed'worker
lay off, a gradual'k.eductioicif worke)s by natural attritfon is preferred;
second workets with obsolete skills will-be shihod from their old occupa-
tional.category into a newocttpational qptegory by intra-firm retraining;
if the f.eAiaining is hoi, available at the firm, the worker 'will obthiri
retraining k, an outside school with all oxpensts paid by the firm; third',

.

when a dew production/operAion systeM is installed, a simultaneous adoption
.... e

of shorter work time will be introduced. ...
.

.

s-
,

The author argues that these .new worker adjusitmenf. systems greatly re-
'duced the objections,frogthe labor union.; and Were the Min reason for
the smooth adoption of techriologiaal along° during the latter part, dtf the

1960's.
,
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TITLE. "Collective Bargaining andTechnological Change on American
Railroads" .

. . .

AUTHOR: Charles M. Rehmus
PUBLISHER: Part II in Collective Bargaining and Technological Change in

American Transportation, EVanston, Illinois, The Transportation Center/
at Northwestern University, 1971.

KEY WORDS: AdjuStments; Historical, Railroad Industry, Labor-Management,
Government, Collective Bargaining, Union - Management Powers, Private-
Public RelatiOns; Unemployment; Private Policy (Layoff Notifica on,

Job Security, G.A.W., Paygradesi Attrition, Seniority), Publicalblicy
(Public Representation. in Bargaining, Compulsary Bargaining); Dedcriptive
(Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future Trends), Empirical (Tables); Foot-
notes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Ab tract. -

historical X1
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A

the railrdad industry: )Methodology --. descriptive analysis of past,_
current and projected trends in the railroad,induttry.placing special
emphasis on the nature of regulation, collectve bargaining and government
intervention, and adjustments. to technological change by government,.
management and unions. Major Conclusions -- Technological change%has
prOgressed rapidly in Ameriian railroads improving railroad profitability?
in the 1960's. The railroad brotherhoods have not in any significant
w impeded the introduction of changed and improved technology. Collec-

1 iv argaining difficulties have, resulted from the unions efforts 'to
cus ion the adverse impact of change upon the members and to ask
for remaining employees.a share of the substantial. productivity increases.

ethnological change has caused a decline in total output.causing many
rai oad crafts to be adversely affected and has calmed difficult periods
adju ting to innovation. Yet these_problems have not halted innovation or
the eneral dispersion of gains: The recurrent collective .bargaiging
crisis in the industry should not blind us to the fact that the industry
and its unions have largely accomodated, through collective bargaining,
to what has been an immense loss of job opportunities. ,

.

These adjustments were accomplished" in a anique collective.bargaining :.

environment in that public policy doesllot tblerate {heright to strike .

..

in railroads. This has resulted in the influencea neutrals on railroad
bargaining and the kinds of adjustments that have been made. It is not
at all clear that the industry and its anionizedemployees -si.e.incapable
Of adjustinvto :Mill further change.

- .
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TITLE: "Leisure and Work in PostindUatrial Society"
AUTHOR; DavidReisman
PUBLISI1IER: in Jack b.'Douglas, ed.1 The' Technological Threat, Englewood
-Cliffs, NJ.; Prentice - Hall, 1971, pp. 71-91.

KEY WORDS: Adjustmente;-Historical, Leisure4 Professional Workers, Post-
industrial Society,, Blue Collar, Unemployment, Job Satisfaction; Private
Policy (Shorter Work Week, Work Rules, Pay Incentives, Job Content),
Public PolicylFiscal Policy, Planning, Educatiori); Theoretical Dis-
cussion,; Footnotes .(ManY,'Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope angrLeveI---- A discussion of the rble of leisure and work
in American life. Methodology.':-- The paper discusses the uneven distri-

. bution of leisure in tel-nd of differential attitudes toward work in dif-
ferent occupational groups. It goes orfto theorizp on needs and'wants;

whow they are generated and how'ell they are met. Major Conclusions
The author concludes that for many people tqday, suddenly acquiring large
amounts of leisure amounts to technologic'al unemployment; their education
has not prepared them for it.. An emphasis should be placed on teaching
people to use their leisure creatively accompanied by readjustment of jobs
to be more demanding-and creative. This will enable leisure and work to
Merge more in the fUture: lt seems that this reordering will be a diffi ult
task because the, intereskii low iri such restructuring among unions and
management alike.
From-blue collar workers to professionals there seems to be a tendency

toward a greater int'erest'in-life outside work than in work itself. This
is manifested by.mdves to the ouburbs and less desird to put in long hours.

-Although the quality of life is increasingly more important to Americans,
not much is tieing. done about it. Social' inventiveness tends to be channeled
Into the defense of padt gains'rather than into ideas for a better propor-
tionaiity between leisure.. and work. ,
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TITLE: . "Office Automation:1/ Stimulus or Deterrent to Clerical Growth"!
AUTHOR: L. A. Robinson
PUBLISHER: Personnel Jour al, Vol. 50, No. 11, November 1971, pp. 846-855,
KEY WOR Adjuetments; M cro, Clerical Workers,'Employment; Private Policy
(Attrit Retraining, location ; Empirical (Tables); Descriptive
(Ongoing ends).; Footn tes (None), Bibliography (Moderate); Abstract..

ABSTRACT: Sco e and Leve A study of the impact of automation on
cal workers. Utilizing both existing data and predictiens
of future trends, the uthor reaches his conclusion concerning the future
labor situation for c rical employees. Major Conclusion - The mayor
conclusion drawn i3 t at the unemployment impact of automation on the.
clerical worker has een way overdone. Although he concedes that the
rapidity of growth this employment category may have been had down
somewhat by the ado tion of new techniques, he feels it is experiencing
and will continue t experience a healthy growth rate. Concomitantly, in
these cases where ere were some initial displacement effects, most com
panies have allowed normal clerical labor turnover to absorb the impact :Of
automation. Other firms have chosen to, retrain or relocate their workers
if a sufficient nAmber could not be phased out by normal attrition techni
qucs.
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TITLE: "Problems of Scientific and Technological Progress"

AUTHOR: A. Rumiantsev .

PUBLISHER: Problems of economics, Vo1.13, No.12, April 1971, pp.25-45.

KEY WORDS: AdjuStmentS; Macro, U.S.S.R.; Public Policy (Manpower Programs,
Relocation); Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future Trends);'
Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE:. "A New Perspective on World.Trade"
AUTHOR: Howard D. Samuel
PUBLISHER: American Federationist, Vol. 78,.No. 6, ;June 1971, pp. 10-14.
KEY WORDS: AdjustMents; General Equilibrium, Electronics Industry, Textile

Industry, Pnemploymeht; Public Policy (Foreign Trade Policies); Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends, Future Trends);. Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);-

Abstract.
ABSTRACT:- copeand Level -- The basic argument advanced here is that a_

continuation'of present policy towardi our international trade sector will
spell ruination for the American Worker. The villain in the piece is the
outmoded theory of Ricardo called "comparative advantage,"'which is no .
longer applicable because of the rationalization of advanced technology.
Methodology -- The present trend in the dispersal of technology rapidly
changing the situation in most undeveloped countries to a position where
they have advanced technology, sufficient capital. (often suppIiedby
United States.international 'corporations) and low wages. The author sees
the future as tieing even more bleak than the present. Major 'Conclusion --
Since we have no qualms about passing aconothio control to regulate
internal affairs, e.g. the various regulatory commissionslifair prices,
etc:, we should accept a more rigorous control oveour international
trade sector. The suggested mechanism of control is a more rigorous,
system of quotas that would suppress the importation of-various commodi
tits(which have a severe impact on the American' workforce.
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TITLE: "Labor's Decade, Maybe" 0,

AUTHOR: Brenda Sexton and Patricia Sexton

PUBLISHER: Diesent, Vol.-18, No. 4, AUgust 1971, pp. 365.,,374.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Unionsl-Blpe Collar, Younger Workerd, Blacks,.
Collective Bargaining, Union-Management Powers; Public Policy (Public,

ends;Employment Programs, Income Redistribution); Descriptive (Past
Ongoing Trends); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A descriptive an sis..ef p stand present
trends in the labor movement and expected outcome for the seventies.

Major Conclusions -- Labor can be-expected to achieve renewed strength
in the seventies kecause many. Americans want change in the society and

laborabor is driven to its power to win social change,-The labor movement
has been supplied with fresh momentum by the newly organized, black, the
young, -' the public workers and Southerners. The effect of the.organization_,-.4.
of large-numbers of-workers, particularly blue-collar workers, is to in-
crease the pressure on unions to smpaign for a redistribution of wealth

and income. Rising labor cost&resultin.g from unionization also will
create pressure for technological inn° ion and improvement in public

.emplOyMent.
:'Although the history, of unions is scarred bar racial disbrimination

cerruptipn, unions have begun to turn in a progressive direction. During

thd late fifties they experienced uncertain aredifficult periods due in
part to the-Ersenhower,OVicy of combating inflation .by,raising unemployment,
and partly to assaulf'by conservatives As a result of the McCarthy era and

'- the McClellan hearings. -Union outlook 'improved and its membership was

,revived and continues to grow. The s id strength of unions hasunder-
written a kind of political and socin freedom not. previously: enjoyed by.

workers and_ has provided workers with some social change.
The authors beliCve that the obituaries (far workers and their unions

have been prematUre, based principally on superficial reading of available
materials and diatorted inferences drawl from short-term trends.
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TITLE: Automation and Alienations A Study of Office and Factory. Workers

AUTHOR: Jon M, Shepard
PUBLISHER: Cambridgel*Mass.'and London, The MIT Press, 1971. -..

. KEY WORDS: -Adjustments; Micro, Office Workers, Blue Collar, Alienation of
Workers, Job Satisfaction, Work Attitudes, Work Relationships; Private
Policy (Job Content, Wckrking Conditions); EmpiricalASampleY, Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends, Futl,ure Trends); Footnotes (Many), Bibliography' (Large);

okbgtract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An indepth_study of working conditions and

the resultant alienation of office and factory workers. Methodology
The authors utilized questionnaires to alloW workers'to 'express their °

feeling on numerous topics such as: powerlessness, meaninglessness
spects their job, etc. Major Conclusion --.The main .finding of this
study is that research that foCuses solely on immediate lob conteritda of
Tittle value-. What is necessary, if we are to,gainh meaningful insight
into the problem Of work attitudes, is research that investigates the

...relationship between work attitudes and the total job situation: This
would include inveftigating-subh topics as, interpersonal relations.on.

. the job, pay, security, supervision, working conditions, promotionf,and:
unions, so that we can gain a balanced perspective to acdount for all the

. variations in attitudes toward work.
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TITLE: "Collective Bargai ing Trends a* Patterns"
AUTHOR: James L. Stern
PUBLISHER: In A Review of I dustrial Rel. ions. Research, Madisonj_Wis

consin, Industrial Relations Research Ass
KEY WORDS: ' Adjustments; HistorLeal, Micro,

Private Policy,(S.U.B., Retraining, Transfer
NotifiCationf Severance Paygrade
Footnotes (Many), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: An extensive review of the literature on

elation, 1971.
ons, Collective Bargaining;
Options, Reiocationt, Advance

; Review of' the Literature;
,7

iective bafgaining
over the last few years, 4th'a section on automation and-the various,
collective bargaining techni s used-to offset/its impact.
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TITLE: A:Y ,:Work and automation, updated report organ international
doll 5 um held at Semmeringi.Au lai:June 1966.

HER: ,Basel, New York, arger AG,. 1970.
WORDS:.- Adjustments; Y crol OlderWorkers, Unemployment; Prlvaste

Policy (Early RetireMen Retraining),:PubIld Policy (Manpower
Peograms);_TheOretical iscupsion, Empirical`(Tiples); Footnotes, -

(None), Bibliography (S.. ); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope'and Level This book isdivid01,into two major sections;

the first-part examines the ediCal, psychologica/1 and social: aspects of
work-foe the aged; the-secon part'deals with the economic aspects of work

* for the aged. Methodology -- relying heavily 'on statistics, the authOrs
attempt to document the economic status of older workers the trend-tOward
early ret#SMent, and older'worker utilization patterns.' Major Conclusions --
The major condlusionsdrawn by these authors are that (1) \the Federal
Government must m: 'e a concerted effort to ensure retirees aliiable retire-,mAant income, d' 2t) More.attention should be paid to the hOUaing and
recreational needs of the older populatiop'which is retiring at`anearl.

age. .
.

; ,,.

.
.

.,.

-ThCmajor hypotheSis establiphea lathat automation is making it\
progressively more-difficult"for older workers to adjust their life abyle
to Meet changing employment requirements that. are induced by automation:.

Although some attention is paid to the changing utilization pAterns OT
older workers, the authdrs make.a plea for more research in -Elie area so
that an in depthi cross - sectional analysis of the problem can be made in
the future. * '.-
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. 'TITLE: "Automation Abstracts"
PUBLISHER: International Labour Review, Vol.101; No.1, January 1970,

)

KEY WORDS:, Adjustments; Review of the Literature; Abstract.
ABSTRACT: The International Labour Reviewlias abstracted 32 items that it:

receive the period January to June 1969. In so far as possible,
e items are restricted-tits thode providing new information or original'

4talysia in this field, with due regard for* broadI coverage of countries
and sources.
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1 in Industry"TITLE: "Technical Progress and thE\ Movement' of Persil

AUTHOR: T. Barenenkova
PUBLISHER: Problems of Economies, Vol. 13, No. 1 September 1970, PP. 3-43.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, U.SS.R., CaSe St :Employment; Priva e
Policy (Automation Fund, Work RuIes)Public Poli (Relocation, Unem loy
ment Compensation, Manpower Progr s); Theoretical I scussion, Descriptive
(Past Trends; Ongoing'Trends); Foo notes (None)1Bibli:raphy (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Soviet indus must incr ase prodUctionwhile reducing direct
labor involved. T has; been avoided by firms because the Size of the
incentive fund is dependent on the size of the planned wage fund. By

limiting the wage fundi,the base for calculating normative deductions for
sOcio eultural measures and housingconstruction as well as for bonus
funds for the introduction of new equipment, i's reduced.

An experiment by-Shchekino has found that release of personnel operates
smoothly by increasing the material\incentive fund of the collective from
thesavings in Wage payments. These savings are also used for bonuses,

additional payments, etc. Such releases have had other positive effects:
improVed organizations, productiviWincreases, average wage increases.

Theenterpripes involved in this experiment also have developed long--
range, three year, plans calculating the planned number of personnel to
release and their occupational composition, time and place of release and;
retraining plans. . In so doing, they idetermine personnel requirements at

other enterprises.

8
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TITLE: "Reorj,entation of itudes of ErnVloyers, r Unions and
40 Employees to Changing JO ontent"-
'AUTHOR: Sir Del;is Barn . ,

, .

PUBLISHER: Chap er 6 in T chnologicil hangel Human Development,.
,-Ithacal New York State S hool of Ind stri d Labor Relations, Cornell

,-.

University, 1970, pp. 12 -443. r
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; H storical, Great Britain, Railroad_Industry, .

Shipping Industry, Coal Minir g Industry,. Oil Industry, Occupational

. Structure, Low. Skilled Wrkors, UnemPlogent, Collective Barg4ning;
Private Policy (Layoff l'otificatiani Retraining, Transfer Options,
White Collar UniorfizatiOn, Pay In entives4 Labor-Mane ement Cooperation)jLabor-Management
Public Policy (Unemployment Comp; sation, Uangower Pr rams, Planning);/

_Theoretical Discdssion, Empiric (Tables), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes (None), Bibliography 'None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- T e main topics of this article are first, a
glance at the chaniing compos ion bf.the workfOrce, and second, the
author's view.of how to make e impact of technplogical change less'
difficult on those groups mo effected. Methodology, Heavy reliance 6

is placed on statistics to d monstrate the changing occupational structure
of modern-day Great Britain. This is followed by a theoretical discussion
of the proper policies tto adopted by management, unions, and government.

N Major Conclusion -.. T1 major cOncldsion drawn is that the policies,
heretofore formulated by ko, h the private and public sector have often

) been initiated with litflefforesight into future problems. The recommen-
'- ption then is for more carefully thought but long tun solutions. ..

Over the long run We oust analyze such problems as, the,relationship
between giant corporationS and the overnment, and the social difficulties
created as a few men are 'solely rea onsiplejor the manufactured outputY1
of the nation.

1
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TITLE "HuMble Takes t Look at Man's Role in Automated.Producyron"
-AUTHOR: W. B. Bleakley.

PUBLISHER:' OA and Gas Journal, Vol.68, September 14, 'WO, pp.78-81.
'7 KEY WORDS: AdjustMents; Micro, Case Study,. Oil Industry, High .Skilled

Workel,s; Private Policy (Retraining) ; Descriptive (Ongoing'Trends);
ootnotes (None) , Bibliography (Nonel,, No Abstract.
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-
TITLE; itTeChnology and Human RelatiOns" i,,

0.

' AUTHOR: Leonard Broom and Philip Selznick.- , r,

and gpomie,PUBLISHER: In Simon5Marcson, edy, Automation, Alienation,
1.- New York,'Ha'rper and Row, 1976;-pp-11-27. ,

kEY WORDS:. Adjustments;. Historical, Macro: Micro,` Printing
q

Industry,

O

4

.

..,

Autolobile Industry, Chemical Industry, UnskilledWorkers, Semiskilled
Workers, Skilled WoAers, Blhe Collar)-White-Coll.ar,'Union-Management

I =

-,-/.- Powers, Blue Collar-White Cp114", Skill Reequiremens;-Work Relationships,
Wrk Time, Job Satisfaction, Educatioo'Requirements; Private Policy ..

P(Labor-Management Cooperation, Aill Ilquirements); Theoretical,
r Discugsio6, Empirical (Tables, Sample) , DesCriptive (Ongoing Trend,'

Futurist Views); Footnotes (Few) , ,Bibliography (Alone); No AL\stract.
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TITLE: "WO1k and 'Work MRtivation in an Automated Industrial Production'
Process"

AUTHOR: R. A. Bruyns .

% PUBLISHER: Management Inernational. Jleviq, yo1.10,, No.4-5, 1970,
pp.49-61.

KEY WORDS:, Adjustments; Macro; Management' Pra&-tices, Job4Content, White
Collat, Blue Collar; Theoretical Discussion', TheoretiCalModel;
Fobtnote, (Nbne),, Bibliography_ (Medium); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Technology, and Managerial Obsolescence"

AUTHOR: Elmer H. Burack and Gopal C.tPati'-'
HER:- Michigan State-Business Topics, UBLIS 18, Spring 1970, pp. 49-56.

; KEY WORDS: AdjustMents4,Macro, Labor-Management, Hours-of Work, Education
. Requirements, Oion-Management Powers; Private Policy (Retraining,

Labor-Management, Cooperation, Pay Incentives, Counseling), Public Policy
(Manpower Forecasting, Education); Theoretical Model, Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT Scope and Level --' A study of managerial obsolescence and ways

to comPat.it. Methodology -- The authors develop a flow-chart-like.model
to explain the,underlying causes that lead to obsolescence of coltpanies,
individuals and finally society. Most of their conclusions follow either
from their model or from an analysis of ongoing trends in industry. Major
Conclusions, The main finding of this study is that manpower planning
add development is a critical area of managerial and staff responsiblity.

. Also, dompanies should provide formal training and developmental-programs
and see that employeesrtake advantage of them. This can be accomplished
through modifying_the hours of workl'providing positive incentives, or
extensive counsieiing for ndn-motivated employees. Some of the policy
recommendations Lade are: 1) more union-management coordination toctevise
advanged plans to deal with the changes in the nature of work requirements
arising from ahalgipg technology; 2) society in general should make a
greater effort, through the educational system, to keep in tune'with.new
scientific developments and their applications.'
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TITLE: "Technological Changes in the Printing and Publishing Industry"

AUTHOR: Rdbert V. Critchlow
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 93, No. S, August 1970, pp. 5:79.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Printing Industry, LaborManagement,

'Case Study, Occupational Structure, Employment, Unemployment, Collective
Bargaining, Union Management Powers, Blue Collar -White Collar, Skill
RequireMe t-, Private Policy (Relocation, Retrainingl Severance Pay, -

Planning, on Rightat Job Security, S.U.B., Early Retirement, G.A.W.,

LaborManagement ation, Shorter Work Week, Innovation,Timing,

Attritionl.Vacationsj.y on--Mergers); Descriptive (Past Trends; Ongoing

-Trends, Future Trentrg,Thase); FOotnqes (Few), Bibliography (None);

Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An analysis of Iheeffeets of_ technological '

change on various occupation and skill groups in the printing/and publishing

industry from 1947 -1969 with tentative projections. for the 1970's. Major

focus 'is on private union and management response to laborSaving innova
tions in the form_of new contract provisions. Methodology A descriptive

analysis relying on government reports and statistics, as well as others'

analyses. Major Conclusions --. Technology will continue to advance

rapidbly in the printing and publishing industry, with 'ovations being

,,introduced primarily in newspapers of all sizes and in Meer tolarge
commercial, book, and periodical printers Where t 'r vol return

economic savings to justify large outlays ploYment for ustry
as a whole will increase through 1975, ag growth in jobs for .- ss

operators and lithographic aatemakers offsets declines for typesetters

and other groups. 0

The principal responses to the introduction of the new technologies have

been retraining and job security efforts by unions, informed on-,thejob

training as well as comprehensive training programs by management, the

establishment of formal organizations. to study the ffects of automation

by,unions, and a series of union mergers-to avoid jurisdictional disputes.

A more recent response has been the joint effort Of unions and management

to determine how the.benefits of automation can be spread among employers

and employees.'
-Based upon Union investigation into manpower implications extensive

union training programs alid early retirement benefits have been established

to prevent jurisdictional disputes between unions where new technologies

have cut across traditional craft lines. This allows for amore unified

'bargaining position and has possibly provided success in the featherbedding

contracts.
In the 1970's displacement will probably continue to occur in certain

occupations in the'industry, but it will be mitigated somewhat by increases

in_the demand for printed products, attrition, a slower rate of diffusion

of technological change, and extensive retraining.
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TITLE: "Incomes Policy and Sharing in Capital Gains"
AUTHOR: J. Rainey .Crossley ,

PUBLISHER: Chapter 9 in:Tschndlogical Change and Human'Development, Ithaca,
New,York, New York State School of Industrial and Labor Relations,
Cornell University, 1970, pp. 215-236. ,

/ ,

KEY WORDS: Adjustmentsi General Equilibri 1 Case Studies, Great Britain, West
Germany-1 ItalyoNetherlands, Distributi of Income, Wage Effects,
Union's, Collective Bargaining; Private Policy (Pay Incentives), Public
Policy (Capital. Taxation); Theoretical Discussiont'DeScriptiVe (Ongoing/
Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope. and Level -- A stu4y of the feasibility of corporations
adopting a6 Investment Pay Program. The need for ,such a program is a
-direct result of technolokical,prqgress 10-the,,relative increase in
property (ownership) income. Methodold4 A- theoretical discussion
'Utilizing case studies from several European countries to analyze the
various types.of ihVestment pay schemes that could be adopted, elg. where
the company invests part of the workers pay in shares of tHeir own or
other companies stock. There is also a lengthy discussion of the ramifica
tions of this type of income redistribution scheme on the level of national
savings. Major Conclusion -- The prospects for a rapid redistribution of
the ownership of wealth by means of,irivestment pay schemes do not appear'
to be high. a

Whether this analysis is correct or not remains tb be seen but in.the
interim, unions will have to decide whether the proper avenue for these
schemes is via collective bargaining or throwh the institution-of govern
ment programs.
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TITLE: -"A Trade UnioniSt's VieW of Innovation']

OR: Ford DelaccurtSmith
BUSHER; Chapter 19 in. MauriceC-oldsmithl'ed.rTechnolokicar,InnovatiOn
and the Economy, London, WileyInterscience, 1970. .

WORDS.. Adjustments; Macro, Great .Britain, Collecte Bargaining, .

kill Requirements..Job-Content; Private Policy (LaborManagement
Cooperation, Working- Conditions,' Job Security), Public Policy (Manpower
PrOgrams4 .Education) Theoretical Discussion; FoOtnotes (None), Bibliography
(Small); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A broad view of automation and its impact on
various areas of concern to'workers. Methodology -- A theoretical dis
cussion of What the author feels should be done "to alleviate some ofthe
'stress and insecurity that is caused by rapidly changing modes of produc
tion.- Major Conclusions -- the main conclusion drawn from this study is
that/since the work force is composed of various types of individuals with
varying needs, management's method for smoothing the transition to_tedh
nological innovation should be to adopt a multivariate approach.-

In addition tO the:stanilard.demands,of workers, e.g. higher wages, better
working conditions etc., increasing attention should be paid to factOrs
Such as increased security and the quality of life. Also needed is a.de
emphasis of speCialized skills,. which may become outmoded in a short period'
of time, and a return "to e'more'generalized. education that allows-the
recipient to adapt to "changing skill reqUirements.

Ohebf the major policy recommendations made by this paper': is that
joint consultation between management and labor_is,the most fruitful way
of alleviating future labor disputes over automation..

Another recommendation is that the concept that shareholders alone are
entitled to ex-Press a-view on the composition of the board of directors
of the enterprise should be reevaluated. The extension of board deter
`ininationIFivileges to the workers might facilitate worker cooperation
aci .'end itself.to strengthening the productiveness of the board of
directors.
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TITLE: "Structuring Deb pational Edu'ation Programs"
AUTHOR: ' George H.° Dit10
PUBLISHER: Theory into Practice; December -1970, pp.284-287.

,KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Pri te-Public Relations; Private Policy t.

(Retraining) , Public Pnlicy (Ed ation) ; Theoretical Discussion;
Eootnotes (Few) , Bibliiography_Aone); Wo Abstract.
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TITLE: Historical Perspective of t e-Florida Citrus Industry and tee
_

.Impact Of Mechanical Harvesting or the'Demand for Labor
AUTHOR: J.(' Kamal Dow -

.

PUBLISHER: Gainsville, Florida, De artment of AgricUltural,gconomiCs,
University of Florida, April 1978.

KEY WORDS: Adjustehents; Micro, Farm Workers,IMinority Group'Workers,Nom. 1
white Workers, Skilled, Unskilled, Older Workers, Unemployment, Capital-
Labor Ratio, Skill Requirements; Private Policy (Retraining, Planning),
Public'Policy Planning, Education; Counseling, Manpower/Programs); .

Theoretical Model, Empirical (Tables); De3'eriptiVe (Ongoing Trendsl.FUture ,

Trends) ; Footnotes (Moderate),'Bibliography S, all) Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -. A case study of the Plorida.oitrus industry
and the projected act of,:rechnological change on the demand for labor

in the industry. M hodolo ,.- Attention was focused 'on the ecOiomic
and physical featur s of the different 'harvesting SystemC'', the state o7f

the art In general and the possible:mechanization pattelms. A model' wd"s'

used to make an economic comparison'of the different mechanical systeis
with the manual system based, on variables such as harvesting efficiency:

! '

price on inputs and Dperating costs.' In addition,, past trends in the
characteristics of the citrus hdtVesting labor force, productivity, and,
labor requirements were'used to calculate future labor requirements (with
mechanization) both total and by skill category: Major COnclusions ..
The major finding,df this study is that if the presept.trends continue it
will be economically advantag kta introduce mechanical. harvesting

systems by 1975 or before. But banauseof management's reluctande to in.
troduce new systems and the availability'of cheap labor, only 10 percent

.of the industry will be mechanized by the 1.9' season. By 1980, it is
, -estimated that between.20 and 30 percent of the grapefruit industry,and

50 to 60 percent of the orange induatry_411 be mechanized. , ''--,

Theimpact of this mechanization on *1'6- demand-for labormill,thus be
slow to materialize, but by 1980 sizable shifts in the skill-composition .

of the required labor force will have taken:place.. For.instance it is
estimated that by 1980 the demand for less-skilled workers will'have . '

fallen by 15 percent during the. peak months., while the demand for silled
and semi-skilled workers' will double......,,..,' 7 . ,i,,,

Clearly then, the major recommendation Of,this study is for management,-
labor and government to seize the opportunity that presently exists,
because of the slowness of the introduction'Onew.technolOgyvto'institute

... training and education:programs that will alloWl the'labor force to adapt. .

to new skill requirements.
The most difficult to reorient will be the older,'espec4ally.

non - whites,' workers who do not have a sufficient education to allow them
to make easy intra- Or inter-industry shifts. For those who cannot make'.
the transition, it,ia suggested that other sources of employment, especially

during the off.Season, be found.
. N.
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TITLE: "Manpower Implications of Computer Control in Manufacturing"
AUTUOR::' Arthur Herman
ItiTETEHER: Month Labor Review, Vol. 93, No. 10, October 1970, pp. 3-8.
KEY WORDS: -Adjus meets; Micro, Manufacturing, Case Study, Computers,
' Occupational St cture,,Employment,*Skill Requirements, Work Rules, Wage

Effects, Educati n Requirements, Labor Mqpility; Private Policy
(Relocation, Retraining, Planning, LaborManagement Cooperation, Advance
Notification, Transfer Options, Paygrades, Layoff Notification, Innovation
Timing; Job Contents Skill Requirements, Mediator); Empirical(Tables,
Cases), Descriptiie (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes {,Few),.

'Bibliography (N640; Abstract:
ABSTRACT: Scppe and Level -- This study is based upon a Bureau=bf Labor

Statistics 12-plant case study of the employment impact, by skill and
educaticti level, of thp introduction of computers to direct Control of
industrial production processes and manufacturing.operations in six pro
pess industries, including chemicals, steel, petroleum, electrical equip
ment, paper, and Cement in 1970. Primary emphasis is on worker displace-

-ment, job modifications job creation, and retraining ef,forts. Methodology
.A'aescriPtive analysiS relying on a B.L.Sft case study of 12 plants in the
.process industries. Ma4orC6nclubicps Little worker'displacementprocess

due to the installation of4compliters, largely because automatic
processes were introduced in these industries overthe Preceeding two
decades resulting in already reduced work crews. The main impact has been ,

the modifiCation of'job duties within the plant, leading to some job
4 creation atRhigher skill levels (and increased wages for retrained em

,

ployees), but little net change either in employment or wage rates at
,the'lowec skill levels.

Introdlibtion of computers into the process industries is expected to
continue in the.future resulting in a gradual decline in the demand for
labor, partifularly-at the lower skill levels.
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AUTHOR: George Horrigan .

)

PUBLISHER: Material Handling Engineering, Vol.25, August 1970, pp.72-80.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Labor- Management, GcArnment; Private
Policy (Layoff Notification, Early Retirement, Severfance Pay, Re-
trainiog, Attrition).; Descriptive (Past Trends) ; -Footnotes (None),
Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: Vocational Training in Japan, 1970, especially Chapter 5, "Vocational,
Training Plan" and Chapter 6, "Present Status'of the Vocational Training

SysteM". '

AGENCY: Japanese Vocational Training-Bureau
PUBLISHER: Tokyo, Japan, The ginistry of Labor, Vocational Training Bureau,

1970. (in Japanese)
KEY WORDS: Adjustments;-Macrb, Japan, Skill Requirements; Public Policy

Vocational Education, Manpower Programs); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);

Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope' and Level -- A comprehensive survey of vocational training

in Japan, especially the public training system. Methodology -- A,

brief review of the development of a Vocational training system and a
discussion of governmental actions to produce skilled workers required for

Japanese industry. Major Conclusions -- Until the new vocational train-'
ing law (NITTL) was enacted 10 October 1969, the emphasis ox vocational
training was placed on how to secure the skilled labor force necessary for
economic growth. The NVTL expanded its scope to train skilled workers and
also to cope with the change in necessary skills resulting from the
development df technological change. 'There are two programs that are
specially designed for job-converters who seek after new jobs as a result
of technological change; one is occupational capacity re-development
training,and the other, is update training. Occupational'Capacity re-
development training is designed for skills which take a longer time to

acquire, about a year. Updating training is training of a shorter duration,

about a week.'
These two types of training are free of charge and thp duration of

Unemployment insurance benefits is extended until the end of the training.
For those who exhausted their unemployment benefits, some income assis-

tance is provided. 26,000 trainees completed their training during'the

1969 fiscal period. In general; the governmental vocational training
system is discussed in detail in the article but its overall effectiveness
is not assessed.
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AUTHOR: Edward pbakjiah k \
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March -April 1970, bp.36-39. .

KEY' WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, icro, Labor-ManageMent, S ill
Requir ments, Unemployment, Di advantaged Workers; Publi Policy (Education
Manpo er Programs) ; Theoretics Discussion; Footnotes (F w); .
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TTITLE: "-Automation and Itabor Relation's" .,
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AUTHOR: Everett M. KgSsalow

PUBLISHER: in Simon Marcson, ed., Automation, Alienation, and Anomie, New
-Ydrki-Harper and Row, ,1970, pp. 278-293. .

.

KEYtWORpS: Adjustments; Historical, General Equilibrium, Macro, Micro,
_::Unions, Meatpacking Industry, Automobile Industry, Steel Industry,
Longshoremen 1 Ofiice WO ers, Blue Collar, White'Collar, Unskilled,
Skilled, Employment, Un loyMent; Collective Bargaining, Union- '
'Management ,Powers, Blue ollarWhite Collar, Skill Requirements, "Work
Rules, Work Relationships, Work Time, Hours of Workl-Fringe Benefits,
Earnings, Labor Mobility, Job Satisfaction;" Private Policy (Relodation, .

Rettaining,,everance Pay, Planning, Pension -Rights, S.U.B., G.A.W.,
Early Retirement, Labor-ManageMent Cooperation, Shorter Work Week, -

PaygradeS, White-Collar Unionization, Job Security!_ Skill Requirements,
Mediator), Public Policy (Full Employment, FisCal'Policy, Urban-Regional'
Policy, Manpower.Programs, Unemployment Compensation, Education)'
review -of the Literature, Empirical (Sample, Cases), Descriptive (Past
Trenas -Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes (None),BibliograpbY
(None); Abstraqt. .

ABSTRACT: Scope, and Level -- A discussion of public and privAte policy:

1 responses to. automation up to the early 1960's, with particular emphasis

.on the adjustment of blue collar workers in a number of mass-production

industrie
:-,

ethodol.oa .- }t descriptive analysis relying on government

. 'reports and statistics, as well as case studies:and articles. Major Con -

-'"elusions -- Two of the myths about automation put forth in the mid-1950's
appSa-to have been refuted: the myth that more machines means more jobs,
and that automation leads toa reduced, upgraded labor force. Automation
appears to be undermining the industrial and-Political strength of trade.

unions by diminishing the size of the bllueallar work-orce relative to
the white collar work.force. ,

knecessary part of any policy of adjustment to automation involves a
vigorous full employment effort. In addition, p4blic policies to aid the .

development of.the supply of labor are also required, including retraining,
unemployment compensstionl.general'manglowerprograms, and eddcation.

es, job securi-Ermeasures, and-early retirement. In theJuture,
The reiponse to automation has-included relocatidn And retrain-

ing allowan
increased reliance should be plaCed onwhite collar unionization, joint
union-managgment committees, and the use of third parties, including media=

tors and fact finders. .



TITLE: "Industrial Relations an Automation"
AUTHOR: Charles C. Killiflgsworth ;y:

UP EIER: in Simcqi MalTson, ed.i.Automation, Alienation, and Anomie, New
York, jiarper and Row, 1970, pp. 243-259.

/

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, Micro, Meatpatking Industry,
Rubber Industry, Airline Industry, Automobile Industry, Steel Industry,
White.,Collar, Blue Collar, Unskilled, Skilled, Employment,_Unemploymentl.
Collective Bargaining, UnionManagement Powers, Blue CollarWhite.
Collar, Skill Re4uirewents, Work Rules, Work Relationships, Work Time,
Hours of Work, Labor Mobility, Wage Effects; Private Policy (Seniority,.
Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay, Planning, Pension' Rights, Advance.
Notification, S.U.B., ShcAer Wbrk Week, Paygrades, Job Security, Early
Retirement, LaborManagement Cooperation, Mediator, Transfer Options,'
Work Rules); Descriptive (OngOing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes
(Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- analysis of the responseof the system of
industrial relations within the Masgproduction industries to the changes
brought about by automation asof the early 19601s. The emphasis of the
paper, is on labor and mana!ement's adjustment td the rapidly changing work
environment of white collar blue collar, unskilled, and skilled workers
through the mechanism of-collective-bargaining. Methodology -- The paper
is descriptive in nature, relying on the author's direct .knowledge of the
industries as an arbitrator. Major Conclusions Through the early 1960's
automation was one of the more" important factors leading to a_decline in,
the number of blue collar, low skilled jobs, and to a change in the basic
'work relationshipwithin the mass production industries. One of the
results ofautOmation has been an increased emphasis on job security Ln.
collectivelbargaining, including provisions concerning such issues as, )

advance layoff notification, broadened seniority'units, retraining and
relocation, S.U.B., and "job freezes" to ,name a- few.

Another re6ult has been the establishment of joint laborManagement
committees to study ways of adjusting to automation and technological
change through collective bargaining: .

Up to now the technicarcharacteristics of automation have made it
most adaptable to certain operations in industries with efficient arbitra
tion systems' and.mature collective bargaining relationships. In the future
it may have a gretter impact on systems that have developed impediments to
adjustments of this sort.
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pp.195-203. -
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TITLE: "Interplant Transfer and Terminated Workers: A Case Study "
AUTHOR: David B. Lipsky
PUBLISHER:. Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol. 23, No. 2, January

1970, pp. 191-206.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Case Study, Plant Shutdown; Private Policy
--TRelocation, Severance pay,, layoff Notification, Transfer'Options);

Empirical (Regression, Sample, Case), Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography
(None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A micro eCorlomic analysis of effects of re'
location or termination,on employees of General Foods. Methodology
A. questionnairemas given to terminated and relocated General Foods
employees and'then was used asthe sample in a regression analysis. The
regression results are discussed. Main Conclusion = Workers most likely
to benefit from the prgteCtion of an interplant transfer system were
least likely to exercise the option of'relocation. Workers who least
needed the protection were likely to move.

The author looks,at the terminated group separately from the trans:-
ferred group comparing certain characteristics (sex, age, etc.). He is
interested,in which workers were most likely to transfer to the other
plant and among the terminated workers which had the ?et difficult time
finding new employment.
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TITLE: "Implementing Automation"'
AUTHOR:. John.J.'McNiff
PUBLISHER: Chaptei 10 in Automation Management: the Social Perspective,

Athens, Georgia, The Center for. the Study of Automation and Society, 1970.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Unions, LaborrMpnagetheni', Sociological, ,-

and Psychological Effects, Work Rules, Hours of WorkrPriirate Policy
(Rttraining, S.U.B.4 Seniority, Transfer :Options, Pension Rights,

. ShOribr Work Week, Early Retirement, Advance Notification); Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Nose),, Bibliography (Small); Abs act,

ABSTRACT: -Scone'and'Level...,-- An .examination of automation from the view-,
point of organized labor' S esponse to technological dliange; Methodology ,-
A descriptive-analysis-of-th general policiea'adopte4.by.veriaus:unions
to offset the displacement e fpcts-of automation.. MajOr,Conclusions
The main conclusion of this aper.is that through joint participatory
-decision making all parties, ffected by automation can arrive at new solu-
tions to the problem's present bi'itechnological change,

\In addition to the above m ntioned features, this article ,presents a
,

general summary of the most f equent4'negotiated adjustment lauses.
The major significaUbe of this paper is the authorta sight into the '

real prpblem encountered by - technological displacement. f While-the
economist and .sociologist can eake consolation -in-thef ct that although,
some workers are displaced .by utomation, other jobs ins other areas"will' .

become available, the real pro4enit; the.mychological trauma faced by -

a worker who sees his Wits wOk slip; out fiom under him. Often the new
jobs that open up require different aptitudes than those possessed by the "
displaced worker thus making hi a adjustment extremely 'difficult it not
impossible.
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TITLE: "Perspectives On a Positive Manpdwer Policy".

AUTHOR: Garth L., Mangum ,

PUBLISHER: in George F. Rohrlich, ed.., Social. Economics for the 1970's,

New York, Dunellen Publishing Company09701.P9. 55-64.
KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Hiatorical, Macro, Age Groups', Racial Groups,

Women, Employment, Unemployment,-Labo Mobility, Education Requirements;
Public Policy (Full'EMploymentl.FiSdal Policy, Monetary Policy, Income
Policy, Manpower Programs, Relocation, nail= Wages, Legislationu
Planning, Education); Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends);:Foot-.
'notes (None), Bibliography (None,); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A discussion of the major. factors behind the%
long-run developments in the employment.picture from-1945 to 1970." The

focus of the paper is the on manpower programs' developed in the'1960's
" and the lessons learned fromexperience"with those programs. Methodology

''A descriptive analysis relying M.the authOr's direct experience in and
knowledge of the field... Major Conclusions -- There have been four major
underlyirig trends behind employment-developments since World wor
techhological change,,grbanization, the,co7existence of poverty and

affluence, and, constant warfare. -

Despite experimenta4on with a host of different approaches to manpower
programg Since 1962, iilclu4ing education, retraining, relocation outreach,

::and job' development, as well as overall policies geared to full mployment,
we have not found one approach to constitute the solution. 'Deli ery of

services and funding procedures still present problems.
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TITLE : ."Organization,Impact of Automation.in Wh#e-Collar Industrial
Units"

AUTHOR: Floyd C. Mann and Lawrence K. Williams
PUBLISHER: in Simon Mancson, ed., Automation; Alienation, and Anomie,
NewYok, Harper and Row, 1970, pp.182-212:

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, PublicUtilithies, New York, White Co116r,
Employment, Work Relationships, Work Time, Hours Of Work, Earnings, Job
Satisfaction; Private Policy (Retraining,. Plannibg, Attrition, Relocation,
Innovation Timing, Overtime, Skill Requirements); Empirical (Sample,
Case) ; Footnotes (Few), bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Worker's Pai-ticipation at the Plant, Union, and National Level"

in Israel"
AUTHOR:- Colonel Isratl Meidan
PUBLISHERr Chapter Min Technological Change and:#p0ah DeVeloPment4 Ithaca,

New York State School. of Industrialvind Labor Rala#1Ons, Cornell Univer

sity,' 1970, pp. 247 -260.
KEY WORDS: 'Ad4ustments; Israel, Micro, Unions, LaborManagement, .

tives, Work Relationships; Private Policy (LaborManageMent Cooperation,
Retraining); DesCriptive (Origoing Trends);' Footnotes <None), Bibliogfaphy

(Small); Abstract. ,

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level 7 A view of the role of trade unions in Israel

as a fOrce to ease the impact of techndlOgy. Methodology -- Cites the
outcome of various experiments at the management and'direct and indirect
ownership level. With regard to trad2 unions in Israel. MajorConclusions
The'major finding of this article ia that because of the economic and
teohnologicalneceisity for constant, change on the one hand, and the
instinctive resistance to change and feeer of the, unknown on theother,

, the establishMent of Open communication and trust between workers.and
management is absollitely essential for the modernization of industry.

Also the increasing complexityof the industrial.process_Will lead to
greater managerial specialization and the lack of appropriate skills will
make the quetion of participation hi-workers more difficult.
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ITLE: "The Social Role of the Unions'!
AUTHOR: Yerucham Meshel
PUBLISHER-: Chapter 12 in Techholo ical Chan :e.' d Human Develo. ant

Ithaca, New York State School of Industrial an4 Labor Relations., Cornell
University, 1970,, pp...319-:30.'

KEY WORDS: Adjustments'; Macro, Older Workers, ounger Workers,StrUctural
Unemployment, Sociological and Psychological Effects, Labor Mobility,
Collective Bargaining; Private Policy (Retraining, Job Content, Multi-
craft Union)"Public Policy-(Vocational Education,-FUll Employment);
,Theoretical. Discussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTyCT:' Scope and Level A theoretical diecucsion of the major problems
that confront workers as they try to meet the new demands of technological
change. The difficulty faced when older ; less educated workers work
side-by-iside with younger workers who have,acquired-aAhigher level of
technological sophistication is given special treatment. Methodoloirir-
The author views the problem created by techndlogical change as'oneof.

.

atrtptural unemployment. Thusthe investigation centers around programs,
private.and public, that cazi,help older, more. eptablishedworkbre

meet the.skill requirements of ne4%types of machinery, etc. Major
Conclusions The main conclusions drawn are that there arethree major
areas of confrontation that'must.be overcome by tradeUnions.. These "

confrontations-ire ,(1) between the veteran worker and the younger one,
(2) between the machine and the worker, and (3) between the worker.and
the nevi positions. Only in concentrating on both'the social and economic

*aspects of technological change will we find a solution'to these problems.
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KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Employmentl Unemployment, Collective
Bargaining, Skill. Requirements, W9rk Relationships, Job Satisfaction;
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:.Librarians
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AUTHOR: Robert Presthus
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KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Microi LibrarianshipOlomen, Jab Satisfaction; '

Private Policy (Planning' White Collar Unionization); Empirioak (Tables,
Sample); Footnotes '(Many)f,Bibliography Olone).1 Abitract..

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level 7- An empirical study of librarians, adminis-
trators, and clerical workers in libraries:tb-determine their attitudes
toward tachnological change. Methodology iL67-, Questionnaires were given
o libra ry workers in three types of libraries, academic, d

al, in four cities to' dete*nine attitudes toward their work and.
receptiveness to change. Ma.1or Conclusiona-- Most librarians react
positively to the prosRpct.of automation in its several formiandMost
Of their directors are making spedific attempts to pr pare thdt ,to handle,
its effects': HoWever, in actual situations,' with ch e directly affect-
ing then, there is: not whole-hearted suPport for change; rather a "wait,
-and see" attitude prevails.

40 satisfaction among librarians was found to be quite low and this
Could,be an impetus to change. However, given the psychological makeup of
many librarians change will be imposed from outside the institution:
Adjustdent will not occur until a new generation of librariansi trained,
in the new librarianship, is employed.

Another accommodation to the existing situation is for librarians to
leave change to the information specialist. But this would' mean the end
to their aspirations for' professional status..,
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AUTHOR: Herbert W. Robinson
PUBLISHER: Industry Week, Vol.166, June 15, 1?70, pp.33-35.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Leisure; Privafe PUT:ay (Skill

Requirements); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes
(None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, MAO, Agricuiture, Tomato Harvesters,
,'Wage Effects, Unemployment, PrivateP.ublic Relations; Private Policy

(Retraining, Innovation Type), Public Policy (Fiscal Policy, Manpower
Programs, Relooationh'Empirical (Tablee; Cases); Footnotes (Few),
Bibliography (Medium); Abstract.

ABSTRACT:, Scope and Level -- Mechanical harvesting of tomatoes for canning
has sharply reduced,producerso labor requirements. The paper discusses
the social returns to aggregate research and development expenditures
for a mechanical tomato harvester. Methodology -- The authors trace
the development of the mechanical tomato harvester and then calculate the
gross social rate of. return and net social'rate of return to the research
And development expenditures on the harvester. Major Conclusion: Gross
social rettrns to eggregate research and development expenditures are in
the vicinity of 1,000 perceht. Even if displaced labor had been compen.
sated for wage loss, net social returns are still highly favorable. Sincecc--
tomato pickers were unorganized, no compensation was demanded or paid.

-The analysis indicates a need-fen' policies designed to distribute the
benefits and costs of technological change more equitably. Social scien.
tists could properly be concerned with developing institutional means of
achieving this'goal.
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Labor-Management, Government; Public Policy (Manpower 'Programs,
Employment, Public Representation in Bargaining); Descriptive (Past
Trends, Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope-and Level -- A case study of the methodshOsen by several
unions to offset the impact of technology. Methodology -- The author
describes many of the various provisions implemented through the collective
bargaining process and discusses separately those concepts which have
proved feasible and have enhanced the pdsition of the worker, and pro-
grams which have proved to be Itilures. Major Conclusion -- The major
conclusiOn drawn is that most of the responses to automation on behalf
of,the'unions have not really solved the predicaments posed by new

technology. In the place of the bilateral collective bargaining pro-
cedure the author recommends, the adoption of a tripartite base - business,

and government - to help find solutions to technological displace=

ment. If the problems of automation can be Rvercome by simply increasing
aggregate demand then this is a,job for the government. If the consequences

of automation require a down grading of skill requirements, then-this
-) becomes a. problem for all three parties to hash out.

This article also provides a, useful source of information on various
,cohtract negotiations between unions and companies as they tried to make
the transition to automation easier.
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Work Rules, Work Relationships, Fringe Benefits, Earnings; Private
Policy. (Seniority, Retraining, Planning, Pensionyights, Attrition,
La6or-Managementtooperation, Paygrades, White Collar Unionization,
Job Security, Layoff Notification, Mediator); Empirical (Sample),
Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future Trends) ; Footnote's
(Few), Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract. ,
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TITLE: "Management of Machines and Men in_ the Automated Plant"
AUTHOR: Edward B. Shils
PUBLISHER: ini*Simon_parcson, ed., Automation, Alienation, and Anomie,
New York, Harper and Row, 1970, pp.310-330.

- KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Employment, Unethployment, Collective
Bargaining, Union-Management Powers, 'Work Relationships, Wage Effects,
Earnings, Labor, Mobility Job Satisfactid 0; Private Policy (Seniority,
Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay, Planning, Pensipn Rights, S.U.B.,
Attrition, teal; Retirement, Labor-Management Cooperation, Paygrades,
Job,Securi-ty, Layoff Notification, Transfer Options); Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); No Abatract.
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TITLE: "The Changing Form and Status of Labor"

AUTHOR: Irving. H. Siegel and A. Harvey Belitsky

PUBLISHER: Journal of Economic Issues, Vol. 4, No. 1; March 1970, pp. 78-94.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Unionsl.Government, Employment, Collective.
Bargaining, Blue CollarWhite C011ar, Fringe Benefits, Hours of Work,
Leisure;ePrivate Policy (Retraining,, Early Retirement,. White Collar
Unionization, Shorter Work Week), Public PoliCy (Full Employment,
Mondtary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Income Policy, ?ublic Employment Programs,
Manpower Programs, Income Maintenance, EducationY;.Theoretical Discussion;
Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Aketract,

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level 'A theoretical dncussion of the future
evolution iof labor. Methodology--- A discussion of possible ways in

which labor-And work will change in'the future. Major Conclusions
Work, as a category of human activity, is not likely to become obsolete
in the near future although concentration of individuals.on work will
continue to diminish' with reduced hours, reduced physical demands,
reduced age at retirement, improviments in income maintenance, and the
rise in the average level of education.

the needs of the economy are shifting and'thus the nature of jobs to
bi performed will change. There should be a substantial increase in
.employment in the service industries,"espeCially hedlth care. and education.

The authors foresee the government'becoming a dominant "employee of

first 'resort" in meeting critical and.. social needs. Organized labor will

continue to have a role in our society. Ar
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TITLE: . 1The Future of Collective Bargainng and the Resolution of
Industrial Conflict" . 7

AUTHOR: P. L: Siemiller
PUBLISHER: Chapter 8 in Technological Change and Human Deve moment,
IthacavNew York State School of Ihdustrial and Labor Rela ions, Cornell
University, 1970, PP. 1937204.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, 'ons, Unemployment,%Collective.
Bargaining; Private Policy (Shorter W 'k Week, Vacations, Early Retirement,
Severance Pay), Public Policy (Public Employment Programs); DescriptiVe .

(ongoing Trends, Futurists Views); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A descriptive analysis of the impact of
technological change on various unionized grobps, such as the machinists
and longshoremen. Methodology -- A theoretical.discuSsion as to why.
the impact of automation has not beem as'great as it could haVe been, i.e.,
because of an ideal demographic composition of American families since
World War II and massive defense.expenditures." Possible solutions to the
problems, that will be'encountered when the above mentioned solutions are
ner longer viable, include shorter workweek, earli retirement end the
breation.Of publid sector service type employment.

Major Conclusion -- The major conclusion is that economists and others
are not entirely correct when they say the impact of automation will have
very little effect odaggregate employment levels. Indeed only,massive .

defense'eXpenditures and p population heavily skewed in favor of young
adulta(the ideal composition for household and other consumer demand)
has pared the United Statep from excessively high unemployment. rates in
the post war period,. Collective bargaining, however, can help mollify
the impact, of automdtion by pursuing such goals as longer vadationsr
shorter hours, and retraining for the temporarily, displaced. For the
public realm the-Federal Government should give serious consideration to
the creation of a'corps of public service employeeb to aid the old and
infirmed.
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TITLE: "Political Control of Technology to Preserve Human Values"
AUTHOR: Russell E. Smith
PUE-7-§LII-MER: The Engineering Economist, Vol. 15, No.-4, Summer 1970, pp. 217-226.
KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Agriculture, Sociological and

Psychological Effects, Unemployment, Private-Public Relations; Public
Policy (Fii.cal, Policy,. Manpower Programs, Public Representation in
Bargaining); Descriptivev(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography
(None);0Abstract.

ABSTRACT, 'Scope and level The article corisiders the need for government
control of technology to preserve human values. ,,The underlying assumption
is that technology has become a social institution requiring changes and \;
accommodations in other.social institutions and, as such, is subject to
political control. MethodoloLy -- Using agriculture as an example, the
author demonstrates that technical problem solving cannot be separated
from social problems which may result from technological, advances. Major

o Conclusion- -- We-aVe now living in a post:-industrial society, where in-
dustrytAp not the principal employer of people. .In ,a technological
soeietYrtechnology, itself can be used creativekvto help solve the human 4
problems technology causes. Taking these two statements into consideration,
the political system and professionals in various fields who deal with
social institutions should be aware of the need for the preservation of,
human values and work toward that end.
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. TITLE: "Trade Unions, Labor Compensation and Development (i955-1964)"
AUTHOR: Morton Stelcner'and Sidney C. Sufrin -

.

PUBLISHER: Rivista Internazionale Di bcienze EconoMiche E'Commerciali,
Vol. 17, No. 2, February 1970, pp. 133-180. .

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Unionp,' Less Developed Countries, _,-,,,

*.Government; Public Policytatonomid Growth, Pudic Representation) ft

Bargaining); Empirical (Regression, Sample); Abstract.
'ABSTRACT: Scope and Level ..- A theoretical discussion of some general

. themes of trade unionism in developing societies and an empirical analysis
of the.impact of unionism on labor's direct and indirect earnings and on
the "fragility" or "brittleness" of the underdeveloped nations. Methodology
The analysis attempts to explain variations in direct labor Ompensation
'(i.e. benefits which accrue directly to the industrialized labor force)
and indirect labor compensation in terms of a number of economic and non-
economic

,-
considerations: Regression-analysis-was employed-using cross-

- ..
U (I

.section and time-series data. . ..

Major Conclusions -- Trade unions are one of the for organized and
mobilized forces in developing societies. They help to provide political
legitimation for the government, td educate their members on strategiAs
of politics and economic control relating to labor matters and attempt

.'to induce the government to be.,concerned with reducing the frustrations
and tensions inherent in economic development. The goals and behaVior
of the government must therefore be taken. into account by the union move-
ment in order-to balance increased demands for short-terM.cdnsumption
versys long-term investbe,t and economic growth. 'Since tie goverhment

Qis theindirectiMechani illfor prowiding "urban- oriented" expenditures, the-
point of union pressures s on government. Thus,;the.economics of under- '
development:necessitates that trade unions center their demands for higher ,

labor compensation - both wage income and urban labor oriented expenditure$2
-- directly upon government.
... The dependent variables used in the analysis are direct labor compen-
sation (DLC) and indirect labor compensation (ILC). Tht independent
variables include per capita growth in real GNP, labor productivity, the
ratio of capital formation to GNFI'the degree of unionization, an index
of lsbOr protest and type of political system. The: last two.considera-
tions are indicators of the type and effectivenesscof political bargaining
mechanisms linking labor organizations and government. .

The cross-section analysis suggests that the:mindex of labor prottest"/
and the . "type of political system" are important condiderations in ex- '

plaining'inter-country variations in the two types of laborcOMpensations..
Generally, in%"fluid" political systems labor. protest hAs a greater impaet .

on DLC than on ILC, while in "brittle" systems,the,relati6riship.i6
'stronger- between labor protest, and ILC than between labor protest and DLC.
"Although the models whYoh have been suggested, are crude, the frrgmentary
empirical results do suggest that different patterns of trade union-
gbvernment relations can be fruitfully investigate through eMpirical,
analysis.
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TITLE: y".Manufacturing Wade Behavior with Specialnaferenceo the Period
1962-1966"

'AUTHOR.: Wayne'Vroman 2

PUBLISHER: Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol.52, No.2, May 1970:
pp160-167.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Manufacturing, Wage Effects; Empirical
(Regression, Sample) ; Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (Meium)
No'Abstract,
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TITLE: "Spme ,Manpower Implications"

AUTHOR: Edgar Weinberg H . .

, .
PUBLISHER: Chapter 8 in Automation Management: The Social \PerspeCtive,

Athens, Georgia, .The Center for,the Study 'of Automation and,SOciety, 1970.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, General-EquilibriuM4 White C011arr
'Employment, Blacks; Private Policy (Advance Notification, Attrition,
Job Security,. Aetraining)., Public Policy (Manpower Programs, Community
Cooperation, Education); Empirical (Tables), Descriptive (00gOing
Trends, Future Trends); 'Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None)i Abstract.

'ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A general equilibrium view of the impact of
automation an the economic system. This includes a view of the_past
trends as well as prOgnostications for-the future.- Methodology The
descriptiOn of'what future trends will beis.partiallydependent on a
`presentation'of present trends. Several Charts are offered to demonstrate
such things as'g owth in labor's compensation and growth of output. in

aj
'selected industries.es. Major Conclusion ..L.' Some of the mainconclusions
Of this paper e that: (1) the pace of technologiCal changsis quickening;
(2),intreased technology is not in and of itself responsible for creating
massive unemployment; (3) any unemployment that is created by technological,
change can be' Offset by increasing levels of demand; (4) several "shock
absorbers" such.as advance notification,..attritiohi job security, training
and community cooperation c'an be implemented to bUfter the impact of
technological displacement.

Among major policy recommendations is a plea for more formal education
at all levels'so that society will be ensured of having a sufficient pool
of trained technicians to cope with a' more technologically advanced society.
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TITLE: "Educatipn in Production"
AUTHOR: F. Welch
PUBLISHER: Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 78, No. January February

1970,"pp. 35-59. -,

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Agriculture, Education Requirements;
Public Policy (Information, Education); Theoretical Model, Empirical
(Regression, SaMple); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (Medium); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level The article investigates reasons for the..'
' rates of 'return to high school and college education remaining constant.
f or increasing rather than decreasing with the large increase in the percent
of the population .receiving mere, education. Methodology'-- The author
presents theoretical arguments for the rate of,return to eduCation.to'hOt
decrease and then uses. cross section data by state in ,several regresSions
to get empirical support for the theoretical arguments: Main Conclusions

ucation may allow for faster adjustment to ,changing 'Conditions and
e'dnhance the ability to innovate. A technology gap exists between available
iechnolagy and that understood, and in use. More educated people can take
advantage of available technology that has been used to date and be more.

_productive.
author presents evidence from the agricultural sector, which is ..

technologically dynamic, that college educated people are more productive:-
He hypothesizes that this' is be0ause they 'ean more quickly evaluate and,
.properlvimp,lement new; i4Ut varieties and because they can better distin
guish between systematic and random changes. As further evidenced here,
empirical rekults showed less productivity differentials on an education
level basis when extension services are actively providing informatiaa
to all agricultural decision makers.
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il-TITLE: . 'The Impact of Computers on Organizations
AUTHOR: Thomas L.Whisler ,

PUBLISHER:, New York, praeger, 1970.
KW WORDS: 'Adjustments; Micro, Insurance Industry, Computers, Job
Content, EMployment, Work Relationships, Skill Requirements, Job Satis
faction, Management Practices; Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future '.
Trends); Abstract. -.

.ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of the impact-of computers on the
organizational structurel_ decisionmaking ptocess;'job content, and skill
requirements in-the life'insurance industry. Methodology -- A descriptive
analysis of ongoing and'projected trends in employment and job content
resulting fromscompliterization. Major Conclusions -- Computers shift
and consolida4 the decision system, alter the organizational structure
by,,decreasing the span of control and creating functional departments,
and:routinize and narrow the job Content at the middle and lower levels.

Computers in the life insurance industry have'had their major impact ..

. on the organizational structure, the decision, making process, the means
of control, and the,job content in each firm. Under organizational structure
there has been a deuline in the.number of clerks and_ supervisors, a decrease
in the number bf levels of organizationliand a shift from the same function
being performed in. several departments to,functional departmentation. The,

f!i

decision making process has become conso Sated and less flexible in order
to apply it to computers. The primary pact on decisionmaking has been
at the middle and loW level in the shor run and the top level in the long
run. The computer has'affected control"by increasing the centralization .

and by inoreasing'control over indiAdual behavior. Job content has .

become more narrow With,6 decrease in interpersonal communication and 1,

,a decrease in skills at the middle level'accompanied by an increase in
skills at-the top level.
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TITLE: "Attitudes to Technological Change"
AUTHOR; Bernaind Wilson
PUBLISHER: The Labour. Gazette; Vol.70,, No.9, September 1970,pp.642-644.
'KEY.WORDS:, Aidjustments; Macro, Canada, Collective Bargaining, Management-

!, Practices, Employment; Public Policy (Full Employment,-Urban-Regional
Policy., Foreign Trade Policy, Fiscal Polley); Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends) ; Footnotes (None),', Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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. TITLE: "The Pace of Technological Change and the Factors Affecting It"

AUTHOR: Seymour
-

sPUBLISHER.- in Simon Marcson, ed., AutOmation4Alienation,.and Anomie,-
New York, Harper. and Row, 1970, "pp. 53-78. .

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; 'Historical,,. Macro,-Microf
Agriculture, Automobile Industry, Oil.Industry; Railroad Industry,
Bahking,'Retail Trade Industry., Case Studies, Unskilled Workers,
Skilled Workers, Employment, Unemployment, Blue. Collar -White Collar,
Skill Requirements, PrivatePublic..Relationsl Work Relationships,
Work ramp, Hours of Worki7fFringe Benefits, Wage EffeCts, Labor.Mobility;

... Private Policy (Relo 'cation, Retrainingl'Attrition, Skill Requirements,
.Transfer Options), Public Policy (Full Employment, Fiscal Policy,
Economic Growth, Education, Information, Manpower Programs, Relocation);
Empirical (Cases), DescriPtive (Past Trends,- OngoingTrends, Future
Trends);' Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

'ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- FoUr major areas are covered in this. analysis
OnWhnological change and automation in the postwar period: an eleven
'Art classification system of technological change; the' pace of technological
change; factors in the management decision to automate; and manpower
effects of and adjustments to automation. Methodology -- It is primarily
a descriptive analysis relying on several case studies of technological
change. Major Conclusions -- The pace-of technological change varies
widely among industries, with the rate being more rapid in goods than in
the service-producing industries, tYpically. There are some indications
that the rate of advance is increasing in recent. years although the .

figures are inadequate to-date for a conclusive statement. It is quite
possible for the.overall productivity index to rise only moderately even
though technology is advancing rapidly in major sectors of the economy.

Attrition and layoffs due to automationpose a real threat to the labor
force which can be eased by higher levels of economic growth. At the same
time, private and public programs to facilitate relocation and retraining
are essential.
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TITLE: Automation and Women Workers .

AGENCY: Women's Bureau. Wage and Labor Standards Administration

PUBLISHER: Washington, u.,q. Department of Labor, February 1970.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; micro, Women, Skilled Workers, SemiSkilled

Workers, Unskilled Workers, Earnings, Skill Requirements; Private
Policy (Retraining, Innovation Timing, Workift Conditions; Early
Retirement, Shorter Work Week); EMpirical; Footnotes (None), Bibliography
(Medipm) ; Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Levi. -- A micro study of various' industries concern
ing thetechnological Impact on job opportunities for women. It discusses

.arelati'Ve:levels of highly skilled and semi and unskilled workers.

-Metfiodolopy -- An empirical study of the trends in job opportunities for

women. Major Conclusion -- Although job opportunities for women have
increased greatly, it is difficult to relate it all to technological
advance. Increased benefits such as better working conditions, higher

PAY, and more skilled jobs have generally been found. However, fewer

unskilled or semiskilled jobs are available.
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TITLE: "Technology and the. Dispossessed"
AUTHOR: Whitney M. Young, *Jr.
PUBLISHER: Chapter 4 in Technological Change' and Human Development,

.

Ithaca,'New York State School of Industrial and Labor` Relations, Cornell
University, 1970, pp. 68-80. /

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Blacks, Unskilled Workers, Distribution ,

of Income, Unemployment; Public Policy (Income Maintenance, Public
Employment Programs, Manpower Programs); Empirical (Tables), Descriptive
(Ongoing. Trends, Futuie Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None) ;'
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -A descriptive analysis of the problems faced
by the dispossessed (minorities)'due to technolosical change. Methodology
The au %hor utilized projections made by various agencies to, support his.-
view that blacks will be the most seriously affected.group.and therefore
the most in need of special attention. The reason for this special
treatment derives from the fact that blacks make up a disproportionately
large share of the unskilled and service, type labor force, precisely
those job categories most 404 to succumb to automation.

Major Conclusions -- This increase in technology win not only lead
to an accelerated pattern of displacement of lesser skilled workers but
it will also alter the existing power structure. As more power, e.g.
control over the product4on'system, is funneled into the hands of a nield

class of "technocrats" the federal government will have to make certain
that,the knowledge and power of this select group is more equally distri
buted than would be the case it no intervention took place.

In addition to thieHmore theoretical problem, .the federal government
will be increasingly called up4h to provide employment and income 'programs
to help ensure a more equitable income distribution. Thusi the author
calls on the governMent to consider more thoroughly the New, Careers,
Program, Works Progress 'Administration type programs and a guaranteed
annual income.
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TITLE:, Technological Change in the Printing Industry iburCase Studies

AUTHOR: Australia, Department of Labour and National Service

PUBLISHER,: Melbourne, Australia, Department of.abour and National

Service, 1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro; ..australia, Printing Industry, Case

Studies, Unions, Mahagement Practices, Employment, Skill Requirements;
Private 'Policy Oetraining, Labor Management Cooperation)v Empirlcal:

(Cases); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scam-and Level -- Report on the findings of four case studies

conducted by'the department of ;Abour and National Service during 1967

in four,selected firms in the printing industry. Methodology Attention

was focused primarily on technological changes that had, occurred in th-ease

printing firms, particularly ighthe fields of image preparation and type-
composition, in the period 1567to 1967. The studies sought to inquire
into tatters such as the nature of and reasons for introducing change, the

. effect of change on trade skills, training requiretents'and manpower re
quirements; and the methods used to handle personnel issues arising from

technological change. Information was obtained mainly by interviewing
management, supervisory staff and union representatives. Questionnaires

were also used to obtain additional-background information.

Manor Conclusions 'A wide range of technical changes were 'reported.
Incentive for technical, change arose from incteased work loads coupled with

competitive pressures for consistent high quality at lowest possible costs.

- Management in all firms emphasized the use of advanced'technology to main

taro their competitive position.
EmplOyment variations arising from technical change in the four firms

broadly reflectediends-indicated &tang previous employment surveys of
the printing industry. In particular, the strongest growth was in the

lithographic trades. The studies revealed changes in the nature of some

trade skills. Some tradesmen were required to place more emphasis on

, . scientific knoWledge and precise measutement, while for otheta,ificreased

mechanization had emphasized machine.aoperating skills. Although there
were changes inAkill requirements, there was still a need for tradesmen,

with traditional skills. Technical changes had also. required the firms

toretrai a,number.of their tradesmen. This retraining enabled some

tradesmen to acquire new skills and helped others fit into other sections.

To handle personnel issues, firms relied on info'.4: comMUnication

methods with employees. There was close consultati' with union repre
septatives, ensuring that decisions to introduce new equipment were

communicated speedily to employees.
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TALE: "The Effects of an Advance in Technology on Employment in.an
industry: A Theoretical Model"

AUTHOR: Lester 0 Bums
PUBLISHER: The Engineering Economist, Vol. 14, No. 4, Summer 1969, pp. 215-220.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Labor Demand, Employment; Theoretical.

Mode ;,Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A model showing the effects of increases in

productivity on the labor,,demanded in a competitive industry. -Methodology
Thib.paper uses mathematical equations for production functions and
elastio#y,to develop an explicit equation for,technologiCal elasticity

.,. of demand for labor. Major Conclusions -T If productivity increases in
a competittiveindustry, then the demand for labor will indreased decrease,
or remain constant depending on the relative strength of the increased
productivity %nd the decrease in the product' price.

If the product demand function is perfectly elastic and production in-
creases, then the product price will be unchanged, the demand for labor
will increase, and total employment for-the industry will increase. If
the product demand function is perfectly inelastic, then the product price
will decrease, the demand for. labor will decrease, and the total employ-
ment in the industry, will decrease. For any product demand.fUnction with .

elasticity between-perfect elasticity then the effect ma the employment
in the industry will depend on the results of a mathematical model

, del:sloped by the author..
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TITLE: "Automation and,Mobil#y: Is th?aPtice too High"
AGENCY; Canada, Department of Labour
PUBLISHER:. Labour Gazette, Vol. 69, No. 6, June 1969, pp. 31-332.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Case Studyt Automobile Industry, United Auto ..

Workers, Canadal Collective Bargaining; Private Policy (S.U,B., Layoff
Notificatibn), Public Policy (Relocation); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

.ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A description of the problem faced by workers
as companies relocate to keep up with technology. MethodoloAy.-- A case
study of recent contract agreements between the U.A.W. and the major auto 1.

mobile producers. Special attention is paid to government assistance
loans that make mobility less of a problem for the more established auto
worker. Major Conclusion -- The manufacturer and the government have
'a moral responsibility to workers faced with relocation end to the commun-

- sties in which they locate.
The problems of various comffiunities offeripg tax entives other

lucAtive rewards for firms that locate in their dome 3' estioned.
It was felt that this simply resulted in,easier terms for the giant
corporations and in addition cost the government millions of d011ars in
Adjustment Assistance Loans.' The government officials also stated that
mobility is the way to industrialization and workers must become tocus
tomed to the idea of technical change and mobility.
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TITLE: "FrUit and Vegetable HarvestMechanizationt policy Implications"
AUTHOR:, B. F. Cargill an/ B. E. Rosemiller, eds.
PUBLISHER:, Lansing, MichigahlState University,-1969.

_KEYWORDS: Adjustments.; l+dicro, Agriculture, Farm Workers, Unskilled
Workerst Unemployment, Law'Skilled WorkePs; Private Policy (Retraining
Working Conditions, Relocation), Public PoliCy (Unemployment Compensation.,
Education, Manpower Programs, Relocation, Public Employment Programs,
Counseling, Inprmation); Empirical (Tables); Descriptive (On ding
.Trends, Future'Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (Large); Abstract.

ABSTRAGT: Scope' and Level -- The final vOlumefin a three volume study of
the plight of the'farm worker as he is increasingly being supplanted by
methanization. Methodology -- ln empirical study of the industry with
Particular emphasis on the impact of technological progress. Heavy
reliance is slated on statistics to demonstrate the decreasing need for
unskilled labor to harvest 'the annual farm, sproduction in the United
States. Major. Conclusions --. The findings of this study demonstrate an
urqent. need for new policies, especially in thepublic sector, to deal with
dispnced farm workers. Numerous recorpendations are made, most of which
deal with'(1) retraining, (2) adult education programs, (3) oounseling for
displdced workers, (4) creation of public employment, (5) extension of
UnemployMent5benefits, and (6) encouraging manufacturing firms to locate
in rural areas to help employ the displaced workers.

The authors feel that technological change has progressed so swiftly
in the farm sector thdt he agricultural worker's have been over6ome with,
the rapidity of change. In addition, the old notion offarm.workers pro
gressing from harvester to small'farm owner must be reexamined: in light
of the increasing difficulty 'with which'such'a transition can be accom
plished.
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TITLE; '"ArrInnovation and Its Diffusion: the New Draperies"
AUTHOR: D. C. Coleman
PUBLISHER: Economic History Review, 2d Series, Vol. 22, No. 3, December

--19697p. 417-429. .

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Textile InduitrY, 16th and 17th.
Century, Case Stydy, Europe, Labor Mobility; Descriptive (Past Trends);
Footnotep.(Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A discussion of changes in fabric manufaCturers
and demand's in 16th and 17th century Europe. MethodologE A descriptive
historical analysis of causes of innovations in fabric demands and supply
and motivations for- necessary influx of migrants:, 111191:Conclusion --
Techhological change due to need for substitute factors, changing supply
of wool, skills of migrants, change in cohsumer mix, and changing fashions.

The changes in the type of fabric were caused bar: (1) new manufacturing
_centers less bound by tradition, (2) new consumera.ih the market with new
*tastes, (3) geographical changes, in the main market, and (4) an influx
of new workers with new skills. The migration of workers into the textile
manufacturihg'areas was not motivated as much by economic expectations as
by ,flight from war and religious and racial persecutions. o'
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TITLE: Productivit in Trans
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Productivity, and Technical Change
AUTHOR: B. M. Deakin and T. Steward
fUEIMER: Cambridge, England, Cambridge University Press, 1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments. Micro, Transportation Industries, Great Britain,
Capital-Labor Ratio l'Employment; Empirical (Correlation, Tables,
Sample), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography
(None);Ibstract. '-

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- This book test for hypotheses relating to
out-put, labor productivity, net prices, technological change; and capital
stock input in the transport industry of the Unitfed Kingdom. Methodology
The authors evaluate, all labor inputs with respect to a standard male
equivalent labor unit and then correlate different changes in their
variables. -

MaJor Conclusions -- It is assumed that labor and capital are paid
according to their marginal productivitiesp that technological change is
neutral (a shift in the production function leaves the marginal rate
of substitution unchanged),4and that the marginal product will change as
the capital-labor ratio changes.

They.found that the main gain in labor productivity was due to
technological change. They found a positive correlation between output
and labor productivity. Gapital deepening was considerably less important
as a contributdr to labbr pro4jc- tivity gain than all other contributory
factors,combined. All bectort but road haulage have experienced
acceleration of total factor productivity gain.
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TITLE; Man and the Computer, Technology as an. Agent of Social Change
AUTHOR: Sohn Diebold

NeW York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro; Private Policy (Retraining), Public Policy

(Manpower Programs); Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (Few), ,Biblibgraphy
(Small); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Education and National Manpower"
PUBLISHER: Business Educalion.Forum,No1.24, o.2, Oovember 1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Mdcob Education ReqUirements, Skill Requirements;

Private Polley. (Job Content);,,PUblic Policy (Manpower Programs, Education
Empirical; Footnotes (NOney; Bibliography-(Nonq/; No AbstraCt.4' r
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ITLE1 :"Managing Technology: The Challenge of the Seventies"
AUTHOR: `Roy Fenstermaker

4

PUBLISHER:' Management Review, Vol.58, No.4, April 1969, pp.34-45.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Management Practices, White Collar Workers;

.
PriA vate Policy (getTaining);4Descriptive (Ongoing,Trends, Future
Trends, ; Faotnotes (None) , Bibliography , (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE:- Technological Man: The th /d the Realit
AUTHOR: Victor C. Ferkiss

". PUBLISHER: New York, George Braz r, 1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historic. Elnployinent, Unemployment, Skill ,

Requirements, Leisure, Sociolo: al and Psychological Effects; Public -

Policy (Planning, Education); R view of the Literature, Descriptive
(Past' Trends , Ongoing Trends 1 turist Views) ; Footnoted (Many),
Bibliography (Large); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and. Level , ,An examinatidn of technologrcals man, how he
is perceived at present, an plausible expectations of what he will be in

: the, ftzture. 'Methodology To grasp-en understanding of the reality of
technological many, the a lior explores topics such as technology. and

. industrial man, the mac a and its critics,' technological change'.and
economic inertia, tech logy and the rediscovery of politics, technological
charige and the cultur lag, and the creation of technological man. , Ma or.
Conclusions The =uthor concludes that, -at present, techhological man
is 'more myth than 'laity. Bourgeois man is still-L1 command of things
but 'is increasin unable to cope with his problems. Thus, the _rac e I 8
only salvation i the creation of technological man.

Technologic: man must internalize what the author calls the three
principles car eas of the new naturalism, the new holism, and the new
imrnanentism i he is -to survile the existential reNtolution now underway.

) That is, he m st reali:ie that man is partzdf nature; 'that the universe igi,--
a -moving e librium of which man is a part,- He must also come to, .t.ct
realizatio of how interconnected everything is. Also, the new irrunanentism,
that this ole interrelated system is determined not from outside but
from within, mutt be accepted.. If these principles form the basis of his,

philosophy, technological, min will disbover, techniques and construct .

guidel es Zit dealing with the, problems created' for humanity.
Con inuity df social and cultural institutions Aand process is necessary
pr serve continuity of -the species. Some control of technological

d velOpmerit is necessary td ensure such continuity. Control of research
an. 'development, pc2pulat4;on-, conservation of natural resources, and bio
gen c policy are all interrelated and mandatory. Through the rational
ez rci e of these controls, technological man will be his own 'master.i
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, . 'TITLE: The Dilemma of Freight Transport Regulation
AUTHOR:- Ann F.--Friedla.ender ,

PUBLISHER:- Washington-, Brookings Institution, 1969 .

.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro,, Transportation Industries, Railroad
I.

Industry, Older Workers,tSkill Requirements, Unidns, Work Rules, -.)
Interstate Commerce Coihmission; Theoretical Discussion, Empirical;
Footnotes (None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "How Mechanization of Hariesting is Affecting Jobs"
A OR: Lawrence J. Fulco
PU ISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 92, March 1969; pp. 26-32.
KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Agriculture, Farm Workers,

Employment, Unemployment, Labor Mobility, Skill Requirements, Wage
Effects; Unions4 Low Skilled Wolters; Private Policy (Retraining,
Pay Indentives), Public Policy (Vocational Education, Manpower Programs,
Relocation); Empirical (Tables, Cases), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends
Futurelrends);9Fqqtriotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and-Level -- A description of the effects, of mechanization
of harvesting on employment, training, and labormanagement relatione_of
farm workers.' Methodology -- Current teChnologiCal developments for
harvesting certain crops are described and the consequences of ihese and
similar innovations are4liscussed. MaJor Conclusion -- Mechanization of
harvesting will necessiiitea change in farm labor from picking'to trimming.
and sorting and thus, while there will be an overall decline in the number
of jobs, there will also be a need for retraining and more highly skilled
workers. Mechanization' in harvesting will reduce the need for seasonal,
often migratory, labor. The prospects for unionization of farm worker6
-ate brighter because farm workers will become more highly skilledand-
their jobs will become increasingly similar to those in industry.
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TITLE: Technical Redundancyin a Small Isolated Society A Case Study
of Union-Management-Government Cooperation to Deal with Redundancy -

among Stevedores in North 8ydney,,Nova Scotia
AUTHOR: Roy F. George
PUBLISHER: .Montreal, Industrial Relations Centre, McGill University,

1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Unions, Longshoremen, Government,

North Sydney, Nova. Scotia, Employment, Unemployment,/ Labor. Mobility;
Private Policy (Retraining, Layoff Notification, Counseling), Public
Policy (Information, Counseling, Manpower Programs, Planning,
Unemployment Compensation) ; Descriptive (Case Study) ; Footnotes (Few) ,

Bibliography (None) No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Capitalism and TechnblogiOal.AdaPtation in Latin AmeriQa"
AUTHOR: Wendell Gordon
PUBLISHER: Journal of Etonomic Issues, Vol.3, No.1, March 1969, pp.6-86,
KEY WORDS: -Adjustments;..Macro; Latin AMerica2 Employment.; Pubbic

Palicys.(Fisdal Policy,' Public Employment Programs, Planning) ;
Descriptive ,(Ongoing Trends ", ()Future Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography
(None); No Ab.stract. ry
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TITLE: "Grospiron Wants to Extbnd Automation Talks"
PUBLISHER: Oil and Gas Journal, Vol. 67, No. 27, July 7, 1969, p. 97.
KEY WORDS: /Adjustments; Micro, Oil Industry, Unionsl Collective par- gaining;

Private Policy-(Advince NOtification); Theoretical Discussionl_Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends); Foetnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- This short article covers a speech made by
A. F. Grospiron in,1967, where he outline& some of the trouble areas
ahead for unionmanagement relations. Major Conclusions = The two most
pressing proble='are: -(1) the industries penchance for taking advantage
of automation Iftpgrading a large segment of the work force to the
managerial leveVothereby reducing the percentage of workers who are union
represented, and,-(2) the absolute necessity of providing early information
on.probable displacement derived from automation.
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TITLE: Collective Bargaining and Productivity, The Longshore Mechanization

Agreement
AUTHOR:, Paul T. Hartman
PUBLISHER: Berkeley, University of California Press, 1969.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Case Study, Occupational
Stiucture, Longshoremen, Collective Bargaining, UnionManagement
Powers, Unions, Work RUles, Earnings, Skill Requirements, Wage Effects;
Private Policy (Work Rules, Pension Rights, S.U.B., Innovation Type);

(rables, Case), Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends,
Future Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography Large); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of the 19 0 mechanization'and
modernization agreement between the pacific maritime association and,
the International Longshoremeni and W.arehousemens Union. Methodology

'The author first gives a historical description of the maritime industry
and'the Longshoreman's union and then details the union's acquisition of
job control. The mechanization and modernization agreement is described

. -

and productivity change-and the effects of productivity change resulting
from the agreement are analyzed. Major Conclusion -- There was,a very
substantial,aruAkel ,savings to the itdustry as the result of the elimation
of restrietite work practices. The union members mere also better off,
their numbers remaining virtually constant and their work transformed
from casual and hard physical labor, at average wage rates but below
average 'earnings, to partially mechanized work, with a substantial
proportion of it skilled, and at high wages and higher earnings.

The 1960 agreement between the PMA and the ILWU was referred tp as the
Mechanization and Modernization Act. Mechaniiation referredto the adoption-
of new machines and new techniques of cargo handling. Modernization
referred to the elimination of "obsolete work rules and practices..
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TITLE: "Employment and Training Problems in'New Factories: A Study on
the Recruitment and Training of Labour in Newly Established Plants
Using Advanced Technology"

AGENCY: International Labour Office, CIRF Monograph No. 3
PUBLISHER: Geneva, International Labour Office, CIRF Publications, 1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Belgium4,Czechoslovakia, Germany, Luxem

Poland,. Great Britain, U.S.S.R., Case Study, Employment, Skill
. ° R'equirements; Private Policy (Transfer Options, Retraining, Planning);

Review of the Literature, Empirical (Tables), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes (None), Bibliography (Medium); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A case study conducted 'by the automation unit
of the Research and Planning Department of the International Labour Office,
which was initiated go that a better understanding of the recruitment and
training of labor in newly established plants using advanced technology

4 could be gained. Methodology After reviewing the literature on this
subject, the author presented and discussedthe statistical results of the
sample survey which was conducted in seven European countries. MaJor
Conclusions -- The major conclusion to be drawn from this rather exhaus
tive piece of research is that the major problems created by automation
were not so severe in the newer, and usually wealthier, firms that were
under investigation, but rather in the.smaller, neighboring firms from
which these-new firms "poached" many of their employees. The main recom
mendation that follows this is that a further study of the secondary
iwact on other'plants and in other industries could prove useful for
the final determination of the true effects of automation.
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.TITLE: !'Old Before Its Time: Collective Bargaining at 28"
AUTHOR: Paul Jacobs
PUBLISHER: in Max S. Wortman. ed., Critical Issues in Labor, New York,

The MacMillan Company, 1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, 'Unions, Strike Effectiveness;

63117FEive Bargaining; Private Policy (Retraining, Relocation);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- 4 discussion of the effects of automation
on collective bargaining.. Methodology '"2 This is an analysis of the

11. effects of automation and a suggestion bf future techniques for unions.
Ma4or Conblusione -- Automation has made collective bargaining less

-effectual since neither management nor unions can be.expected to incur
the full costs of relocation and retraining. The cold war has further
limited the power of collective bargaining by limiting strikes in military
industries. Unions must turn to political techniques to achieve their
goals.
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TITLE: "Decasuplizing a Labor Market: The Longahore Experience"
AUTHOR: Vernon F. Jensen
PUBLISHER: In 5. Siegel,'ed., The Impact of Computers on Collective

Bargaining, Cambridge, Massachusetts, MIT Press, 1969'. .

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Shipping Industry, New York, Employment,
Work Rules, Labor Mobility: Private Policy (Seniority, G.h.W.,

' Relocation); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Fobtnotes (None),
Bibliography (None); No Abbttact.
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,AUTHOR:Archie Kleangartner
PUBLISHER: CalVorn in ""v1.ew, Vol.2, No.3, Spring 1969.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Aerospace.Industry, Techhical OccupatiOns,

Employment, 'Unions, Collective Bargaining'; Private Policy (Pension
,"/ Rights, Retraining); Descripiive (Ongoing Trends); ,Footnotes (Few),

1 Bibli2graphy (None); No Abstract.
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AUTHOR: Richard H. P. Kraft
k

PUBLISHER: Educational Technology, Vol.9, July 1969,
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TITLE: "Adjusting to'Technolo bathe Railroads",
, AUTHOR; Morton Levine

PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol.. 921 No. 11, November 1969, pp. 35-42.
KEY WORDS:" Adjustmets; Micro, Railroad Industry, Unemployment, Unions,

Work-Rule:2'. Fringe enefits, Laboi Mobility, Collective Bardaining;
Private Po/icy (Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, Severance Payet/Pension
Rights, S.th,B.10G.A.W., Layoff Notification, Attrition, Early E. irement,
Shorter'Work Weekl'Obb Security; Multicraft Union, Work,Rulesr/Advance
Notification); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Few -

(None) ; Abstract: '

ABSTRACT:4 Scope and .Level . A descriptive analysis of ongoing;trends in
the eailroad industry which pertain to technoldgical displacement and the
union's adjustment to technologidal change. liethodology =- Presents a
fairly detailed survey of vardbus,ddjustmenttechn±ques written into

W. recent contracts.' Techniques such as advanced notices, training, etc.,
are dischssed.and analyzed. Severe.I statisti are quoted t6 demonstrate
growth.of output and shrinkage of job opportuatieson American railroads.
MajorConclusions ---Due to the impait of automation, the collective-
bargaining'proc9dure is producing an increasing array pf contract clauses
that ensnare -the smooth adjustment of the existing labor foece in the
railroad industry to, the onslaught of.automation.:The existing techniques
for adjustment to technological change have been relatively successfuli.
.As kechnological changes advance more rapictly and employment dedreesee
further, those Parties involved will need fb continue their efforts to

*findis cessful methods a adjustment. - ".
This,ar cle presents a clear concise view of changes in the collective-

bargaining pr edures in'theindubtry and also describsta-in.sale detail 'T

various adjustme Aechniques such as the following' adVanced notices, .

job securitY, crew size'regulations, transfer rights, training, limit,akiths
on subcontracting, 'displacement allowances, severance or didmissa/
allowances, unemployment°benefits and retirement programs.
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TITLE: The Sociological Impact of MeLlanization on Coal Miners and Their
Families

AUTHOR: Helen M. Lewis, et..al. .

PUBLISHER: Johnson City, Tennessee, East Tennessee State University,
Coal Mining Research Project, 1969.

KEY WORDS: 'Adju ents; Micro, CoalMiners,larginia, Sociological and
Paychologi Effects, Jab Satisfaction, Yblunger:Workers, Older Workers,
Job Con.- t; Empirical (Sample, Tables);10Otnotes :,(Few'), Bibliography
(Mod ate); Abstract. -...,

ABSP',CT: 'State and Levelf--: A,study of the effects of
4

differeht levels-
,ziArtechnology upon'the coal miner, his family, and'the'communiV'in which
'he lives. Methodology -- Underground observation and interviews with
mihers7and'theit wives were used to determine,the effects of differing
technology in mines,.from .handldadin&to continuous operation, on social.
,behaviorl.family relationships, community participation, and .attitudes
toward ittchaniZation.- Major Conclusions ',The miner working in the
mechanized-minetends to be yOungerand bettereduCatedthalithose'Working.
in tht handloading mine.- As mechanization increaSest.there is:an asso-
ciated stability b'f the wor.situaldon.'.Agreater degree of ea nomia.
SeduriWis associated with the.mechanizedmines.

Mechanized minekrequire men to work -in pairs'ar groups while h d
loaders-work alone." -The mechanized miners- tend-to. like working toge her--

:while the handloaders prefer to work alone. :Thus, the level of teahn off,
affects their attitudes toward interdependenay, )(

The workers in mechani.ied mines, in general, had a more positive
, attitude toward, mechanization-than miners in handIaading
Younger workers felt more-poSitive toward meChariizationthan'Older-workers.
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TITLE: "Biased Technical Change and Factor Shares 0 United States

Manufacturing"
AUTHOR: b. A. Knox Lowell
PUBLISHER: 'Quarter Review of Economics and Business, Vol: 9, No.
'Autumn 1969, pp. 1 .T.33.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, CapitalLabor Ratio; Theoretical odel,
Empirical (Regression, Sample); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography ( edium);

. Abstract.

r

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of the effects of technological
change on the elasticitf substitution, bias toward capital using or
labor using changes, and changes.in factor shares in' nineteen two digit
(S.I.C.) induistries. Methodology -- A C.E.S. production function and
theoretical model tested by regression techniques using data from the
nineteen industries for 1948-63. Major Conclusions* -- There is strong
evidence for capitalusing change in only four industries, textiles;
rubber, lumber, stone. There is very weak evidence of capitalusing
technological changes in three industries with very weak evidence also
for twelve industries indicating laborusing techhological change. In
the,fourandUstries showing strong evidence of capitalusing technological
change, the change had "a stabilizing effect on the distribution of fact
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TITLE: "SOcioecondmIc:Questionz Relating to Automation"

AUTHOR: -I. Maevskii
-PUBLISHER:- oblems of Economics, VoLN No.._:61_0ctober 1969,,pp. 326.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibr' , U.S.S.R.,. Employment, Skill

Requirements, Wage_Effects, Houraof Wor Education ReqUirements; Public
Policy (UrbanRegional Pdlicy, Manpower rograms,,Relocation, Shorteri

Work Week, Planning); Descriptive (Ong° g Trends); Footnotes (Few),
Bibliography (None)rAtstract.

ABSTRACT: cope and Level -- .A discuss 'n of technological progress and
its effecte in capitalist vs. social' economies. Methodology.-- '

The-ext64-of technical development In several capitalist count, s is

described/ along with the effects of.th s Progress;-unemployme being

the primary effect. This is followed a dAscussion of tec nological
progress in,the U.S.S.R. and the need for planning in the areas of re
training and relocation to get worker who have been, discharged bedause
of progress in automation, into anoth r job in their-specialty or into
another occupation. Ma or Conc usio In the U.S.S.R., the process of
releasing workers as a result of aut mation does not lead to unemployment
as it-does in the c pit. ist countri s. II does present a need, however,

for a special nat o wide organ that ould-concern itself with the planned

distribution and iliiat on of man wer resources on an allunionv
republic, and regi al sca e.
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TITLE: "Questions Pertaining to the Redistribution of Labor gesources"
AUTHOR,: A. Maikov
PUBLISHER: Problems of Economics, Vol. 12, No. 1 1- May 1969, pp. 33-44.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments.; , Employment; blic Policy
7Manpower Programs, Relocation, Legislation, g); Descriptiv

(Ongoing Trends, Future Trends) ; Footnot None) , Bibliography (N ne
Abstract.

TRACT: Scope and Level -- Laub pr- resburces in the U.S. . are di
bu d unevenly and there is a need for scientific s les to determine
labor, needs in various industries and geographic, areas and to transfer
labor fill these needs. Methodology R ons for shifts in man=
power nee s are discussed an ample of in a' ries where particularly
large shift are occuring are iven. M Conclusion Planning for

redistri and retraining of wor ers is a major national task.
Thi work must b Nfecti, Qrganized,.n the basis of serious scientiffrc
ieseareh and cif tic ye particila on planning organs, ministries and 11
departments and soc organizations
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eduling and Seniority:. The United Air Lines Experience"

AUTHOR: arles Meson
PUBLISHER: In Abraham iegel, _ed., The Impact of Computers on Collective
Bargaining, Cambridge Mass., The MIT Press, 1969.

KEY WORDS: AdjUstments Micro, Airline Industry,-EmploymeRt,Collect,pe
Bargaining, Job4ati. action; Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes,
(Few), Bibliogra (None); No Abstract.
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; : TITLE: Technology and' the 'Worker:. Technic al Demands ' and Social -Processes
in Industry _ s

-AUTHOR: I Martin Meissner . .

PUBLISHER; San Francisco,- Chandler 'Publishing Co., 1969. .

KEY WORDS: Adjustments ; Micro, Case Study, 'Work : gOletionships, job
Satisiaction; Review of the Literature, Erlipirical (Tables, Correlation,
,Cases); Footnoted(Moderate), Bibliography (None): Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level ,A study of .the variations in the technic liX

_conditions .of work' and of the differences in worker behavior associated
with thbse variations: Methodology "--.? ' CaSEr..SttigeEr-are used and cate
gorized into fives types of workshanidling, hand work, machine, work, medhina
line, ' and 'automation... Worker cooperation and influence on one another, ,s
and 'Worker communication Are then assessed for each level pf techtfology.
Several other studies relating to technical restraints "on.morkers are
reviewed. Malbr COntlusion -- Work at the' technically Undeveloped, . almodt
preindustrial levq. (handling, manual movement of _heavy materials) =and
at the aloft adVadbed and. perhaps. postindustrial.level (automation) appear
to permit the widedt range of chOices when it comes to the integration Of
voluntary' and necessary, cooperation 'and, communicatiVe acts." At the inter
mediate level's, where Inman-, performande is' a- partial stopgap in the mats .

machine .mixture 9. behavior is most constrained.

Ill order to improve, industrial life; this research concludes .that it is
necessary to change thetechnical makeup of the'plahi which imposes
necessary restraints 'on .behavior, rathertthan trying to adapt workers, to .

existing circumstances which allow chbice.
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a TfTLE: "Social Costs of the Scientific Technical.Revolution under
-Capitalism" .. ..

.' AUTHOR:, .G.*MeleChanik ., . , .. - .

PUBLISHER:. Problemsof Economics-, Vol. 12, No. 8, December 1969, pp.-3-22.
4 KEY WORDS:. 'Adjuptmv smt-s; Macrd, Capitali, Socialism, Government,

Social CoetsrPublic Policy (Planning, Nationalization 4 Descriptive
(OngoiAg Treqds); Footnotes (Many),. Bibliography (None);"Abstract.°

ABSTRACT:. Scope and Level A'disOussian of-the failure of capitalism
- ,- to deal with the social costs resultin&.frOM technologlbal:change.

'Methodology A discussiod of the social relations inherent in bapitalis.m
which 1pad to undesirable consequences-rbsulting from techhological,

. .

advances. Major Canclusion -- 'Science has'becdme militarized to a
great degrep in the U.S. and much'of West6rn'Europe. Monopoliesto with

the aid of 'government corOrapti; have exploited scientific progress
for their own Inonetlry;gai.114. This has resulted in gross inefficiencies

'at 'the taxpayers expense. Maliy scientists havebeoomebusibessmen and/or.
motivated by the desire foi money and pr.eptige'rather than by pure intellec
tual pursuit. Mithout necessary planning, scientific and technical
developments have imposed socialcosts, such as pollutionl'foriaft--
those making the profits do not pay the price.

Planning is- needed to perceive costs of technologictil change and
to effectively eliminate negative consequenCes/ Thisallinclusie
.planning is impossible under the present industrial military

sctentific_complex. Socialism, alone; is capable of putting the
= advances of modern science and technology in the service of all .

mankind.
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TITLE: Technological Advance in an Expanding Economy: Its Impact in a
obs-Section of the Labor Torce

AUTHOR: Eva Mueller, et .al.
PUBLISHER: Ann Arbor, InstitUte for SOcial Research, University of

Michigan, 1969.
. .

. KEY WORDS:, Adjustments; Macro, EmploymInt, Unemployment, Skill Requirements,
--- Job Satisfaction, Education Requirements, Work Rules, Work Relationships,

Earnings;.:Private Policy (Retraining, Job Content, Skill Requirements,
annoyation-Timing Planning, Shorter Work Week, Pay Incentives, Fringe
Benefits, 'Seniority, LabCr Mobility, Job Security), Public Policy(Educa-
tion, Vocational EdUcation);`Empirical (Regression, Correlationl-Sample,
Tabla);'Footnotes (Few), Bibliography -(None); Abstract. -

,

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An e
technological change on a cro ection
deals ith (1,) tiie economic impact of m

s oD income change, promotion, and the steadine s of emPloynient, (2)
the relevance of machine change on jqb satisfaction and dOntent;-and (3)
'the relation of machine-chihge,to education and training. -AethodologY

' .An empirical *study, based on a 19,47 survey of a sample 04-2-,-062._labor

force par4cipants'from all aectionsAof thei/UeS. who worked-An all kinds
of industries and-occupation6 tordeter4ne.the effects of technological-
change. Major Conclusions P Workers in-the_U.S.qverwhelmingli-like
working with machines., S Only a small percentage of those intervie-iied-were

........

unemployed,or wchked.shirter hours,becauee of changing technology. Machine
. chahge raises the chance of income increases for Most groups of workers.

In snairig job.batisfaction the a
jobs mean incr ob eatiofaction
chdllenge of a job muc 0 ten
economic:groupa rcaponded.the-.0ame

attempt to assess the impact of
f the U.S. 'labor force. It

chine chang on-the work-force in

or& found that more demanding
quipment change seems to raise the
it redUees,it. -All major socio-

o increased chailenge and job patio-
, faction, not only the young or white collar workers.' .

There is a difference in attitude toward and,use of machines- by low
skilled and high akilled workor0; low skilled workers use machines lees .

and are not as likely to view machination au a gqod thing. Workers on
....

automated equipment are twiee.as likely to think automation is good.
The more education a worker has the better he will adjust to technological >,'

change, and the more chande he has to be in a job in which he will experience
change. Specific; on-the-job training seems to prepare workers better .

for new joba than general vocational education doesh but higher leveld-of-
formai education make a Worker, in generall.more adaptable to new technology.

Occupation was the most important determinant of adjustment to .technological
change., The old, unskilled andlow income workers make the poorest adjustment.

Machine changes did not tend Wincrease unemployment because companies
often-order machine$,when business increases,thus though the new machines
generally need fewer workers, the increase in output °demanded rgquires
an offsetting increase in the number of workers. What wlemploAi1 -the4-------:,
does occur tends to trickle down to the most marginal. groups in the labor
force.

For .future study the authors suggest using a larger sample and repli-
cating the survey in a period when the.economy is,more stagnant'than it
was frail 1962 to 1967. They also suggest interviewing workers who have
left the labor force'to determine the relationship between advancing
technology and withdrawal. '

1
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TITLE:' "Family-Operated Farms:' Their Compatibility with Technological
Advance",

AUTHOR: Radoje Nikolitch
PUBLISHER: American Journal of Agricultural Economics., Vol. 51, No. 3,

.August 1969, Pp.'530-545.
-KEY WORDS: °Adjustments; Micro, Agriculture, Farm Workers; Public Policy
..71117ilation); Empirical (Sample, Tablea)-, Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);

Footnotes (Yew), Bibliography (Medium Abstract.'
ABSTRACT: -Scope and Level= A study of.the effect of changeb in technology

on the family farm and its relationship to the largen-than-femily farm.
Methodology -- The article compares the percentage change (from the
1930's and1940's to the 1960's) in'the number of family farms, their
share of the inarketing, the number of family workers relative to all
Sarm laborers -and the" amount of family farm land' relative to all farm
land.

This article concludes that the family' farm is not disappearing in the
United ,States: "The family farm ,is just as prevalent'in mechanized -areas
as in. non-mechanized areas. The ramily farm is becoming larger in area 7-
and is requiringrgreater investment in capital.but this additional risk'is
being offsef by government, program-C.6 nd 6ontract farming.

The'percentage of family,farm workers (76-65') has not appreciably
changed from 1930 to 1967. Thus the advances in technology have not
affected the-Manpower mix between family and hired labor.
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TITLE: "Technological Transfer, LabOur Absorption,. and Economic
Development" .

AUTHOR:. H. Tack and M. Todaro
PUBLISHER: Oxford Economic Papers, Vol. 21, No. 3, November 1969, pp..395-,403
Kgy WORDS: -Adjustments; Micro, Less peveloped Countries, Capital Goods

Industries, Capital-Labor Ratio; Empirical (Tables), Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

--.ABSTRACT: Scope and.Level -- A-discussion of the advantages to less'`'
developed countries of developing domestic capital goods industries using

.

older, store labor .intense technology. Methodologir.,;-- A discussion of
, the positive effects of domestic capital goods industries with the aid of
two tables. Major Conclusions -- The development of a domestic capital
goods production industry would diminish unemployment_by providing more
labor intense machinery. .-

More technblogy has led to more capital intense machinery becaus' of -
the tight laboemarket in most developed nations. Less developed. countries
have the opposite faptor limitation; capital is -more limited for them.

.

The authors argue for, the creation of domestic capital goods industriea
in lest'developed countries in which production. is geared to their own . ._

Western machinery that is more labdr intense are as fellows: it iskrYkEr74
long -run., requirements. The advantages tordhPlicatin arlier

more capital saving as compared to importing, (2) if urban unemployment
decreases, then it allolaWthe adoption of labor saving techniques at a
speed consistent wIth domestic factor availabilitiesi: (3) it will allow,
the development of technology albs g labor intense lints, (4) the machinery
can more easily be -made to. order, (5) using Older technology reduces the

'need for engineers capable of deoigning_new eqUipment4 (6) machinery
production is labor-intense, and (7),it would avoid the problem associated .

with pgrchaaingthrough 'foreign exchanges. ,
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TITLE: -"Automation: Its Impact on Organized Labor"
AUTHOR: Martin M Perline and Kurtis L. Tull
PUBLISHER: Personnel Journal, Vol. 48, No. 5, May 1969, pp. 340-344.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Unions, Skilled Workers, Unskilled Woricers,
'Collective BEirgainIng, Unempldyment, Union Management Powers; Private
Policy (AdVance Notification, Relocation, Transfer Options; Paygrades,
S.U.B., Early Retirement, Job Content, G.A.W., Pay Incentives,
Retraining); Theoretical Discussion, Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes'(Few), Bibliography (None); Abstraot.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level-r, A view of the effects of automation through
the eyes or organized labor'.- Methodology -- While much empirical evidence
is, uncovered, especially existing contract provisions, the authors also
speculate on the fact that automation may be increasing the'demand for
unskilled labor while at bhe same time diminishing the need for skilled'
craftsmen. Major Conclusion =- The main finding of this work is that .

collective bargaining is the only viable route available'fOr labor'to
take as ib attempts to Ameliorate the problems caused by automation.
-,The."two most significant Aspects of this work are: '(1) its supposition
that the modern automated world may forbode. the end of skilled workers
and lead to the creation of a mutt tude of workers who need minimal know-
ledge to operate machinery, %nd (2) its, compact discussion of existing
contract provisions which have been implemented by unions to offset the

, .impact of automation.
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TITLE: The act of'Automation On Individuals and Jobs, A Review of
Recent Literat (1956:496741Vol. II

AUTHOR:' Paul Prasow d Fred MaSsarik.
.PUBLISHER: LoS Angeles, niversity of California, Institute of Industrial

ations, kpril 1969.
KEY WO , Adjustmerits; Micr Older Workers, Younger Workers, Blacks,

Wom04Mbnagement Practices4 Requirements, Job Satisfaction, Job..
Content, Working Conditions, Work Relationships, Work Attitudes;
Private Policy"(Seniority, Relocate
Innovation Timing, LaborManagement Coo
NotifiCation, Job Content), Public Policy
LiteratIlkll Footnotes (Many), Bibliography (Non

Retraining, Apprenticeship,
ation, Planning, Advance

cation); Review of the
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Levee - A review of the literature (1956-1967) on the
'impact of automation oh individuals and jobs. Methodology -- Inyestigations°
based on empirical research dealing'with automation'and its'effects.are
reviewed. Major Conclusions No general conclusions arelpossible,
based on the findings of the reviewed studies. Rssearch seems spotty,
cola lusions are tentativet and".re Ults strongly.. ebated.

Conclusions on the effects of a
depend in part on;the waS, in which-

-or 're olutionary. Those who conSide
.1.9,g, methods of introduction, an

b th the transition' to new technolo

tomationand best means of adjustment
tomstion is perceived--.evolutionary
autOthationto be evolutionary stress
logyohological preparednas to

fr The task.of adjubtment involves .

ting people to accept progress. .

Proponent of a revolutions* theOry, on the ()the hand, stress the.
.

der4ing change in basic institutions and Values, relationships among,
en, and attitudes toward work. Aconomic and political inatitutions and

. values are - challenged by'auOmdtion ,i .

.

Education must change significant) torensble people toltdjust tochan
Whether ,it 'mutt be brilSrOhdre compre nsive, more bpecialized-bnd/or

combinatWrar:_ttlege must be investigate . further. '
gp.'
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TITLE: A Longitudinal Study of Automated and Nonautomated Jlob Patterns
in the South exn California Aerospace Industry, Vol. I

. AUTHOR: Pairasow and Fred Massarik
PUBLISHER: Los 'Angeles, Un° grsity of California, Institute,of industr ial

Relations, April 19 .

KEY WORDS: Adju ments;-Microl Aerospace Industry, California, abor-
Management, e Effects, Blue Callar1White Colter, Skill Req rements;
Job Content, E ucation Requirements, Job Satisfaction, Work Relationehips;
Private Policy Retraining, Innovation Timing, Skill Requirements);
Empirical (Table-, Semple); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Sco an. Level -- A study of automdf6d and nonaUtomated job
patterns in-six co anies in the'Oalifornia aerospace industry.

t-Methodolog; A.s= ple of employees from six_cqinpanieS was interviewed
twice to-Ta-seme-atti udes toward automation and theiP obe. °The workers ,

-were divided into three main groups: 'those who had (1) automated fac ry
jobs using numerical c ntrolled machirie tools, (2) automated office jobs
using electronic data ocessing equipment, and (3)-"equivalent" honeutomated
jobs in factow. and/or o fice. Intervie s with managemebt were also
conducted. Ma or Conclu- ons Most mplaYees interviewed, 61d not -

fear automation nor perce rest -to their johp. Retraining
/ wasused'extensively in th saerospac industry and there was little
! displacement as a result.,

,
Mast employers. indidated hat,their first automated job represented -

a major change for them. Six y percent of the workers trith automated jobs
indicated that they like them 'very much"...or'"fairly well" so the change
was,, on the 'average, a favorabl: one to which the worker adequately
'Adjustpd. All respondent group in-the second interview.oesSiod ind41-
catedthat their level of,skill d responsibility had increased. .

Interviews Frith manageMent led the authors to conclude that ,

of-automated technology wa quite mpartant. A moderate pace of change
was preferable and allowediCor smoo h adjustment.. Skills levels are
changing and allow for more fAxibil ty in the hiring 'process. rHighly
trained people are needed for positio p as technicians and specialists
but relatively unskilled' people can be hired at loy,levels to be trained I

on-the-job to work with th'e npw.equipme t. In general; personnel: are °

seeking higher educational levels to ac eve higher skillstatasl-better
.. jobs, and increased pay. ,'
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r-.uri,E; "EffeCts f Automation. on,SoM Areas of Compensation"
AUTHOR: JuliiisR zrer.-----' i

..

to
D

0'

PUBLISHER: Perso el JournalNVol. 4 -No. 4, April 1969, pp. 2828 28.
KEY WQRDS: Adjustments; Macro, Blue'C liar, Collective Bargainft

1

Job Content, Wage Effects; /Private Policy (Payllicentives,,Job.Content);
Theoi.eical biScwsion, DescriptiVe,(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Few),
Bibliography,(No44); Abstract. . - , . .

a ...
. ABSTRACT:, Scope arid Level -- A brief. article disc04ssihg some rather

%, .interestingiae-effeCts :) automation; namely, jhow to deterahe incen-
tives to,increaseproduction and the just amount\of remuneratAn.for
Workers who. are .ifrcontrol of automated' processes. ...ocesses. Methodology This
theoretical' tratment, with some reference tb progrhMs'initiated by firm's,

of issues such as incentives, job evaluation and proper forms of-compensa-
. tion

/ _touches)on alittleldismissed aspect of automation.. With-the.actual
lt,Tork being*dOe by automated machinery, how do- we provide incentives to
human workers to increase output? Likewise, dOe's tie hourly basis Of

`itage payment retain its validity where the. 9-called blue Collar worker
ti more and More'assumitie

l
the trappings of a white colfar wa-rke.r.

Mao Conclusion 7- The main conclusion i,; that personnel and industrial
relati ns managers should be prepared to (le1 with these issues at future

.,

\--. ooilect ve bargaining negotiations.
0
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TITLE: "Andy of the Impact of Office Automation in the IRS".
AUTHOR: Herman J. Rothberd ,

PUBLI6HER: 'Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 92, No. 10i October '1969, pp. 31.

KEY WORDS: Adjustpnts; Historical, Micr61 'Internal Revenue Se=4 e,
Atlanta, Employmentl Private Policy .(Relocation, Retraining, Attrition,
Advance Diaification),IPublic Policy (Relocation); Descriptive {Past
Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None).; Abstract..

ABSTRACT: ,Scope and Level. _A discussion of the changeover to automatic.
data processing'by the' Atlanta Region of'the IRSfrom 1961 to 1968,
Accomplished without-involuntary transfers or-sepatations.- Methodology
A description.of the manpower planning. techniques developed by the IRS
to move many people and jobs without any involuntary transfers or separa
tions. MaJor Conclusion -- Office automation Can be undertaken on a

N., large scale with minimum adverse impact on manpower. It is necessary
to plan ahead and to anticipate problems and needs. Employees should e

well informed about the pending changes and should know about,option's pen,

..to them ,in the'new system. Counseling for affected employees should e

provided to guide them in facing proble related to retraining and/or

relocation:

,
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TITLE}': "FunctiOnal Specialization and Work Attitudes"
AUTHOR: Jon M. Shepard .

-

\PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations,( Vol. 89. Nd. -2,J;pbrUery' 1969i:PP0- 18-194.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical Case StudiettaWork RelationshipsS
Sociological and Psychological erects, Work Attitudes, Job Satisfaction;

/Private Policy (Job Content, Job Securityl.Pay-Ihcehtiyea); Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends); Footrfotes (Many)l BibliographyjNond);.Abstnict: :. -

ABSTRACT: 'Scopct and Level r-- A sociologist looks at the effects of iii
e,reased speCialization oinjolorker Satisfaction. Methodolowe-- A
statistical and descriptive analysis of worker contentment in several g' -.

different industries, evaluated accordIng to the-deg-ec of job specialization.
filaJor Conclusiant. --, The main finding of this study,ia: that a reductions
in job specialization,whether by the creation of new liian*machine relation-
ships, as in the case of aptema ion, or' the redesign of jobs, under-
mechanized technology, wi4 pft uce beneficial results for the tikayker.

In addition to job.Cohtent, other factors enter into the attitude's of
the workdr to his job. Variab es such-as security, opportunity_fdr,

:4

advancement,, wages, social as ects of the job, etc.-, must'also be con-
sidered in shaking American wo kers more content

,

and productive.. 0
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TITLE: "Thkgocial-Costs of AutomatiOn"
PUBLISBER: gUsiness'Week, May 3, 1969, p. 98.
K( WORDS: .Adjustments. Macro, Blue Collari Minority Group Workers;' Private

J", Pplicy (Seniority),:PUblAL Policy (Education,-Manpower-Programs);
Desctiptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes;,(None), Zibltography '(None);
Abstract. '

i, /. '
0 NI

ABSTRAC.: .Shope -ind Level -- This briet articl is a synapsis of th-.......7.-"... /International conference on%technological chang .s.nd. human developMeut
that was held in Israel -111,1969., For a mpre deta led description of the
important (for adjustment putposesl papers given at this conferenpe, see
the book, "Technological Change and HumanDev'elopment." t
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TITLE: "Manpower Planning for Dieplaced .Workers, Evolution of Private
Manpower Planning in Amounts Plant Closing". ' . ,

AUTHOR: James L. Stern
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 924-1No. 12, December 1969, pp. 21-28.

'KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Armour and Company, Omaha,
Nebraskal Employment, Case Study; PriVate Policy (Advance Notification,

fi Relocation, Retraining4 _Severance_ Pay, S.U418.1 LaborManagement
Cooperation, Counseling, Pension Rights, Layoff.Notification), Public
P icy (Information, Placement Service,, Counseling, Manpower Programs);
De criptiver(Past Trends,. Ongoing Trends) Empirical (Tables, Case).;
Foo Otes (Few), bibliography (None);]j Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and -- A discu6 ion of the efforts to ameliorate 4

the plight of workers affected by Ar our plant closures, with particular, .

reference to Omaha. Methodology -- description of extensive adjustment
methods used in Omaha, including preshutdown planning and continuing edu
catifor4 contractual benefits, and job placement and training; and a
discussion o; the effectiveness of these techniques. Major Conclusion
An essential prerequisite for-a successf4 manpower adjustment program is,
a-tight4labOr.market including both a low unemployment rate and an expand
ing numberof job opportunities. Job information services and placement
and counseling efforts in a tight labor market,situation may, represent
the most efficient*, tool for handling the adjustment of many workers.

Preshutdown planning s vital to the slidcess of a-manpower adjustment
program. Continuing, education programs can be arranged; workers have time
to retrain for,other'pbs; and, manpower agencies are able to inventory
the skills and desires of the workers to be terminated and the alternatiVes
and opportunities the community can offer : -.In general, preshutdown
planning enables the adjustment to be Made as efficient and humane as
possible.
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"TITLE: "Helping Workers Loc te Jobs Following a P1 t Shutdown"

AUTHOR: Joseph C. Ullman
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 92, No. 4, April 1969, pp. 35-40.
KEY WORDS: AdjUstments; Mioro, Armour and Company, Peoria, Illinois,

Case' Study, Employment, Labor Mobility; Private Policy (Relocation,
Niketi, Retraining, Transfer Options, Automation Fund, Layoff Notification,.

Early. Retirement, Counseling), Public Policyt (Education); Descriptive
.(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: scope and Level -- A discussion of thd Ways in which the Armour
Company's Automation, Fund Committee (AFC) handled the displacement of
workers caused by the-closure of a slaughtering and processing plant in
Peoria, Illinois. Methodology ,Methods for helping workers find new
jobs are described. Major Conclusion Group counseling proved very
effective for helping people adapt their employment expectations to the
reality of the existing labor market and their individual qualifications.
Education and training programs, with the cooperation of the public
school system, were effectively utilized by the displaced workers.

The state of,the labor market has a crucial effect on the outcome
wTof programs for transfer, retraining and placement. Advance notice of.

a plant closure is very helpful for workers and those Who help them adjust
'because it.giVes the neceszaxtr.planning time.. An early retirement pro'
vision for older workers allows them an easier adjustment. Varied methods
for aiding peopl in adjusting to displacement are needed to allow for
'individual diffe ences in.skills, age, background, etc. .
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TITLE: "Automation: Measuring Its Social COsts,"
AGENCY: U. S. Department of Labor -

PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, August, 1,969, pp. 48-49.
.KEY WORDS: Adjustment's; Macro, Low Educated; Theoretical Discussion;
-Footnotes.(None); Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level This article:ia a, synopsis of .a conference
held in Jerusalem in 1969 tinder the auspices of priVate and public in-
stitutions in.the United States, BritalT1 and Israel. The International
Conference on Technological Change and Yuman Development discussed

. various sociological and 'economic-problems caused by automation. For
he full proceedings. of the conference see the publidation entitled
"Technological Change'and Human Development" published by Cornell
University, for the American Foundation on Automation and Employment.
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TITLE: "Exploring Restrictive Building Practices"
AGENCY:. U. S. Department of Labor

, _ c.

PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 92i'No. 6, July 1969, pp. 31-39.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Construction Industry, Employment,

Work Rules, Job Sedurity; Priirate Policy (Retraining, Job Security,
Apprenticeship), Public Policy (PubliC'Representation in Bargaining,
Legislation); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes
(Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract. ,,.

ABM, STRACT: Scope and tevel -- An examination of 1echnical change in build
ing practices in the/home construction industry. Methodology --.A
discussion Of some restrictive buildihg practices.arising from technological
development and the rationale for these practices from the union. Major

1/4 Conclusion -- Restrictive practices often cah be justified on the basis
of safety and must be' considered in relation to .the particular industry
'in which they're being practiced. However, it is necessary to promote
ome construction and, while legislation or government intervention is
o harsh a measure, union leaders and builders should cooperate to

inimize restrictive practices and ensure efficiency. \
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TITLE: "Management and Automation Research Project"
AUTHOR: E. H. Burack and T. J. McNichols ,

PUBLISHER: ChiCago, Illinois'Institute of Technology,
.KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Case Study, Labor6Mana

Skill Requirements; Private Policy(Relocation, Retr
Pay Incentives, Public Policy (Manpower Programs,
(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (

ABSTRACT: cope and Level -- A macro tipproaa conc
shifts in etioyment skills ,in. nine majorrindusir

,Methodology descriptiVe discusgion of m
-tb the requirement, complex problemsaying's
on a cross sectional m interview.concer
turel shifts, technical sup A- groups,. firmsiz
differences in employMent. Major Conclusions
technological demands are significant upon olde
as well as the'younger tech ical graduates; (2
selection criteria and job ebign will lessen

. obsolescence while practic ly.meeting the ne
_between ;olicy Takers and 'llty interpreters

1 modifica ion is dependent on industry patt
economic size, technical ac ievement, com
attitudes contribute to emp oying internal r
pside technical expertise e

Private policy should -br laden incentives
development- through intreas d promotional
programs and7salary incentives. Managemen
izational size -rind specialized technical e
Hedge against obsolescence. Increasing c
responsive management Manpower awareness
grams to be tied toonthejob experienc

Public'poliCy needs iO be. directed: to
advanced training,within reasonable
be utilized to prbvide the advanced
prevent management's vital manpower
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ement, EMploymentli
ining, Job Content,

ucation)W; Descriptive
dium); Abstract.

ntrating on, management
classifications.

private sector responses
s. The study is based
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,-.,and interindustry
(1) The impact of

experienCed supervisors
maintaining clear job
he impact of management .
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TITLE: "BusfneSs Management and Technical,Lhange: Coordinating
Technical and Manpower Planning" .

PUBLISHER: The OECD Observer, No. 3, April 1968, pp. 12-14:
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Madro, Case Studies, Sweden, Steel Industry,

LaborManagement; Private Policy (Seniority; Transfer-Options, Planning.
Relocation);' Public Policy (Manpower Programs,,Planning,Platement
Service); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); FoOtnotes (None), 'Bibliography
(None); Abstract. .

ABSTRACT: *Scone and Level --, A_case'study of a Swedish steel company that-
closed an antiquated plant and simultaneously opened a new one that .

required a small workforce. Also an OECD report,on manpeWer probleMs
/and solutions-is discussed.' Methodology -- A descriptive analysis of
/thedisplacement.effects of plant closings. -Major Conclusions = The
main conclusion reached from this and several other:OECD studies is thi, .t
consultation of employees plays ;an important role-'in reducing resistance
to change. This information feedback transcends the normal manpower
training and includes seeing to' it that the workers are fullyinformed
of /the nature of the 'change and the reasons f-orj.it. The success of.this..
spproach depends'on whether along established system of consultation is-
already in existence. Major-policy consideations for manpower programs
include: (1) make an inventory of the utilization Of eXistingManpower;

t-'2) examine the main characteristics of the various -entermises; (3)
'examine the labor market and its scicial..end economic charghteristics;
-(4) identify the characteristics og.the.proposed technological change; (5)
assess the quantity -and quality of the worle force after the chame; (6)
match assessments of changes'in supply and demand for 1.abor afar the
change; and (7) review the techniques available to arrive at the desired
'objective and.the selection of appropriatetechpiqU6. .
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TITLE: "Human Adjustment to Industrial Conversion: A Canadian
Experiment".

AUTHOR: John H. G..Crispo
PUBLISHER: in B, C.-Roberts, ed. )industrial Relations: C tem

Issues, First World Conference of'the International Industrial Relations
- Association. Geneva,4-8 September 1967, London, Macmillan, ew York,

St. Martin's Press 1968, pp. 234-253.
KEYWORDS: AdjustmentsMicro, Macro, Unions, LaborManagem nt,
Government, Canada, CollectiveBargaining,-UnionManagemen
Powers; Private Policy (Relocation, Retraining, Pension
Rights, LaborManagement Cooperation, Innovation Timing,
Innovation Type, Advand Notification), Public Policy (Full plOymentl.
Manpower Programs, Relocation, Unemployment Compensation, Plan in g);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography 4N ne);
No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Technological Change and Its Effect in Local Union Leadership"

AUTHOR: Steven E..Deutsch .

.

PUBLISHER:" in B. Roberts, ed. Industrial Relations: Contemporary
,,Issues, First World Congress of the International Industrial Relations
Association Geneva, 4-8 Septebmer 1967,'-London, ,Madmillan, New'York,
St. Martin's Press, 1968, pp. 180-194.

,--

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Unions, Blacks, Collective Bargaining, Union
Management Powers, Working Conditions, JO Content, Wage Effects;
Public Policy (Manpower Programs, Relocation, Placement, Unemploymerit
Compensation, Public Representation in Bargaining, Legislation); Review
of the Literature, Empirical (Tables, Sample);-Footnotes (Many), Bib
liography (None); Abstract. "-

I

ABSTRACT: ,Scope and Level -- A-discussion of technological change and its
effect on local union leadership. Methodology -- Union leaders percep-
tion of automation and attitudinal effects of experiences with technological
change are examined. Major Conclusions -- Union leaders are apprehensive
about atitomation.Threefifths of those Interviewed believe that
automation will caime-increasedunemployment. Those who are confused
about' the concept of automation are the.most apprehensive and cynical. .

The perception of automation andits consequences was found to be
dependent to a large extent On the experiences the man or his friends had

with tomation and whether the experiences were positive or negative;
any leaders interviewed-felt there -should be some unionmanagement

operation on the adoption of new technology. Unionsin general oppose
compulsory arbitration and government'restrictions but many leaders
support government action which will help Cushion the effects.of dis

placement caused by technological change:
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TITLE: "AutoMation and Industrial Society_

AUTHOR: William A: Fiunce ,

PUBLISHER: Chapter 2 in Problems of an Industrial Society, New York,

McGraw Hill, 1968.:,
KEY.WORDS: Adjustments;-Macro, Unskilled Workers, Younger Workers,

Blacks, Unemployment, tmploymene, Leisure; Private Policy (Shorter
Work Week)., public Policy (Vocational Education); Theoretical Discussion
Empirical (Tables); Footnotes (Many)1.Bibilographt-(None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A macro,approach to the effects of automation
on such topics as employment, pouts of work, and how increased leisure
time. may cause some difficult so lological adjustment problems for those
with'lower levels of education. Methodology -- Although there is some
reliance on empiricalevidence to-justify the Author's ideas on the impact

automation on employment levels etc., there ig also some discUssidn
''bout the social. overtones of'idreased leisure time that relies on

sociological theories. Major Conclusions -- The.major conclu-
sions reached by this chapter are that the age of automation has not led
to the massive layoffs and high levels of unemplOyment that some had
predicted, although unemployment rates among teen -agers ma/ have been
increased; and that society should plan for.the7future in terms of chan&ing.
job reqUirements.and increased leisure time.: Other areas needing further
research are the conflictW interest .between conservationists and
recreationists (which he feels-is a result of a complex - industrial
society) groWing out of a lack 'of so40.-integTation. To what extent:
new production methods should.be controlled.if the adjustment problem
becomes severe, in the future should also be studied.

...
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TITLE: Man ower Planning fOr Technological Char e, Case Studies of '
Telephone- Operators

'AUTHOR: Audrey Freedman'
PUBLISHER: Bulletin No. 1574, Departmentof Labor; Washington DX.,

U.S Government Printing Office,'1968. \ . .-

KEY WORDS: AdjustdentWMicro, Case Study, TelephoneIrklustry, Telephone ;1,r

'Operators, Labor-:Management Cooperation; Employment; Private Policy 1

(Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, Attrition, Planning,"Early Retirement,
Layoff Notification, Seve mace Pay, Preferential Hiring), Public Policy
(Counseling, Full-Employm n); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes

6 (Few); BibliograpOt(Medi )i Abstract.
-. ABSTRACT: Scooe'andkiel4-- A case study of the emplOyment effects of

the introduction of,ne*-ailtomated switching -equipment in the telephone
industi.y. Methodology Thedatafor this study was acquired by
surveying company 01M.cials and officers of the employees union. Documents'
and data were obtainedfrom company files. Major Conclusions 'The main
;conclusions drawn fkim this investigation are that advanced planning
and cooperation between unions, management, and governmental agencies are
fundamental to a smooth introduction"of new gOrms of automation. Since
the tompanieS knew several years.in advance/Eit they -were on the verge
of introducing new laborsaving machines,,they were able to plan well in
advance for the ultimate reduction in force. By closely-cooperating with
'union officials, the transitian.to automatic. telephone switching
ment was carried out with a minimum of displacement.
'A major feature of this planning was the development, in advaride, of

ittimates of the number of operators who would be needed after the change,
and the number of operators for, whom some adjustments would benecessarx
(retirement, transfer, etc.) A second feature of. the program was the
ability of the various offices to keep tabs' on each others need -for
replacements; so displaced employees could be transferred between offices.

The basic plarlof operation was to add no additional workers, except
temporary help, Idhen management began to introduce the new equipment. .

The intentSk was to let/attrition reduce the work force: In critical
times, overtime and loss of vacation was agreed upon by the existing

...jgOrk force; so that it could gradually reduce itself to the ,required,
level after the new equipment was installed:

If attrition could not lower the work force to the'requ3,red level,
then the displaced workers were given advaAced notice of layoff, were
retrained,Or were transferred to other plants.
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TITLE: "C ntainerization As A'Force FoeChange On The,Waterf.ront"

AUTHOR: Joseph P. Goldberg ,

PUMA ER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol.. 91, NO. 1', January 196$4 Pp. 8-13.

ORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Longshoremen,. Shipping Induatry;'Unskilled 7,

Workera, Emplorent, Skilled Workers, Collective'Bargaini4g, Work.jy"
PriVate Policy (Seniority, Severance Pay, G.A.W., Earik-getir*Ot
Pension Rights); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trenda).Footnotes-
(Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract. P .

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- -A study of the impact .of the trend ink shipping.

to containerization of commerce. In addition to the dispssion:16itlhe'
impact of containerization on both the east and west coasts, covtrage,

is also given to the varid6s agreementd between -labor and Management'

which have been implemented to soften the impactiof technologidal:changt0.:
Methodology Basically a.review of present trOds and conditioue::on,C,7,
the waterfront, this article relies heavily on a review of pEeviou4,:
agreed upon contract negotiations for its methodological anaTysis.460dtk'
Conclusion -- The major finding of this article is that everithOugA
problems created by_cohtainerization are complex, the readiness ofIlipthA,.
unionsand management to enter into.discussion of needed changes within
the industry is the only, workable solution to the longterm problems
created by the advent of containerization, This article also provides'
a largely condensed yet useable history of the various contract negotia,
tions that have been accepted by the longshoremen to offset theemplOY
ment effects of:containerization.

C
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.Tec polo and,Job&'Autoiption in Perspective
AlITHOR:OA. J. Jaffe and Joseph'Enoomkin

3,- PUBLISHER: New York, Fredrick A. Praeier, 1968. .2 .,

t gEY WORDS: Adjustmehts;c0eneral'EquAibrium, Younger Workers, WoMeic
Alacks; Olddr 4orkers,'Low Educated Workers; Public Policy (Manpower
...Programs, Income-Maintenance, Fisc 'oiacy, Public Employment . .

Programs); Review of_the.Literature D'iirical (sTables), escptive .-"N - -*
. (Ongoing1Trendsp.Projected Trends); ''.o otes (Moderate),' Bibliography ,

(None); Abstract. Ctr' , ?,

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A general vie of the 'overall impact of_-___
t

on young workers; women,,blacks and undereducated workers.
Also discussed iS the strategic importance of maintaining high levels of)
aggregate demand to off.aeNany possible unemployment repercussions from
technological chgugeo -Methodoloky -- This/bookcontains a series of at
times seemiigly disconnected ,parts whicli begins with a.discussion,of the

..

historical debate over the,effects of'autbmation, By and large, however,
'y the brunt of the book ikxleioted to tables which" demonstrate past

trends in produCtivity, output, employment; etc, FiriallA some future
trends (,normally' based on extrdpolations from past experiences) are "A)

entertained. 'Major,Conclusion'--.' Given'the iMmensityof the' data
utilized in'the,study the,boqk is amazingly light on presenting firt

of automa-
0-

tion should,c0p up in the employment sector, aggregate demand can be
., pumped,uP 3:,.y.vartious governmental policies to ensure adequate levels.
) , e, of .employment.
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TITLE: "The Effect of Technological Change on t4g.l.Structure of British

Trade Unions"
AUTHOR: Shirley W. Lprner
PUBLISHER: B. C. Robents, ed. Industrial Relations: Contemporary Issues,

First-World Congress of the International Industrial Relations Association
- Geneva, 4-8 September 1967. London, Macmillan, New York, St. Martins ,

Press, 1968, pp. 172-179.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments. Micro, Unions, Grea Britain, Collective Bargaining,

Skill Requirements, J b Content; Private Pdlicy (Retraining, Labor -
Management Cooperatio , Multicraft Union); Descriptive (Past Trends,
Ongoing Trends); Pootnotes (Few)rBibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Automati6q in the Office" L .

... AUTHOR: Floyd C. Mann and L. H. Williams
PUBLISHER: in Charles Ital4er, Technology, Industry, and Man: The Age o1
-Acceleration, New York; McGraw Hill, 1968, pp. 147-158; from Nbservations
on'the Dynamics of aChange to Electronic Data-Processing Equipment",

- .Administrative Sciente Quarterly, Vol. 59.September 1960j.pp: 217-56.
, KEY WORDS; Adjustments; Micro, LaborManagemeal Offic4 Workers, Skin

Requirementp, Jqb.SatisfactionftPrivate Policy (Pay Incentiyes) White
Collar Unionization, Job Sewity9 Planning., Retraining, Job Cont0t)i

'Empirical (Cases); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); No-Abstract.
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TITLE:, ' ntdrnal Labpr Markets, Technological Change, and LaborForce
Adju nt"

AGENCY npower Administration, U. S. Department ofLabor.
PUBLISHER: Part II in Work Force Adjustments in `Private Industry Their

Implications for Manpower Policy, Manpower Automation' Research Monograph
No. 7, October 1968, pp. 45-130.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; MiON, LaborManagement, Employment, Unemploymentlo
Skill. Requirements, Job Content;Trivate..Balicy (Retraining PaysIn
pentivel Planning), Public Policy .(ManpOwer Programs; Planning, Education);
Theoretical Model, Empirica,(Tableal.Sample); Footnotes (Moderate);
Bibliograpiy (Large, Abstract.

ABSTRACT*: Scope and Level study of,labOr force adjustment to
technolagi41 change in internal labor markets." Methodology.-- Labor
fOrce adjuptments to change are examined with an emphasis on r$cruitment
and training, Major Cinclusions ;ftechnology is adopted mita
gradual, progressive basis there will,be people within the plant to act
as-'teaCher for others to learn the new skills required, This will.

. faceilitate-adjustment 1.4thout unneceisarrdisplacement.' Problems are
encountered when drastically different technologies, which have been
developed a great distance from the plant, are adOpted. This-diminishes

of the potential for comprehensive onLtnejob 'trainingSnd suocessfuand
total adjustment. takes much longer to complete. .a.

Formal education to develop literacy, induhrial skills and nonskill
traits {reliability, Punctuality, honesty, etc.) aids adjustmentto
change. The adjustment process is -delayed if workers must be taught to
read in &der to)accept an automated job. -Often inplant education
programs only teach a person to "rearthose terms which he will
directly encounters in his particular' job. -This may be effective in the
short run but will not increase his mobility should further automation
be implemented. -
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TITLE: "Work ForO'e Adjukments in Private Industry- =Their Implications
for Manpower Policy" . 'I..., 4

.

AGENCY: Manpower Administration,.U. S.Department of'Labor
PUBLISHER: Manpower Automation Re'searCh MonographNo. 7, Washington, d. C.,.--
.134 S. Government Printing Office, 1968,

,..

,

KEY WORDS: AdjUstments;,Macto, ManufactUring, Blue Collar Workers,
11.atil7 on, Information FIows;.PrivateTblicy.(Retrainifig); Public.
POlicy (Manpower Programs, Education);, Theoretical Discussion, Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends); Footnote's (None), Bibliography (Medium); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- The main theme'oT this study is to investigate
how-differences between skills and abilities of the labor force and the

.

'concomitant 'requirements of bluecollar jobs in manufacturing are recon
ciledby the firms. Methodology --- Basically a descriptive study-of
progr s employed by private and.public agencies, with Various opinions
as to e success of these programs. Major Conclusions. --= -Some of the
major .nclusions reached by this article are as follows: (1) the 'concern
over he contribution of changing technology to the structural unemployment
pro em of.the 50's and 60's has been largely unwarranted; (2)changing

hnoloty does cause imbalances, however, and this titurd,leads to
inflation, because of a lack of adequately trained workers; (3) the
major governmentalconcern, With adjustment processes should be the
reduction of their costs; (4) a pooling of informationabout'adjustment
techniques through the planninAprocess may be sufficient to hasten the : .

. .

adjustment process and reduce its costs.
Among the recommendatioris for further.research, are: (1)'a need for

1 identifying the relationship between c'osts and prices to assess the,
Impact of :labor' market adjustments upon national,eecpOMic goals; 42)\
identification of the distribution of adjustment cost's among the various
'sectors of the economy; (3) information about theinterdependence of '

shortrun and longrun instruments of adjustment Should be developed;
and (4) research should be directed at he relationship between the
distribution effect of technblogic'al ch ee and the expansion of employ
ment opportunities in the innovating pl t.0

.
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TITLE: "Technological Change and the Level of Employmeq in Western.

Europe"
.

; AUTHOR: Felix .Paukert

PUBLISHER: British Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 6, No. 2,
-1,

July 1968, pp. 139-155.
KEY-WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Western Europe, Employment,

Unemployment; Theoretical-Model, Empirical (Tablas}; Footnotes (Few),
Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A general equilibrium approach to the employ
ment effects df technological change. Methodology `The, author utilizes

the ICOR (L) model developed initially by Kuznets to'measureIthe corre
lation between' changes in technology to changes in the unemployment
rate, using empirical data. Major Conclusions -- Themain conclusion
drawn from this study is that, at least in Western; Europe, increases in
technology lead to a decrease in the rate of'unemOloyFent. This conclusion

'however, refers to. the -overall unemployment rate and hot to sectoral
unemployment rtes. The author does feel'that employment in particular
industries and sectors seems to be adversely affected by technological.

(change within the industry.
Thee author feels that much more data is negded in this sectoral

analysis, and, in fact, in. industry breakdowns, before much stronger
conclusions can.be drawn.

'
Another important aspect of this article is the fact that it presents

a nice,summary.4bk_country, of growth rates in various seCtors of the
economy, such as manufacturing, mining eV., and also the growth rates
of labor productivity in these industries.
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TITLE:
/

"OrrThe-Job Training and Adjustment to Technological Change "'
J

'AUTHOR: Michael J. Piore 7 .
y
y

PUBLISHER: Journal of Humah Resources, fol. 3, No, 4, Fall 1968:
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro., Case Study, Low Skilled Workers,

High Skilled Workers, FAipaoyment, Unemployment, Blue Collar Workers,
Work Relationships, Work Time, Wage Effects, Education Requirements; Private,
Policy (Seniority, Relocation, Retraining; Job Security, Work Sharing,'
Labor-Management CoopOration, Layoff Notification, innovation Timing,
Job Content, Skill RecOirements), Public Policy (Education, Full 0
Employment,: Fiscal Policy); Theoretical DiSbussion, Empirical (Gasses),
Descriptive (Ongoing.Tliends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None),.
Abstract. -

'

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An analysis of the role of on-the-job
training in adjiisting-to technological change based on extensive' inter-
views in plants of a large number of manufacturing industries. Emphasis
is placed on low skill /high skill inter relations in the plant.
Methodology -- Theoretical/descriptive st4dy based on information glelaned
fromLopcp-laped interviews with engineers, and personnel and industrial

. /2elationgnPecialists in 18 manufacturing plants and 11 corporate head-
querters ift 11 industries. Major Conclusions -- Inform on-the-job
training which.takes place as part of the productiRn proce

.

ears to
be A much more ,important source of skills than schoOls, ap ship,

the'armed for/es, or company classroom training for almostm lar

.

-mdnufact,OA occupations.
In th absence of technological change, on-the-jbb training takes

place in thelprocess of production; however, when change occursl-it
.

takes place in the process of innovation, installation, and debugging of
new equipment, so thilt training, production, and innovation should be
viewed as joint products of a single process.

TOis joint product, single process relationship c prevent structural '

imbalance in the labor market, and in additOn, sugges s new interpretations
of labor productivity and job vacancy data.
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TITLE: "On Labor's Problems
AUTHOR: A. H. .askin

PUBLISHER: in Charles F. Madden, ed., Talks With Socialgcientists,
Carbondale, Illinois, Southern Illinois University,Press, 1968, pp. 18-36.

.KEY WORDS: 'Adjustments; Historical, Macro, Micro, General Equilibrium,
Age Groups, Racial Groups, Education Requirements, Coal Mining Industry,
Automobile IndustryiChemibal Industry, Steel Industry, Railroad' Industry,
Case Studies, Blue Collar Workers, White Collar Workers, Unskilled'
Workers, Skilled Workers, Employment, Unemployment, Collective Bargaining,
Blue CollarWhite Collar, Unions, PrivatePublic Relations, Wol=k Rules,
Job Satisfaction; Eduaation; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation,
Severance Pay, Banning, Work Rules, Pension Rights, Attrition, Early 09
Retirement, LaborManagement Cooperation, Shorter Work Week, White,
Collar Unionization] Job Security), Public 13(9.1ky (Full Employment,
Fisaal,PoliaYi Income Policy, UrbangegionaliPlolIcy, ganpal;rer,Programs,
Relocation, Minimum 'ages, Education);'Descriptive (Past Trends,
Ongoing Trends, Futurist, Views); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);
No Abstract.
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TITLE: "An Economic Interpretation of Vechnological Change Provisions"
AUTHOR: David Phillips Ross
PUBLISHER: 'Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 91, No. 4, April 1968, pp. 27-30. :

tKEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Canada, Case Studies, CollectiVe Bargaining;
Pri'rate Policy (G.A.W4i Severance .Pay. Layoff Notification,. S.U.B.,
Shorter WOrk Week, Vacations, ,EarlyRetirement, Retraining, Labor
Management Cooperation);. Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Fooftnotes (None);
Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level This paAr'assesses the efficiency of various
collective agreement provisions and their effectiveness in providing
compensation to displaced workers. Methodology -- The empirical data
for this study was gained from a survey of.471 recent agreements, on file
with the Canada Department of Labor. Only firms with 500 or more
employees were scrutinized. Major Conclusion, 1,The most important-
conclusion established by this paper is thathe effectiveness of
technological change provisions in their ability to compensate effected.'
workers depends on the industry, and the type of displacem t manifested
in the change.

The paper also.discusses the efficienty.of various for of,Compensation
(the most utilized. form of compensation is income maintenance), the costs
of these-programs and the efficiency of establishing joint unionmanagement -

study committees to help select the most efficient compensation program.
The central government is recommended to, investigate the possibility of
extending these"forms of compensation to employees of ,bankrupt firths
which cannot afford to aid their workers;
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-,,TIT Et "Distribution of Power Within the ILWU and the ILA"

AUTHOR: Phillip Ross
PUBLISHER: Monthly. Labor Review, Vol. 91, No. 11 Jan ary 1968, pp. 1 -7.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Longshore ent.Unions, Work

uies; Private Policy (G.A.W.); review of the Lite ature, Descriptive
(Ongoing Tends); Footnotes (Few)) Bibliography (NOne);.Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A historical review of the differences in v
.

theapprOaches of the ILWU and the ILA toward technological change,
especially containerization. ,Major Conclusion -- The main conclusion
of this article is that the impact of containerization-could d74astate
both the ILA and the-ILWU. Given, however, the fact that the transitional-
period to total containerization.is fairly lengthy, both unions; but
especially the ILA, have the'necessary power to exercise some measure
.orbontrol over future developments in contaivrization,
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TITLE: "Man, Work', and the Automated Feast"

AUTHOR:. Ben B. Seligman
PUBLISHER: The Economics.of Dissent, Chicago, Quadrangle Books, pp. 46-65.

KEY WORDS: Adjustmehts; Historical, Macro, Micro, Automobile Industry,
Chemical Industry, Railroad Industry, Steel' Industry, Meatpacking Industry,.
Coal Mining Industry, Agriculture, Banking, Insurance Industry; Public
Utilities, Case Studies, Unskilled Workers, Skilled Workers, Blue Collar
Workers, White Collar Workers, Employment, Unemployment, Collective

°Bargaining, UnionManagement Powelt, Unions, PrivatePublic Relations,
Work Rules, Work Relationships, Work Timelsittrs of Work, Fringe Benefits,
Wage EffectstEarnings, Labor Mobility, Job 19faction; Private Policy
(Seniority, Retraining, Relocation, Placement, Shorter Work Week,
Unemployment Cohipensation); Empirical (Cases), Descriptive (Past Trends,

Ongoing Trends, Futurist Views); Footnotes,(None), Bibliography (None),

No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Manpower" and Technological Change in Czechoslovakia"

AUTHOR: Jack Steiber and Liba Paukert

PUBLIWER: Industrial Relations, Vol. 8, No.-12 October,,1968, pp.-91-107.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, Czechoslovakier Age Groups,

Agriculture, Mining, ManUfacturing,Constructi 'Industry, Service - /

efln'
Induitryt Unskillediclorkert, Skilled Workers S *-Skilled Workei;
High Skilled Workers,, Employment, Unemploym t, Union- Management Powe s,
Private-Public Relations, Work Rulee,'Work Relationships, Fringe Benefits,
'Earnings, Labbr Mobility, Education, Occupational Structure, Skill
Requ#ements;.Public Policy (TrIcOme Maintenance, Manpower Programs,
RelocationI Placement Serviee, Unemployment Compensation, Planning,
Education); Review of the Literature, Empirical (Tables, ,Sample),
Descriptive_(Past°Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future'Trends); Footnotes
(Many),' Bibliography (None); Abstract. *.

ABSTRACT: Scope end Level -- A general overview of the Czech economy
with emphasis on the adjustment problems and solutions that have been
suggested by Czech economists. Methodology -- A theoretical discussion
co,f the 'program4Tgast be adopted if Czechoslovakia is to cope with the
:pressing, need to adopt pew technology. A descriptive analysis is based
upon official government end international reports and statistics2'as
well as numerous related articles and books. Major Conclusions -- ,The
main conclusion is t1 at order to speed up the adoption of modern
'technology Czechoslovakia will have to move to a ore profit oriented
economy. Also needed will be wider income differentials, to 'encourage
workers to gain a greater education):, and the permitting of managers to
dismiss and transfer workers'more e sily. '.

Structural employment problems,. mainly due to a lack of skilled

,,
maintenance workers; engineersltechnicians, and scientists'haire begun
to crop up and they are predicted to worsen before a large scale improve-
ment can be Made. These various difficulties caused by automation pose
a serious challenge to the Czech economy. but the Czech economists are
confident that under a my syfftem of management, their economy will be
able to make the necessary adjustments to cope with these problems More
effectively then the capitalist economies. . .,

Some of the changes-in manpower policy incorporated inothe New System'
initiated in 1965 inclua'retraining and relocation allowances, an in-
creased management freedom to dismiss workers, increased frictiorial
unemployment, and, educational reform. .

.
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TITLE: "Women's EmTlo71nent in Japan in a Period of Rapid Technological.

,Chang0
ad.'AUTHOR:' Nabuko T ashi,

PUBLISHER: International Labor Review, Vol. 98, No. 6, December 1968,

PP. 493-510.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, General EquilibriumI'Macro, Micro;
--n7a7Women, Age Groups, CaseStudy, Occupational Structurel,Employment,

Unemployment, Collective Bargaining,UnionManageffent Powers, Blue Collar
White Collar, Work*Rules, Work_Raationships, Work Time, Hours.of Work,
Fringe Benefits, Wage Effects, Earnings, Labor Mobility, Job Satisfaction,
Education Re4mirements; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation, Retraining,
Severance.Payi Planning, Layoff Notification, Attrition, LaborManagement
Cooperation, P grades, Job Security, Skill Requirements, Transfer
Options), Pub c Policy (Economic Growth)I Empirical- (Tables, Sample,
Cases), Desc ptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Moderate),
Bibliog (None); Abstract. ..

ABSTRACTe ,Scone and'Level = Ananalysis of shifts in women's employment
by age,-occupation, and industry in Japan from 1955 to 1965, which were,
in part, indtced, by rapid teahnological change. Methodology -- The
study.i6 descriptive in nature, and relies heavily on official labor
force,surveys and reports. Major Conclusion; -- From 1955 to 1965
technological change occurred at a rapid rate in Japan, resulting'in
dramatic shifts in the structure of women's employment. k This rate of
advance took place with little dislocation of labor primarily because
of the 'high rate of :economic growth achieved,in the period.

Uni0pmanagement actions also helped mitigate the effects of tech
nologicaljchange. Traditional responses to change via collective _bar
gaining included relocation and retraining, qeyerance pay, attrition,
and educational programs. PIn- addition, the unique Japanese view of
employment as a lifetime guarantee aided in this period.
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TITLE: "Organization and Automation Among White-Wilar Workers"
AGENCY: U. S. Department of Labor
PUBLISHER; Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 91, No. 2, February,1968, pp. 3-4.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macre, White Collar Workers,,United Sates,

Germany, rerael, Blue Collar-Workers, Unemployment; PrivatelPolicy, (White
Collar Unionilation); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future T/4ends);
Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None) ;; Abstract.,

'ABSTRACT': Scope. and Level.- This short article' presents a,brief synopsis _

of several papers given-at the 15th triennial tongress of the Interna4onal
Federation of Commercial, Clerical, and TechnicalWorkers. Major Con
clusions The main conclusions drawn by some of the intexhational
participants were: 1) German white - collar workers should shed the

sillusion that they will eventually become self - employed, which acts as
an.impediment to their joining a union; 2) white collar unions should
stress different types of goals to.help entice.prospective.union members,
i.e.' 'emphasize promotions that will flow from training secured by the
unions rather than the blue collar method of emphasizing increased wages
obtainable by joining a union.'
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TITLE: "Updating the MiddleAged"
PUBLISHER: ,Engineering, VW.: 205, February 1968, p. 279.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Great Britain, Machine Tool Industry,

Engineer$, Skill Requirements, Private Public Mations; Private
Policy (Retraining)ipUblic Policy (Manpower Programs, Education);
Descriptive (Ongoing- 'rend's, Future Trends); Footnotes (None),
Bibliography (None).; Abstract.

AbSTRACT: Scope and Level A synopsis of a. paper presented in 1968 by
the Principal of thetUniversity of Manchester Institute of Science and
Technology, dealing mith:the subject-of upgrading the educational level
of engineers and managers in the English machine tool industry? '

Major Conclusions -- Training and-education in middle -life must be
planned as part Of a career development prognam. They should not be
undertaken only afterunemployment,strikes or to quickly Catch up on
the recent development in the field.
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TITLE: "Collective Bargaining and the Challenge of Technological Change"

°AUTHOR: Arnold R. Weber

PUBLISHER: in Charles Walker, Technology, Industry, and Man, The Ageof
Acceleration, New-York, McGawHill, 1968, pp. 247 -260;. from John H. G.

CriSpo, ed., Industrial Relations: Challenges and Responses, Toronto,

Unicre}sity of Toronto. Press, 1966e, pp. 73-90.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Unions, LaborManagement, Collective
Bargaining, UnionManagement, owers; Private Policy (Severance Pay,

S.U.B., Work Rules, Attrition, Early Retirement, Relocation, Retraining,

Vacations, Work Sharing, LaborManagement Cooperation); Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of collective bargaining and
ways in'which it is meeting the challenge of technological change.
Methodology -- Programs for adjustment to technological ihange resulting

from collective baigaining are-described. Major Conclusions L Three
general programs of adjustment to change have been adopted; the buy out,

gairiisharing, and manpower management. The WYout approach involves

an attempt to compensate the worker for losses imposed by technical

change. Severance pay, supplemental' unemployment benefits, and special

funds to guarantee incomes to displaced workers are examples of the

buyouts Management gains under, this system because once its moral

responsibility toward the workers has been translated into financial

terms it hae'almost a free hand in increasing efficiency. Unions may

also gain because the need to-put out huge sums'of cash, payments to

workers in order to automate. may slow down tle'process. It-also aids

the displaced employee and helps cushion his transition to a new job.

Gain-lpharing is a method for distributing the gains*frop productivity

among employees. This also gives management wide latitude in introducing

change. Those workers who are not displaced are helped most by this

.approach while displaced workers are left out. The best known applications

of this method are the United Mine Workers and the Kaiser Steel Plan.

The manpower planning approach emphasizes the need for distributing

employment, opportunities as widely,as possible among union members..

Examples of this method are attrition, early retirement plans, reloca=

tion within or among plants, retraining programs, extended vacatiops,

and general work sharing.
A combination of all three approaches.is often employed, with a.

different emphasis depending on the collective bargaining circumstances.

Manpower management allows for the most diversity and is thermost

successful and equitable plan but also requires the most Planning*.

Collective bargaining has made a definite positille contribution

towards adjustment to technological change and will continue to pray .

an active role in -phis area.
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TITLE: "Technology and Labor in the Textile Industry" qh

AUTHOR: Rose N: Zeisel
PUBLISHER: Monthly,Labor Review, Vol. 911 No. 2, February 1968; pp: 49-55.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Textile Industry, Blacks, Women, Unemploy

ment; Private Policy (Seniority, Layoff Notification), Public Policy
(Unemployment Compensation, Placement, Manpower Programs){ Descriptive
(Past Trends,' Projected T ends); Footnotes (Few), BibliOgraphy (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level4 An historical discussion of the trend to a
smaller work force in the textile industry, is followed by the author's
prognosis of future employment trends and levels of technology in the
industry. Methodology --. The author utilizes empirical "data to demon
strate capital expenditures, increases in textile shipments, etc.. From-
this data and her-projections for technological change in the 70's, she
argues that the future 'will see larger, more automated plants being
utilized by industry firms. Major Conclusion -- The major conclusion
prawn is that the inevitable automation of the simpler tasks in the
textile factory will present little promise for employment gains in the
'indUstry. The impact will be severe on unakilled.wa.kers, especially

4

BlaCkA. The major policy conclusion drawn is that,, since the industry
is predominaritly nonunion, the Federal Government has, a Major role to
play in helping to create unemployment insurance, placement, and re
training programs for the industry. ,
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TITLE: "Manpower Development Programs for Farm People"
AUTHOR:. Curtis C. Ailer
PUBLISHER: in C. E. Bishop ed., Farm Labor In Thp United States, New York,

Columbia University Press, 1967, pp., ]]5 -135.

KE'1 WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, Micro, Age Groups, Agriculture,
Unskilled Workers, Skilled Workers, Employment, Unemployment,-Skill
Requirements, Collective Bargaining,Jrivate-Public Relations, Work
Relationships, Earnings, Education Requirements: Public Policy (Full
Employment, Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Urban-Regional Policy, Niblic
,Employment Program, Information, Couriseling, Manpower Programs; Relocation,
Placement Service, Minimum Wages, Unemployment Compensation, Public
Representation in Bargaining, Legislation, Planning, Education, Immigration
Policy); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Feta), Bibliography

(None); No
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TITLE: Trade Unions and Technologic Change
AUTHOR: S. D. Anderman, ed.
PUBLISHER: London, George Allen and Unwin Ltd. 196.7
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Sweden, Collective Bargaining, Job

Satisfaction; Private Policy (Retraining, Job Content, Early Retirement,
Shorter Work Week), Public Policy '(Manpower Programs, Vocational Educe

, tion, Education, Income.Maintenance, Income Redistribution); Theoretical
Discussion, Descriptive (Ongoing Trend's, Projected Trends); Footnotes
(Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract..

ABSTRACT; Scope and Level -- A description of present.trends in tech=
nological change and programs that exist,and programs that should be
implemented to meet the challenge of change. Methodology This work,
written ,for the Swedish-trade unions, is largely based on the experience
of the past, although much space is devoted'to theoretical discussions
of,the effects of automation on job content and the state of the worker
in the future'if the proper programs are not implemented to lessen the
shock of technological displacement. Majbr Conclusion -- The main,cort..
elusion is that much work needs to be done'in improving jobmarket in
formation, and the quality of labor exchanges keentralized data banks
that computerize job openings and workers available) so that a smoother
more humane adjustment_can take place as technological displacement occurs.

Also covered is the necessity of developing special programs for the-
hard to place workers and ensuring that there is no discrimination
against women, who are forced to seek new employment. It is felt that
reeducation can play an important role in helping those effected,by
technological change to find new jobs.

Major recommendations made are for an in depth study of job satisfaction
and for possible solutions to the perplexing problem of how to enrich
the productionline-type jobs.
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TITLE: "Worker Adjustment and 'technological Change"

AUTHOR: S. D. Anderman, *(ed.)
PUBLISHER: 'Chapter 9sin Trade Unions and Technological Change,, London,

George Allen and'Unwin Ltd., 1967
KEY WORDS: Adjustments, Sweden, Macro, Job Content, Work Relationsh s,

Unions;-7 Private Policy (Job Oohtent);" Descriptive. (Ongoing,Tr

Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); No Abstract;.
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TITLE: "Huinan Values aftdTechnology"
'AUTHOR: Solomon Barkin
PUBLISHER: Labor Relations and Research Center, University of Massachusetts,

Amherst, Reprint Series, No. 10, 1967.
KEY W S: Adjustmerts; Macro, United States, Netherlands, Great,Britain,
Germ Canada, PitiratePUblic RelatiOns; Private Policy (Layoff
Notification, Severance Pay, Retraining), Public Policy (Manpower
Programs, Counseling, Information), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future
Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

'ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A macro view of the impact pf automation on
labormanagemept _relations with suggestions as to how best allieviate
the impact of automation. Methodology -- Basically a.descriptive
analysis of various programs implemented in the United States, Canada
and several European countries. Major Conclusion -- The main conclu
sion drawn from-this study is that the achievement of a high rate of '.;,K"

economic growth is partially dependent upon establishing a wellbalanced
manpower. program. The goal of this policy should be the fullest possible
utilization of .existing humanfresources. Each country therefore needs a
constructive and integrated national program that allows for a smooth
adjustment to economic and technical change. These programs should be
structured around close cooperation between the private and public sectors.

Major_ ecommendations inclUde acall fqr an integratednational system
in which the enterprise and public services suppj.ement and complement
each Other. Along this vein the author calls for closer cooperation

, between the various parties and a reduction ofcompetition between these
groups.
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TITLE: International Labor
AUTHOR: Solomon Barkin, et. al., eds.
PUBLISHER: New York, Harper & Row, 1967.,

- KEY WORDS: -Adjustments; Macro, LaborManagement, Government, Unionb; Public.
Policy (Manpower Programs); TheoretiCal Discussion, Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends, Projected Trends); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- The study contains a series of essays on
selected themes in the area of international labor problems and industrial
relations. Its purpose is tolpromot&interest in further international
studies to facilitate both the transfer of experience and the solution
of problems. Subject areas discussed are: aspects of the operation of
trade unions as institutions; problems of comparative industrial rela
tions; thecreation of a common labor market apong groups of countries-
to achieve integrated labor markets and estabgish free trade areas;
'the difficulty at the national and international levels of integrating
social. security systems; and the importance of national manpower adminis
trations for the definition of policy and implementation.

Methodology -- The essays deal with problems and institutions which
are, geographically speaking; foreign to the U.S. or compare some aspect
of U.S. experience to the foreign. Three forms of methodology are.used:
1) comparative studies method or investigation using cross cultural
comparisons to examine statements concerning the relation between enyiron
mental variables and dependent variables related to phpnomena appearing
commonly in several cultures; 2) international studies study of
institutions and phenomena which cross national boundaries; and 3)
foreign studies analytical and descriptive studies of institutions in
countries other than one's own.

Major Conclusions Government, trade unions, employer organizations,
and large corporations are assuming new importance in economic life. The
-challenge is to perceive and define problems more clearly'for resolution
through research, analysis and study in the manpower fiElq. Continued
coordination and integration of manpower administrations/neded to insure
that overall manpower policieMonsistent with national decision making,
policies and goals. Countries must initiate a systematic effort to create
an integrated program of statistical data for research to promote an
active national manpower - policy. Research and objective analysis is
essential to achieve clarity of_purpose and precision in defining plans
to accelerate and reduce the costs of adjusting manpower policies,
programs, and institutions to the process of modernization.
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TITLE: Technical Change and Manpower Planning, Ooordination at Enterprise
Level

AUTHOR.: Solomon Barkin, ed. :

PUBLISHER: ParislOrganization for Edonomic Cooperation and Development,.p1967.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; MicTot Austria, Canada, France, Germany, Norway,
Sweden, Great Britain, United States,Case Studies, Employment/ Unemploy
ment, Job-Security, Working Conditions, JobOatisfaction; Private Policy
(Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, Severandt Pay, Pension Rights, G.A.W.,
.Attrition,' Early Retirement, Paygrades, LOoff Notification, InnoAtion
'Type, Planning, LabdrManagement Cooperation); Empirical (Tables, Cases);
Footnotes .(None), Bibliography (None); Abstract. -

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A report composed of 29 case-studies
prepared in eight countries on the Nethods of programming. technological.
change and Manpower adjustments. Mdthodology -- The cases studied
place an emphasis on planning and scheduling technological change and
adjustments to,it. Major Conclusions -- Advance planning is-essential
to successful adjustment to change. A. combination of long term planning,
withDroom for variation should unexpected events occur; complete open
communication between management and workers; anddiverse methods of
adjustmynt to allow for individual needs and differences seems to be the
best fo'ethula for a smooth transition, when technological innovation is

undertaken.'
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TITLE: training, to Meet .Problems of 'Technological Change

AUTHOR: , lit: W. Berenschot .

'PUBLISHER: New YdrklAmerican'Institute of Industrial Engineers,. 967

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Unskilld Workers, Employment; Pfivate
Policy. (Retraining), Public Policy (Manpower Programs, Vocational .

Education); Theoietical Discussion, Ongoing Trends, Projected Trends;

:)

Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract..
ABSTRACT: ;Scope and Level -- A general, macro discussion of the recognized

. training changes needed to meet the social and economic problems
associated with rapid technical change. Methodology = A descriptive
discussion centered on private sector responses based upon the princifal
need of reform via a thorough revision of basic and specialized training.
Several examples are produced to depict the changes in attitudes and
procedures for vocational training anfl industrial management units. Major

Conclusions -- While management, trade,unions, government officials
.

and educators all 1cognize the need for improved training, sufficient
training facilltieSof the proper type are not yet available in Europe

or America. The author argues that preindustrial vocatiOnartraining
should be designed around "families" of jobs, equipinent, and skills
and should be completed by coordigated specialized training within industry.

Capable employees should be given opportunities for. training in .

stages rather than the traditional apprentice training. Additional
education and theoretical/background should be provided. over a man's full

working career. Thus, a bareer becomes a dynamjx-process of retraining
which provides the individual with the highest rating and most skilled.
jobs while assuring society increasing productivity gains.

The. author feels evidence indicates teChndlogioal change makes reform
.4,.

manditory between basic and specialized training plus a more satisfactory

. coordination of these two types of training.
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TITLE:.- "Dimensions of the Farm Labor Problem"
AUTHOR: C, E. Bishop,. ed.

PUBLISHER; in Farm Labor in the-United States, New York, Columbia; University
PreSs, 1967, pp. 1-17. .

KEY WORDg: Adjustments; Histoticall Mario, Micro, Age Groups, Racial
Groups, Education, Agriculture, Northeastern M., North Central U.S.,
Southern Western U.S., Blue Collar Workers, White Collar Workers,'
Employment, Unemployment, Work, Relationships, Eqnings, Labor MobiIitr,
Education;-Private Policy (Relocation, Work Rules, Attrition), Public.
Pdlicy (Full Employment, Urban-Regional Policy, Information, Counseling
Manpower Programs, Relocationo.Planning, Iducation}; Review of the,

- Literature, EmPiriCal (Tables, Sample), Descriptive (Past IVrends, Ongoing
Trends); Footnotes (Many), Bibliography (None); Abstrabt.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Levi -- An analysis of the agricultura1.14or-force's
adjustment to technological change since 1920. Emphasis is'placed upon
the role of in- migration and out-migration and,job oppdrtunities in the
nonagricultural sector both in the U.S. as'a whbleand by region.
Methodology -- An empirical analysis relying on govefnmeht reports and
statistics, as well as'vatiety of independent private studies. Major
Conclusions -- Two'aspects'of technological change operate on'manpower
needy in agriculture: Asonrce substitution and firm size effects. The
first and predominant effect leads to reduced Manpower needs while the
second leadi to increased requirements.
"Since the 1920's large net out-migrations from agriculturhaVe taken,,.

place, but since the 1950's the, exodus has not beeq. fast enough to-offset
the increased rate of technological change. The result has-been a
decline in the relative rate of return to farm labor. The highest rates
of netdut-migration have been among young,. ;ettet-educated males
searching for urban blue-collar jobs. ,

There has been no explicit manpower pOlicy for farM labor. Vocational
education and training efforts provided have been-largeZy misguided-with
too much emphgsison farm-oriented aspects. Farm manpower policy should.
provide better information and counseling, updated education and'"
training efforts geared to nonfarm areas, relocation grants and loans-
for easier migration.
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TITLE1- "Technological Change and. Manpower Development Advanced
Production Systems'

AUTHOR: Elmer H. Burack and Frank H. Casaell
PUBLISHER: Academy° of Management Journal, Vol. 10, No' 3i September 1967,
"Tp.,293-.308.

KEYWORDS: Adjustments.; Micro, Steel Industry,'Labo Management, Skill
Requirements, Working Conditions, Work Relationahips,'Labor
Employment; TriVate Policy (Planning, Seniority, Job Sectrity, Innovation
Type, Skill'-Requirements); Empkrical, Descriptive (Cases; Tables);
Footnotes2(Few)-, :Bibliography (ew) Abstract.

'ABSTRACT: Scope and Level The innovation in production eiquipment,
instrumentation, processes, and flow often lead to severe manpower
dislocationi among supeivisors and technical support groups. In this
paper,-the authors are concerned with Organizational aspects of. these
technological changes as they affect supervisory br managerial level
people and aspects of manpower planning, organization, and utilization.
Methodolo -- The paper,analyses managerial implications arising out of
a series of innovationstnd.improVements in a steeiprOduction unit.
Major Conclusions, This paper.sets forth Some concepts of technological,
change in, advanced production system which-can prove useftl in discerning
the managerial manpower implicatiOns of these developments. The framework-
for analysis was built.on.a group of research investigations undertaken

this area as well as .a multi-year study of an advanced production system.
Managerial manpower planning involveS a sociod-technical approach in order

t6.adhieve an efficient working basis for change.. Due to their nature,
al advanced productibn, system is. particularly vulnerable to technological

.innavation. The planning foi managerial manpower requires a'recognition
of the-new work environments which are being created and the new operating
.needs which emerge from-these'syStems. By theseparation of scale and
levdi effects, a baais7is provided for identifying-and abgregating new
areas of need or responiibility.and consequentlypjoaSiafor retraining and
development of mappOwer. 1
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TITLE "Adjustment to Change"
AUTHOR: Canada, Department of Labour
PUBLISHER: Labour Gazette, Vol. 67, April 1967, pp. 234-235
KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Canada, Employment, Unemployment, PriVate-

Public'Relations, Work Relationships; Fringe Benefits, Labor Mobility;
Private Policy (Seniority, S.U.B., Relocation,,Retraining, Planning,
Attrition, Early Retitement, Labor-Management Cooperation,- Severance Pay,
Work Sharing, Layoff 'Notification, Job Content, Transfer Options), Public
Policy '(Full Employment, Information, Counseling, ManpowerPtograms, Relocation,
Urban-Regional Policy, Public Employment Program, Unemployment Compensation,
°Planning); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);: Footnotes (None), Bibliography
(None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Human Adjustment. to Industrial Conversion"
..

AUTHOR: Canada, Department of Labour. -

PUBLISHER:1. i. Labour Gazette, Vol. .67, March 1967, pp. 174-175.
KEY WORDS::: Adjustments; Micro, Canada, Employment, Unemployment,

Collective Bargaining, Union - Management Powers, Unions, PriVate-Fublic,
RelatiOnsi:liork Relationships, Fringe Benefits,6Earnings,,Job Satisfaction;
PrivatePdlicy (Seniority, Retraining, Severance Pay, PlannIng,Jensidn.
Rights, s.p,B Early Retirement, LabOr-Management Cooperation, Job.

1 Security, Layoff Notification), PubliC Policy (Full Employment-,ManpoWer
Progtams); Descriptive (ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography
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TITLE: "Technological Change Provisions in Collective Agreements" I

1 P
AGENCY: Canadall)epartment of Labour

. PUBLISHER: Labour Gazette, Vol. 67, Now, 11, November.1967, p. 687.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Canada, Collective Bargaining; Private .

Policy (Layoff Notification, Severance Pay, Work-Sharing, Retraining,
LaborManagement Cooperation); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes
(None), _Bibliography ('None);_ Abstract.

ABSTRACT:. Scope A brief description of recent clauses
written into collective agreements which were directly related to'
problemg created by technical change. Methodology -- The study is
strictly empirical in nature in that it reports the findings from a
survey of 471 collective agreements. MajcmConclusicift The mar
conclusion that is drawn from. this study is that the Most significant
difference among the various union management procedures is whether the
decision making process is through consultation or.negotiation.

The two most important provisions that were drawn up to meet the
challenge of technological change were retraining and relocation. On
_the other hand, the report finds that. provisions for sharing workvsuch
as reduction in hours'or earlier retirement, were seldom used to cope
with problems relating to technopgical change.
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TITLE: "Some Impacts of Office Automatdon upon Stapus Role Change and
Depersenalization"

AUTHOR: Dean jP,Champion
PUBLISHER: Sociological Quarter...1-Y, Vol.-8? No. 1,_Wihtet, 1967, Pp. 71-84.
,KEY WORDS: AdjuStments; Micro, Banking,- Case St14y, Midwest U. S.,

Employment, pnemployment,,Work RelaptionShips, Hours. of Work Job
Satisfaction, Alienation of Workers";-Trivate.pq ey (Retraining,
Planning, Attrition, Job Security, Job Contntti, '1 !, ecluirem,ents);

," Empirical (COrrelation, Table, Sample, Cases) ; F 00rate),,,
Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Economics of Technological Change and the Demise of the
Sharecropper"

AUTHOR:
-

Richard H. Day
PUBLISHER: American Economic Review, Vol. 57, No. 3, June 1967; pp.427-449.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Skilled Workers, Unskilled Workers, Share-.14

r. croppers, Agriculture, Mississippi Delta, Unemployment; Public Policy
(Relocation); Theoretical Models Empirical; Footnotes (Moderate), BibliogTaphy
(Medium); Abstract.

'ABSTRACT: Scope and Level An 'economic Model of prodUction, investment, /

and technological change tested using data for the Mississippi Delta
farmeconomy. MethodoloRy -- An economic model which explains how
the interaction of geographic, biological, technological, and economic
forces lead, in the Mississippi Delta region, to a history of advances
in productivity and declines,in labor requirements at a revolutionary
rate between the years 1939 and 1958. Mator Conclusions -.L'The author
defined four stages of representative technology over the period: 1)
Stage I: sharecropper unit; mule-powered cultiOation, hand picking of
cotton and corn, 2) Stage II: partial mechanization of pre7harvest
operations;- tractor cultivation, mule cultivation, hand-picking of cotton
and corn, small scale combines for harvesting soybeans and oats, three-

'. man hay balers for hay crops, 3) -Stage III: complete mechanization of

pre-harvest operations.eiccept for some hand weeding of cotton and corn,
handpicking of cotton, complete mechanization of corn, self-propelled
combines for oats and soybeans, one man, hay balers, and 4) Stage IV:

: complete mechanization except for some handweeding of cotton. Given these
levels of technology, certain conclusions were drawn from the Model.

The trend in farm labor requirements during the overall period was
a drastic decrease in labor 'demandfor both skilled and unskilled
workers. This trend was a two stage push of labor off the farm. More
specifically, as technology shiFl from Stage I through Stage III, the
demand for year round workers decreased drastically but the demand for
seasonal workers (harvest time) was not reduced. This had the effect
of -pushing workers off the farm into small towns near the plantations .

where they could be called on for seasonal work.
As Stage IV was reached in the technology, the demand for seasonal

labor also decreased with thejeffect of pushing labor out of the
agricultural sector altogether.
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TITLE: 'Perception of and Attitudes Toward Automation: A Study of Local

Unio Leaders"
AUTHOR: Steven E. Deutsch
PUBLISHER:. Labor Law Journal,- Vol. 18, July,1967, pp. 396-405
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Age Groups, Education Requitements, Coal

Mining Industry, Steel Industry, Railroad Industry, Ohio,' Unskilled Workers,
Semi-skilled Workers, Skilled 148tkers, Employment, Unemployment, Collective
Bargaining, Blue Collar-White Co114r; Private-Public Relations, Work Rules,
Hours of Work, Fringe Benefits, Labor Mobility; Private Policy (Relocation,
Retraining, Planning, Layqff Notification, Labor-Management Cooperation,
Job Security, Work Sharing), Public Policy (Manpower Programs, Relocation,
Unemployment Compensation,,Income Maintenance); Review of the Literature,
Empirical (Tables, Sample), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes

. (Moderate), Bibliography (None), No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Automation and Full Employment"
AUTHOR: Edward D. Kalachek

,

PUBLISHER: Trans-Action, Vol. 4, No. 4, March 1967, pp. 24-29.
.0

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, High Educated Workers, Low Educated
Workers, Blue Collar Workers, White Collar Workers, Unskilled Workers,
Skilled Workers,Empioyment, Unemp oyment, Education Requirements, Blue Collar-
White Collar, Private-Public Rela ions, Work Relationships, Hours of Work,
Wage Effects, Earnings, Labor Mb ility; Private Policy (ftelocation,
Retraining, Planning, Severance Pay, Shorter Work Week, Paygrades, Work
Sharing, Job Security, Overtime, Skill Reguirements),'Public Policy
(Full Employment, Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Income Policy, Public
Employment Program, Information, Manpower Programs, Relocation, Unemployment
Compensation, Education); Empirical, Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing
Trends, Projected Trends, Futurist Views); Footnotes (None), Bibliography
(None); No Abstract.
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TITLEve Union-Printers and Controlled Automation
AUTHOR: Harry Kelber and Carl Schlesinger
PUBLISHER: New York, The Free Press, 1967.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Printing Industry, Typographical

Union, Labor - Managements Employment, Collective Bargaining, Union
Manageinent Powers; Private Policy (Retraining, Pension Rights, Union
Jurisdiction, Job Security, ApprenticeshipvInnovation Timing); Descriptive
(Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes (Moderate),
Bibliography (Moderate); Abstract. ,

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A comprehensive study Of the effects of
'automation on the printing industry and.of the adjustments made to
technological change.. Methodology -- An historical examination of
automation and the printing industry. Major Conclusions -- Unions,
especially the International Typographical Union, have been quite effec
tive in using collective bargaining to gain favorable positions with
respect to automation. Adjustment in most cases has not been severe
due to union clout used tb minimize displacement and other possible ill
effects.
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TITLE: "Technological Flexibility and 'Golden Age' Equilibrium Growth"

AUTHOR: Denneth K. Kurihara
PUBLISHER: Ipdian Economic Journal, Vol.14, No.4, January-March, 1967,

pp.521-528.
KEY WORDS: Adju;tmentS; Macro, Employment,'Unemployment;.Public Policy

(Monetary Policy; Fiscal Policy, Economic Growth); Theoretical Model;

Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliogrdphy (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Collective Bargaining in the Postwar Period"
AUTHOR: Robert M. Macdonald
PUBLISHER: Industrial Labor Relations Review, Vol.,20,3io. 4, July 1967,

pp. 553-577.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Unions, Management Practices,

Collective Bargaining; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocations Retraining;
G.A.W.; Attrition, Work Rules); Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing

Trends, Future Trends);. Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A Study of collective bargaining in the
postwar period. Methodologz=--Major developments in collective
bargaining in the postwar period are reviewed, with particular emphasis
on-those developments which illuminate the current status of collective
bargaining and the probable direction of future developments. Ma &or

. Conclusions -- Sapid and pervasive change in our society,,ln recent years
has posed a challenge of adjustment for all contemporary-institutions.
Developments in collec4ive bargainiqg are a'response both to internal
needs -of the parties and to stimqii in the external environment. Although

;colrective bargaining has not provided perfect.solutions t9 all labor
and management'needs, it has shown remarkable flexibility and adaptability
to new and often trying circumstances.
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TITLE: Technology and Manpower in theHealth Service Industry, 1965-1975
AGEN Y: Manpower Administration, Office of Manpower Policy.
PUBLISHER: Manpower Research Bulletin #14, Washington, U. S. Department

of Labor, 1967..
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Health Services, Employment, Skilled

Workers, Wage Effects, Earnings, Collective Bargaining, Labor Mobility; °
Private Policy (Retraining, Planning, LaborManagement Cooperat:ion),
Publir.policy (Infumation, Manpower Programs, Minimum Wages);Empirical'
(Tables), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes.(Many),
Bibliography (Large); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Levelow A discussion of the relationship that exists
between technological adfances and other developments. Ways in which
these relationships will affect manpower needs in the health service
industry during the decade 1965-1975 are considered. Methodology -- The
report uses available information and expert judgment to daielop projedtions
of future employment in the health service industry. Major Conclusion
This report provides a general perSpective and some conclusions which
may be helpful in planning broad programs and policies. The analysis
is used as the basis for growth projections,in health service employment
and to determine how trends will'affect health jobs in the future.

This report is composed of three chapters. The first chapter presents
and analyzes trends in the structure and characteris 'tic of health service
employment. A summary is also made at problems in meeting health service. -
manpower needs an job requirements. The second chapter identities the
technological developments which are likely to-have an impact on manpower
in the time period 1965-1975. Chapter Three analyzes the combined effect

0

of expected trends in the demand for health services and of key
technological developments on the structure of health Service employment.
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TITLE: "The I pact of C ernation"
AUTHOR: Donald N. Mich el .

.

PUBLISHER:' Mel Kr= zberg and Carroll W. Pursell, Jr., Technology in
Western Civirzati Vol. II, New York, Oxford University Press, 1967,

PP. 3 !9.
A KEY WORDS: Ad u ments;3-Macro, Employment, Skill Requirements, Blue ,

CollarWhite 'oiler, Leisure, Job Satisfaction; Public Policy (Relocation,
Public Employment,Programs, Income Maintenance, Manpower Programsf Shorter
Work Week, Education); Theoretical Discussion, Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends); FootnOtes (None), Bibliography.(Moderate); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A discussion of.cybernation and its impact
on society. Methodology -- Cyberngtion and its effect on, employment,
the worker, leisure, and-education are discussed. Major Concltsions --
Skill levels will shift as a result of cybernation fbr both blue-collar
and white collar jobs. High,level pebressionals will need more knowledge
to'carry out their jobs. Paraprofessionals will be in demand to.help
them with their work. Middle level management and supervisors will be
less in deMand as computers take over supervisory tasks in the production
process. Cybernation introduces-uncertainty,into the work environment .

and necessitates restructuring and retraining on many levels.,
4

' -Increased leistre time for those with midale level skills, and money ...

ti to enjoy it, combined with increased unemployment for the poor and
unskilled has the potential for causing great amounts of social unrest.
In general, increased leisure time will cause readjustment for most
Americans who are unaccustomed to large amounts of free time.'

4,

Education must readjust a a resultoof cybernation. It will become.
more of a continuous lifelon rocess both .for job retrainini and
'personal'fulfillmaht to make leisure more meaningful:.

I
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TITLE: The Challenge of Amtomatiow, a manual of qpind industrial
relations programming in the field, of 'automation, outlining problem
areas and offering logical 'approaches for resolving the issues, based
on practices that have proven successful.

AUTHOR: National'Association'of Manufacturers. Industrial Relatioris
%Division
PUBLISHER: New York, Natiofial esociation of Manufacturers, 1967.

v
KEY WORDS: Adjustments;. Micro, Management Practices; Private Policy

(Retraining, Severance Pay, Job Security; Relocation, Innovation
Timing, Skill Requirements); Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes
(None); Bibliography (Small); No Abstract. , )
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TITLE: Technology, Economic Growth, and Public Policy, especially Part II
""Adjustment to Growth and.Technological Change",,

AUTHOR: Richard R. Nelson, Merton J. Peck, and Edward Kalachek
PUBLISHER:- Washington,. The Brookings Institution, 1967.
KEY WORDS:, Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Macro, Older Workers,
'Unemployment; Private.Policy (Retraining, Relocation, Seniority, Pay-
grades, Layoff Notification, Severance Pay, Attrition, Skill Requirements,
Advance Notification)14 Public Policy (Full Employment, Information,
Counseling, Placement Service, Manpower Programs, Public Employment
Programs); Theoretical Discussion, Empirical (Tables); Footnotes
(Moderate), Bibliography (Large); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level = A lgosely theoretical general:equilibrium
approach, i.e.; macrb_implicationsdiscussed but with reference to shifts
in employment by industry and occilloation groups. Methodology -- A
theoretical discussion of private sector"and public sector responses to
the'impact of technological change on employment based on statistics and
business policies. Sevel'al case studies are cited. Main Conclusions --
The, labor.market-is quite flexible and the impact of technology on jobs
is significant only on the older workers whose skills. are specific for
present jobs and who usually are not ,quickly rehired. Structural um-

(employment did not increase relatively during the 1941-1965 period.' In
fact,theory and evidence indicates enhanced technologicalhange usually
leads to more rapid economic growth and increased employment.

To aid worker adjustment the privalte sector should broaden the seniority
unit.tO its widest'possible base. This helps older workers,maintaiP

. employment. Firms should provide more in-plant trainingo'relocation
allowances, and have a limit on the nutber of psygrades an employee may-.

° be downgraded. In cases where termination is required, longer lead time ,

notice and broader and larter severance pay systems would help.
Public polidy in aiding adjustment in the United States has beep less,

than'satisfaotory. Twq basic public responsed are discuased: 1) helping
individuals adjust, and 2) maintaining a full employment policy mix. For
the individual, a requirement for longer lead time notices of jOb:loss
would allow. the Employment, Service more time to contact and aid the
displaced,worker, especially older workers. The Employment Service can
do more to provide job information, counseling, placement and retraining
especially for alder persons. This would require the Employment Service
to.increase their emphasis on older worker.problems.

Public policy, while maintaining full employment, must gu ard against
,inflatiol brought or! by rapid growth generated by technological:Change,
aided bykeduced price pressures due to higher productivity growth rates.
There ie a continuous need for, technological improvement since ,U.S.
workers Rave expectations of ever increasing real incomes. If a period
of extremely rapid change occurred, public'eMployment could be used as
an inter measure. During early stages of technological innovation in
an Indus few high d.cilled people are needed for the breakin and
implemen.atiOn butthen machines and jobs are made more simplistic and
,lower skill personnel are again needed in the long run. A majority of
evidence indicates that average education levels are increasing faster
than the heed for increased skills in the economy)
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TITLE: ."Consequences of Voluntary Early'RetirementqL.Case Study of a
New Labour Force Phenomenon"

AUTHOR: John P. Owen and L. D. Belzung
PUBLISHER: British Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. 5, No. 2,

July 1967, pp. 162-189.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Moroi Older Workers, Oil Industry,'Baytown,

Texast Case Study, Employment, Labor Mobility, Sociological and
Psychological Effects; Private Policy (Early Retirement, Layoff Noti-
Sication); Empirical (Sample, Case); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography" (None);
Abstract.

°ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of employee's in the petroleum
industry who voluntarily accepted early retirement at a reduced peneiori
at as early an age 50 years. Methodology -- Workers who chose early
retirement from the Humble Refinery. at Baytown, Texas were inteilriewed
ohe year after the workforce reduction to determine what economic,
sociological and psychological changes had occurred inetheir- lives..
Major Conclusion -- If workers are provided with adequate economic
security ($250 per month in 1962 dollars) many will choose early re--
tirement. -Many older workers_may seek active employment, either full or
part time, even if they accept early retirement: Reasons for this are -

added income, to "keep busy", and other non wage motives. ' Those who do

seek employment are quite immobile, however, preferring to stay within
their coffimunitrratherAhan in the same occupation. Fv-ly retirement
did not appear to cause much financial suffering. The mengenerarly
'seemed to be enjoying their retirement status and fed excellent mental,
health and good family relations,

111
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, -'TITLE: "An Epilogue, to Job Displacement: A. Case Study Of Structural
:.*Unemployment"

* AUTHORS John P. Owen and L. D. Belzung
PUBLISHER: .The'Southern Economic Journal, .Vol..33, No 3, January 1967,

PP. 395...408.
KEY WORDS: 'Adjustments;idcro, Oil,Industryi Baytown, Texas, Case

Study, Sociological end.PSychological Effects, Unemployment; Private
, Policy (Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay, Early Retirement, Advance

Notification, Layoff Notification); Descriptive (Past Trends); Footnotes
(None), Bibliography,(None); Abstract.

-* ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A study' of tht impact of plant shutdown on
'displaced workers, with ,gpecial reference to the Humble Refinery in
Baytown, Texas.' MeNhodology -- The results of a study done to determine
the effectiveness of policies the company had applied-to "soften the impact-7
of the hgytown work force reduction. These results are compared to
results obtained by Haber, Fermani and Hudson in their sumMaryof 1929
1961 job displacement studies. MaJor Conclusion Early retirement is
well; received by older workers if their monthly compensation is adequate.
Often, early retirees. who look fon another job do so'for other than
economit reasOns, tt avoid boredom., for example. Many workers in Baytown
,1q60.ed.a. job via personal solicitation, referral by friends, or newspaper
add rather than by using formal channels. If,.ormal employment exchanges

g.,are to be fully utilized their existence and rpose must be well publicited.
00Od ffiental:heAlth and good family relatl ns following 4 jab displace

merit will be achieved if there.is ereasOnable floor of economic security,
either through adequate early retirement provisions or severance pay. A
long period of continued 'unemployment, however, may lead to a loss of,
morale.and'a:lower state of'mental wellbeinge

Careful advance planning on the company's part iiressential to a
successful adjustment.
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"Means .Of Adjustment to Technological 'Displacement"
AUTHOR: .Joseph A: Pichler
PUBLISHER: Monthly Lab 6r Review, Vol. 90, No. 3, March 1967; pp. 32=33.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments ; Micro Case Study, Employment, Unemployment

Skill Requirements, Education Requirements; Private Policy (Relocation,
Retrainingr Severance Pay, Transfer Options); Empirical (Cases);
Footnotes (Few), Bibliography,, (None) ; Abstract.

ABSTRACT:, Scope and Level 7 Aesurnmary of nndinv of follow up studies
of three plant closures. Methodolob6/° An assessment of the contri
butions of provisions for training, severance pay, and interplant transfer
to the adjustment patterns of displaced workers. Major Conclusion
Judgement of training's .effect On job market adjustments depends on the
criteria choden. By the *unemployment rate standard, it wasq only effective
Where there was high labor demand after training was completed. Post
shutdown earnings did not appear to be affected by training. However,
trainees .did enjoy greater upward skill mobility than.nontrainees so
their long run wage progression prospects may have been enhanced.

Those workers with a large severance payment showed some tendency .-
to return to work later than those with a lesser payment and in some
cases did not return to work at all.

The transfer option appeared to be themost effective mechanism for
adjustment to shutdown. Those workers whibctehose thd transfer option
pere most satisfied.
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TITLE: "The Economics ofPrivately Negotiated Technological Change
ProviSions" ,

AUTHOR:. David Phillips Ross
PUBLISHER: industrial Relations Research Association, The Development

and Use .of.Manpowerl_Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual Meeting, Vol. 20,
19671-pp. 375-384. .

KEY WORDS:. Adjustments; Micro, Canada, Collective Bargaining, Employment,;
Policy,(Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay,Labor-

Management Cooperation, Pension Rights,S.U.B.1.G.A.W., Shorter Work Week,
Vacations, Layoff Notification, Early Retirement); Empirical (Sample);. s

Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An assessment of the efficiency of different

collective bargaining agreement provisions in compensating displaced
workers. Methodology -- The author surveyed 471 agreements consisting
of all recentagreements on file with the Canada Department of Labor
Covering firms with 500 or more employees. Four groups of provisions
were examined - income maintenance, employment sharing, -employee adaptation,
and joint union-management committees and procedures. Major Conclusion .-
The effectiveness of each of the provisions depends mainly on the industry,
the type of displacement; and other more specifiC conditions. In general,

z

, 9

some workers may benefit_ rom full income maintenance but often at the
sexpense of increased unemployment of-fellow workers; employment sharing

often haethe effect of.increasing unemployment; the effectiveness of
employer sponsored retraining programs depends on the demand forhthe

Ap.. retrained labor.

The efficiency of the programs, is dependent on their effective- .

ness and on-the costs. The author concludes that retraining.is likely
to be the Most efficient of the major provisions. Full income main-
tenance is likely to be the least efficient. Combinations of all pro-
visions are necessary depending on the characteristics of workers in a
given firm. A joint union-management.committee is best suited to
selecting the most efficient compensation program.
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TITLE: "Adjustme.nt to Plant Closure, Cooperation in Planning for the
Trang,fer of Negro Workers into a White Con unity"

.AUTHOR: James L. Stern
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 90, No. 1, Jarniary 1967, pp. 42-46.
KEY WORDS:

g Adju.stmets; Micro; Minority Group Workers, Labor Mobility;
Private, Policy (Relocation, Aidvanced Notification, Planning); Descriptive
(Post Trends) ; Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None) ; No Abstr ?ct.
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TITLE: "The Economics of Privately Negotiated Technological Change
Provi§ions- Discussion"

AUTHOR: Ernst W. Stromsdarfer
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations Research Association; Proceedings of the

Twentieth Annual Meeting, Vol. 20, December 1967, pp.391-393.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Unemployment; Private Policy (S.U.B.,'

Severance Pay, Work Sharing, Retraining), Public Policy (Manpower
Programs) ; Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography
(None) ; No Abstract..
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TITLE: "Farm Labor Adjustments to Changing Technology"
AUTHOR: G. S. Tolley and B. M.:Farmer
PUBLISHER: in C. E. Bishop, ed., Farm Labor in the UnitedStatest New York,

Columbia University Press, 1967, Pp. 41-52.
KEY WORDS: Adjustment; Historical, Macro, Farm Workers, Employment, Labor

Mobility; Private Policy (Job Content), Public Policy (Minimum Wages,
Relocation, ManpOwer Programs, Legislation); Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends, Future Trends), Empirical (Tables); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography
(Small); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of how technological.. change
would shift the supply of-.farm labor,and what affects a change in the
minimUmwage'might have on the supply of farm labor. Methodology -- An
analysis of trends and projected trends of farm labor due to increased
technologyand the ramifications these trends may leave. Major
Conclusion -- Two policy problems*oncerning manpower allocation may
be considered. One policy relates to the hired worker and the second
relates to the self employed farme . Both policy problems are associated
with manpower adjustments due to ethnological change.
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TITLE: "Adjusting ManpoWer Requirements to Constant Cha.nge"
AGENCY: U. S. Department of Labor
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol:90, No.10, October 1967, pp.36-41.
KEY WORDS:, Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Textile Industry, France, -

Employment', Labor. Mobility; Private Policy (Relocation, Transfer Option,
Retraining) ; Descriptive (Ongoing/rends); Footnotes (None) , Bibliography

'- (None); No-Abstrart.
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.TITLE: "Automation and:NonManual Workers"
AUTHOR: K. F. Walker
PUBLISHER:- In Labor and Automation, Bulletin No. 5, Geneva, International

Labor Office, 1967.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, White Collar Workers, Clerical viorkers,

Younger Workers, Older Workers, Unions, Western Europe, Japahl Canada,
Australia, U. S., Banking, Insurance Industry, Skill Requirements,.
Working Conditions; Private Policy (Retraining, Relocation, Job Content,
Attrition, Pay Incentives, Shorter Work Week-, Planning); Empirical
(Sample); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level The study was made with the following ob
jectives: 1) to review the impact of automation on nonmanual workers;
2) to examine the ways in which these workers and organizations have
reacted to new technology as a whole and to specific problems arising
from automation: redundancy, retraining, relocation, changed workin
conditions and job content; 3) to consider the implications of e spread
of automation for nonmanual workers and their organ zat

The study cotes principal industrial market economies of Western
'Europe, Canada, the United States, Japan and Australia.

Methodology -- Study based on a review of pUblished surveys and in
vestigations and information collected from trade unions and employees.
A survey was made of trade unions concerned with nonmanual workers to
obtain information on problems created by automation and ways in which
unions were adapting to the spread of automation. A parallel-survey was
made among employers' organizations and private and government employers
limited to problems arising-from introduction of electronic computers,
principally in banks and insurance companies.

Major Conclusions -- Principal impact of automation and advanced
technology in nonmanual employment iS.ramong office workers and operators
of telephonic and telecommunications equipment.. Displacement of em
ployees has been coped with by attSastment of recruitment, natural
attrition, and transfer of employees to other jobs. Prospects of promo
tion appear to have improved as a result of automation in offices. for
younger workers. Some olde; workers in supervisory positions have lost
status-and future promotion prospects, Where they have not been able to
meet selection and training standards. A need for further consideration
of appropriate career structure for computer staff and for the career
prospects'of employees whose traditional ladder of promotion has been
removed by automation.

Automation of clerical work does pot appear to have significant
effects upon interest inunionism or upon the structure of unions con
cerned with nonmanual workers. Working of shifts has been extended in
areas, of clerical employmeht, accompanied by extra cash allowances and
in some cases a shorter working week for shift workers. Problems
arising from automation appear principally from a failure to foresee_
organizational implications and faulty coordination.



'TITLE: "The Many Faces of Techndlogy"
AUTHOR: Edgar Weinberg and Robert L. Ball
PUBLISHER:. Occupational Outlook Quarterly, Vol. 2, No. 2, May 1967, pp. 7-10.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, employment, Labor Mobility, Blue Collar

White Collar, Skill Requiremerits; Private Policy (Relocation, Retraining,
Innovation Type, Job Co4tent), Public Micy (Counseling, Placement
Service, Information, Manpower Programs); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends,
Future Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- The article relates to changing technological
innovations and how the innovations are affecting employment skills and
job security of workers: Methodology -- A descriptive analysis of
ongoing trends in technology and. the effects'these trends have on job
trends. Major Conclusion -- The average worker will have greater need.
for adaptability as a changing technology reshapes job requirements.
Consequent],y a,knowledge of existing and impending technological changes,
an help industry, union and governmental agencies formulate retraining

and re ustment policies. This will allow for a minimum of a disruptive
e ve,on workers.
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TITLE: "McGill Conference on Human Values and Technology Impact of
Change on Work and Leisure"

A1JTHOR: Harold L. Wilensky
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol. 90, September 19671; pp. 21-22.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Employment, Leisure, Hours of Work, Earnings,

Sociological and Psychological Effects; Private Policy (Overtime,
Leisure, Shorter.Work Week), Public Policy (Manpower Programs, Education);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the impact of a changing
4ociety on the leisure' vs% work concept. Methodology -- The study dis
dussed the mistaken concept that society, is becoming leisure healig and I.

consequently people have very little to do. with We .).ga"10?'

Conclusion -- People desire leisure time butsattitute thin additional*
leisure time with more work. :rhq5killtd workman of today annually
wor s the sam<51nber of :hOuA as his 13th century counterpart (1 , 900 to

00) r.
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TITLE: "The Automatic Factor:. The Age of Harmony, LeisiF6-, andPlenty?"
AUTHOR: B. R. Willifms
PUBLISHER: In Technology, Invesenent, and Growth,-London, U.oploti dnd

Hail, Ltd., 1967. 0

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, GenerikEqualbrium, CapitalLabor Ratio,
Great Britain, Bpe Collpr-2White.C011ar, Skill ReqIiirementst Employment;
Labor Mobillityogdeibui'e; Private Policy .(Retraining, Planning, Labor
Managemenf Cooperation, Job Security, Innovation Timing), Public Policy
(Public Employment Programs, Information, Retirement); Descriptive
(Futurist Views), Empirical; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); .

Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A study of the affects of automatic control

and automatic production on human harmory, leisure, and plenty. Methodology
An empirical and debcriptiVe analysis of the argument for and against
the automatic factory with some of the possible social and, economic
problems that may occur. Major Conclusion -- Although not on the threshold
of the automatic factory, technology is slowly moving in that direction.
-Consequently, the problems and possible solutions must be anticipated
now. Due to auotmation, society will experience a shift in the capital
labor ratio. A decrease in the amount of labor required would cause a
shift in. the compositiqn and structure of the labor force; Fear of. -

increased unemployment, unmanageable technictZpkvbiems and increased
overhead cost would Plague unions and management. Ignqrance andindolente
of market structures and production methods would also be prevalent.

The arguMeht against the automatic factory states we will create robot
machines and thus endanger our own. safety. The argument for automatic
factories states that increased output and increased leisure will allow
for the creation of new commodities and further appreciation of the
aesthetic values o^1' life.

0
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- TITLE: "Adjustment to Technological Change Within the Firm; -One Aspect '"

of ActiveM4power Policy"
PUBLISHER: Observer, No. 2214966, pp. 34-35.
KEY WORDS: Adjubtments; Macro,. Micro, Unemployment, Private.Public

Relations, Labor Mobility; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation,
Retrdining, Severance Pay, Pension Rights, S.U.B., GdA.W.,' Transfer
.Options, AttritiOn, Early Retirementayoff Notification, Advanced
Notification), Public PoliCy (Manpower Programs); Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A discussion of various methods for easing
adju3tmentsto technological change. Methodology -- Several methods of
adjuJtments to ohange, such as attritionl severance pay,, advance notice,
i'nd retraining,are described. Uses made of these methods in several
industries in the U.S: and Britain are,diScussed. W.Jor Gonclusion.
A concentrated effort on the part.of indu-stry to help-workers adjust to
change, especially;thrOugh intraplant program-5 of retraining and transfer,
may alleviato.some of the pr4ssure on government-to take over this
responsibility. .
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TITLE:,-A.stydy of, and SLggeStedj2ecommendations for Alleviating, the
Organizational and Human Problems Associated with. Automation Mainenanee'

maim v: Aron Allen, Jr. .

t /.

PUBLISHER: unpublished Ph.D. Digsertation, Boulder, University, of
Colorado.,.

.LEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Agriculture, SkillaReqUipements; Private
Policy ..(Retraining, Job Content, Seniority,: Skill Requirements,Work
Sharing),; Empirical (Sample); Footnotes (Many), Bibliography'(Large);
No Abstract, 1 f
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TITLE: - "On the Human Condition",,
AUTHOR:- Hannah Arendt-
PUBLTSFIER: In -Alice Mary'Hilton,ed.,The Evolving Society, Proceedings
of the'First Annual' Conference on the Cybercultural Revolution
..Cybernetics and.Automation, New York, The Institute for Cybercultural
Research01966-1 pp, 213 -219.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Leisure, Hours of Work?york Time;
Theoretical Discussion, Descriptive (Past Treads, Future TrendS);
Footnotes .(None), Bibliog/=aphy (- None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope andlevel"--' A short discussion of the problems the
average citizen of the U.S. will face as a result.of.icybernation.
Methodology -- The author traces the importance of work in the life
'cycle (living and'laborlip.exhaustion and recovery) and speculates on
the fliture of man now that the time, the averageperpon will.spend at
work lb rapidly decreasing. _Major Conclusion TT appears thata
"reversed pyramid" kill occur in our culture. That is, rather than many
laboring for the few and the qw having the highest status. and the most
leis*, the few with the most status, those with ,executive positions,
will work the hardest and those with the less important Sobs .will have
much leislirevor perhaps idleness, vacant time. EoLnomic
resulting from cybcrculture are solvable The red task before us is
to make constructive-u6e of-vacant time.-
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TITLE: "A Canadian Automation Code ".
AUTHOR: A. Balloch
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol.89, No.S, May 1966, pp.520-522.
KEY. WORDS: Adjustments; Micro; Management Practices, Government, Empldy-

, ment; Private-Policy (Retraining, Early Retirement; Planning, Layoff
Notification) , Public Policy (Manpower Programs) ; Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends);-Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract,
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TITLE: "Programming of Technical Changes and Manpower Adjustments"
AUTHOR: Solomon Barkin
PUBLISHER: Chapter 23 in Jack Stieber, ed., Employment Problems in

Automation and Advanced Technology, New York, St. Martin's Press,
1966, pp.432-445.

KEY-WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Organization for Economic
Cooperation and ifevelopmbnt, Employment, Skill Requirements, Work Rules,
Work Relationships; Private Policy (Planning), Public Policy (Planning,
Information); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends) ; Footnotes
(None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Negro and Cybernation"-
AUTHOR: James-Boggs
PUBLISHER: In Alice Mary Hilton, ed., The Evolving Society, Proceedings
of the First Annual Conference on the Cybercultural Revolution
Cybernetics and Automation, New York The Institute for Cybercultural
Research, 1966, pp. 167172,

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; HistoricaLr Blacks, Employment, Unemployment,
Skill Requirements; Theoretical Iscussion, Descriptive (Past Trends,
Ongoing Trends, Future Treads);, ootnotes (None), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A diScussion of the role of th.e Negro in
American Society and the effects technological development will have
on this role. Methodology A brief review of the role of the Negro
in American Society and a projection of V-Je implications of this
role for the future. Major Conclusion -- ...14egroes by virtue of their
past experience, are better prepared for life and leadership in the new
cybercultural society than are' whites. Cybernation is taking over more
and more of the work that now requires a highly technical education and- -

emphasis.is held mainly by whites. A cybercultural society will place more
on politicalsocial interaction type activity. In recent years, Negroes
have generally gone in one of two directions. First of all, Negroes have
been the largest group to enter the fields of education, social and civil
service, which deal with political and social questions. Thus, as society
evolves the Negro will be best able to adapt because he has been employed
in a field which has enabled him to acquire the necessary skills for
social interaction. The other alternative is that he has, been thrown
out of a job. altogether. Since -that is true for many, as a group,
Negroes also constitute a mass force with the most concentrated political_
needs and, as such, have a political orientation. Whites haVe been too
deeply entrenched both physically and emotionally in the economic structure
to be able to catch up with Negroes in terms of political orientation or
the concentration on human relations.
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TITLE: Understanding Automation, Elements for Managers
AUTHOR: Roger W. Bolz
PUBLISHER: Cleveland, Ohio, The Penton Publishing-Company, 1966.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historidal, Macro, Micro, Management Practices,

Employment, Skill Requirements, Wage Effeets; Private Policy (Relocation,
Retraining, Pensipn Rights., G.A.W., Attrition, Early,RetireMent,
Planning, Job Security, LayOff Notification, Apprenticeship, Skill.
Requirements), Public Policy (Fiscal Policy, Informaticirt, Counseling,
EducatiOn); Theoretical Discussion, Empirical (Tables); Footnotes
(Moderate), Bibliography (Small); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A book directed at management which points
out the advantages of and necessity for adopting new technology.
Methodology -- Trends in automation are discussed along with an
historical perspective on resistance to change. Ways of successfully
accepting changing technology and of profitably adapting it are des7
cribed. Major Conclusion--' Automation and technological change will
continue tohave effeCts on the industrial sbene. Industry leaders must
work to make a smooth transition.to: new methods. It is management's
responsibility to persuade workers, through improved work'
and manpower programs directed at retraining, that technological
can be to their advantage.

Automation:, job. shifts, better wages and -working conditions, and lower
costs are ail part of the same picture and must go together.
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TITLE: Automation and.Economic Progress
AUTHOR: Howard R. Bowen'and Garth L. Mangun, eds.
PUBLISHER: Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prentice. Hall, 1966.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Employment, Unemployment, Priv0e

Public Relations; Private Paley (Seniority, Relocation, RetrainintI
Severance Pay,- Pension Rights, S.U.B.,. G.A.W.i Attrition) Early Retire
'ment, Shorter Work Week, Job Security, Work Sharing, Layoff.:lotification,
Apprenticeship), Public Policy (FUll Employment, Monetary Policy, Fiscal
Policy, UrbannRegional Policy, Public Employment Programs, Informationt ,
Counseling, Manpower Programs, Relocation, Minium Wages, Shorter'Work
Week, Planning,' Public Representation in Bargaining, Education, Income
Maintenance); Theoretical Discussion, Empirical (Tables); Footnotes
(None),-=Bibliography, (NoneY; Apstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A condensation of the report of the Com
mission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress and selected'
studiesdOne for the Commission. . Methodology.-- In the'firsthalf of
the book, ma,lor findings, conclusions and recommendatioAs of the
commission are examined. The studies..ih the second half have been
abstracted individually where relevant.- Mator Conclusions -- The main
'focus of.the book is conclusions drawn from-the work of the Commission.
Some bread conclusions stand outt.however. -Continued use -of fisCal and
'monetary 'policy' to promote economic growth is essential. Broader and
more" comprehensive education for everyone i'a.necessary. Sonic form. of

-income maintenance program ShoulTbe established. .A nationwide 'system
of job information should be implemented. Regional development to .

minimize geographic displacement should be undertaken by Federal Reserve
DistrictS. Planning;. on the part of government and firms is'eyopntial
to sucCessful adjustor nts.to change. IncreaSed productivity and new
technologies;.should be used for unmet human and community needs.
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TITLE: "Automation. and Wage Determination"
AUTHOR: James R. Bright
,PUBLISHER: In John H. G. Crispp, Industrial Relations, Challenges'and

Responses, Toronto, UniverSity of Toronto Press, 1966, pp. 19-59..
KEY, WORDS: Adjustments;4gicro, Job Content, Job Security, Skill Requlie

ments, Wage Effects; Private Policy. (Seniority, Retraining,13.A.W.,
Skill Requirements, Pay, Incentives); Theoretical-Discussion, DescriptiVe
(Ongoing Trends; Future Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the effects of automation on
jobs, particularly skill level, and the appropriateness of various. wage
determination developments. Methodology' Trends in mechanization are
traced, afOng with effects on skill level requirements. Various wage
determination policies are discussed. Major Conclusion -- Increasing
automation does not necessarily result in an upgrading of work force
skill requirements to a major extent. in fact, automation often tends
to reduce the skill and training required on individual tasks. This
presents-problems for wage determination.'

Job security, with the encouragement of technological progress, is.
necessary given that skill levels usually change and productivity usually
,increases with-increased automation. The author concludes-that automation
will ultimately lead is to a,salaried industrial society.

The author. sees two problems with the increase of automation; One
is the apparent decrease in labor demand; and the other the loss of
craftsmanship and pride in work.'

He foresees the real threat of technological development not in
automation within an industry but rather indisplacement of an entire
;industry by technologically superior developAnt, e.g. missle vs. manned
aircraft.
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TITLE: "The Relationship of Increasing Automation to Skill Requirements"
AUTHOR: James R. Bright
PUBLISHER: In The Employment Impact of Technological Change, Appendix

Volume II Technology and the American Economy, Studies Prepared for
the National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress,
Washington, U. S...Government Printing Office; Eebruary 1966, pp.203-221.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro; Skilled Workers, Skill. Requirements,
Job Content; Private Policy (Retraining, Skill Requirements), Public
Policy (Manpower Programs, Education); Theoretical Diacussion, Empirical
(Tables); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scopes and Level -- A study of automation's effect on the nature
of individual jobs and on the composition of the work force. Methodology --
A theoretical discussion of the effects of automation on skill level
requirements. Major Conclusions -- The author concludes that, in general,
greater levels of automation will not require greater skill levels for
workers, .although,,in the maintenance area in particular, some upgrading
will be necessary for some workers. He cautions against excessive
education_and skill specificationyhere not needed because labor cps.ts
will rise improperly, disillusion and resentment will be created among

- workers, and - valid job standrds will be destroyed by setting standards
that are not truly needed for a given task.

Manpower policies that will be appropriate to the full sweep of
technological progress are needed. They should not focus on narrow
aspects of the problem such as skill level requirements, alone.
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TITLE;. "Automation and White Collar Unioriism"
AUTHOR: Thomas R. Brooks
PUBLISHER: Dun's Review, V01..87, January 1966, pp.59-62.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, .White Collar Workers, Employment,

Blue Collar-White Collgr; 'Private Policy (White Collar Unionization);
. °Despriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, future Trends); Footnotes

(None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Thee Povertyand Unemployment Crisis"
AUTHOR: Walter Buckingham
PUBLISHER: _In..4,tatements Relating to the Impact of Technological Change,

Appendix Volume VI, Technology and the American.Economy, prepared for
the National Commission on Technologyi Automation and Economic Progress,
Washington, U. S. Government Printing Office, February 1966, pp. 43-53.

KEY WORDS; Adjustments; Macro,. Poverty, Employment, Unemployment,
Sociological and Psychological Effects; PublidPolicy (Full Employment,
Manpower Programs); Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends); Footnotes
(None), Bibliography (None); Abstract. -

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -=- A statement on poverty and unemployment,
especially as they relate to technological change. Methodology'-- A

discussion of poverty in the U.S. and the effects of unemployment on the
poor. Majox Conclu.dens -- Unemployment and poverty are often inter-
related and exert a causal effect on one another; the unemployed tend to
be poorl'and the poor are hardest hit by dnemployment: Much unemployment
is attributable to technologicgi,,change and the poor bear the brunt of
this. The author concludes that the U.S, must consider human values when
considering technological change and in particular should be.aware of its
effect on the poor.
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TITLE: aechnologicalTrends in Major American Industries
AUTHOR: ..Bureau of Labor Statistic-soli. S..Depdrtment of Labor
PUBLISHER.: Bureau of Labor,Statistics, Bulletin #1474,. Washington, U.S.

Government Printing Office, February 1966.'
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Case Studies, Employmentl Collective

Bargaining, Skill RgqUirements,york Rules, Fringe Benefits, .Job.
Security Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation,. Retraining,Severance
:Pay,',Pension Rights, S.U.B., G.A.W., Attrition, Early Retirement, Pay
Incentives, Layoff :lotification, Apprenticeship, Innovation Timing,

*Overtime,- Planning, Job Content, Vacations, Aptomation Fund,. Skill
Requirements); Public Policy (Manpower Programs, Counseling, Placement
Servicet Education); Empirical (Tables, Cases); Footnotes (ilone);.
Bibliography (Large); Abstract.

.

ABSTRACT:* -Scope and Level -- A comprehensive study of technological
trends and the consequent impact on employment in 36 major American
industries. ,Methodology -- The outlook for technology and marketi
and manpower trends and adjustments are discussed for each major industry;
Major Conclusion -- Conclusions are drawn for each industry4 In general
the study concludes that all industries will-be affected by automation,
employment prospects are generally favorable, necessary skill levels
will increase for jobs in many industries, and technical chance is
pervasive and underscores the 'Importance ofdeVeloping adequate plans
to .facilitate manpower adjustment.
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TITLE: Evaluation of Changes in Skill-Profile and Job-Content Due to
Technological Change; Methodology and Pilot Results From the Banking,
Steel and Aerospace Industries

AUTHOR: California University. Human Factors in Technology Research
Group

PUBLISHER: Berkeley, Department of ndustrial Engineering and Operations
.

Research, University of California,. 1966.
KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Banking,- Steel Industry, Aerospace

Industry,. Government, Employment, Skill Requirements, Job Content;
Public Policy (Full Employment, Kanpower Programs); Empirical (Variance-
Covariance Analysis, Correlation, Tables, Sample, Cases); Footnotes
(Few), Bibliography (mall),; Abstract.

ABSTRACT:. Scope andlevel Ja- An evaluation of changes in skill profile
. and job content due to technological chance in the banking, steel, and
aerospace industries. Methodology -- .A quantitdtive apprOach for
studyihg manpower and skill in relation to technological change and.for
analytically forecasting employment by industry and skill level.
Major Conclusions -- The findings of this study, in relation .to poliCy
implications are- mainly negative. 'Skill levels. will not change appre-
ciably nor will the size of7theslabor force. Aggregate adjustments
will not, in general, be necessary.
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TITLE: "Economics of Technical Change"
AUTHOR: Ann P. Carter .

PUBLISHER: Scientific .American,' Vol. 214,-i 4o. 4, April 1966, pp. 25-31.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Employment; Skill Requirements; EmpiriCal
Wiput-zdautput);Tootnotes (None), Bibliocraphy (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An input-oUtput analysis of the effects of
technologiCal change.- Methoddlogy -- A comparison of input-output
tables listing the transactions among all sectors of industry in the
U.S. for the year 1947 and 1958 Major, Conclusions:, A principal
consequence of technological change is that diverse major industries in
the t).S. economy tend to become interlocked in increasing'interdependence.

'In the job market there is c declining demand for people in the."produc-
tive" functions, as traditionally defined, end increasing demand for
people wno cr.,n contribute to the coordinative nnd integrative functions
required by the 12rger and More complex :;yAem.
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TITLE: "The Cybercultural Revolut on,and'the American Dream ".

Erma:. Robert T. Christen
PUBLISHER: In Alice Mary Hilton,. ed., The Evolving SocietylProceedings
of the First:Annual.Conference on the Cybercatural RvOlution
Cyberdetics &rid Automationi New York7 The Institut& for Cybercultural
Research, 1966, pp. 347,-356.

/4, KEY WORDS; Adj14stments; HiStoricalt Income Maintenance,' Employment-;
Public Policy (IncomeoMaintenance); Descriptive (Past Trends, Future

.-Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- !A brief discussion of the historical pre
'.cedent fora guarantdtd annual,income. Methodology- -- Statements made
by prom4nent Americans throughout. the history of the U. S. relating to
the rights of every Amer ,can to make ' living wage are e.amified. Major
Conclusion.-- A historical preeedent*has been set for 'this guaranteeing
each American the means to earn a living, wage.. Ex;Imples of this are
the Homestead At and the ,EmPloyment? Act of 1946. The zuthor dOnciudes
that in an ageof cybernation a guaranteed incoliWis analogous to free
land in ,the _ 1°00's'or government promotion of full employment in the
mid =1001.5 and thus follows in the.AmeriCan tradition.
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TITLE: "Politidial Implications of Technology and Social Change ".
AUTHOR: Joseph S. Clark -

PUBLISHER:: In Dean Norse and Aaron lg. Warner, eds., Technological InnOva
tIon..and_BocietyteditedfOr the Columbia University. Seminar on Technology
an.dH&cial.Change.,New York, Columbia University Press, 1966, pp. 184-214.

KEY, WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Economic Growth, Unemployment; Public
'Policy ,(Full Employment, Fiscal Policy, Planning, ManpoWerProgramS1,
Legislation, 'Education);' Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (None),
:Bibliography.(None);.Abstract.

ABSTRAUI°.: Scope and Level 7: A discussion of political activity-which
can be ,undert4en 'to guide he diredtion oftechnological- innovation-

F-and bring:the-economy to full employment. Methodology A discussion
of the impact of technological change upon the work. force and-upon
p Iig,loolicy and-pragmatic political hctipn. Major Conclusions 7 A
hh rate of economic growth is essential for lowering. unemployment

''. rates. Community developMent represents one of,the largest unmet areas
of need in the nation and funds to apply'new technology should be
allocated to these areas. Creating jobs in these new areas will .help
alleviate unemployment resulting from the adoption of new technology .

in traditional productive enterprise.
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TITLE: "Insight into Automation"
AUTHOR: Michael Clark
PUBLISHER: ILO Panorama, No. 20, September - October 19661 pp. 2=16.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Macro, Unemployment,- Union-

Management POwersliBlue Collar-White Collar, Skill Requirements, Work
Rules, Education Requirements; Priiate Policy. (Collective Bargaining,
Layoff Notification, Skill Requirements), Public-Policy (Unemployment
Compensation, Manpower Programs,-Education); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends,
Cases); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the impact of automation dub,
to tedinological innovation on employmentljororking conditions and social.
'responsibility for-this change. Methodology An analysis of hbw

. automation may affect the labor-capitalratio and the consequences on
the labor structure. Major Conclusion -- -Automation brings practical,
benefits to both industrialized and developing countries. However, the
,affects of automation such as unemployment and changes in occupational
requirements, give rise to fear'and alarm.
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TITLE: "The Impact of Changing Technology on.Employment in Yugoslavia"
AUTHOR: .Nikola Cobelijic
PUBLISHER: . Chapter-10 in Jack:Stieber, ed., Employment Problems of
Automation and Advanced Technology, New,York, St. Martin's Press,
1966, pp.183-196.

KEY WORDS: Adjustillents; General Equilibrium, Macro, Yugoslavia,
Agriculture, Ocoupational Structure, Hours of: Work; Public Policy
(Full Employment, Ur4n-Regional Policy, Minimum Wages, Shorter
Work Week); Theoretical Discussion, Empirical (Tables, Sample);

'Footnotes (Moderate) , Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Technological Change Past and Present"
AUTHOR: Clyde E. Dankert
PUBLISHER: In Statements Relating to the Impact of Technological Change,
.Appendix Volume VI, Technology and-the American Economyl.prepared for
the National Commission on Technology, Automation, andEconomic Progress,
Washington, U.'S. Government Printing Office, February 1966, 67-78

KEY WORDS: Adjustment; Macro, Historical, Wage Effects, Hours of Work,
Labor Mobility; Public Policy (Full Employment, Public Employment
Programs, Manpower Programs, Relocation, Minimum Wages, Shorter Work
Week, Retirement); Review of the Literature, Desoriptive (Past Trends,
Future. Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT:. Scope and Level A histdrical investigation of the thought .

of economists and others on technological change. and its effects.
Methodology .The thought of economists arid others on technological
change throughout history are examined and lessons ..to be learned from
their perCeptions.are put forth.. Major Conclusions When diScussing
technological. change we should strive for a balanced view, neither, too'
optomistic nor too gloomy. Price flexibility as a means for reducing
the unemployment impact of technological innovation has been discussed

--historically and is worth considering in the future. Labor mobility,
both geographical and occupational, is a traditional concern stemming
from technological change and it is necessary:to ,develop ways of
smoothing resistance to mobility. A sftoiter work week 4. higher wages
,are eaeh.possibleresults from increased productivity resulting from
technological'innovation.' _The author:*ncludes that policies increasing
the growth rate and increasing laboi-mObility. are more necessary than,,,,
implementing proposals for shorter hours to spread the unemployment.- ',.
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. TITLE: mTeChnological Chs.rege and Manpower Policy - The Older Worker"
AUTHOR:--John T...l'itanlop

PUBLISHER:' In.Juanita4Kreps1 ed., Technology, Manpower, and Retirement
Policy,, Clevelandy-World .Publ4shing Co., 1966. 1

,

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Older Workers, Employment, Labor Mobility,
Job Content; Private Policy..(Pension-Rights, Early Retirement, Shorter
4WorkAeek, Work Sharing , Public Policy .(Counseling, Manpower-Programs,
Relocation, Shorter Wor Week,.. Retirement, Unemployment Compensation,
Education); Theoretical isussion; footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None);

-,- Abstract.
d

ABSTRACT: scope and Leve -.- A discussion of the effects oechanging
technology. on the 1o,.ent patternsof the older worker. ethodolopy
Ways in which changing tethnology affects older wol:kellivare examined and
some 'recommendations for alleviating problems are Made. Major Conclusions __
Changing job structure and content as:a result of technological change
presents two major problem:, to workers:. the rising,levels of
-educational reqUirements for many jobs, and the_persOnal. and social

"-----,:------- ---costs of occupational_. ,end movement,
. . .p

Older workers arc especially disadvantaged by a lack of formal
education requisite fOrt,.ehancing jobs. Tighter labor markets, better
vocational measures of.jou qualities as substitutes for formal education,

.and improved on-the-ejob training are necessary for helping older workers
.

adjust, - , .

plansAdequate pension plans Which,co with -the.worker if he chances jobs
.

are essential.. Early retirement, combined with counseling remains a
flexible option for- some workers..

Coptinuing edticationfor all workers is necessary to facilitate
r adjustment' to the rapidly changing:world. More fleblie work..
arrangements -,,-,:horter hours,, job,sharing, reduced work years - are
needed for older workers. ,
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TITLE: "Perspectives on Employment under Technological Change
AUTHOR:0 Otto Eckstein
PUBLISHER: Chapter-6 in Jack Stisber4 ed., .Employment Probleqs of Automation.

and Advanced Technology, New York,'St..Martin!s Ptess, 1966, pp,86-104
KEY.WORDS: Mjustments; Macro, Ypung Workers; Unskilled Workers, Semi-.
Skilled Workers, Skilled Worker's, Blacks, Employment, Skill Requirements;
PAtblic Policy (Full Employment, Urban-Regional policy, Manpower Programs)1-,..
Theoretical Discussipn, 'Falipirictl(Table, Sample), Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends);'FootnOtes (Few), Bibliography (None);No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Problems of,Consent, for Chang;: ,The Fowley Refinery Case"
.

AUTHOR: Allan Flanders ,

PUBLISHER: Chapter,:21 fh Jack Stieber, ed., ImploykentProblems of
Automation and Advanced TechnologyoNew:York; St. Martin's Press, 1966;0,

pp.394---409..
.

.

a -
KEK WORDS:, Adjustments; Mitt°, Great Britain, Cabe Study, 011 Industry,

, . Collective Bargaining, Union-Mahagement Powers, Work Ruled t Hours of

. Work, Earntngs, PribatePolicy .Overtime,. Raja Incentives, Job Content);
Des**iptive (Owing Trends);' Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None);

No Abstract: -.. 0
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,f TITLEi "Implications of Technological Change for Jobs"
AUTHOR: Joseph N. Froomkin
PUBLISHER: In Juanita Kreps, ed. Technology, Manpower and Retirement

Policy, Cleveland, Work,, Publishing Company, 1966, ypt 157-166.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Older Workers, EMployment,
Unemployment, Wage Effects;; Private PoliCy (Retraining, Pension Rights,
Early RetIrtment, Job Secukty0lork Sharing, Vacations, Skill Require
ments)4 Public Policy (F11. Employment, Education); Empirical (TAbles);-
Footnotes.(Few), Bibliography (None); No Abstract.,
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TITLE: "Personnel Administration and Pstionilization"
AUTHOR: Yoshio Fukase
PUBLISHER: , in Kazuo Okochi.and Yoshio Kneko, eds., Modern Labor.

Problems Seminar., Tokyo, Yuhikaku, 1966, ppc 241-268 (in-Japanese)
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Petroehemidal Industry, Shipbuilding

Industry Japan,'Wage. Effects, Skill Requirements; Private Policy
((Seniority, Retraining, Relocation, Shorter WorkWeek); Empirical
Cases); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography ,(Moderate); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level.--. An empirical analysis of automation and .

workeradjustments which took place in the Japanese petro chemical and
shippgilding industries. ,

Methodology.--.-- -Based on the past experience, a discussion of possible
_ways of -minimizing worker lay-off and workers' as.well unions'
resistance to automation..

Major Conclusions Automation, as a major device to improve. the
efficiency as well as the competitive power of enterprises, has.notonly
greatly affected the labbrer's occupational life .but also the traditional
system of labor management. Introduction of automation has. created a
demand far new types of-technicians and workers In the chemical \.\

industry, for example, there are both trained engineers who are able to
.read the graphic. indicators at the central control room and control
overall flows of production, and workers whose requiremen are merely
to maintain a normal operation of machineries. In contrast, in the old
process a large number of. skilled workers were notonly able to maintain-
machinery but also ble to control the'flow of operations. Consequently
a large number of eseold skilled workers Muot be retrained in order
to avoid laying then off. The above .changes in' the quality of the labor,
force have led to recOnsideration of the traditional lifetime .employ'

and the sepiolity.wage system, and have introduced a new wage system
based on the abiri 34 and efficiency of individual workers: fTherefore,
ain order to avoid labor problems it is absolutely necessri to consult
and obtain some agreement from labor unions concerning job transfer,
working. hours, the wage system and the Welfare of iletiring workeoNs
before `.automation is slopted by-_a firm. Previously, the eivalge in pro
duction process waz ddeided solely by the` management.. Also, the, aahot
shows some possible ways, such as increased job retraaning.by the firm-and
the firm's acaistance in finding a jou., for the displaced wOrkers, tO
'alleviate the problemp of.tegvhnologically displaced workers.
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TITLE: Structural Unemployment and Aggregate Demand, 1948-64
AUTHOR: Eleanor G. Gilpatrick
PUBLISHER: ,Baltimore, Maryland, Johns Hopkins Press, 1966.
KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Employment, Unemployment, Labor Mobility,

Education Requirements, Labor Force Participation Rate; Public
Policy (Full Employment, Manpower,Programs); Empirical fRegression;,
Sample) Descriptive (Past Trends) ; Foatnotes (Many) , Bibliography
(None) ; -No Abstract.
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.TIII,E: Conference do Unskilled. Workers in Labor Force: Problems

. '

.and Prospects /
.AUTHOR: A.L. GitIow, ed.
PUBLISHER: New York, Neal York University School of Business and the

President's Committpe on Employment of'the Handicapped, 1966.
. 1

KEY WORDS:. Adjustmeprps; Micro, Handicapped Workers, Unskilled, plployment,
Skill Requireme7;'Private Policy°(Retraining, J6b Cont °ent); Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends Future Trends); Abstract.

.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A conference concerned with problems and
proposals relevant to the employment of workers of limited training and
skill (particularly the menttlIy retarded) in the context.of tight labor
markets: Major Conclusions .4- The first-spOker challenged ire thesis

that the mentally retarded -could be helped in the future by programs
designed to find employment for them. in unskilled jobs. Howeverl.he
observed that progress for the mentally'retarded could come, to a
meaningful degree,only out of programs designed to train theR. He
supported his points with the evidence that employment in unskilled jobs
represented a declining proportion of theAmerican labor force, and that
the expeMenee was good with respect to low drop-out rates during train-
ing and high. continuance rates in jobs following the completion of ..---

training. ' -

The second ,speaker'agreed. with the first, that training of the
mentally retarded Vies both fecsiLle and important, but maintained also.
that their placeMent in unskilled jobs was a meaningful and .importP t
effort. He` presented major ,elements which,Could-comprise an acti'
approach to enlarging the employment of unskilled workers. 1;

The last speaker focused on the point that aination's Well= eihg de-
pehded on its resourcea,' both ,natural -,..id imMin,.with the h ,,in-res urceb

being more meaningful. *fle.reyiewed.. ,e charbstetistics the mentally
retarded wh.lch made them espee.-1. ottrae lye employcee, and suggested
that every effort be made to use all t resources of-the societ y.; ,
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TITLE; "The CoMparative Experience With Retraining Programmes'in tfie

United'States and Europe"
AUTHOR: Margaret S. Gordon'
PUBLISHER: Chapter 14 in Jack Stieber, ed., EmplOyffiart, Problems of

Automation and Advanced Teehnology,'New York, St. Martin's press,

-1966, pp. 254-277.
KEY WORDS :. Adjustments; Historical, General Equilibrium, United. States,

Western EUrope, Greit Britain; France, Sweden., West Gerthany,- Italy,
Belgium, Netherlands, Agriculture, Construction Industry, Manufacturing,
Service Industry, Technical Occupations, Younger Workers,. Older Workers,'

Women, Disadvantaged Workers, Employment; Public Policy (Full Employ
ment,.Manpower Programs); Empirical (Tables, Sample), Descriptive
Past Trends, Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bilgiography
None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level. A comparison of public, institutionalized
retraining programs in Western Europe and the United Statas for the -

period 1945-1963. Emphasizes the type of people- served, the-typeof
-bra' ing given, and the results of the programs'(e.g., placement and

ret ration). Methodology -- It is a descriptive analysis relying on
ernment reports'and statistics and on on sight visits and'interviews.

Major Conclusions -- Manpower retraining progamscan be helpful in
both tight and loose labor markets.,'If the .U.S. would have hod ongoing
retraining programs during the 1950'61-the 1958-1962 employment problems
would have been reduced. The goals of,retraihifig programs.(increaSed
national produetiVity vs. helping the disadVantaged) affect program

placements. The relative tightness of the labor market 'affects program
enrolments and Placements.: .

European retraining programs emphasize different skill programs.th'
the- U.S. 'bec'ause of different occupational mixes and institutional
settings. More( emphasis is pl&ced on manufacturing end- construct' n

related. skills. Retraining includec.vocational education for u milled
retx(aining,for those with obsolete skills, and reRasher or aptat.

courses for those with rustyiskills or whereltecnnological. angc.11as

made partial changes on job skills.
During,the 1950's and early 1960's Europeans had full emp

economies and tended t emphasize programs to increase wo

and labor market adjuAn t6 in order to help maintain hi 1 growti

rates. Most European co attempt to accent the.yoimg ma
,Iligher potential for their programs; however, West Germany 0
have set, up many programs for the disadvantaged as well.
only country having special programs to train technici.

Placement tends to be ,very 'high (90,u to 100,,)

. labor markets, and where training programs.ch
-----". high selection standards. Where programs

workers; women, and disadvantaged and..14 ere there is.someWhat leas than
'full employment., thb placement' ratios are lower (M. or a,celtionally- )0,)&
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AUTHOR: Peter E. Haase
-PUBLISHER.: Industrial Relat
KEY WORDS: Adjustments
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Abstract.
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TITLE: "Labor Arbitration and Technological Innovation"-
AUTHOR: Philip Harris
PUBLISHER: "Labor'Law Journal, Vol.17, November 1960, pp.664-670.
KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Case Studies, Union-Management Powers;

Private. Policy (Job Security, Collective Bdrgaining); Empirical
(Cases) ; Footnotes (Few) 1 Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract. .
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TITLE: "Reorganization of Employment Administration"
AUTHOR: H. Hasegawa
PUBLISHER: in Kazuo Okochi and Yoshio Kanekol_eds., Modern Labo/:\Prob].ems

Seminar, Tokyo, Yuhikaku, 1966, pp. 123-149 (in Japanese) N

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Japan, Blue Collar White-Collar, Skill ,

Requirements; Public Policy (Manpower Programs); Descriptive Ongoing .'

Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (Moderate); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An analysis of rationalization taken by

Japanese firms during the 1950 -1965 period andpits impact on firms'
personnel administration policy. Methodology -- The rationalization
especially introduction of technological change and its effect on
employment, the quality of. labor andthe traditional Japanese type labor
relations such as permanent employment and the seniority wage system
are discussed. Major Conclusions, A polarization of skill level has
taken place as a result of technological change for both blue collar and
white collar workers. The demand for white collar workers tends to
increase at a faster rate than the,dernand for blue collar workers. Also
demand for high level professionals will increase and the present pro
fessionals need more knowledge to carry out their jobs. In the meant-me,
supervisors of production lines are less in demand as automation-take
place. Technological change necessity ed restructuring of the old,
personnel management system, especially the permanent employment and

o fk
the senio y wage system. Under the capitalistic economy, tine object

ration ization by private firms is to increase profit, hence we
cannot expect the private sector to provide needed worker adjustments
such as retraining.

A new trend in the employment policy in Japan ia a shift from the
private sector tothe public sector, especially to the central govern
ment. Already,, the public vocational traininE system has surpassed the
private vocational system, and Employment Security offices activities
have expanded rapidly to coyer the problems generated by technological
change. Based on the long term manpower supplydeMand-projection, the
central government has a plan to control Manpower requirements of each
sector of the economy. We must beware of the danger of overcentralization
-of employment adMinistration by the government.
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TITLE: "Changes in'the Skill_Requirements of Occupations in Selected
Ihdustries"

AUTHOR: Morris A. Horowitz, and Irwin L.' Herrnstadt -

PUBLISHER: In The Employment Impact 'of Technological Change, Appendix
Volume II, Technology and the American Economy, Studies Prepared for
the National ComMission on Technology, Automation, and Economic
Progress, Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1966,
pp: 223-287. -

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Meatpacking Industry, Rubber Tire Industry,
Machine Shop, Banking, Health Services, Skill Requirements; Private
Policy (Job Content, Retraining, Skill Requirements); Review of the
Literature; Empirical (Tables, Case Studies); Footnotes (Moderate),
Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of the impact of automation and
technological change on th6 content and skill requirements of specific -
occupations in selected Apodustries. Fethodology -- An analysis of the
changes froM 1949 to 1965 in work content and in traits and preparation
required of workers in five industries (meatpacking, rubber tires,
machine shop trades, banking, and medical servic c.) selected in as wide
a range as possible in the hope that conclusions ay be applicable to
American industry as a whole. Major Conclusions The overall or.net ,

change in the skill level requiremen s-of occupa ions in the industries
studied was remarkably small. Ther was capsiderable change in various
abilities needed for individual occ patiodrin an industry but these
offset each other and the net change in overall skill levels was small.
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TITLE: Productivity and Automation
AUTHOR: J. J. Jehring, ed., Henryka ChwLlek, William E..Dunwiddie,
Omar Kussow, John New House, contributors

PUBLISHER: Washington, National Council fbi the Socinl Studies, 19b6..
WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Management Practices,-Employment,

Skill Requirements, Fringe Benefits; Private Poliv.(Retraining,
Attrition, Job Security, Shorter Work"Weck, Co114...Unioni2;ation -

G.A.W., Skill Requirements), Public Policy (ranpower Programs, Unem
ployment Compensation, Lecislation); Cescriptitc (01-4-oinr. Trends,
Future Trends); Footnotes (Nonc), 2iblivr-phy Annotcted);
Abstract.

. ABSTRACT:. Scope 2nd Level -7 A di.:cussion of productivity andautemntion
for high school: use. Methodolory -- Terms and concepts relnting to
automation and productivity are defined, casco arc discussed, and
possibilities for future action are presented.
Increased productivity r'qsulting from automation

Major Conclusions
tmontnecessitAesndju

to change on the part of labor and management. Adjustment is not nsy
and
to

requires effort on the part of both pnrties and creative solutions
problems which arise.
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TITLE: Automation and Technology in Education
AGENCY: Joint Economic Committee, Subcommittee on Economic Progress,

Congress of the United -States
PUBLISHER: Washington, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1966
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Education Requirements; Public Policy

(Education, Information) ; Descriptive (Ongoing Trends) ; Footnotes
(None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Main Problems of Raising Workers',Skills Under Conditions of
Intensive Technical Progress"

AUTHOR: A. I. Katsenelinboigen
PUBLISHER: in G. V. Osipov, ed., Industry and Labour in theU.S.S.R.,

London, Tavistock'Publications, 1966,ipp.207-222.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Mipro, Macro, U.S.S.R., Skill Requirements;

Private Policy (Work Sharing, Retraining), Public Policy (Manpower
Programs, Education, Planning); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future
Trends); Footnotes (Few) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Changing Patterns of Collective Bargaining in the United
. States"
AUTHOR: Theodore W. Kheel
PUBLISHER: Chapter 20 in Jack Stieber, ed., Employment-Problems of Automation

and Advanced Technology, New York, St. Martin's Press, 1966
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Low Skilled Workers, Young Workers, Blacks,
Unions, Collective Bargaining, Blue CollarWhite Collar, Skill Require
ments; Private Pol'cy (Work Rules, Shorter Work Week, Attrition, White
Collar UniOnization ,Layoff Notification, Early Retirement, Relocation,
Severance Pay, S.U.B f Pension Rights, Retraining Apprenticeship);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Moderate 1 Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the impact of automation on
the institutions of collective bargaining and-unionization at an aggregate
or generalized level while citing case examples. Methodology -- A

speculative or descriptive discussion of recent, past, and ongoing trends
in collective bargaining in reaction to automation. Main, Conclusions
*Automation is dramatically affecting collective bargaining; (1) by
creating a clash between productivity growth and job protection, and
(2) by causing.a decline in the relative size and strength of unions.
This effect on unions isigenerated by automation impacting heavily on
employment in untUriized ,ectors and by increasing unemployment and white
collar employment. Tho-ce moat seriounly hu,?t .:Ire the unskilled and semi
skilled, especially young people and blacks with poor cduc;tion n.1'1
training. MOreover, the problem cannot be :solved solely in the private
sector. National policy must deal directly with-the problem.

Automation has reduced union power by (1) reducing the import,Lnce of
a strike since non union supervisory personnel can keep an automated
plant running easier, and (2) increasing employee- fears about job lean
especially due to shifting of plant site. The author cites reduced
wage settlements of the late 1950's and early 1960's as evidence acre
but-doesn't mention the effect of the,xecesaion.

While organized labor has at times responded to automation with
featherbedding techniques, t!hib is not the general scheme wince (1)
society resents that approach; and (2) many unions advocate automation
to reduce drudgery and increase incOmes. Orgmized labor has reacted
by seeking in many cases a shorter work week and in general by ',ce(,ptim;
attrition agreements to modify the impact of technology on jobs.
Attrition hurts organized labor by reducing the number of workers involved.
Also attrition creates no new jobs for the young. Unionization ia
develOping in white collar jobs as technology create;: larger work
force in thin croup. A list of private unionrvanaccment approaches
to adjusting to Change includes; (1) advanced notice of layoffs, (' --

methods of avoiding layoffal such ea, attrition, early retirement, transfer,
relocation allowances, (3) easing unemployment problems such .70,
severance pay,. supplemental unemployment Lenefits, vesting of pension
rights, and (4) helping with new employment such as placement and referral,
training, and apprenticeship.
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TITLE: "Report of President's National Commission on Technology,
Automation and Economic Progress"

_

"AUTHOR: Benjamin S. Kirsh - , -
.

PUBLISHER: Personnel Journal, Vol. 45, April 1966, pp. 232-236.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; :acre, General Equilibrium, Unemployment, Work

Rules, Wage Effects, Hours of Work, Collective Bargaining, Labor
Mobility; Private Policy (Relocation, Job Security, Pension Rights),"
Public Policy (Full Employment, Monetary Policyl,Fiscal Policy,
Manpower Programs, Placement Service, Information, Counseling,
Income Maintenance, Education) ; Empirical, Descriptive (Futurist
Views); Footnotes (None), Lq.bliography.(:lonG); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- This study is an attempt,to determine factual
situations concerning the interaction of technology, automation, and
economic growth; and,to suggest some possible solutions to the problems
they present. Methodology -- The report is an analysis of the tech-
nological effects on employment. It is supplemented by extensive docu-
ments, including studies by experts at the request of the commission,
and by statements of interested person-J. Lcjor Conclusions -- The
report transcends what was. ordinarily conceived of as automation probleMs.
Finalized, it would le a blueprint for the minimization of unemployment.

Several features of tns.commission's report require special notice.
1. The commission f and thJt in the next ten years the technological
changes will be les' rapid than the increasE,in demand for goods and
services. 2. ConfidenceCont is expressed' in the social imagination and
ingenuity of Americm industry, labor and govcrnment in adjusting the
economic organization to stave orf, unemployment and its con.,equent dis-
turbances.

The report is a-source of valuable in t iction about our country's
present economic and industrial setting. 9
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TITLE: "The Future Society"
AUTHOR: Irving F. Laucks

PUBLISHER:- in Alice Mary Hilton, ed.,,The Evolving Society, PrOCeedings
of the First Annual Conference on the Cybercultural Revolution -
Cybernetics and Automation, New York, ,The Institute for CybercultUral
ReSearch, 1966', pp. 341-346.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Unemployment; Public Policy (Education);
Descriptive (Futurist Views); Fdotnotes (None) BibliographY (None);

.

Abstract. 4

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A brief discussion of how problems of un-
employment caused by-cybernation may be solved. Methodology -- The

. author speculates on solutions to permanent decreased manpower needs.
.

'Major Conclusion = Assuming that than will be assured a decent.living,-
whether or not be is employed, he must be saved from boredom. This can
be accomplished through_ education not directed towards just making a
living, but rather towards stimulating his curiosity to explgre his
universe. -.
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TITLE: "Cybernation and Job 3ecurity"

AUTHOR: Garth L. Mangum
PUBLISHEh: Labor Law Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, January 1966, pp.'18-2f).

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Case Studies, Employment, Collective
Bargaining; Private Policy (Job SeCurity, Work Rules, Retraining),
Public Policy (Full Employment, Economic Growth, Relocation, PlaCement
Service, Manpower Programs, Education); Theoretical Discussibn;.Foot
notes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the causes of job displacement
and of the amount attributable to technological cnange. Methodology --
Trends in employment., the satiation of demand,-skill and education
requirements, and the rate of displacement are described. Technological
change by industry iu presented snd conclusions are drawn 'regarding the
effects of technology on displacement and what can be done about it.
Major Conclusion -- The real culprit in job displacement haf, been_the
slowness of economis: '",rowth, not,:nitomt:on. To hive great job security,
there must be n t.ot ,l commitment to full employment the public ,policy

level.
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TITLE: "Manpower Requirements anti] the Supply of Li4bor"
AUTHOR: Garth L. MaiIgum
PUBLISHER: in Juanita Kreps, ed., Technology, Manpower and Retirement
Policy, Cleveland, New York, World Publishing Co.,_1966, pp.27r33.

.KEY WORDS: 'Adjustments; Macro, Government, Employment; Public Policy
(Full Employment, Fiscal Policy, Monetary Policy, Public Employment
Programs) ; - Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (Few) , Bibliography
(None); No Abstract.-
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TITLE: "The Effects of the Rationalization or Clerical Work ,)n the

Wi,tude.. and Behayiour of Employees"
AJITHOR: Claudine Mareneo
PUBLISHER: Chapter 22 in, Jack Stieber, d., Employment Problems of
Automation and Advance4 Technology, New York, St. Martim's prf,ss,
1966, pp. (112-1129.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Franco, rase_Studies, Banking, Imr:1,1
Industry, Unskilled Workers,Semi-Skilled Workers, Clerical tOrtsi'r!-,,

-Skilled Workers, Computer Programmers, Work Relationships, JO
Satisfaction; Descriptive (Ongoing Trends),; Footnotes aewl,
Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Implications' of Technological Change for Income"
AUTHOR: Ida C. Merriam
PUBLISHER: in Juanita Ki'eps, ed., Technology, Manpower, and Retirement

Policy, Cleveland, New *York, World Publishing Co., 1966, pp.166-17S
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Older Workers, Employment, Wage Effects;

Private Policy (Early Retirement, Pension Rights, Public Policy
(Income Maintenance, Retirement); Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes
(None), Bibliography (Nyyre); No Abstract.
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TITLE: Meng Machines, and Modern Times
AUTHOR: Elting E. Morison
PUBLISHER: Cambridge, MassachuSetts, The MIT Press, 1966.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, 19th Century, Working Conditions,

Alienation of Workers; Public Policy (Planning); Theoretical Discussion,
.DeScriptive (Past Trends, FUture Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography
(Wone)XAbstraet;

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A discussion of adaptation to invention
in the 19th century with implications for adjustment to technological
change 'in the 20th century. Methodology -- Cases are cited of new
inventions in the 19th century and how people reacted to them. By

studying hoW people were introduced to change and coped with it, impli-
cations for present day adjustment to change are made. Major Conclusions
As man creates a new- environment for himself he must learn to accomodate
to it. In order to do this successfully alienation must be minimized.
Culture, as well a.environment, is changing as a result of technological
innovation. The most important kind of invention in the, future lies not
in the mechanical realm but in the way we are able to deal with all the

( new conditions produced by the new maphines and ideas. Rather than
hdving ..p11 change decreed from above by government or big business or
whatever, a 'mood and means must be created that will enable the members
of, the society.to explore new instruments and new procedures, by designed
experiments, while pondering alternatives and reserving judgement until
the returns are in.

,The object of the study was to take the measure of whit Man is in the
new environment he has created for himself and to give him the evidence
necessary to modify, limit, and organize the developing environment So
that he may extend his own-range within it.
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TITLE: "Our Concept of Economy: Waste or Abundance?"
AUTHOR: Otto Nathan
PUBLISHER: in Alice Nary Hilton, ed., The Evolving Society, Proceedings

of the First Annual Conference on the Cybercultural Revolution - .

Cybernatics and Automation, New York, The Institute for Cybercultural
Research 1966, pp. 267-274.

KEY RESEARCH: Adjustments; Nacro, Socialism, Employment, Unions, Job
Security; Public Policy (-Full Employment, Meal Policy, Income
Redistribution, Minimum.Wages, Planning, Education, Nationalization,
Foreiga,Trade Policy); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends);
Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract. a

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A critique of our present economy and a
-*socialistic solution to the problems it embodies. i:ethodology -- A
brief discussion of the shortcomings of our present ecdnamy, characterized
by ineqUality, insecurity, and instability, and a description of Ihe
changes needed in the -economy of the future. :.:ajor Conclusions --
Cybernation necessitates comprehensive, centralized economic planning.
It i8 necessary that we have (1) a goal of full employment,*() income
redistribution -, (3) nationalization of very lirge industries, (4)
an intelligent foreign trade policy, (5) many social'improvements in
housing, minimum wages, health insurance, etc., (6) revolutiondry chanpes
in education, and (7) a conscious labor movement. 'A socialist society
is the way to ensure that these goals are met.
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TITLE: Technology and the American Economy, Report of the National
Commission on Teclahology, Automation and EcOnomic Progress

AGENCY: National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress
-PUBLISHER: Washington, D. C.1 U. S. Government Printing Office, February 1966.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Micro, Macro, Government,
Collective Bargainin; Employment, -Unemployment, PrivatePublic Relations;
Private Policy (Seniority, Retraining, Severance Pay, S.U.B.,G.A.W.,
Attrition, Advance Notification, Shorter Work Week, Paygrades, Job
Security, Layoff Notification, Pay Incentives, Innovation Timing, Skill
Requirements), Public Folicy (Full Employment, Monetary Policy, Fiscal
Policy; Economic Growth, Urban Regional Policy, Public Employment
Programs, Informationt Counseling, Manpower Programs, Retraining,
Relocation, Placement Service, Minimum Wages, Shorter Work Week, Retire
ment, Unemployment.Compbnsation, Income Maintenance, Public Representation
in Bargaining, Legislation, Planning, Education); ThEoretical Discussion,
Empirical (Tables), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Foot
notes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- The report of the Commission on Technology,
Automationt and Economic Progress. MethodoloFy -- Major findings,
conclusions, and recommendations of the commission arc. discussed. Dis-
senting opinions are included. Major Conclusions --, The entire report
is based on conclusions drawn from thework of the commission. Several
"broad concldsions stand out, hbwever. Continued use of fiscal and monetary,
policy to proNote economic growth is essential. There is a need for some
form of incomempptenance program. Broader and more comprohenS-ive
education for everyone is necessary. Some form of nationwide job infor
mation system shotld be 'implemented. The private sector and government,
as employer, 'must aid displaced workers through retraining, placement,
and so on,. and fringe benefit rights (Seniority, vacation, etc.) must
be protected. ,Planningi. on the part of government and firms,.is essential
to successful'a'djustment to technological change. This planning should
be directed toward assuring that the burden of change nbt Ix borne di;;
proportionably by some individuals or in some areas of the country, but'.
rather that it'should,be borne more equally by all. A policy of full
employment i3 essential to this. Increased productivity resulting from
technological progress should-6e used in the future for 'meeting human
and community needs to improve the environment, health,. and education
of all people.
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TITLE: The Report, of the President's Commission on Automation A Critique,
,Transcript of the Conference Board Workshop Seminar on the Report of
the National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Pc-ogress
Held at the WaldorfAstoria, New York, New York, .April 12, 1966.

AGENCY: National Industrial Conference Board'
PUBLISHER: New York, National Inddstrial Conference Board,yublic Affairs

Conference Report Number 4, 1966.
WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Management Practices, Government,

ymenti Private Policy (Innovation Type, Retraining, Planning),
Public Policy (FAll Employment, Monetary PolicyrFi.;cal Policy, Urban-2
Regional Policy, Public EmploymentovPrograms, Information, Manpower
Programs, Relocation, Minimum Wages, Income Maintenance, Public Repre7
sentation in Bargaining, Legislation, Planning, Education); Descriptive .

(Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes (Norili, BibliogNaphy (None);
Abstract.

ABSTR4OT: Scope andLevel -- A transcript of a conference held to discus
the/report of the Notional Commission-on Technology, Automation, and
Ecnomic Progress. Methodology -- Members of the Commission, members
cy the National Industrial Conference Board, and, guest panelists from
anagement, labor and government discussed the report of the National

Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress. Major
/ Conclusions -- The Commission was commended by nearly everyone for

/ coming up with a cohesive report cohsidering the diverse backgrounds and
opinions of the participants. A major objection to the report wau that
it did not concentrate enough on tho positive aspects of technology d

on mahagement'b role in adopting the technology which resulted in ba e
fits to society as a whole. Several participants felt that the Commission
addressed itself too much to government's role in adjusting to techhology
and neglected the role of the private scoter.

In general there was consensus that most findings Of th'e Commission
were worthwhile. Those especially favored were the necessity for better

. education for everyone, some form of minimum income maintenance fortho,e
who are unable to bo gainfully employed and the need for sufficient,
planning toward full employment.
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TITLE: In the Name of Science
AUTHOR: H. L. Nieburg
PUBLISHER: Chicago, Quadrangle Books, 1966.
'KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Macro; Private-Public

Relations; Private Policy (Innovation Type), Public Policy (Full
Employment, Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy); Descriptive (Past
Trends, 'Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotei (Many); Bibliography,
(None); Abstract.-

AB$TRACT: Scope and Level Selected chapters of the book deal with the
efects of scientific and technological innovation, both public, in the
form of government contracts, and private, on economic growth.
Methodology -- A"discUssibn of the positive and negative features of
research and development on the U.S. economy from both a domestic and
international point of view. Major Conclusion -- Science and technology
are important to, U.S. economic development but are overvalued in our
culture and are not a panacea nor a solution to the need for real economic

h. Innovation alone will not ensure the fullest productive capacity.
and the greatest overall human wellbeing. We must be willing to plan
more caeflilly and to realize the consequences of innovation on every
segment of'our society.

Chapte s 4, Innovation' and Edonomic Growth, 5, Entropy and Pump
Priming, d 6, Science: Progress and Idealogy contain the major argu-

sments about the effects.of technological change upon the economy. The

major focus of the entire book is.scientific development,. especially in
space technology and defense, in the 1960ts:
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TITLE: Manpower Aspects of Automation and Technical Change
AUTHOR: Organization for Economic Cooperation and Develdpmen, European
Conference '

PUBLISHER: Paris, 0.E.C.D., 1966. 1 -

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macrot Labor-Management, Governmentt
Europe, Employment, Unemployment, Skill,Requirements, Occupational
Structure, Labor Mobility; Private Policy (Attrition, Retraining, Job'
Cgtent, Paygrades, Skill. Requirements) , Public
Policy (Manpower Programs, Education, Planning, Unemployment Compensation, 9

Economic Growth, Vocational Education, Relocation) ; Theoretical
Discussion, Empirical. (Cases), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future
Trends); Footnotes (Non0, Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A summary report of the ODD conference
held in Zurich on manpower aspects of automation and techriplogical
change. Methodology -- Viewpoint:, brought out at the cdnfarence.are
discussed and summarized. Major,ConclUsions -- A high rate of economic

. growth is needed to prevent displacement caused by.technoiogical change,
f]hmi becoming perManent unemployment. Job content'is changing because
of technology, thus, new methods of job elabsification are needed as.
well as.a basic reorganization of job and occupational structure. Broad ,

basic,educatioft.is essential for 'adjustment tolhange: Specific,
vocational education will often be obsolqe by, the time training is
completed. A more general education is necessary to give individudls
the tools to retrain and adapt as it becomes necessary for them.
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-TITLE: "Differential Contributions of Variow, MeadS for ,adjusting to

Technological Change"
.

AUTHOR: Joseph A. Pichler
PUBLISHER:,. Industrial Relations', Research AssoCialddn, Proceedings of the
Nineteenth -Annual Winter Meeting, December 1966,. pp. 323-332.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments4-Micro, Case Studies, Armour and company,* Fort
Worth, Texab, Sioux City,- °Iowa; Studebaker Company, South Bend, Indiana,
Blacks, Older Workers, Skilled Workers, Unskilled Workers, Unemployment,
Labor Mobility; Private Policy (Pension Rights, Transfer OptionS,
Severance Pay, Retraining); Descriptive.(Past Trends, Cases).; Footnotes
(Moderate), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

1BSTRACT:. Scope and Level -- A discussion of comprehensive shutdown,
provisions on worker adjustments assessing the contributions to the -labor .

market of severance pve training, and. transfer. Also, the personal
.adjustment patterns of displaced workers and the costs (economic and
noneconomic) of accepting each ProVision. Methodology --. A,descriptive
analysis of the factors determining workers' choices among the shutdown
provisions, the employment consequences of each provision,- and the income
expenditure adjustments. Major Conclusion -- Acceptance of `training
showed a negative association,witi. age and educational achievement.
Acceptance of a transfIr showed.a.flat distribution for men over thirty
(this contradicts the hypothesis that acceptance of transfer would be
.negatively related to age probak due to the stronj, correlOion found"
between transfer and seniority.). The relationship between skill and.
acceptance of training was as expected: Ira::Med men and those with
skills not trensferable,=i-oss industry lines were more likely to tradn.
The influence of race.upon.the choice to retrain or transfer found44
Negroes,more likely to transfer due to the job security barriers in-'local
labor market and the frustrations from discriminatory school barriers.
The overall impression from income and expenditure adjustments and from
secondary labor fere° data is that train C3 made the greatest changes in
living patterns. Although there were mo iilty problems, the transfer
option eppears to afford the most effect, ve mechanism for adjustment
to shutdowa.
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TITLE: "Cybernation and Civil Rights
'AUTHOR: Victor Poschkis
PUBLISHER: In Alice Mary Hilton, ed.,,The'fvolving Society, Proceedings

of the First ,Annual Conference on the Cybercultural Revolution Cyber
netics and Autbmation, NeW York, The fnstitute for Cybercultural Re5earch,
_1966, pp. 337-364.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Minority Group Workers, Employment,
Skill Requirements; Private Policy (Seniority, Preferential Hiring),
Public Policy (Edupation, Information, Planning, Legislation); DeScriptive
(Past Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope, and Level -- A brief discussion of,the effects of cybernation
on minority groups. Methodology -- The impact of cybernation on nonwhite
workers is described and solutions are considered. Major Conclusion
Because of seniority clauses and lack of education, nonwhites will be
the hardest hit by :ilitomation. To remedy this and base tensions which
could lead to violence, the author suggests preferentfal hiring policies,
more edudation for non=white children, resu:Jrch into future employment
needs, and legislr4tion to prevent moonlighting, except, in cases Of dire

gebessity.
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TITLE: "Technology and the Negro"
AUTHOR: M.T. Puryear
PUBLISHER: In Adjusting to Changef Appendix Volume III, Technology and the.

American Economy, Studies prepared for the National Commission on Technology
Automation, amd Economic Progress, February 1966, pp. 126-143.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Blacks, Discrimination, Employment, Unem
ployment, Skill Requirements, Blue Collar White Collar; Private Polidy
(Relocation, Retraining, Apprenticeship, Skill Requirements), Public
Policy .(Public Employment Prggrams, Information, Counseling, Manpower
Programs, Relocation, Placement, Planning, Education); Descriptive o
(Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of the impact Of automation and
technology on'theblack worker. Methodology -- The extent of the
problems of the black worker in selected cities are discussed; the con
dition of blacks in American society is explored; recommendations are
made. Major Conclusions -- The plight of the black in American society
is very bad and becoming worse. Unemployment.is an acute problem. Some
of the solutions recommended by the author are a public works program,
a massive basic education program for adults, scholarshi and educational
assistance, a national home building program, broader sup.. t for Negro
colleges, improved job recruiting, improved health flacilit
impired counseling programs and techniques.
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;-.TITLE: "Some Reflections on Robots"
[AUTHOR: Leonard E. Read
'PUBLISHER: The Freeman, Vol. 16, No. 8, August 1966, pp. 32-40.
'KEY WORDS: Adjustmentsi Macro, Unemployment, Skill ReqUirements, Socio

logical and Psychological Effects, Job. Satisfaction; Public Policy
(Education, Shorter Work Week); Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes (Few)., BibUography (None);' Abstract.

AlBSTRACT:Scope*id Level -- A discussion of wv,ys in which automation
frees man for a life hopefully better than the one he now has. Methodology =
A discussion on how automation displaces a worker but in the same sense
relieves man from toil. Major Conclusion'-- Findings indicate an
increase in employment and an enrichment .of the job's process as 1
tresult of automation. PrOblems ofautomption stem from imbalance betwedn
technological knowhow and'economc, poliitical,..and moral widdom. .

Cultural growth is commensurate.^With grovith,in'afPlUence. The individual
may vegetate unless he realizes that.the purpose of wealth is to release
him from drudgery lo he may vigorously, pursue his own unique pot6ntiagties
and aptitudes. /
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TITLE: "The Impac\t, of Automation on Ameri!:...n ',:nionipw and Its Possible

Conseghnces"
AUTHOR:. Julius Re ler
PUBLISHER: in Sta ements Relatin to the Impact of Technolo icrl Chs.nre;

Appendix Volume I, Technology and the American ,1;conothyl.prepared for
the :rational Comm'osion on-Technologyi A4ntomatioa, and Economic Progress,
Washington, "U. COI/eminent Printing Office, 'ebruary 1966, op.

KEY WORDS: Adjustm ts;'Micro, bfaero, Union, Collective BargOining,
Strike Effectivene s, Blue CollarWhAte.-Collar;,Private Polily(WhIte
Collar Unionization ,'Job Content, Union Jurisdiction, Collective
Bargaining); Theoretical DIL:cussion; Footnotes (Kodbrate), Siblioraphy
(None); Abstract.

.

ABSTRACT: scope and level -- A discussion of the'possible conscquences
of Automation on American unionism. .kethodology -- Possible consequences
of technoloO.cal inn vation on American unions are considered. Ilajor

Conclusions -- Autom\)ation will tend to dimihish the union movement 1-s
we now know it in America. White collar workers are becoming the
largest share of the 'labor force and they are difficult to unionize.
The absolute size of any unions is declining because of'a-docresed
labor force resulting from.technological chan:7c. Production facilities
are being moved from i dustrial centcrs.to arl!.areas where it is

difficult to unionise tankers. Jobcontent. a chrnging as a result of
automation and this le4ds to jurisdictionalcputcs between urCons.
The strike, rasa tacticemployed_by unions, .s diminishing dud to the
fact that ri skeleton ur w of supervisors can keep many automLted pints
in operation during a strike. f
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TITLE: Automation, Manpower, and Education'
AUTHOR: J.erry M. Rosenberg
PUBLISHER: New York, Random House, 1966.
K WORDS: 'Adjustments; Micro,. Macro, Unskilled Workers, SemiSkilled

Workers, Nonwhite Workers, Oldpr Workers, Younger. Workers, Handicapped.
Workers, Unions, Skill Requirement, Imployment, Unemployment, Job
Satisfaction; Pri9ate Policy (Retraining, Relocation, Collective Bar
gaiging, Early Retirement, Shorter Work Week), Public Policy (Manpower
Pi.ograms, Shorter Work Week, EdUcation)1 Descriptive (Ongoing. Trends,
Future Trends), Empirical (Tables); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography

,

(Large); Abstrabt.
o

ABSTRACT: Scope-and Level A comprehensive study of ways in which
eduqation can help people adjust to technological. change. Methodology --
Effects of technological change on different categories of workers and
Tethods for alleviating adjustment problems through education are.dis
cussed. Major Conclusions -- Continuing lifclong education will become
.necessaryi for all members of society. As skill levels are Upgrrded,
all those who wish, to be employed must conJtawtly retrain themselves to
cope with the new tecnnology. Thi,6 applies to every labor group, un
skilled, semi- skilled, middle management, and professionals.'

Broad educatd.on'at all levels is essential to help people adapt to,
change throughout their li4etimes. Creativity and originality in people
must be foster'ed because machines will take, over the routine and common
place.. Since computers_ will be so much a p7rt of everyday life, it is it

the responsibility of ueeondary schools to zicquaiht students with them
so taey'knowwhat the machines %re and what they can do.

'In general, education should be directed toward familiarizing students
with automation and its effects so they will have an awareness of the
phenomenon and be equipped to deal with it. N_
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TITLE: Most Notorious Victory Man in an ALe of Automation'
AUTHOR: Ben B. Seligman
PUBLISh.a:. New York, The Free Press, 1966.°
KEY WORDS: .Adjustments; GeneraIEquilibrium, UnemployMent, Collective
Bargaining, Blue CollarWhite Collar) Skill Requirements, New.iabor
Force Entrants, Unions, Plant Shutdownsfv Alienation of Workers,-
Sociological and PSSrcholocical Effects; Public Policy (Public
Reptesentation in 'Bargaining, Incomp,D:aintenancel.Relocation, Public;
.Employment Programs); Empirical (Cases), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes (ivny), Dibliography.(Large);.Abs ract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A macro analysis the effect of technological
* innovation on'people. It discusses the adverse ffect of technology on

varied industries, regions, and oeOupationL1 groups. .1.:ethodology
empirical Study of specific cases with ditcussions of ongoing trends.

Main Conc1iosion TeehnologicAlinnovatloh has-.caused sincere_ concern -

abolit the possible effects on the. worker. Loss of jobs, employment,
plant shutdowns are .ill ri result of technolozy. Any Turther innovation

..demands redesign,of plants which means further mechanization and as a
result more oUsplaced skilled-workers. The big question is whether or
not the economy can absorb these displaced job seekers. Loss of a job.
can have serious effects on the\worker. Beeause of loss of face, he.
suffers deterioration of mental health and possibly an intensification of
a sense 9f Alienation. Job creati g'techniques, negative inome
guaranteed annual income, and inc le milintenance were some of the idens
discussed to help the worker and stabilize the economy. The main ide:
of this book is that technologic, advance does have adverse affect
on the worker.- Unless we arc aware of this effect and develop ways of
combating it, the effect will be overwhelming on the workers and the
tconomy.
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TITLE: ."The Social Cost 'off' Cybernation"
AUTHOR: Ben B. Seligman
kPUBLISBER: in Alicelviary Hilton; ed., The. Evolving'Soiety, Proceedings

of the First AnnualConference on the Cybercultural Revolution
CybernetTs and AutOMation, New Yor. The Institute for Cybercultural
Research, 1166, pp.159-466.

.KEY'WORDS:. Adjustments; Historical, Une loyment; Public Policy
(Planning); DeScriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes
(None) , Bibliography, (NOne); No Abstract.-

-,=A doomsday, approach to automation. A mass society in Which indi'vidual
uniqueness cannot survive is approdching.
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. TITLE: "Retraining for Technological Change"
AUTHOR:W. DbuglasSeymour'

.

PUBLISHER: Personnel Management, Vol. 48, December 1966, pp. 183-190.
KEY WORDS: AdjustMents; Macro,'Historical,'Case Study, Unions,.

Employment; Labor Mobility, Work Rules; Private Policy (Retraining,
Planning, Job Security),,PubliC Policy (Public Employment Programs,
Manpower Programst Education) Descriptive (Ongoing Trends), EMpirical
(Cases); Footnotes'(Few)1 Bibliography (Small); Abstract.

ABSTRACT; Scope and An attempt to describe and exemplify methods
: 9,f retraining workers whose jobs undergo technological change.aqa,to

Tfinstrate ways in which-reluctance has been overcome and cooperation
achieved. Methodolo -- The paper discusses current economic reasons
for job change social and bsychological factors in job change;. procedures
in job retr g; and finally case Studies of job changes with emphasi6
on difficul es and results achieved. Major Conclusion r Can people
become changeable? Does 'change facilitate furthdr change? The
conclugion seems tb be that peoplecan change and can accept change.
The industrial world and the industrial worker have come to accept
change although this acceptance has been reluctant.
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TITLE: "Implications of Technological ChangeTor Leisure"
AMOR: Harold L. Sheppard
PUBLISHER: in' Juanita Kreps, ed., Technology, Manpower, and Retirement
Po icy, Cleveland, World Publishing Co., 1966, pp. 157A6.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments(Macro, Older Workers, Leisure, fMployment,
Unemployment, Work Time, Hours of Work, Job Satisfaction; Private
Policy (Shorter Work Week, Vacations), Public Policy ,(Full Employment,
Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, UrbanRegional Policy; Pdblic Employment
Programs, Shofter Work:Weekr Retirement); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends,
Future Trends); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level .2 A discussion of increased leisure time
resulting from productivity increases as a result of technological change.
Methodology -- A discussion of leisure and ways to make .se of- it.

Major Conclusions Job satisfaction has a lot to do with. the need
for increased leisure and the way leisure.time is spent. Those who are
'satisfied with their work need leisure time less than those who do not
like their jobs. Those who spend their,nonworking hours in creative or
community pursuits sre more satisfied with their leisure time.

As people gain more leisure time, channels should be provided by the
community and government to direct their energies toward worthwhile
goals, such as community service and participation in politics.
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TITLE: The Kyths of Automation

AUTHOR: Charles Silberman
PUBLISHER: New York, Harper and Row, 1966.
KEY WORDS:\-Adjustments; Macro, General Equilibrium, Historical, Employment,

' Blue Collar White Collar, Labor Mobility, PrivatePublic Relations;
Private Policy (Early Retirement, Retraining, Relocation, Innovation
Timing, Job Content), Public Policy (Full Employment, Manpower Programs,
Economic Growth, Planning, Public Representation in Bargaining);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends), Empirical (Tables); Footnotes (None), ,

Bibliography (None); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- The book is a series o.f seven articles
reprinted substantially as they appeared in Fortune Magazine from January.
1965 to May 1966. Methodology -- The articles combine into a study of
how automation and new technology affect the labor market and, through
it, American society and culture. Major Conclusions, Automation is
not a.significant cause of unemployment, because there isn't much auto
mation. The author feels that the amount of automation already in place

. and,the rate at which it is likely to grow, have been wildly exaggerated
by social commentators who confuse the issue. The myth makers consequently
fail to distinguish scientific possibility from economic reality. ,

New technology is exerting far less impact than had been assumed on
the kinds of work men do and the amount of education and skill they need
to do it. The long,run trend is away from manual labor and toward Mind

-work. However, the change is slow and gradual. In the short run, the
rate of economic growth determines the. industrial and occupational
distribution of the jobs that are available.es well as their total number.
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TITLE: "'Labour Mobility in Advanced. Technological Societies"
AUTHOR: J. H. Smith-
'PUBLISHER: Chapter 15 in Jack Stieber, ed., Employment Problems of

AutomatiOn and Advanced Technology,. New York, St. Martin's Press',
1966,'pp.278-2.94.

-

WY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Occupational Structure,
Labor Mobility, Private-Public Relations; Empirical (rables),
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends) ; Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography
(None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE:4 "An Evaluation,of the Report-of the _National Commission on
Technology, Automation and Economic Pi.ogress"

AUTHOR: Herbert E. Stiner'
PUBLISHER:' Industrial Relations Research Association, Proceedings or the
Annual. Meeting, Vol. 19, December 1966 pp. 24-33

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Macro, Unemployment, Skill
Requirements, PrivatePublic Relations; Private Policy (Innovation-Timing, ,

Innovation Type, Job Cont t Skill Requirements), Public Policy (Full
Employment, Fiscal Policy, Manpower Forecasting); Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends), Empirical (InputOutput, Cases); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography'
(Small); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level --- The paper'is a critical evaluation and
analgsis of Technology and the American Economy, National'Commission on
Technology, AutOmation, and American Progress,' February 1966. Methodology,
This paper is concerned primarily with (1) Commission assumptions which
underlie the report, and'(2) data and methodology used in the conduct
of the research effort. Major Conclusions -- The author feels that the
commission is in no position to really deal with the assigned problem.
The effects of technological innovation on employment are a micro
phenomenon to be treated at the'industry level and not a macro phenomenon
to be,treatedat.the national level. ,

1 If we are to understand, measure and develop programs to alleviate
social and economic effects of technology,we must: (1) have effective
programs-of manpower utilization to minimize the undesirable effects of.
technology; (2) develop a new- perspective of planning for a'time period
of 3-5 years} and (3) conduct studies of innovations so as to be aware
of changes and stages of Change of technology.

The greatest Contribution of thecommission is to point oUt deficiencies
in our 'current efforts t6 understand and deal with problems growing out

.of technological 'Change.
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TITLE: "Training in the Perspective of Technological Change"
AUTHOR: Herbert E. Stiner
PUBLISHER: U. S. Department of Labor, Semi-Kar on ManpOwer Policy

and Programs, January 1966.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Macro, Private-Public

Relations; 'Private Policy (Retraining), Public Policy' (Manpower
Programs, Education); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Futurist Views);
Footnotes (None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Manpower Implications of Process Control. Computers in the

Process Industries"
AUTHOR: .Thomas M. Stout
PUBLISHER: In The Outlook for Technological Change and Employment,

Appendix Volume I, Technology and the American Economy, Studies prepared
for the National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic
Progress, Washington, U. S. Government Printing Office, February 1966,
pp. 253 -289.. -

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Computers, Employment, Skilled Workerd,
Unemployment; Private Policy (Skill Requirements);EmpiriCal (Tables;
Sample); Footnotes (None), 3ibliograPhy (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A diScussion of the use of process control
computers in the process industries and the effects of this.use on man-
power requirements. Methodology --.Prooess control and the use of the,
computer in process control are discussed, followed by a study of the
effect the use of the compUter has had on empower requirements in
selected industries. Major Conclusions -- In general, overall manpower
requirements have riot been substantilly reduced in the industries,
examined because of the introductiOn of computers for process control.
Some workers are displaced by computer use buf some additional skilled
workers are needed to install, procram, and operate the computer.
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TITLE: "Automation Commission's Report on qechnological Development"'
AGENCY: U. S. Department of Labor
PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Review, Vol.89, No.3, March 1966, pp.274-277.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Micro, Macro, Government,

Employment; Private-Public RelatiOna:, Private Policy (Retraining,'
Pension Rights, Shorter Work-Meek), Public Policy (Full Employment,
Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Urban-Regional Policy, Public
EMployment Programs; Information, Counseling, Manpower 15rogratns,
Relocation, Minimum Wages, Shorter Work Week, Retirement, Legislation,
Planning, Edudation); Descriptive (Ongoing' Trends) ; Footnotes (None),
Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.

A brief summary of the major conclusions and recommendations of the
National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress. .
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TITLE: "Changing Character of Human Work Qnder the Impact of TecAtilogical
Mange"

AUTHOR: Charles R. Walker
PUBLISHER: im'Employment Impact of 'Technological ChanAe, Appendix Volume-.

II,'Technology and the American Economy, Studies prepared for the
National Commission on Technology, Automation, and Economic Progress, '

Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1966, pp. 289-315.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Working Conditions, Case Study, .741gineers,.

Management Practices, Private Policy (Innovation Timing, Skill Require- .:,

ments, Job Content, Advance NotificatiOnl4Planning); Public Policy
-(Planning, Education); Review of the, Literature, Empirical (Cases),.
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT:- Scope and Level -- A study of the ways in which automation
and technological innovations affect conditions of work, and of solu-
tions to probIeMs which May arise. Methodology -- Case 'studies of
industries are described and studies in this area done by others arc
discussed to ascertain some of the changes in work environments and
.what has been done to help workers adapt to these new environments.
-Major Conclusions -- Managers, engineers, and behavioral scientists b

have the responsibility to restructure work environments in the interest
of greater quality and quantity of the product and in the inLcrest of the
basic human needs of men and women at work, Advance Plannin!; is es:.,cn-

tial to ,successful adjustment to new working conditions.
Not machines'thernselves but the 'ways they are designed, lised or

abused determine the nuality.of industrial society.
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TITLE: "Collective Bargaining and the Challenge of Technological Change
AUTHOR: Arnold R. Weber
PUBLISHER:" In John H. G. Crispo, ed., Industrial Relations: Challenge and

Responses, Toronto, University,of Toronto Press, 1966, pp. 73-90:
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Canada, U.S., Collective Bargaining,

Leisure, Unions, Labor-Management, Strike'Effectiveness; Private Policy
(White Collar Unionization, Multicraft Unions, Labor-Management Coopera-
tion, Shorter Work Week, Work Sharing, Attrition, Early Retirement,
Transfer Options, Retraining) ;Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes
(None),-HibliCgraphy (None); Abstrqct.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level'-- .A brief discussion of methods used by
unions and management for coping"With technological change. Methodology
A description of present trends in the relationship between unions and
management. Major Conclusions -- Technological change has'daused.

-reductions in employment, shifts in industrial geographic location and '

changes in the structure of the labor force, especially for Semi-skilled
laborers relative to the professional and technical occupational groups.
Current technological. change has strengthened management''s hand at the
bargaining table. Union membership gains have lagged in the past few
years. If any major breakthroughs are made by the trade union movement:.
they will come in the expanding white-collar sector.- The effectiveness
of the strike is reduced by the company's ability to operate machines
using supervisors and managerial, personnel. This forces unions to con- -
solidate their forces; to merge. There has also been changes in collec-
l'Ave bargaining procedures such as the creation of the joint study
committee. Out of a sense of Slism few unions resist technological .

changeoutright. Management also recognizes the problems of transition.
There have been three general approaches adopted to deal with the

consequences of automation: the buy-out approach, the gains-sharing
approach, and the manpower-management approach. The buy-out attempts to
temporarily satisfy labor but does not guarantee that labor will adjust
to new jobs. Gain,sharing promotes the interests of residual job holders.
Manpower planning facilitates distribution of available employment
opportunities. A combination of approaches has been employed in collec-
tive bargaining to handle the consequences of technological change.
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TITLE: "Use'of Investment Tax Credit to Facilitate Adjustment"
AUTHOR: Nat Weinberg
PUBLISHER: in Adjusting to Change, Appendix Volume III, Technology and

the American Economy, Studies prepared for the National Commission on
Technology, Automation and Economic Progress, Washington, U.S. Govern
ment Printing Office, February 1966, pp. 269-275.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Microt Government, Management Practices,
Employment y Unemployment; Private Policy (Seniority, Retraining,
Relocation), Public Policy (Fiscal Policy, Capital Taxation);
Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (None), $ibliography (None).; Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level --. A proposal for using the investment tax
credit to facilitate adjustment to technological change. Methodology
A theoretical proposal for using a portion of a firm's investment tax
credit fora fund to be held in reservelfor a period of 5 years, where
It would be available to meet the needs of unemployment of that firm's
employees resulting from technological change. Major Conclusions -- A
fund set aside from the investment tax credit for the purpose of helping
displaced-workers would be returned to the firM after a period of 5
years. This. would encourage firms to minimize displacement since they
would have a financial incentive to avoid displacement, to fidd
alternative jobs for displaced employees, to retrain workers, and so
onnr in order to increase the amount of reserved funds which would
be turned to the firm.
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TITLE: "Governmental Restraints on Featherbedding" a*

AUTHOR: Benjamin Aaron
, \

PUBLISHER: in Haul A. Weinstein, ed., Featherbedding and Technological ...

Change, Boston, D. C. Heath and Company, 1965,*-pp. 79-107.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, Unions, Collective

Bargaining, Worl Rules, Union-Management Powers, Private-Public
Relations; Public Policy (Legislation, Public Representation in
Bargaining); Review of the Literature? Descriptive (Past Trerids,
Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Many),.Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: Jobs, Wages, and Changing Technology

AUTHOR: Robert L. Aronson
PUBLISHER: New YOrk State School oIndustrial and Labor Relations, Bulletin"

#55, Ithaca, New York, Cornell University, July 1965.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibruim, Micro, Unions,. Management
Practices, Skilled Workers, Low Skilled Workers,'EmPloypent, Collective

Bargaining, Blue Collar-White Collar, Skill Requirements, Private-Public

Relations, ork Rules, Work Relationships, Hours of Work, Occupational
Structure; Private Policy'(Aetrition, Mediator, Job Security? Seniority,

Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay, Pension Rights, S.U.B., Shorter

Work Week, Overtime, Early Retirement, Layoff Notifichtion, Job'Content),
Public Policy (Full Employment, Informatiop,-Manpower Programs, Public
Representation in Bargaining, UnemployeAit Compensation, Legislation),
Empirical (Tables Cases), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); F6otnotes (Few),

Bibliography (Medium); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the impact of technology on

employment, collective bargaining, and adjustments at the individual firm

level and on public-private sector relationships,-and roles. Methodology --

The monograph discusses ongoing references to other studies. Major

Conclusion -- The pace of technological change has not exceeded our present

institutions ability to adjust to it. _Private collective bargaining has ,

been and will be able to handle by far the largest part of the adjustment.

activity but a broader social perspective is necessary. Technological

change has changed the occupation mix but has not increased overall skill

requirements in most cases..
Automation rarely radically changes occupational structures. In the

mid 1960's, declining employment for the unskilled continued its long run

trend. Inplant transfers and wider seniority units are more importapt than

labor turnover in adjusting for technological change. Reduction of work.

hours and of overtime is seldom used. Severance pay and S.U.B. plans

have helped those actually laid off. Early retirement and vesting of

pension rights have increased attrition and provided better security for

older workers who face additional burdens when laid-off. For low skilled

workers. retraining is the best answer. However, only the highly skilled

'jobs need extensive retraining. Unemployment attributable to technological

change has been greatly lessened by phasing it in with labor turnover

,
and by job reassignment.

Ratio of non-production 9orkers has increased faster in plants experiencing

more rapid technological change. Little change in skills required

in production have occurred, mainly it has been a shift in proportions of

different skills used. Increases in hiring standards may reflect geneyal

increase in educational attainment in society rather than increased

technological demands.
Collective bargaining appears to be handli4 most adjustment problems,

-although the use of third party assistance is used in more difficult cases::

Government action is needed to promote a full employment.economy and to

help those outside of Collective bargaining. The need is for better

information flows and skill development programs.
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TITLE:. "Perspective an Automation"
.AUTHOR: Robert 14,1 Aronson

PUBLISHER: International Labor Review Resear , Vol. 10, No. 3, 1965,

pp. 3-11.
.KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Management Practices,Employment; WOrk

Relationships, Skill Requirements, Job Satisfaction; Descriptive (Past
Trends., Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Lever-- .A discussion of the development and charact
istics of automation and its relationship to indrtrioltechtiology, and
the 'impact of technological development on manpower adjustment. Methodology'
Throughoutothe analysis it is assumed that the terms of reference are
labor-saving changes in industrial technology and the civilian sectorHof
the economy. Two concepts of automation.are developed: the "hardware
approach" which involves new techniques and methods of machine and
proce$s control, and the "systems' approach" which is concerned with the
eco/Gmlcs. of business management and enterprise, The essence of the systems
approach is to achieve optimum utilization of human and material resources,
and to find both an organizational structure and methods'of decision making
which increase the efficiency of eontolin the organization.
Major Conclusion -- In his survey of recent technological"trends, the author
concludes that mechanization of piocesdes and equipment appears to be the
Most characteristic pattern of technological advance. A:other major findings:
a automation increases the possibilities for a wider exercise of both
intelligence and imagination in the deSign and construction of plant and
equipment and Of organzation structure and decision making processes;
(b) much of the postwar increases in productivity' have been achieved by

.2- application of'relatively convention44 technologies; and (c) changes in
manpower requirem ent's and occupational relationships are, and.will be,'
much more gradual than is popularly believed.
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TITLE: "The Printers"
AUTHOR: 'George E. Barnett
PUBLISHER: In Paul A. Weinstein, ed., Featherbedding and Technological

Change, Boston, D.C. Heath and. Company, 1965, pp.34-42.
'KEY WORDS:. Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Case Study, Unions,

Printers' Union, Work Rules; Priva olicy (Work Rules);
Descriptive (Past Trends) ; Footnotes ne) , Bibliography (None) ;

No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Equity and Strategy in-Union Retiremept,Policy"
AUTHOR: Kelvin K. Bers
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations, Vol. 4, No. 3, May 1965, pp. 39-45.
KEY WQgDS: Adjustments; Micro, Unions, Typographical Union, United
Autd'Woriers, Public Employees, Colorado, Older Workers, Employment,
Union - Management; Powers, Work Rules, Work Relationships, Work Time,
Wage Effects; Private Policy (Seniority, Pension Rights, Early Re-
tirement, Vacations, Job Content, S.U.B.), Public Policy (Minimum
Wages, Shorter Work. Week, Unemployment Compensation, Public Representation;
in Bargaining, Education); Descriptive (Past'qrends, Ongoing Trends), f

Empirical (Cases); Footnotes (Few),, Bibliography (Small); Abstract.
ABKINZLL cope and Level -- Although shifts in retirement policy may
j)e changes COemployment levels, they have created many internal tensions.
This paper appraises those tensions and attempts to relate theth to /

the broader aspects of union policy formation. Methodology -- A
-descriptive analysis of past and ongoing trends, in retirement policy
and the tensionsYrelated to new retirement Programa-. Major Conclusion--
New retirement`' Programs have been drafted in the. context of an economic
emergency and there is do reason to believe that in the main outline
they ar6but temporary measures. Internal union tensions over retire-
ment policy.have had transitional aspects and also permanent aspects.
The integration of pension and retirement policy with other union programs
must be worked out.

Tensions which are associated with new retirement prottams arise
primarily from policy issues relating to (1) forced, compulsory
retirement, (2) the terms on which retirement is, offered to the older
worker, and (3) the choice between pension and .3.1ther programs'which
perform similar functions. It will take experience before the union
membership is able to digest the cost-benefit implications of new
retirement programs. Then the union membership will make the'adjust-
ments most consistent with internal political reality.
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,TITLE: "Has Structural Unemployment Worsened?"
AUTHOR: Michael E. Boru$
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations, Vol.4, No.2, February 1965, pp.111-115.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, General Equilibrium, Employment,

Structural Unemployment, Private-Public Relations; Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends, Case); Footnotes (Pew), Bibliography (None);
No Abstract.



". TITLE: "Airline Flight Crews: Adjustment to Technological Change in a
Regulated Growth Industry"

AUTHOR: Robert S. Bowers
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations Research Association,, Proceedings of the

Annual Meeting, Vol. 18, December 1965, pp. 154-157.
KEY WORDS: Adjustment; Micro, Empigirment, Airline-Industry, Collective

Bargaining, UnionManagement Powers, Work Rules, Work. Relationships,
,Labor Mobility; Private Policy (Attrition, Early Retirement, Retraining,
Relocation, Severance Pay, Pension Rightsi Collective Bargaining),
Public Policy (Information, Planning,. Tull Employ t, Economic Growth)1
Empirical (Case); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (Sm 1); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of two other papers by
Professors Warner.and Kahn. Both papers are to be found in the Indus
trial Relations Research Association, Proceedings of the Annual Meeting,
December 1965. Methodology -- The paper analyzes the effects of tech
nological change on the makeup of flight crews and ways in which the

A union management relationship is attemptingto overcome difficulties.
Major Conclusions -- Experience shows-collective batgaining to be an
effebtive instrument .for working out direct and specific methods for

charging some of the human costs of technological displacement against
those who benefit from it. It does this by applying some of the gains
from increased productivity to easing'the adjustment process. Of
course, private methods are facilitated by guvernment,policies of full
employment and growth.'
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TITLE: rearings Befbre the Commission on Manpower, Automation and
Technology

AGENCY: California, Commissio on Manpower, Autoiation-and Technology
PUBLISHER: San Brancisco,.CalifOrn a, Commission on Manpower, Adtomation

. .

and Technology, 1965. -
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Minority Group Workers, Older
Workers, Farm Workers, Younger Workers, Unions, Management' Practices,
Government, California, Employment, Unemployment; Private Policy
(Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay, Work Rules, -

Pension Rights, S.U.B., G.A.W., Attrition, Early Retirement, Shorter',
Work Week, Vacations, Job Security, Labor-Management Cooperation,
Planning, Layoff. Notification, Apprenticeship, Skill Requirements),
Public Policy (Full Employment, Monetary Policy, FisCal Policy, Urban-
Regional Policy, Public Employment Programs, Information, Counseling,
Manpower Programs, Relocation, Placement Service, Minimum Wages, Income
.Maintenance, Shorter Work Week, Retirement-, Unemployment Compensation,
Public. Representation in Bargaining, Legislation,.Education); Theoretical
Discussion, Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends,-Cases);,Footnotes
(None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A.transcript of hearings conducted by
the California Commission on Manpower, Automation and Technology.
Methodology-- Representatives of labor, management, government, edUcation,.-
and the public reported on manpower, automation, and-technology from the
perspective' of their expertige. Major Conclusion -- No conclusions:
were drawn by the group as a whole, Each participant drew his own
conclusions depending' on. his area of'intetest and point of view.
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TITLE: "Effects of Technological Change on Occupational Employment
Patterns in the United States"

AUTHOR: Ewan Clague
PUBLISHER: Manpower Implications of Automation, Washingtong U.S.

Department of Labor, September 1965, pp. 29-38.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macrq,,, Employment, Unemployment, Skil). Requirements;

Public Policy (Manpower Programs, Education); Empirical (Tables);
Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "An Interdisciplinary Analysis of-Job Enlargement: Technology,
Costs, and,Behavioral ITplications"

AUTHOR: Eaton H. Conant and Maurice D. Kilbridge
PUBLISHER: Industrial and Labor Relations Review, Vol.18, No.3, April'

1965, pp.377-395. 0

KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Case Study, Work Relationships; Private
Policy (Retraining, Job Content) ; Empirical (Tables, Case) ; Footnotes
(Few), Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Organized Musicians"
AUTHOR: Ve'rn.Countryman
PUBLISHER :, in. Paul A. Weinstein, ed., Featherbedding and Technolpgical

Change, Boston, D.C. Heath and Compahy, 1965, pp.20 -33.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Case Study, Musicians' Union,

Unions, Work Rules; Private Policy (Work Rules); Descriptive (Past
Trends) ; Footnotes.(Many), Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Plant Bargaining in Steel: North East Case Studies"
AUTHOR: J. E. T. Eldridge
PUBLISHER: The Sociological Review, Vol.13, Np.2, July 1965, pp.131-148.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments-, Micro, Steel Ind4stry, Great Britain, Collective

Bargaining, Work Rules; Empirical (Cases); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography
(gone); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Is Protection Warranted"
AUTHOR: Emergency Board 151
PUBLISHER: in Paul A. Weinstein, ed., Featherbedding and Technological

Change, Boston, D.C. Heath and Company, 1965, pp.121=129.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Railroad Industry, ,Case Study, Employment,

Work Rules; Private Policy, (Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay,
S.U.B., Attrition, Paygrades, Layoff Notification, Job Content:
Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography
(None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Drift to Early Retirement"'
AUTHOR: Edmund K. Faltermayer
PUBLISHER: Fortune; Vol. 71, May 1965, pp. 112:115.
KEY WORDS: AdjUstments; Micro, Unions, Employment, Fringe Benefits,

Private Policy (Retraining, pensionRights, Attrition, Early Retiiement)';
Empirical (Tables); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);' Abstract.

ABS CT.: Scope and Level -- A study of tile trend.toward early retire-
ment in American industry. Methodology-- Early retirementAans in
several industries are discussed. Major Conclusion -- Early retirement
is becoming, possible for more and more workers but, in tenerd1 they
are not choosing to retire earlibr.
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TITLE: "Technological Change and the Older Worker: A Study of tha

Effect's of Automation on Male Workers in the Printing Industry of
Salt Lake County, Utah"

4JJTHOR: Gerold Richard Gerber
PUBLISHER: unpublished M.S. Thesis, University of Utah, 19 65. .

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Printing Industry, Salt Lake County,
Utah, Older Workers, Job Satisfaction, Alienation of Workers;
Review of the Literature, Theoretical Discussion, Empirical (Correlation,
Tables, Sample); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (Medium), Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study' f the effects of automation on
the manual worker's feelings of alienation, job dissatisfaction, and
status loss. Methodology -- By means of responses to questionnaires,
attitudes of workers in non-automated companies are compared with
workers' in automated companies in regard to alienation, job dissatisfaction,
and feeling of status loss. Older workers, 45 to 65 years of age, tare
compared with younger workers, 20 to 40 years of age, on the same

variables. Major Conclusions'-- Workers in automated Ompanies, on
the average, indicated greater alienation, job dissatisfaction, and
loss of status than those.in non-automated companies. There were no
significant differences between older and younger workers except that
older workers find their jobs more meaningful than younger workers.
Older workers expefiente less alienation even in the automated companies.
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TITLE: "The Work Rules and Work Practices Problem" '1"

AUTHOR: William Gomberg
PUBLISHER: in Paul A. Weinstein, ed., Featherbedding and Technological

Change, Boston, D.C. Heath and Company, 1965, pp. 109-121.

KEY WORDS: Adjudtments; General Equilibrium, Unions, Employment, Collective
Bargaining, Union-Management Powers, Work Rules; Private Policy (Work
Rules, Pension Rights, S.U.BLN Attrition, Early Retirement),.Public
-Policy (Compulsary Bargaining, Public Representation in Bargaining);
Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Many), Bibliography

(None); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- The article is a discussioh of why a workar's

job has been and is becoming viewed as a property right and how this-
affects collective bargaining concerning the impact of technology on

employment. Methodology -- A description of past and recent trends,
,relying on several case studies, west toast longshoremen, railroads,
and the 1959 steel strike, which demonstrate various attitudes and

approaches taken by unions and-management in adjusting to, technological

change. Major Conclusion -- The author's main argument is that the
worker has a property right to a job and this must be adcepted by
management and the public in bargaining agreements. Unions to do tlitir

part must be flexible and not indist on just a make work (no employment

change) or anti-technology solution.
Agreements establishing S.U.B. plans and early retirement along with

normal attrition allow management to pursue more efficient production

methods, permit higher pay for workers with higher productivity while

giving workers income security, and still ullpw the national economy

. to grow and remain vigorous.
In order to insure this broader outlook by unions and management it:

may be necessary tb have official public representation in collective

bargaining or possibly compulsary arbitration. However, the author

does not believe the latter approach to be benefical in most cases.
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TITLE: "The LabqrTgrce Adjustment of Workers Affected by Technological
Change"

AUTHOR:' Robert.C, Goodwin ,

PUBLISHER: U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower Implications of Automation,
Washington, b:c,, U.S. Government Printing Office, September 1965, pp. 65-73.

KEY WORDS: *' Adjuslments;'Madra, Micro, Employment, Labor Mobility,
Skill Requirements; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation, Retraining,
Advance Notification,'Attrition, Planning, LayOff Notification),
Public PoliCy (FulliEmpiorlent, Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Urban-

',Regional Policy, Informationiftounseling, Manpower ,Programs, Relocation,
Placement Service, Unemploymekt CompensatIon Legislation', Planning,
Education); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Few), BibliograPhy-

,, (Wine); Abstract.
,ABSTRACT: Scope.and-Level ,A discussion of the labor force adjustment

of workers affected by technological change. Methodology A
description of several national programs which are a response to the
problems surrounding labor force adjustment to technological change.
Major Conclusion -- there is sufficient effective demand for labor,e
existing programs of counseling and information can' be effective in
facilitating the adjustment of many displaced workers. However,, a viable
manpower agency must continually assess existing techniques and
experiment with new adjdstment techniques. r

The Manpower Development and Training Act has been effective in
retraining displaced workeis and training young workers to decrease
unemployment.

Advance notification of layoffs and cooperative planning on the
part of the effected firm and the government is very effective in
minimizing problems associated with plant closure. ,

Many programs dnd plans must be used simultanebuSly to meet the
individual'and community needs-caused by displacement.
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TITLE: "U. S. Manpower and Employment Policy: A Review Essay"
AUTHOR: Margaret S. Gordon '

PUBLISHER: Berkeley,.Institute of Industrial Relations, University of
'California,.Reprint No. 249, 1965; Monthly Labor Review, Vo1.87;
No.11, November 1964.

KEY WORaS:HAdjustments; Macro, Government, employment,` Unemployment;.-
Pblic Policy (Full Employment, Fiscal PoI4e, Public.EmpIoyment,

-'4 formation, Manpower. Programs, Relocation, Minimum Wages, Unemployment
Compensation, Education) ; Review of the Literature, DeScriptidi:e
LFuture Trends) ; Footnotes (Few) ; Bibliography (None)i, No Abs:tradt.
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TITLE: "Technological Change, Productivity and Employment in theT
United. States"

AUTHOR: Leon Greenberg
,

PUBLISHER: U. S. Department of Labor, Manpower Implications of
Automation, Washington, U. S.:. Government Printing Office,
September 1965, pp. 1-14.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Employment., Unemployment; Empirical
(Regression, Correlation, Tables,i; FootnOte's (Few), Bibliography
(None); No Abstract.
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TITLE:, "The Problem of Using Manpower Released Due to Technical.
Progress "'

AUTHOR: , V. Iagodkin and I. Maslove
PUBLISHER: Problems of Economics, Vo1.8, No.8, December 1965,

pp. 26-13.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Socialism, U.S.S.R., Employment;

Public Pdlicy (Urban-Regional Policy, Manpower- Programs', Relocation,
Placement Service, Planning); Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes
(Feb), Bibliography (None); No Abstract.'
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TITLE: "A Tabulation of Case Studies on Technological Change"
AUTHOR: Interriatio'n Labor Office
PUBLISHER: .Labor and Automation, Bulletin No. 2, Geneva, International

Labor Office, 1965.
KEY WORDS: Adjustnients; Case Studied; Descriptive (Cases); Footnotes

(None), Bibliography (Large, Annotated); Abstract..
ABSTRACT: Scope and LeveL ..A tabulation of. 160 case studies carried

out in 14 countreis and covering undertakings in 29 industries concerning
the impact'of automation and other forms of technological change on
work and workers. Methodology The bulletin analyzes the studies
with a view to showing what and, where aspects of the subject have been
studied. Major Conclusion -- This study is only a tabulation and draws
no conclusions concerning adjustments. However, the bibliography and
tabulations 'are very comprehensive to 1963 and methods of adjustment

such as `retraining provisions, and effects on personnel are included
in the tables.
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TITLE: "Automation, Jobs, and. Manpower"
AUTHOR: Charles C. Killingsworth
PUBLISHER: In Louis A. Ferman, et. al., eds.,. Poverty in America,
Ann Arbor, The University of Michigan Press, 1965:

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, Employment, Unemployment,
Skill Requirements; Public Policy (Education, Manpower Programs,
Counseling); Theoretical Discussiqn; Footnotes (Few), Bibliography
(NOne); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of automation and its effects
on"jobs and manpower. Methodology -- What automation is, how automation
differs-from earlier techno1ogical changes, and the effects of automation
on Swabs are discussed. Major Conclusion-- There is increased importance
to invest'in human beings as a factor in economic growth. A shortage
of trained manpower exists in the society as a whole and in the
occupations which are needed to train others-teacheis, counselors,
social workers. Higher education mid the means to finance it must
be made more readily available.
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TITLE: "Early Retirement: An Overview"
`AUTHOR: fax D. Kossoris
PUBLISHER: Industrial. Relations, V01.4, No.3, May 1965, pp.1-14.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Employment, Collective Bargaining;

Private Policy (Pension Rights, Early Retirement); Descriptive
(Past Trends, Ongoing Trends) ; Footnotes (Few) , Bibliography
(None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Impact of Automation"
AUTHOR: Thorkil Kristensen, Willard Wirtz, Allan J. MacEachen
PUBLISHER: OECD Observer, No.14, February 1965, pp.20-21,25-26.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Government, Management

Practices, Unions, Employment, Unemployment, Job Satisfaction;
Private' Policy (Retraining), Public Policy (Counseling, Manpower
Programs, Legislation, Planning, Education) ; Descriptive (Future
Trends) ; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.

Excerpts from speeches given by Kristensen, Wirtz, and MacEachen
to an OECD's Manpower-and Social Affairs Committee, U.S. Labor
Department, and Canadian Ministry of Labor Cpnference in Deoember
1964 on'"The Requirements of Automated Jobs and Their Policy
Implications."
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TITLE: "Time to Kill, Automation, Leisure and Jobs"
AUTHOR: Eric Larrabee
PUBLISHER: The Nation, Vol. 201, No. 8, September 20, 1965,
pp. 198 -202.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Leisure, Employment, Unemployment;
Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);
Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the effects Of automation
on leisure and jobs. Methodology -- Positions people have taken on
automation are discussed and the implications of automation on a
future society are theorized. Major Conclusion -- Automation forces
'society to determine what its goals are going to,be but it is absurd
to assume that we will run out of productive work for men in the near
future.
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TITLE: "Effects of Technological Change on the Nature of Jobs"
AUTHOR: Louis Levine
PUBLISHER: Manpower Implications of Automation, Washington, U.S.
Department of Labor, September 1965, pp.39-64.

KEY WORDS': Adjustments; Macro, Occupational Structure, Skill
Requirements, Job Content; Public Policy (Manpower Programs,
Information, Counseling, Education); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Automation's Impact on Personnel Administration: A Case
Study"

AUTHOR: Otis Lipstreu and Kenneth A. Reed
PUBLISHER: Personnel, Vol.42, No.1, January-February 1965, pp.40-49.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Baking Industry, Case Study, Skill
Requirements;Private Policy (Retraining, Relocation, Planning,
Innovation Timing), Public Policy (Urban-Regional Policy, Manpower
Programs) ; Empiriva1 (Case) FOotnotes (Few), Bibliography (None) ;
No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Manpower and Management in an Automated Age"

PUBLISHER: OECD Observer, No. 14, 1965, pp. 22-24.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Blue Collar-White Collar, Job
Content, Management Practices, Skill Requirements; Private Policy
(Retraining), Public Policy (Counseling, Manpower Programs); Descriptive

(Ongoing Trends, Future Trends);, Footnotes (None), Bibliography (Non01

Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A brief discussion of tJe possible

implications of automation for management and industrial and social
organization for countries other than the U.S. Methodology -- An
examination of the characteristics of the new technology and of the

American experience with automation to shed light on their possible

impact in other countries. Najd'. Conclusion -- Automation has had
significant effects on job content and structure, and on management ,

in the U.S. The actual effects of automation in other countries will
depend on the specific environment in which it takes place, on the
practiCes of management and on the economic policies that are adopted.
It Is essential that individual enterprises and national agericies

work together to coordinate effective manpower policies and adjustments

to automation.
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AUTHOR: Stanley B. Mathewson
PUBLISHER: In Paul A. Weinstpin, ed., Featherbedding and Technological

Change, Boston, D.C. Heath and Company, 1965, pp. 2-11.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Micro, Case Studies, Manufacturing,-
Blue Collar Workers, Nonunion Workers,-Work Rules; Private Policy
(Work Rules); Descriptive (Past Trend0; Footnotes (Few), Bibliography
(None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Clerks and Computers, A Study of the Introduction Of
. Technical Change"
AUTHOR: Enid Mumford
PUBLISHER: The Journal of Management Studies, Vol.2, No.2, May 1965,

pp.138-152.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Office Workers, Management Practices.,

Case Studies, Skill Requirements, Job Satisfaction; Private Policy
.(Retraining, Innovation Timing, Job Content); Empirical (Tables,
Cases) ; Footnotes (Moderate) ; Bibliography (Small) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Technological Change ,and the Social Ottler"
.AUTHOR: E. Wiliam Noland
PUBLISHER: In J fin C. McKinney'and Edgar T. ThoffipSop, eds., The

I

South 'in CQntiIui.ty and Change, Durham, N.C., Duke.University
Press, 19'65, pb..167-197.

KEY.WORD,S: Adjustments.; Micro, Macro, Mabagement Practices; Unions,
.Sociological,and Psychological Effects, Southeastern United' States,
EmplbyMent,' Collective Bargaining, Labor Mobility, Job Content,
Skill Requirements; Private,Poliey (Retraining, 'Early Retirement,.
Shorter\ Work Week,-JobContent, Work Shering, Job Security,
`Union Jurisdiction, PaygradeS),, Public POficy'ffiscal1PolicY0
Urb-Regionel Policy, MabpdtverPrograms, Relbcation, Planning,
Eddoation),,; Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (Many) ,

Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract;
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TITLE: "The:Case fdr Early Retirement"
AUTHOR:, Charles E. Odell'
PUBLISHER: Industrial Relations, Vol. 4, No. 3, May 1965, pp. 15-28.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Case Study, Automobile Industp,,

United Auto Workers, Older Workers, Sociological' and Psychological
Effects, Employment, Collective Bargaining; Private Policy (Pension ',,

. .Rightsi Early Retirement), Public Policy (Income. MaintenanCe, Retirement,
Education); Empirical ( Tables, Case)'; Footnotes (None), Bib graphy
(None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A study of thelinited Auto Workers early
retirement program. Methodology -- The UAW early retirement program
is examined and implications for needed services to older people
are described; -Major Conclusion-- If early retirement is to be
encouraged as'a reward for long years of service; programsmust be
developed to serve the retired person. Some of these programs are
adequate income'maiatenanv, through social security and private pension
plans; adequate health care; low cost housing; opportunities for
voluftteer service to the community; social and recreation programs;
and adequate' education and 'training for all wotkers'.to ensure that
those who are dislocated, flor whatgver reason, do not lose the
opportunities to retire with dignity and security beCause of.chronic
unemployment.
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TITLE: Farmers, Workers and Machines: Technological and Social Change
in Farm Industries'of Arizona

AUTHOR: Harland Padfield and William E. Martin
PUBLISHER: Tucson, University of Arizona Press, 1965.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Farm Workers, Citrus Industry, CottOn

IndhstrY, Lettuce Industry, Arizona, Minority Group Workers, Mexican-
.Americans, Blacks, Indians, Sociological and Psythological Effects,
Labor-Management, Employment, Unemployment, Skill Requirements; Job
Content, Wage Effects, Labor Mobility; Private Policy (Retraining,
Relocation), Public Policy(Minimnd Wages, Legislation, Planning,
Education); Empirical (Correlation, Sample, Tables, Cases); Footnotes
(Few), Bibliography (Large); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An extensive study of farm workers in the
citrus, cotton, and lettuce industries of Arizona. Methodology -- The
study is, divided into five main areas] a general 'description of the
harvest systems for Arizona citrus, lettuce, and'totton; an economic
analysis of changes that are occurring in the industries; a description
of a sample ofworkers employed in the crops in question; an analysis of
the subcultures in Arizona farm labor; and an analysis of the role of each
group in the system and the ,function of the system itself for each
group. Major Conclusions -= Arizona agriculture is an instrument of
exploitation oUunsophisticated, culturally unassimilated peoples and
alsofunttions as an assimilative mechanisi, an instrument of social
changes working in the direction of upward occupational mobility. In

the protess of,perf9rming these reciprocal functions, it depletes itself
of its own labor supply.

Human beings are always part of a social unit, with norms, values,
and attitudes. These social groups are intertwined with the technological
system and one cannot he altered without affecting the other. Social
Change implies technological change-and vice versa.

The authors derive seveial conclusions applicable to manpower poll-
°cies.

,

If an unemployed worker is retrained, he should be retrained in
Ole'direction of what, for him, would be a higher occupational class.
IftposSible, he should be retrained-to advance in the same industry in
which he was previously employed. If a worker can go no higher in an
industry;-he should then be retrained for Another industry.

Retraining workers for more technologically advanced jobs without
creating more jobs for the stotal market tends to aggrevate the problem
retraining seeks to alleviate by increasing competition for the
available jobs.

Generally, valid retraining and rehabilitation programs for
.occupational adjuJmeht must_take into account the institutional and,
cultural factors. Institutional andsocial adjustments that must be

-made by a,trainee on his new lob are very important to the success
of his adjustment. Groups should have arole-in-determination of policy
and morkemrs. and administratdis must understand the social groups with
which-they're dealing.
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ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion bf the effects of automation
on manpower. Methodology -- A description of the approaches used by
the U.S. Employment Service to determine how their efforts should
be modified to meet the needs of employers and. employees as they face,
technologital change. Major .Conclusions Unemployment of ten,hits
one region or area harder than others and local offices of the Employment
Service must meet the needs of their particular community. Many
displated ,workers may easily be retrained for new jobs as long as there
is sufficient demand-for "Workers. Information and counseling are
essential to retraining and placing workers.
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ABSTRACT: Scope and Level --. The economic, emotional, and social costs
of unemployment are discussed. 'Methodology -- The economic cost to
the individual and his family and the social effects of unemployment
are discussed. Major Conclusion -- Unemployment affects all aspects
of a person's life. Communities with high levels of unemployment are
affected in all sectors of their-economy. Because of the far-reaching
negative aspects of unemployment, both to the individuals who are un-
employed and to the community as'a whole,. the economic and social costs
of unemployment deserve far more attention than they have received.
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Requireffients; Private Policy (Retraining) ; Empirical (Tables,
Cases) Footnotes (FeW), Bibliography (None) ; Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of the impact of automation on
workers in thermal power stations in Japan. Methodology -- Three
plants with differing levels oftechnologyare studies, Major
Conclusions -- Those workers with the job level closest to the new
technique were least resistant to learning the technique. A
continuity exists between the technique involved and the understanding
of it. That is, retraining should be conducted on a step-by-step
bpsis, low level to medium7level to high level, to overcome
psychological. barriers.
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Captial-Labor Ratio, Collective Bargaining, Work Rules; Private
Policy (WOrk Rules, G.A.W.); Theoretical Model; Footnotes (Few);
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ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- The article looks at the effect strong
unions, by imposing make work or "featherbedding" rules, can have
on employment, prices, and output of firms in monopoly and in pure

-competition. Methodology -7. It is a micro level discussion using
graphidal analysis with production functions, cost and revenue curves
in monopoly and in'pure competition. ..Major Conclusion -- Unions
attempt to maintain employment.and earnings by imposing work and

.
employment rules and it is possible for this to occur in both monopoly
and pure competition under the two types of featherbedding discussed.

Two, types of featherbedding rules may be distinguished. Type I

requires employers to employ a given number of workers (nonoptimal)
at a.sitacifiedwage with factor proportions left unspecified, (a
guaranteed annual wage). Type II requires a fixed captial-labor
ratio'for whatever output and thus employment level is chosen by the
firm, with a specified wage rate.

Under Type Itrules average cost would be higher but marginal cost
lower'for output levels where labor is in excess of optimum. Thus

increased output with lower prices and higher employment would occur.
Under monopoly this situation would continue as long as profits
were'at least-mt the "normal" level or above. Under pure competition
as each firm increased output the industry price would fall and
eventually firms would.have to shut down until the indunry supply
reduced enough to force the price up to cover the higher average
cost. The total effect on employment would depend on the number of
lost jobs in plants which shut down compared to the increased
employment in the remaining firms.

Under Type II rules both average and marginal costs are higher,
thus lower output and higher prices are generated in monopoly and pure

competition. Ifthis approach maintains or increases employment the
union must pick a labor-capital ratio and a wage rate such that
employment at the new lower output level is higher than it would have
been.at the old higher.output level which would have occurred without
featherbedding rules.
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ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A description of the effects of .

automation on office jobs in 1964. Methodology -- The results

of a poll of 200 personnel'officers are described. Major Conclusion- -

Mast personnel officers felt that automation would increase, the number
of jobs in the next five years. Overall, 4-3% predicted increases;

28% decreasds; 29%.no appreciable change. For their own particular

industry, only 29% predicted increases in employment. 75% of the

companies added new jobs directly related .to automation in the pre-

ceding year. To minimize effects of any displacement caused by
automation most firms used attrition and retraining.
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AUTHOR: Alain'Touraine
PUBLISHER: OECD Observer, No. 18, 1965, pp. 10-11.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Job Satisfaction; Review of

the Literature; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A limited survey of existing literature

investigating worker response to technological change. Methodology --
Insights are gleaned from the literature to gain greater understanding
of ihow workers react to change and why. Major Conclusion-- Successful
adjustment to technological change is dependent on: (1) the relative
importance of work in an employee's life, (2) the nature of the
community, (3) a worker's view of society, whether or not he believes
in progress as-.a means of advancing society, 0) economic security,
and (5) a sense of creativity on. the job. -
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KEY WORDS l'Adjustments; Micro,Case Study, Public Utilities, Management
Practices, Unions, Wage Effects, rob Security; Private Policy (Advance
Notification, Planning. Labor-Management Cooperation, Transfer Options,
Seniority, Retraining);'Empirical (Case); Abstract. *

ABSTRACT: Scope and,Level -1.. The report describes the persdnnel
procedures and pradtices used by .a .public electric and gas - utility to
introduce laborsaving technology 1,714h a minimum of hardship ,to
employees3 Three major technoldgiCal changes affecting large numbers
Of blue-dollar workers'were introdutsd: the conversion from manufactured
to natural gas, introductiqn of°an automated Olephone system and the
changeover-to automated passtnger elevators. These changes involved
alterAative employment for more than 1900 employees and were 'accomplished
with no layoffs; partly'because'the change was timed to accompany an
expansion in operations. Methodology '-- The report is based on
information collected through'interview4 with officials of the power
"Company and with' officers of,theemployees' uilion. Major
-ConAusions -1 Manpower planningmethods,ksed to,achieve'successfla
.convvsion to new' technology and avoid displacement of employees were
the feillowing:

,1 Ma nagement'provided advancl notice of change to the union and ,t

employees as much as '2 ,years* in advance of Changeover::
2. Planning began'6.months to 2,years prior to the installation of

the new quipment. _A substantial amount of planning was carried out ,
jointly by manageMent and'the.union.

3. Orderly transfer to another job was the adjustment ultimatelY'..
achie6d7for nearly all displaced.employees. °EMployees were given a
choice of available"jobs within the company consistent with'their
senidrity, ability and ekperience, and company manpower needs.

11'-. 'Training was a key measuresin fAilitating the.successful
tadSUltment of employees assigned to new work. Training was almost
allfys:ptovided on tht job during working hours. Substantial wage 1

.

inc eases were received by some employees after training.
5.. Maintenance of pay for those reassigAed to new. work eliminated

a majorjor sburce'of employee anxiety.

0". p.n..
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TITLE: "Technology and. the Labor. Force in the Offshore Maritime Industry"
AUTHOR: Aaron W. Warner
PUBLISHER: Proceeding of the Eighteenth Annual Winter Meeting; Industrial

Relations Research Association, New.York, December 28.and 29", 1965'," pp.

159-150.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Maritime Industry.;Unions, Employment,

o Skill Requirements,,Unions, Collective Bargaining; Private Policy ,

(Planning,'Attritibfi, Retraining, Pension Rights, MuIticraft Union,'
Innovation Timing); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes
(Few),-Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: A,Scope and Level -- This paper deals with some of the
problems involved in attempting-t8 modernize the U.S. Merchant Marine
through the adoption of shipboard automation. Methodology Problems
such as reduCed labor needs, changing skill level requirements, union
resistanceto change, and overlapping trade union functiOnS and juris-
"diction, arising from increased shipboard automation are discussed.
Major Conclusion The employment situation in the maritime industry
as a whole is worsening and it is difficult to get union Acceptance
of new automation. There is a labor surplus for the,unskilled,jobs
but attrition among licensed mew, with higher skills, may result'in
a shortage at those levels. -A transition to a larger fleet is One wa
of gaining union acceptance of technology .but the shortage of okicers
limits this transitfOn. The labor force must be balanced by retraining-
unskilled workers for jobs ashore or to become licensed officers
and by hastening the retirement of older men.

Unions will need to take over much of the retraining function and
must work out inter-union'arrangements to fabilitate upgrading and

! promotion of their, members. Transfer of pension rights is imperatiVe
and 'an industry-wide plan should be devised.

New technology will shift job classifications and cause union
jurisdictional problems. Existing craft-oriented unions must be a

reshaped along industrial iines:
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ABSTRACT: Scope and Level --.Thearticle develops a graphical model
of the firm in 'imperfect competition to discus's the possible impact of.
featherbedding actions by unions_in reaction to technological change.
Methodology -- A long run production function and marginal cost and
average cost curve graphs are used in the analysis. Main Conclusion --Unions which represent workers with specialized skills (craftsmen)
can seek and often gain "make work" or featherbedding clauses in theif.
contract. Several case studies are mentioned in order to reinforce
conceptual ideas.

Using a constant output assumption, three possible reactions by a
skilled craft union in a firm introducing labonsaving-machinery are
sighted. The union can accept the unemployment created, reduce its
wage rate to restore employment, or seek' featherbedding clauses in
the contract which partially or Fully restore the old employment, leVels.
The first is never accepted by''.a strong union, -The second is rarely
used especially by a strong union,*thus the third solution, featherbedding,

is the one usually sought. However, featherbedding increases unit labor
cost and lowefs the optimum output level and employment somewhat.

A union bargaining strategy is discussed which starts with an
"all or nothing" position but because of public pressure and management
resistance this is softened somewhat.

For management the policy response is to allow for featherbedding
in the technological increasing investment decision when calculating
the expecOed rate of return. Ig an investment won't pay because
of .featherbeddingimanagement might seek a complete technological change _

which completely eliminates a type of worker so that there are no employees
left for the union to represent. The union could counter thib by
going to multicraft, multiskill based unions which could not be
eliminated. However, no significant move in that direction has appeared.

1
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KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Retail Food Industry, Management
Practices, Employment, CollectivesBargaining, Union-Management
Powers, Work Rules; Private Policy ,(Labor-Management Cooperation,
Innovation Timing, Planning, Advance Notification); Empirical
(Sample); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (Moderate); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope -and Level -- A study focusing on. the implications of

- new technology on management-labor relations in the retail food industry.

Methodology -- Personal interviews of management and union officals
were-used as-a source of information on the changes in the retail foOd
'industry and adjustments made to those changes. Major Conclusions 4--

Adoption of technology has been gradual over a period of time. Changes

can be made quite successfully if management informs unions of projected

change and if the change is adopted gradually with careful consideration
of the effects it will have on personnel.
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AUTHOR: Seymour L. Wol2bein
PUBLISHER: Man ower Im lie tions of Automation, Washington, U.S.

Department of .bor, September 1g65, pp.15-28.
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Policy (Attriti n, Retraining) , Public Policy Manpower Programs,
Information, Ed cation) Empirical; Footnotes (Frew) , Bibliography
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TITLE: The Triple' Revolution -

--AUTHOR:- The Ad Hoc Committee - on the Triple ReVolution'
PUBLISHER: Santa Barbara, Galifornia,.The Ad Hoc Conlmittee on the Triple

o ,

Revolution, 1964.

?
, KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Government, Unemployed Workers,,Unemployed

Sociological andPsychological Effects, Employment, Unemployment; .

Public Policy (FullEmployment, Fiscal Policy, Urban-Regional
.

Policy; PubliclEmployment.Programs,,Income Maintenanee, Public
Representation in dollective. Bargaining, .Legisidtion, Planning,, - .,

Education, RedisEribution of Income); Theoretical Discussion;'FootnOteso ,
(None),- Bibliography (None); Abstract.

.

ABSTRACT: Scope_and Level -- A discussionsof thOtriple.revolpCion,
economic, military, and social changes-, with an':emphaSia:oh cybernation

. .

and 4ts effects:. Methodology -- A discuSsion of cybernation, its
effects on employment, and possible public policies to Alleviate the
negative' effects Ion certain groups of People. Major Conclusion --
The only way to effectively adjust to technological change_is 'lotto
fight change but to.accept it and use it; rationally and humanely,
to benefit mankind.' .- '

.-

There must be major changes in our undeflying beliefs, values, and

.

institutions. Every individual and family, as a matter of right, must
have an adequate income. National policy must be directed more toward'
the welfare of, people than it has been in the past.

, SpeCifig programs ~suggested include.amatsiye program to,build up
the edunational system, a pAblic-Worte program, low-cost housing,

. rapid transit sytems, a public power system based an,coal, revamping
s ,of the tax structure for a more equitable,,redistributiom of income,

and trade unions for the unemployed, Government planning agepcies
will be needed to overveerthe impleMentation of these proposals and-
the pade of cybernation.
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TITLE:. Technology and Wdman's Work -

AUTHOR: Elizebeth-Faulkper Baker .
PUBLISHER:. NeT.-4 York, Columbia University Press, 1964.
KEY WORDS:' AdfUstments; Historical, NomenEmyhoymest, Collective:.
Bargaining, Blue Collar-White.Colldr, Unions, Skill Requirements;
Hours of-Work; Private Policy (Shorter Work Week, White Collar
Unionization), public Policy(Minimuni Wages, LeOslation, Education);
pescriptive Oest Trans,4 Ongoing Trends); Footnotes(Meny),7-Bibliography
(forge); Abstract. A

ABSTRACT: Scope and' Lever-- A-histiiry of technology and.women's
work in the' U.S. from the 18th century to the present.time. Methodology--
The role of women

.

mony 8iflerent%occupations and her changing tole
'as technology 'is adojoreed are-traced: Major Conclusion Changing
technology has increasingly provided new opportuntties'for women
in many occupations. However, there, are barriers to full utilization
of women workers, sex prejudice in particular. WOman'ti place in the
economic world is confused;, some women want the old ways; some the new,

hand most are in between due to cultural and social conditioning.
In order to fully utilize changing technology, women'must be

.recognizea as having more in common with men than society has so .

ler been.willing to accept. Men and women are more alike than'different,
and complementary, rather than'opposite: Part time work to enable '

bOth men and women to lead private lives as well as careers is one,
possibility. arising from the increased,pFoductivity of technology.'
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TITLE: Methods of Adjusting to Automation and Technological Change
AUTHOR: Derek Bok and Max D. Kossoris

'

PUBLISHER: BureaU of Labor, Statistics, Office of Productivity and
Technological Developments, U.S. Department of Labor, 1964

KEY WORDS: 'Adjustments; Micra, Case Studies, Employment,- Collective
Bargaining; Work Rules,JWork Time-, Fringe Benefits, Labor Mobility;
Private PoTicy.(Seniority,-, Relocation, Retraining; Severance Pay,
Pension Rights, S.U.B., Attrition, Early Retirement, Layoff NotificaWh,
Relocation, Apprenticeshia, Shorter Work Week); Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (Many), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A di ussi n of the principal methods
whicn'private parties have'emp ed to f cilitate the adjustment of
employees who.have been displaced throu automation or technological

b
4. change. 'Methodology -- The methods of adjustment are discussed

individually using examplesto illustrate t)e. method and the' effective-
nets of the method in given situations. Positive and negative aspects
are often.,ennumerated for each mechanism. Major Conclusion -- For each
method of adjustment to technological change, situations in which it .

will be effective and in which there will be problems are.considered.
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TIT1E: Report to the Governor and to the Legislature
AUTHOR: California, Commission on Manpwer, Automation, and Technology
PUBLISHER: Sadramento, State of California,1964,
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Unions, Management Practices,

Government, California, Employment, Unemployment, Skill Requirements;,
Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation, Retrg,ining, Severance Pay,
G.A.W., Attrition, Early Retirement, Shorter Work Week, Job Security,
Layoff Notification, Skill Requirements), Public Policy,(Full
Employment, Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Urban-Regional policy, -

Public Employment Programs, Information, Counseling, Manpower Programs,
Relocation, Placement Service, MinimuM Wages, Shorter Work Week, Re-
tirement; Unemployment Compensation, Publid Representation in '

Bargaining, Legislation, Planning, Education); Etpirical (Tables).;:
Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (Small); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: -Scope and Level -- A discussion of the findings of.the
-Commission on Manpower, Automation, and Technology. Methodology "-
The Commission's work-in the previous year iT discussed and ideas
generated from that research are laid out in projects for the next
year. Major Conclusions -- It was determined that little bias' known

.concerning the impact of technological change or the long run adjust-
ments that must be made to tbe change: However, enough evidence was
compiled to indicate that the Present efforts, both publiq and private,
were not adequate tejdeal with the problems faced at that ,.time, let
alone the problems aNicipated as a result of further change.

In general, it was concluded that adjustments are needed at both the
A public'and private level to adequately cope with the individdal and

social problems generated by technological change.
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TITLE: "The Kaiser Steelworkers Long Range Sharing Plan; Has It ,

General Application-Z"--
atHOR: David L. Cole
PUBLISHER: In Charles Markham, Jobs, Men, And Machines: Problems of
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KEY WORDS:' Adjustments; Micro, Unions, Management Practices, Steel Industry,
UniOn-Management Powers, Collective Bargaining; Private Policy
(Labor-Management Cooperation, Attrition, Reserve Labor Pool, S.U.B.);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None),.Bibliography (None);
Abstract..

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A description of the Kaiser. steelworkers
long range sharing plan. Methodology -- The Kaiser Plan is described
and application's for other industries are considered. Major Conclusion --
The real contribution of the Kaiser Plan is not the specific provisions-

. but the general approach. That is, it,demons.trates that practical
solutions can be found when labor and management are genuinely
concerned with cooperating on viable solutions to promote efficiency
and provide protective assurances and sense of, participation for
employees. By working together, resistence to technological change

can be overcome and successful adjustment to change can,be made.
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Trends);'Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); No Abstract:
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a KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Unions, Management Practices,
Steel-Industry, Chemical Industry, Railroad Industry, Airline
Industry, Meatpacking Industry, Automobile Industry, Longshoremen,

0 Oil Industry, Job Security, C011ective Bargaining, Union-Management -

Power.g,.Earnings; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation, Retraining,
Paygrades, Severance Pay, Penston kights.S.U.B. G.A.W., Attrition,
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Vacations); Descriptive (Past Trend's); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography
(None); 'Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- This report summarizes some of the'recent
collective bargaining apprbacfies to,Pioblems of reduced income and
job security arising as a result of technological change. Methodology --

Som6 of the provisions adopted inoollectivebargaining agreements. in
recent years which have received considerable public attention are

1 summarized.- Provisions'are used toillustrate approaches. No attempt
has -been made to systematrcally'appriase all approaches. Maior'

Conclusion -- The k4iser Steel Plands-destribed in which,displficed
workers are placed in an employment reservand are guaranteed work:
and/or wages equal to what they made before displacemept. Agreements

made for railroad workers are listed:, These contain such provisions

as supplemental unemployment benefits,-severance pay, moving,expenss ilifry

. connected with,relocating,-advapte notification to employees of mergers
or other4ctions which wbul.d reduce employment, retention,offringe*

.
benefits, guarantees for the,, existence of a given number of jobs, and

retrainingmlograms. Airline agreements covering severance pay and

retraining programs are described. Armour,Company's technological
adjustment pay plan is.explained. .The West Coast Longshoremen agreement
is also discussed. No conclusions, as such, are drawn; only summaries
of several approaches are given, without Comment on their effectiveness.
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TITLE: The Nature of Automated Jobs and-Their Educational and Trepring
Requirements

AUTR
.

OR: S.A. Fine
PUBLISHER: McLean, Virginia, Human Sciences Research, Inc., prepared

`for th Office of4Vanpqwer, Automation, and Training, Department of

Labor,June 1964. e,' Is I
..

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micrq, Macro, Electronics Industry, Computer

- Industry, Steel Industry, Women, Skill Requirements, Job Satisfaction;
Private Policy (Retraining, Seniority), Public Policy (Education);
Empirical (Tables; Sample); Footnotes (Fet), Bibliography (Small);

Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope.and Level --'An exploration of the feasibility-of

obtaining qbjective information concerning the impact of automation

on the eduCational and training requirements de jobs. Methodology

Questionnaires and interviews of management and workers were used
to analyze jobs involved in making the same product before and atter

the introduction of automation. Major Conclusions -..- Automation

tends toeliminate low functional level, jobs and increase high

functional level jobs. There "$s a tendency to employ women in low :
functional, level jobs where,th re is notmuch chany of-advancement.
Where low functional level jobs do tend to lead to high functional
level jobs,°more education is required at the low level because of

the possibility of advancement. ,

Most jobs in automated situations are considered to be more challenging

and demanding and tension producing than non - automated jobs. Low

functional level workers perceive skill level,.working conditions;

education, and training to be less on automated jobs; While high
functional level workers perceive these variables tobe greater.
Nevertheless, both groups indicate a preference for automated to non-

auotmated jobs.
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TITLE: Automation: Industrialization' Comes of Age
AUTHOR: William Francois-
PUBLISHER:. New York, Collier, 1964.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Unions, Management Practices,

Coal Miners, Unerpployment, Fringe Benefits, Skill Requirements;
Private. Policy, (Retraining, S.U.B., G.A.W., Relocation, Early
Retirement, Paygrades, Shorter Work Week, Vacations, Planning,
Attrition, Work Rules),.Public Policy (Fiscal Policy, Urban- Regional
Policy, Public Employment PrograMs, Manpower Programs, Shorter .

Work WGxek, Unemployment Compensation, Planning, Education) ;,
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, .Future Tronds)ci. Foot6otes (Yew),
Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Some Proposals foe GoVernment Policy in an Automating Society"
AUTHOR: Herbert J. Gans
PUBLISHER: The Correspondent, January - February 1964.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, General Equilibrium, Unskilled
Workers, Semi-Skilled Workers, Skilled Workers, Blue Collar, White Collar,
Professionals, Government, Employment, Unemployment, Blue'Collar-White
Collar, Skill Requirements, Private-Public Relations, Job Content, Job
Satisfaction, Wage Effects, Working Conditions, Work Time, Leisure;
Private Policy (Retraining, Apprenticeship, Shorter Work Week, Over'ime),

Public POlicy (Fiscal Policy, Shorter Work Week, Public Employment Programs,
Income Maintenance, Legislation, Planning, Minimum Wages); Theoretical
Discussion; Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A discussion of seventeen possible measures
for coping with poverty, and unemployment which could be undertaken
by,the government. Methodology --, The seventeen proposals are a
set of individual ideas and are not to be considered as parts of an
integrated program. The proposals are based on the assumption that,
in the near future, technological economic trends will lead to increased
producitivity and changes in the level and Structure of unemployment.
Major Conclusion -- The proposals are grouped into three main areas
for coping with problems the author sees as immanent: 1) they upgrading

and shifting of workers into skilled jobs, blue collar, white collar,
and' professional; 2) the creation of more jobs, especially for the unskilled
and semi-skilled; and 3)'the elimination of poverty.

The author feels that there is no one permanent solution to the
problem of poverty and unemployment. 'A considerable amount of unemploy-
ment is here to stay. Our society places great emphasis on work as the

determinant of pocial and personal worth. Revisions must-be made in this
Underlying belief so that those who are unable to work, for whatever
reason, will still be able 'to maintain their dignity and use their

leisure time well.
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TITLE: "1as StructUral Unemployment Worsened ?"
AUTHOR: k. A. Gordon ",

PUBLISHER: Berkeley, University of California, Institute of Industrtal-
Relations, Reprint No. 234, May 1964.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, General Equilibrium, New Labor
! Force Entrants, Younger Workers, Teenagers, Nonwhite Workers, Unemployment,
Blue Collar-White Collar, Skill Requirements, Labor Mobility,Private-
Public Relations, Structural Unemployment; Private Policy (Job Content),
Public Policy (Planning, Information, Education, Full Employment, Manpower
Programs); Empirical (Tables, Input-Output); Footnotes (Many) Bibliogeaphy

(Small); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope algid Level -- An analysis of the high unemployment level

prior to 1964 and of how much of this high level of unemployment is due
to a deficiency of aggregate demand and how much is the result of "structural"
changes. These structural...changes make a growing fraction of the labor
force unsuited for the jobs that are available. Methodology -- An

.analysis of unemployment among youth by occupation, industry, color and
education which presents trends which have persisted and some reasons
for the trends. Conclusion-- Three broad conclusions are drawn from
the study (1) the clasSification of the labor" force and the incidence of
unemployment is distributed unevenly and so there is always a structural
component in total unemployment; (2) structural unemployment has not
worsened relatively from the mid-fifties'to the mid-sixties except for
the worsened position of teenagers; and (3) the use of total unemployment
from the mid-fifties to the early sixties reflects the failure of 'aggregate
demand to rise at the rate required by the growth orthe labor force and
the increase in labor productivity.
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TITLE: "Granite City Retrains for Technology"
PUBLISHER: Steel, F bruary 17, 1964, pp.154-156.'

i(EY WORDS: Adjustor nts; Micro, Steel Industry, Employment, Skill
Requirements, Pr vat-Public Relations, Labor Mobility, Education
Requirements, Wo k Rules; Private Policy (Labor-iManagement Cooperation,.
Planning, Job COntent, Skill Requirements, Innwiation Type), Public
Policy (Inform tion, Counseling, Manpower Programs, Education) ;
Descriptive ( st Trends, Ongoing Trends, Case); Footnotes (None),
Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "AutomatiOn: A Real 'H' BOmb".
AUTHOR: A. J. Hayes

A.

PUBLISHER: In'Charles Markham, Jobs, Men, and Machines:.Problems of
Automation, New York, Praeger, 1964, pp.48-55.

KEY WORDS: '''Adjustments; Micro, Mapro, Management Practices, Employment,
Unemployment; Private Policy 4Attrition, Retraining, Layoff
Notification, Paygrades, G.A.W., Early Retirement, Severance Pay,
Relocationl, Public Policy (Shorter Work Week, Public Employment
Programs, Planning, Education); Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes
(None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: Address prepared for delivery to the Seminar on Private
Adjustments to Automation and Technological Change, Wharton School
bf Finance and Commerce, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, May 21, 1964

AUTHOR: Luther H. Hodges
PUBLISHER: Washington, U.S. Department of Commerce, 1964.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Government, Employment,

Private - Public Relations, Labor Mobility; Private 'Policy
(Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay, Planning, S.U.B., Innovation
Timing), Public Policy (Manpower Programs, Relocation, Unemployment

.
Compensation, Education); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends);
Footnotes (None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Gains and Losses from Technological Change"
AUTHOR: John W., Kendrick
PUBLISHER: Journal of Farm.EQonomics, Vol. 46, December 1964, pp. 1065-1074.
NET WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, General Equilibrium, Frictional Unemployment,

Structural Unemployment, Wage Effects, Education Requirements, Skill
Requirements, Labor Mobility; Private Policy (Retraining, Innovation
Tithing, IhnovatiorType, Job Content), Public Policy (Manpower Programs,
Planning, Fiscal Policy, Monetary Policy, Income Redistribution);
Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT': Scope and Level -- Technological change is 'considered in two
roles: (1) a reducer of,real.cost per unit of output and (2) as a
cause of improvements in the quality and variety of final, goods. The
article is confined to a'general theoretical discussion of the issues of
gains and losses of technological change, because of the difficulty in

quantifying these variables. Methodology An attempt is made to
indicate some of the chief types bf gains and losses and to suggest some
main features which rigorous analysis would need to incorporate. Major
Conclusions -- Technological change has been of major importance in a
movement toward greater equality in the distributiOn of income in'the
U.S. since the 19209s. Technological knowledge has made possible the
transfer of a high volume of savingi into productive resources.
, Due to technological change tliere has been an increased need for
skilled and professional peopled This in,turn has caused a greater
investment in education needed to obtain an upgraded labor force. 'With
the increased supply of trained labor, there has been a narrowing range
of wages and salaries. Consequently, the upper income groups, over the
long run have been the relative losers and the lower income groups have
been.the relative gainers. However, in an absolute sense, the real losers
are the lower income groups who are technologically displaced. These
people require assistance in the form of retraining in order to obtain
employment:
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TITLE: "How the 25 Hour Week(Has Worked"

AUTHOR: Theodore W. Kheel

PUBLISHER: In Charles Markham, Jobs, Nen and Machines: Problems of
-

Automation, New York, Praeger, 1964, pp. 163-106.,

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Case Study, Electricians, New York, Unions:1,,
Management Practices, Employment, Hours of Work; Private Policy (Labor-

Management Cooperation, Shorter Work Week, Apprenticeship); Empirical

(Case); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of the 25 hour week won by Loc4e

3 of the electrical.workers in New York City. Methodology -- The

effects of the 25 hour week on overtime and employment are examined.

Major Conclusion -- The 25 hour week has not caused a great 'deal of

overtime, with the exception of popular vacation periods. New jobs

have been created, mainly by an increased number of apprent,ices, but

the number is not ash great as expected. Cooperation of management and

labor in restricting overtime and promoting efficiency is essential.
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VYTM AUtomation Story: Machines, Manpower,.and Jobs"
AUTHOR: Charles C. Killingsworth
PUBLISHER: In Charles Markham; Jobs, Men and Machines: Problems of
.Automation, New York, Praeger, 1964,pp. 15-147.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Employment, Skill Requirements; Public}
1

Policy (Fiscal Policy, Manpower Programs, Planning, Education);
Empirical (Tables); FOotnotei (None), Bibliography (None); AbstraCii

ABSTRACT: 'Scope and Level.-- A discuSsiOn of machines, manpower,an
jobs.Methodology. The author discusses automation, how automation
differ4 from earlier forms of technology, and the effects of automatic
on jobs. Major Conclusions -- Automation is causing a reduction 4n simple,
repetiti'e jobs and an increase in jobs requiring Much skill and education.
A shift from goods' to services in our society acCountsfor a portion of
this change.

Highly trained people are benefiting froth more jobs as a result of
automation, while workers with'limited skills are being.displaced. The
11DTA program is e beginning for solving some of the displatement prdble s

but is not extensiVe enough to help alltthe workers who need york.
-Some type of program for giving loans for higher education is needed'

to 'stimulate investment in hUman beings."
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TITLE: "Automation and the Evaluation ofTraining"
AUTHOR: S.D.M. King
PUBLISHER: International Labour Review, September 1964, pp..22..--23.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Skill E,equirements, Education

Requirements, Job Content; Private Policy (Retraining, Planning),
Public Policy (Manpower-Programs, Relocation, Education); Descriptive ,

(Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An outline of the new types of skills

demanded by automated processes and a discussion of various criteria
that can be used in evaluating Graining programs. Methodology --

A description of the impact of automation on skills and its implications
for the organization of work tasks,followed by a consideration of the
methods of evaluating the effectiveness of the training in terms of the
company framework. An examination isthen made of methods of examination
by which the quality of training programs and techniques can be
evaluated. Major Conclusion -- . Both industry and outside institutions
have specific contributions. to make to a training policy. adapted to the
particular conditions.imposed by automation. Ways in which the gap
between institutional_ and inplant training could be closed are
suggested. Through a realistic, appraisal of automation and an
integrated approach to the problems of designing and evaluating an educational
proxrat, positive results-concerning the :effectiveness of an educational
program could be obtained.
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TITLE: Automation and Collective Bargaining
AUTHOR: Benjamin.S. Kirsh
PUBLISHER:. New York, Central Book Company, -1964.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Unions, Managetnent Practices,.
Government, Employment, Unemploymeht, Collective Bafgaining, Union-
Management Powers, Blue Collar-White Collar, Work Rules, Job Content,

. Job Security; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, Severance
Pay, Pension Rights, S.U.B., G.A.W., Attrition, Work Rules, Shorten
Work Week, Paygrades, Multicraft Union, Work Sharing, AdVance Notificiaton,
Planning, Labor-Management Cooperation), Public Policy (Full Employment,
Monetary Policy, Fiscal Policy, Urban-Regional Policy, Information,
Counselirig, Manpower Ptograms, Relocation, Placement Service, Unemployment
Compensation, Public apresentation in Bargaining, Education, Planning);
Descriptive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Review of
the Literature; Footnotes (None), Bibliography-(Large); Abstract..

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An inquiry into the effect of automation
upon the institution of collective bargaining in its traditional and
conventional farms. Methodology -- Ways in which collective bargaining
has been'affected by automation are examined. Individual agreements

and theories proposed in the literature are cited where relevant. ,

Major Conclusion -- Automation presents a great challenge to the institution

of collective bargaining. Collective bargaining has been a successful

vehicle for mediating differences between management and labor and

can continue'to be effective in-dealing with problems of adjustment to

technological change. Labor and nanagEment, working together through
collective bargaining, using experience, determination and good judgment
will be able to unite against the ill effects of automation, a common
threat to industries' and their workers' prosperiVy.and living stagdards.
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TITLE: "Some Issues Involved in Studying the Manpower Effects of
Automation and the Accompanying Problems of Adjustment of the
Work Force .

AUTHOR: W. M. Larke
PUBLISHER: In International Labour Office, Labour and Automation,

Bulletin #1,'Automation: A Discussion of Research Methods, Geneva,
International Labour Office, 1964,Pp.70-80,

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Micro, Government, Maha.gement Practices,
Employment, Blue Collar-White Collar, Worting Conditions, Skill
Requirements; Private. Policy (Retraining), Public Policy (Education) ;
Theoretical -Discussion; footnotes. (None),_BiblIography (None) ;
No Absstract.
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TITLE: Transition to Automation, A Study of People, Production and Change
AUTHOR: Otis Lipstreu and Kenneth S. Reed
PUBLISHER: Boulder, Colorado, University of Colorado Press,
KEY WORDS: AdjustMents; Micro, Case Study, Baking Industry, Job Security,

Sociological and Psychological Effects, Skill Requirements, Working
Conditions; Private Policy (Relocation, Retraining, Innovation Timing,
Innovation Type); Empirical (Tables, Case); Footnotes (Moderate),
Bibliography" (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A study. of a large bakery undergoing a
major change involving a new plant and new equipment. Methodology. --

In -plant observations and, interviewing of employees and management,

. for two years encompassing the transition period, were used.to determine
effects of,,the new technology. Major Conclusion -- Morale was very high
in the company before the changeioUt dropped considerably as the change
approached and continued to drop to the end of the study. This indicates
that more attention must be paid' to morale fluctations and preventive
action should be deyelolied,

Technological change significantly modifies the work environment.
',Organizational problems will result and must be anticipated to ensure
smooth adjustment to the new technology,

Skill level requirements will not shift consistently either upward
or downward but will move in differentdirections depending on the

* -different stages of automation.
Supervisors are in particular need of extensive retraining for an

effective transition for the entire plant.' Retraining marginally
qualified,. incumbent employees for new jobs is an error whiol is

difficult' to correct.
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TITLE: "Automation, Employment, and Human Values"
AUTHOR: Garth L. Mangum
PUBLISHER: The Educational. Record, Vol. 45, No. 2, Spring.1964, pp. 112-127.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Government, Sociological and Psychological

Effects, Employment; Public Policy (Full Employment, Monetary Policy,
Fiscal Policy,' Public Employment Programs; Manpower Programs; Shorter
Work Week, Public Representation in Bargaining, Planning, Education);
Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A consideration of automation, employment,
o and human values. Methodology -- Myths surrounding automation and .

technological change are examined; effects of automation on productivity
add employment are discussed; the impact of rising productivity on human
yslues'is considered. Major Conclusion -- There are employment problems
awe result of increased automation but these problems are solvable '

by known methods. Thete are great needs in.the public sector of the
and increased productivity can be used to meet'these needs. A

flexible system which.can maintain fug employment Tinder any conceivable
situation, amendments to- the Employment Act designed- to' transfer it
reliance from vague exhortation to positive obligation, for job creation,
and massive programs of education and retraining ale needed.

Rising productivity makes it possible for everyone to,attain a
higher standard of living. Thus; automation can have a positive effect'
on human values if it ie,usedto liberate people from the slavery of
poverty.
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AUTHOR: S,. Moos ,

PUBLISHER:. The Political Quarterly, Vol.35, No.1, January-March A964,
pp,80-8t

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro,' Micro, Employment; Private Policy
(Retraining, -(3.A.W.), Public Policy (Full- Employment, Urban-Regional
Policy, Manpower Programs, Shorter Work Week, Planning, Education);

Theoretical DiscasSion; Footnotes (Few) , Bibl'iography iNone); No

Abstract.
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AUTHOR: John F. O'Donnell
PUBLISHER: In Charles Markham, Jobs'; Men and Machines: Problems of
Automation, New York, Praeger, l964; pp,97-99.

KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Employment; Public Policy (Shorter
Work Week,' Public Representation in.Bargaining); Descriptive (Ongoing
Trends); Footnotes (None),' Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Reversed Economic Impact of Automation"

AUTHOR: Edward L. Page

PUBLISHER: Advanced Management Journal, Vol. 29, November 1964, pp. 4-100.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium , Macro, Management Practices,
Employment, Unemployment, Skill Requirements, Blue Collar-White Collar,
Labor Mobility, Private-Public Relations; Private Policy (Planning,
Attrition,) Innovation Type, Job Content), Public Policy (Monetary;
Policy, Fiscal.Policy, )Information); Empirical; Footnovs (None),
Bibliography (None); Agstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the manner in which the
economic impact of automation is opposite to the impact of mechanization.

Methodology -- An analysis of how automation differs from mechanization.

The article furthet discusses the adverse impact of 45tomation on the
economy, by showing the effect on consumption, production and Unemployment.

Major Conclusion -- The leaders of. American management should raise their
sights from pure profitmindedness to serious consideration of the economic

and social implications of their practices. Growth depends on changing

management goals.. IF the full impact of automrktion ierevealed by statistics

it may be too late.
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TITLE: "Some N glected Areas of Research on the Effects of Automation

and Other Te hnologic41 Change on Workers''

, AUTHOR: Norman . Pauling

PUBLISHER: . Jou nal of Bdaiftess, Vol. 37, No. 3, July 1964, pp. 261"173.

KEY WORDS.: Adj stments; Micro, Macro, Employment, Unemployment, Job

Content, Work 'elationships, Job Satisfaction, Skill Requirements;

Private Policy (Retraining, Relocation, Union Jurisdiction, Apprentice-

'ship), Public 'olicy (Manpower Programs, Relocation); DescriRtive

(Ongoirig'Trends Future Trends); Footnotes (None), BibliogrAphy (None);

Abstract.
ABSTRAdT: Sco e-an Level -- This paper suggests some areas of

investigation re ating to the effects of automation and technological

change on worker in which the current state of knowledge seems to be

deficient. Meth dolo -- A number of research possibilities are

enumerated and di cussed which suggest areas of research activity.

Major Conclusion - The author suggests many specific areas which'

need further rese rch such as effects of automation on handicappdd

workers' women, yo ng workers, older workers; effect on interpersonal

re tionships in t e work environment; the effects of work changes

o social and work attitudes; effects on worker organizattYn; effects

of changes in work requirements and job content; content of octupational

training needed'to dapt to change; effects of technological change

on occupational pre tige;advantAges and disadvantages of,relocation vs.

retraining; the sod al and psychological effects of displacement on

workers,
In 43eneral he concludes that studies should be more analytical than

descriptive; varigbles should be more imaginatively and precisely de-

fined; and,studies should be replicated'to Avoid conclusions based

on 'individual case studies alone, without comparison with .similar

situations.
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KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Swedn, -Employment, Skill Requirements,
Wage Effects,-Labor Mobility; Public POlicy (Information, Counsieling,
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TITLE: Seminars an'Private Adjustments to Automation and Technological Change
AUTHOR: .President's Advisory Gommittee onieaboriManagement:Policy

PUBLISHER: Washington, U.S. Government Printi ?g Office, 1964,

KEY WORDS: Adjustments.; Micro, Management Practices, Government,
Employment, Labor Mobility, Skill Requirements; Private Policy
(Retraining, RelocatiOn,.$eniority, Severance Pay, Job Security,
Attrition, Layoff.NotiTtcation, Early. Retirement, Vacations), Public

Policy (Full Employment, Monetary Policy,Tiscal Polidy, Public
Representation in Bargaining, Education, Manpower P:rograms);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future'Trends);,Footnotes (None);

.Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A transcript of eminarp:held at the
University of Pennsylvania, the Iindversity of Chicago, and the-
Nversity of Califotnia at Los Angeles on private adjustments to"
automation and technological chang . Methodology -- Papers and
addresses presented to the seminar by conferees frombustheis, labor,4

and the public sectors are transcr bed; discussions are 'included. )1or
Conclusion -- Private policies are limited to specifi4displacement'

problems. Government policies, such as full employment, monetary and
fiscal policies are necessary to provide the setting.forjAivate adjustment.

A diversity of approaches is essential to successful adjustments.

No one private method of adjustment to change is sufficient, Individual

characteristics and circumstaves'must always be taken into account.

Several specific adjustment techniques were discussedNot,the seminars.

Conclusions pertaining to some of theth follow.
Relocation Allowances--Varpuo factors which inhibit mobility were

discussed, sueh as ago', sex, ethnic codsiderationsOnflexibility in

the application of,oenibrity arrangements, home aAd family tieW, an

the presence of severance pay. Simple granting of financial assietance

may not be'enough to induce mobility; other factors must be considered

in each personal case.
Training and Retraining Trainin programs depend on the size of

the firm. Retraining for aspecific osition is more effective than

',general training for occupational mob lity.in the labor market at large.

General education for literacy should-be undertaken by the public education

system rather than by firms.
Advance Notice--Advance notice of automation is desirable and the

longer the notice the better. If communication is good, advance notice

can do much to eliminate displacement whelr the actual layoff occurs.

One problem associated with a longsnotice period is that workers tend

to disregard the warning. Constant and full communication io essential.
Attrition--Attrition wao in general regarded favorably. However,

firms differ,in their ability to make uoo of it depending upon their

uoualworker turnover, age and sex of their labor force, and the skill

mix necessary to maintain operations.
Early Reckrement--Probleme cited were the cost and the possibility

of-retired°4ftkers.reentering the labor force. Benefits cited were

faster attrition potential,and consequent employment security given to

. the younger employee.
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TITLE: "Managerial Functi6ns in the Era'ofAutomation"
AUTHOR! Julius Rezler
PUBLISHER: Advanced Management Journal, Vol. 29,-No. 2, April 1964, pp. 57-65.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Management Practices, Labor Mobility,

Education RequireMents, Work RelationshiPs,'Labor-Management; Private
Policy (Planning,, Retraining, Job Security, Job Content, Seniority),
Public Policy (Education, Information); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
Footnotes (Hone), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and level -- A limited, examination of the changes
caused by automation in managerial function, and a brief survey of the
consequences of these changes for management as a group. Metljodology --

An examinationof the effects of automation based on generarmanageqal
functions, personnel management, and the organization of management/
Major Conclusion Management is increasingly becoming subject to
automation, The intensity of its impact depends on (1) the speed of
introduction and (2) the limits to its application in the plant or-
the office. By examining the problems, advance planning, and proper
timing, automation can be introduced with the least possible damage.
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TITLE: "Technological Change, Man4gemen and Labour' -

AUTHOR: Andrew Robertson
PUBLISHER: The Political Quarterly, V 35, No. 2, April-June 1964,

pp. 171-181.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; MieroMapro, MA agement Practices, Government,

Great Britain, Employmenz;?Private Poll* (Shorter Work Week, Plannirit),

Public Policy (Plannin ; Descrip4ive (Past Trends, Ongoing Trends); ;-

co
Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Fort Worth Project of.the Armour Automation Committee"

AUTHOR: George P. Schultz and Arnold R. Weber

PUBLISHER: Monthly Labor Revigl, Vol. 87, No. 1, January 1964,. pp. 53-57.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Meatpacking Industry, Armour and Company,
-Fort Worth, Texas, Case Study, Unemployment, Education ReguireFents,
Blacks, Minority Group;' Workers, Older Workers, Younger Workers;
..Private Policy (Relocation, Retraining, Layoff Notification);

":Empirical (Tables, Case); Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None);

Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of the special program initiated to

help workers adjust to a meatpacking plant closure. Methodology --

Placemqnt and retraining efforts are examined. Major'Conclusions
An attempt made to formalize the'"grapa,vine" that develops among job

seekers was fairly helpful in Placement.' The olAtementastivities in
general were odly moderately successful whichHindicates the difficulties

involved in finding jobs for workers with limited or nontransferable

skills.

Retraining efforts were successful for some groups, particularly
Latin American and Negro males. Older workers tend to face more un-

employment than younger workers but retraining was helpful for

reemployment'of older workers. Racial discrimination was prevalent in

Fort Worth and, combined with the generally low educational level,

had a negative effect on reemployment.
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TITLE: "Portable PensiOns and Early Retirement: Are They Partial
Solutions?"

AUTHOR: Martin E. Segal
PUBLISHER: In Charles Markham, Jobs,, Men and Machines: Problems of

Automation, New York, Praeger, 1964, pp. 72-75.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Employment, Unemployment, Fringe Benefits;
Private Policy,(Pension Rights, Early RAirement); Theoretical
Discussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A brief discubsion of pension rights,
and early retirement provisions. Methodology -- Costs of pensions
and early retirement and the need for portable pensions and
a4ditional funds to ensure an adequate income are discussed. Maior
Conclusions -- Technological displacement is o using some workers
to lose pension rights because they are, force to leave an industry
before retirement age. Early retirement plans are used as a
partial solution in some industries but benefits are small and

"the cost of adequate provisions is prohibitive. Some form of
portable pensions is. needed so that a worker can take his pension
rights with him to a new job should he be displaced., Additional
funds are needeI to supplement early retirementbenefits until a
worker is old enough to receive social security.
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TITLE: "Automation and the State"

AUTHOR: Ben B. Seligman
PUBLISHER: Commentary, Vol. 37, No. 6, June,l964, pp. 49-54
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Macro, Unemployment, Collective

Bargaining, Skill Requirements, Labor Mobility, Labor-Management,
Work Rules, Private-Public Relations,.Job Content; PrivatelPoli.cy
(Planning, Pension Rights; Job Security, Innovation Timing,,S.U.B.),
Public'Policy (Fiscal Policy, Full Employment, Manpower Programs,
Public Representation in Bargaining, Relocation, Legislation);
Des6riptive (Past Trends, Ongoing, Trends); Footnotes-None),
Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: .Scope and Level -- A"discossion of the impact of technological
change on the structure of employment and of the responsibility of

tbe state to the displaced worker. Methodology -- The article

presents a history of the effects of automation on jobs and what

remedies the government has at its disposal to eliminate unemployment.-
The methods discussed include stimulating aggregate demand through

-fiscal measures and 'the use of manpower programs to retrain displaced

workers. Major Conclusions -- The government should be preparing-for

the large number of nonworkers or displaced workers' who will surface .

in the next decade. A variety of programs should be initiated to help

facilitate change. These programs include public works, retraining
technologically displaced workers and relocation.
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TITLE: "Research Methodology in the Evaluation of Retraining Programs"
AUTHOR: Gerald G. Somers
PUBLISHER: In International Labour Office, Labbur and Automation, Bulletin

#1, Autotation: A Discussion of Research Methods, Geneva, International
Labour Office, 1164, pp. 187-207. -

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Matrotp, Employment, Unemployment, Skill Require-
ments, Job Security, Labor Motility; Private Policy (Retraining, Relocation; -
Counseling), Pubi4t Policy (Relocation, Manpower Programs, Planning,
Education); Descriptive ,(Past Trends, Ongoing Trends); Footnotes'.( Few),
Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: -Scope and Level -- A discussion of various retraining programs
and techniques used to evaluate them. Mebhodology Problem areas
to be Considered in the evaluation of retrain g programs are listed,
then, various techniques of,evaluation that have been used, such as the
Ford Foundation project for the evaluation of retraining in West Virginia,
are descObed and commented upon.. Major ,Conclusion-- In general, evaluation,
of retraining programs has shown that definite improvements in labor market
status have resulted-for.participants in retraining programs, but the
evaluation techniques have not been precise enough.to determine the exact
cause of those'improvements. They may xesult from greater youth, higher
education level, counseling, or greater job placement efforts rather-than
'from the training itself.

Research must be conducted on the recruitment, selection, and
characteristics of the trainees. Research is also needed 'on methods
cif appraising the content and p ocedures of retraining. These investigations
could help determine whether s cific on-the-job training is, in
general, more beneficial than eneral §kill development Or vice versa.,'
Along with this, research into employer views on retraining and the

irelocation of retrainees is needed".
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TITLEAntomdtion: Some of Its Effects on the Economy and' Labor

AMOR: Bernard W.-Stern, et:al.
PUBLISHER: Honolulu University of Hawaii, Ind rial Relations Center,

SepteMber. 1964.

KEY WORDS': Adjustments; General Equilibrium, lacro, Uniogs, Employment,
Union-Management Powers, Private-,Public Relations, Labor Mobility,

,. Private PoliCY (Shorter Work Week, Work Sharing, Overtime, Innovation
e Skill

f

Requirements), Public Policy (Public 'Employment Programs,
Fiscal Policy, Full Employment, Public Representation in Bargaining,
-Manpower Programs, Legislation); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends);
,Focitnotes (None), Xibliography (Small); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of the effects of automation on
the economy. .Methodology -- The discuSsion consists of three speeches made
by union'repreSentatives at a meeting of the American Statistical

Aosociation. Major Conclusion The most serious effect of automation

.xis the rapid'rate of displacement of men by machines. But, the high rate

of unemployment is just one result of automation. ,While-unemployment
climbs, automation has tended-to increase profits by very large margins

in automated industries. This increase in profit arises out of the:Cost-

cutting that automation makes possible. Solutions to technological
unemployment will require national planning for guarantees against layoffs.
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TITLE: "How Arbitration Can Help"
-AUTHOR: Donald B. Straus
PUBLISHER: In Charles Markham, jobs, 'Men and Machines: Problems of
Automation, New York, Praeger, 1964, pp.76-79.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Management Practipes, Collective
Bargaining; Theoretical Discussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography

0- (None) ; No ALTtract,
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TITLE: "Union with Tomorrow's Problems"
PUBLISHER: Business Week", Fabruary 17, 1964, p.98,
KEY' WORDS: Adjustments; Mier°, Unions, Communication Wwikers of
America, Employment, Collective Bargaining, Union-Management
Powers, Blue Collar-White Collar; Descriptive (Ongoing Trends) ;'
Footnotes (None) , Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract. ' '
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TITLE: "Five Months After the Studebaker Shutdown"

AGENpY: U. S. Department of Labor
PUBLISHERS:' Monthly Labor Review, VOL 871 No. 8, August 1964, p. 899.
KEY WORDS; Adjustments; Micro, Studebaker, South Bend, Indiana, Unem

ployment; Private Policy (Retraining),' Public Policy (Unemployment
Compensation); Empirical (Tables, Case); Footnotes (None), Bibliography
(None); Abstract.

ABSTR1CT: Scope and Level --- A study of the employees laid off from the
Studebaker plant in South Bend, Indiana.. Methodology -- Results.of'a.
questionnaire sent to laid. off employees are discussed. Major Conclusions
There is a need for.much greater effort to alleviate long range suffering
and hardship resulting from technological displacement. For many
respondents, unemployment compensation was running mit, health insurance
had to be dropped, and the job retraining program was unable to take
care of their need and desire for training. -
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TITLE: "Automation - The Greatest Threat"
AUTHOR: B.J. Widick ,

PUBLISHER: Part I in. Labor Today, The Triumphs and Failures of
Unionism ip the United States, Bpston, Houghton Mifflin, 1964.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Unions,,Collective 1)argaining,
Blue Collar-White Collar, Union-Management powers, Fringe
Benefits, Wage Effects; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation,
Severance Pay, S.U.B., Shorter Work Week), Public Policy

_ (Full EmploymeRt); Descriptive (Past-Trends, Ongoing Trends),
Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography (None); No Abstrdct.
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TITLE: "Training and Retraining: What Progress'ffas Been Madej"

AUTHOR: SeYmour L. Wolfbein
PUBLISHER: In Charles Markham, Job, Men and Machines: Prbblems

of Automation, New York, Praeger, 1964, 'pp. 80-87.
WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, Unemployment; Public Policy

(Manpower Programs Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes
(None) Bibliograp#5

*
(None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level descriptidn of the Manpower bevelopient
and Training Act and the progress it has made.in training workers for
new jobs. Methodology - -'.The MDTA is described andlits successes and
probleps are discussed. Major Conclusions -- Although the MDTA has
not been inexistence long enough to evaluate accurately, it appears
to be quite successful in. its retraining efforts. Older workers
are not adequately represented among those receiving training and

something must be done to serve them. On-the-job training for a
particular ppsition is one aspect of the program which has metwith
great approval by employees and trainees alike-
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TITLE: "The Impact of, Techgology on Labor Management Relation's"

AUTHOR: Jack Barbash
f

PUBLISHER: Chapter 3 in-Gerald Somers, et.al., Adjusting to Technological
Change, New York, Harper and Row, 1963, pp. 44-60.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Unions, Employment, Collective Bargaining,
Uniod-Management Powers, Manageme.nt Practices; Private Policf (Job
Security, Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, S.U.B., Shorter Work Week,
Advance Notification), Public Policy (Public Representation in Bargaining,
Legislation); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Projected Trends); Footnotes
(Many), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: 'Scope and Level -- A study of union-managemerit relations as

affected by automation in industry. Methodology -A descriptive analysis of
ongoing and projected future trends in collective bargaining and management-

union reactions to technological impacts on jobs using several industrial

examples. Major Conclusion -- Most sburces of conflict in industrial
relations today (1963) can be traced'to technological change. Management

strategy tends to enhance management rights. Union strategy,tends to be

more defensive, maintaining job security, worker's earnings, and union

strength.
Union responses occur in three stages: (1) unions attempt to block or

blunt the impact by maintaining existing jobs and earnings; (2) unions

' realize some change must occur so they shift to seeking measures to relieve

displacement, e.g. wider.seniorlty units, relocation allowances, and

'retraining; (3) demands that job loss and earnings be compensated for by
supplemental unemployment benefits are made. Unions view their actions as

micro level holding actions. The nationwide problem will have to be met

by legislative action.'
Technological change affects industrial harmony by: (1) causing

"authorized" anti wildcat str&es; (2) rank and file disagreement with union
leaders in making "concessions"; (3) strike 'resistance of management increasing).

because of increased ability to build up inventories and maintain
production; (4) workers possibly becoming more willing to yield due to

fear of displacement; and (5) arbitration encompassing more areas of

"management rights."
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TITLE: "Automation and Technological Change" concluding statement
of the Assembly

AGENCY: Batelle Memorial Institute
PUBLISHER: In Batelle-American Assembly, Automation and Technological

Change, Columbus, Ohio, Batelle Memorial Institute, July 1963,
pp, 4-8.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments: Macro, Skill Requirements, Private-Public
Relations; Public Policy (Full Employment,.Monetary Policy, .

Fiscal Polidy, Urban-Regional Policy, Relocation, Public Representation
1ff Bargaining, Manpower Programs, Planning, Education); Theoretical
Discussion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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,TITLE: "A Measure of Technological
AUTHOR: Murray Brown and John S. de Cani

PUBLISHER: The Review of Economics and Statistics, Vol. 45, November 1963,

pp. 380-394.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibroim, Micro, Employment, Capital-

Labor Ratio; Empirical (Tables, Regression); Footnotes (Many), Bibliography

(Large); Abstract.
ABSTRACT: Scope and Level The article is a detailed discussion of a

measurement of technological employment. This paper presents a method

of measuring the forces of scale of output, relative prices of capital

and labor, returns to scale, and neutral and non - neutral technology on

employment changes. The forces are.then tested for the private domestic
non-farm sector of the United States for the period 1890-1958. The paper

does this in such a way as to avoid the prdblem of the interaction of

forces in a first-order approximation. Methodology -- This paper

=postulates as given d production function which yields'a family of iso-

product curves in the capital-labor plane, and equates the tangent of the iso-

product curves to the iso-outlay lines to derive the demand for_laboT.

Major Conclusion -- The major policy-use of this study is to understand how

much the variables must be changed in order to change employment. The

results obtained from this study are useful in understanding the historical

forces which impinge on changes in employment.
,
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TITLE: Impact of Office Automation in the Internal Revenue Service,
.A Study of the Manpower Implications During the Firdt Stages of
the Changeover

AUTHOR: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of Labor, Bulletin
No. .1364 .

PUBLISHER: Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Case Study, Internal Revenue Service,

Atlanta, Georgia, Office Workers, Sociological and Psychological Effecis,
Employment, Skill Requirements, Job Security; Private Policy (Relocation,
Retraining, Attrition, Early Retirement, Planning,- Advance Notification);
Empirical (Tables, Case).; Footncites (None), Bibliography (Small); Abstractt.

ABSTRACT: 'Scope' and Level -- A study of the manpower implications during
the first stages of the changeover to automatic data 'processing in the
Atlanta region of the Internal Revenue Service. Methodology -- Planning
manpower changes; administering manpower policies, the impact on
employees, retraining, relocation, and general manpower problems are
examined. Major Conclusion -- The changeover, in its intermediate
stages,-appsared to be quite smooth with a minimum of displacements.
Barriers to'mobility, &specially geographic relocation, were much greater
than expected by the manpower planners.

The study suggests the importance of having a better undgrstanding of
the economic, social, and opaychological factors that encourage and impede
indlviduals'in relocating and retraining.
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TITLE: Industrial Retraining Programs for Technological Change, A Study

of the Performance of Older WorkerS
,AUTHOR: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U.S. Department of labor, Bulletin

No. 1368
PUBLISHER:. Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1963.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Older Workers, Case Studies, Skill Requirements;
Private Policy (Retraining, Counseling, Advance Notification); Empirical

(Ti*bles, Cases); Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (Small), Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A study of he performance of older worke

in industrial rerainidg programs resulting from technological chang:.

Methodology The performance of workers in specific training prog ams
in, several industries is examined with special emphasis on older workers.

Major Conclusion -- The findings of the study imply that age is n t a

reliable or useful criterion for determining the suitability of workers

for retraining. Counseling in advance of training would assist he needs

of the trainees. The study reaffirms the importance of appraisi g a
worker's adaptability on the basis of individUal aptitudes and .apacity
rather.than on that of chronological age.

Additional research is called for in the area of programme le rhing.

The ability of the trainee to control his own learning pace .also

considered worthy of future investigation. Wider dissemin ion'yf

knowledge about the ability of older persons to learn and to be'retrained

should contribute to.an easier adjustment to technological change.
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TITLE: "A Stjudy of. the Economic and Social Impact of Automation Upon
Management/and personnel in Business Offices in Memphis, Tennessee"

AUTHOR: ,Eugene Henry Fox
PUBLISHER: /Unpublished PhD Dissertation, University of Alabama, 1963.
KEY WORDS: ./ Adjustments; Micro, Office Workers, White Collar Workers

Management Practices, Memphis; Tennessee, Skill Requirements; Private
Policy (Planning); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Empirical (Sample);
Footnotes Ooderate), Bibliography (Moderate); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A brief discussion of the observed
economic and social effect'Slon management and .personnel as office.
automation is introduced. Methodology -- The dissertation is both
'empirical and descriptive. It covers a five year period of office
automation in selected business offices id Memphis, Tennessee.
Major Conclusion -- Office automation reduced needs for workers in
routine clerical jobs and intensified needs for more highly skilled
workers. Offices re adopting automation primarily to curtail both
rapidly rising p er work, costs and increased personnel needs. Difficulty
arises in reali ing the,fuller use of the machines"for areas of

.

administrative planning-an& cost-control.
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TITLE: "Labor Mobility, Resource Allocation, and Structural Unemployment"
AUTHOR: Lo4ell E. Gallaway
PtBLISHER: American Eeonomialteview, Vol. 53, September 1563, pp. 694-716. .

KM WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Labor Mar4t, Unemployment, -

structural Unemployment, Frictional Unemployment, Public - Private Relations,-
_abor Mobility, Opportunity Cost; Wage Effects; Public Policy,(Relocation, Urban-
.2gional Policy); Descriptive,(Ongoing Trends), Empirical (Tables, Regression),

Footnotes (Many), Bibliography (Large); Abstract.
- .

r
:kACT: Scope and Level -A discussion of the labor market mechanism It

;..laa its impact on labor mobility, resource llocation, and structural
unemployment. Methodology -- Knowledge o the extent to which the labor
arket mechani sm either succeeds\or fails as an allocative device~ at the
.1onetary, tiseal level is significant from a policy standpoint. This
'2aper is an attempt tolprovide insight-into the question of the success or
7 iilurt cif the labor m rket as an allocative device. An empirical
,raluation of the effo tiveness of the labor market as ran intrafactor
-:locative mechanism is made. Maur Conclusion -- Three major conclusions .

,

i-ge flow this paper: (1) The labor market is a reasonably efficient
!locator of labor between regional ;.ectors of that market; (2) There are

-Apparently barriers to the mobility of workers between occupation and
industries that are notstrictly the product of the-opportunity costs
-13sociated with such transfers, and (3) ,the structural unemployment
explanation. for the high unemployment of the early sixties is not yalid.

Collectively, these concluslons present a somewhat varied picture. In

some respects the labor market appears tb perform'more effectively than
is generally believed in its ability to allocate resources effectively.
Pn the other hand, its over -all performance as an efficient allocator of
resources on an industrial and occupation basis is far from distinguished:
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TITLE: The Impact of Technological Change -- The American Experience
AUTHOR: William Haber, Louis Ferman, and James Hudson
PUBLISHER: KalamazoaOichigan, The W1E. Upjohn Institute for Employment

Research, 1963.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; uistorical, Micro, Case Studies, Eastern U.S., 1

North Central U.S.i.Employment, Unevloyment; Private Policy (Relocation,
.

Counseling, Manpower Programs, Vocational Education); Descriptive
(Past Trends, Ongoing Trends?; Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography
(Medium); Abstrac;A.

ABSTRACT: Scope andrlevel -- A consideration of the ability of our
economic system to absorb large numbersof workers displaced by
technological change or plant shutdof gage studies for the dynamics
of job displacement in the last two d..(':.e's of teChnologiceL change
are examined. Fopr major problemfareas are considered: (1) the factors
affecting reemployment of displaced workers, (2) the prbcess of finding
a job, (3) the ratability of displaced workers and (4) thq economic and
noneconomic consequences of job displiicement. Methodology -- A
comparative investigation of job displacement for-theU.S. between
1929-61 using 17 case studios. Maior Conclusion -- The author classifies
technological change into 6 types. The long run effects are beneficial
and necessary to the economic progress of the'nation, however, the short
run effect is job displacement. Attention must be placed on this
displacement. A series of tailOrmade programs for training, retraining,

.1

vocational guidancq and counseling must be developed.
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TITLE: "Effects of Automation on the Positron Of Negroes in a Southern

Industrial Plant"
AUTHOR: :Toe W.-Hart

PUBLISHERf' Journal oD Human Relations, .Vol. 12, No.' 3, December 1963,

pp'. 419-421.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Unions, Blacks, Union-Management Powers,

Low Skill, High Skill, Uvemployment, Labor Mobility, 'Work Rules,
Work Relationships; Private Policy (Plannihg, Retraining, Seniority,
Attrition, Job Se-dimity, Labor-ManagementCooperation,"Job Content),'
Public Policy (Public Employment Programs, Public Representation
Bargainiing); Empirical (Cases), Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); FOotnotes
(None), Bibliography (None); No Abstract."
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_

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Macro, Unions, Government, Employment,
f- Unemployment, Collective Bargaining, Blue Collar,White Collar;

Private Policy (Relocation, Retraining) ; Descriptive (Ongoing Trends,
Projected Trends) ; Footnotes. (None), Bibliography (Rone); No Abstract.
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TITLE, "Cooperative Approaches to Problems of Technological Change"
AUTHOR: Charles C. Killingsworth -

PUBUSHER: Chapter 4 in Gerald Somers, et." al., Adjusting to TechnoloiiCal
Change, New York, Harper and Raw,. 1963, pp. 61-94.--

KEY- WORDS:4 Adjustments; Micro, Unions, Automobile Industry,, Rubber
Industry, Steel Industry, Longshoremen, Railroad Industry, Collective
Bargaining, Union-Management Powers, Job Security, Work Rules, Fringe
Benefits, Work Relationships; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation, ,

Retraining, Severance Pay, Work Rules, G.A.W., Attrition,
.-Early Retirement, Shorter Work Week, paygrades, Work Sharing, Job

Content, Mediator,: Layoff Notification), Public Policy (Public Representation,
in Bargaining); Descriptive (Past-Trends, Ongoing Trends); FOotnoteS

, (Many), Bibliography (None); Abstract. \.

ABSTRACT: 'Scope and Level -- Five case studies-in union-management
reactions to change are analysed. Methodology -- The interactions
between the work environment and the method of accommodation to
technological change are explored. Major Conclusion - Technological
change has been a majoi factor in effecting changes in union demands
fe,r job security apd ma

ions have 4secured job s

. impair managerial flexibili
ignored harsh conflicts resu

Except in the skilled trade
automobile and rubber industries.
and much job flexibility exists so
approaches to job securities.. In aut

gement desires for flexibility and efficiency.
urity provisions by methods which do not

and vice versa. When this reality is

work rules exist in the
jobs r, quire few skills
unions have sought other

oduction standards are
jointly bargained- and measures to cu.shio d placements have evolved;.

e.g., wider. seniority, work-sharing, ns, early retirement

and interplant transfer. Skill trades in aut.- :re still, protected
by work rules.

he\Untilthelate 1950's basic reactions in't er industry

included wildcat strikes and organized slowdowns: a industry

countered by building completely new moderniged plantnd etting
old plants suffer, unions accepted Change in return for U.

plans, better severance pay, work-sharing and wider senicie, s terns.

In 1959-60, a record length strike occurred in steel as
result of labor-management disagreements over work.rules.. The ri

ended without .any real chap s.- However, in1962 a settlement wa
reached, largely due to the sults of a labor- management committee
'set up in'1960, which liberalized the S.U.B2 plan, set up. relocation
allowances, widened seniority units, set up early retirement and
gndranteed 32 hours per week of pay.

The West Coast Longshoremen went from a very restrictive work
rules system in 1961 to.an early retirement and G.A.W. 6,Stem with

protection against speed up and-unsafe operations. Railroad crews'.

work rules.in 1960 were much the same as those in 1920. A public -

labor- management committee recommended rnich more managerial
flexibility concerning work rules in return for a S.U.B. plan,
retraining, severance pay and wider seniority units'and hiring

pools. As of1962 no action on the proposals had resulted.
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AUTHOR: Sar A. Levitan arid Harold L. Sheppard.
PUBLISHER: Chapter 7 in Gerald Somer , et.al., Adjusting to Technological

Change, New York, Harper and Row, 1963, ,. 159-189,
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Unemployment, '11 Requirements;

Public Policy (Full Employment, Urban-Regionil Policy, Public Employment
Programs, Manpower Programs, Planning); Desefiptive, (Past Trends, Ongoing,
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No Abstract.
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TITLE: The Challenge of Cybernation"
AUTHOR: Donald N. Michael
PUBLISHER: In Batelle-American Assembly, Automation and Technological
Change, ColumbusOhio, Batelle Memorial Institute, July 1963, pp. 23-29.
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Skill Requirements;ublic Policy (Manpower Programs, Planning, Education);
Theciretical Discussion; Footnotes (Few) ,'Bibliography (Nine); No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Meany Warns of 'Curse' of Automation"
AUTHOR:. Paul Miller
PUBLISHER: AFL-CIO News; Vol.8i, No. 46, November 16, 1963, pp.1, 16.
KEYWORDS: Adjustments; Macro, Unions, Government, Employment, Unemployment,

Collective Bargaining; Public Policy (Shorter Work Week, Minimum Wages,
Fiscal Policy); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends); Footnotes (None),
Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A newspaper story covering 'George Meany's
keynote address to the AFL - CIO's 5th convention in New York in 1963.
Methodology -- The high., points of Meany's speech are reported.
Major Conclusion -- Meany warned that automation is a problem which
is "betoming a real curse in this society." He advocated a 35 hour
worksweek, or less, a higher minimum wage, jobs, tax relief, and
increased government spending for public facilities.
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and Training Act
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rOffice of Manpower, Automation and Training, U.S.' Department of

PUBLISHER: Washington, U.S. Government Printing Office, February 1963. '

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Unemployment, Labor Mobility; Public Policy
(Urban-,Regional Policy, Manpower Programs, Relocation); Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends, Projected°Trends, Tables); Footnotes (None),
Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract.
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TITLE: 'Toney Implications 'of Technological Cbange in Western Europe"
AUTHOR: Bertil Olsson
PUBLISHER: Chapter.8 in. Gerald Somers, et.a1.--, Adjusting to Technological
Change, New York:Harper and Row; 1963; pp. 190-205.

-KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Macr6, Western Europe, Employment, Skill
Requirements; Private Policy (Reitaining, Relocation), Public Policy
(Full- Employment, Information, Counseling, Re,location, Manpower
Prggrams, Planning); Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends);
Footnotes (Few) Bibliography (None); NO Abstract.
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TITLE: "The Obsolescent Unions"
AUTHOR: A.H. Raskin
PUBLISHER: Commentary, Vol. 36, No. 1, July 1963, pp. 18-25.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Historical, General Equilibrium, Macro, Unions,
Colrective Batgaining, Strike Effectiveness; Job Security, Labor-

Management Cooperation, Work Rules, Blue Collar-White Collar,,Private-

Public Relations; Private Policy (Retraining, Transfer Options, Severance

Pay; Layoff Notifitation, Shorter Work Week), Public Policy -
(Manpower Forecasting, Manpower Programs); Descriptive (Past Trends,

Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes (None), Bi,liography (None);

No Abstract.
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TITLE: "Automation - End or a New Day in Unionism?"
AUTHOR: James L. Stern -
PUBLISHER: The' Annals.of the American Academy of Political and Social Science,

Vol. 350, November 1963, pp. 25-35.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Higtorical, Unions, Collective Bargaining,

Strj,ke Effectiveness, Occupational StruCturef-Union-Managemen
Powers, Job Satisfaction, Work Relationshipg, Working Conditions,
Job Security,- Wage 'Effects; Private Policy (White Collar Unionliation);
Descriptive (Ongoing Trends, Future Trends); Footnotes-(Few), Bibliography
(None), Abstract:

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -=.A discussion of effects of automation on
trade unions. Methodology Ways in which automation is'affecting
unionism, mostly negative, are described. Major Conclusion --
AutomaEion adversely affects unions by.changing the nature of work and reduci
the solidarity of the work group. Strikes are more difficult to'conduct
because min-union personnel are able to keep the plant operating.

Arganizational,efforts are retarded by changes in the work force and
occupational structure.

However, none of the problems presented for unions by automation
are insurmountable. A reorientation of union programs and functions_
in line with the changes in work, in'occupational-CharacceristicS, and
in the baagrounds:and attitudes of young'potential new members is
possible and needed.
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AUTHOR: Phillip Taft
PUBLISHER: Chapter-2 in Gerald Somers, et. al., Adjusting to Technological

Change, New York, Harper andRow, 1963, pp. 27-43.
KEY WORDS: Adj4stments; Historical, Micro, Unions, Blue Collar, Skilled
Workers, Collective Bargaining, Employment, Skill Requirements, Labor
Mobility, Work Rules, Union-Management Powers; Private Policy (Labor-
Management Cooperation, Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, Severance Pay-,
Job Security, Shorter Work Week, Skill Requirements); Review of the
Literature, Descriptive (Past Trends); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography'
(None); Abstract. C

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A discussion of worker, union, and management

response to technological changes in late 1800's and early 1900's (into
the 1930's) citing many case studies from different industries. Methodology --

The article is basically a review of past trends and examples, drawing on
,

many other sources. Major Conclusion 7- Technological change-does not
lead to increased unemployment in the long run but, as recognized by many

unions, it can cause several welfare problems in the short run to those

wcrkers*displaced by the change. This group should not be made to suffer

while society.as a whole benefits, thus the displacdd workers should'

receive compensation.
Skilled workers often'saw change as eliminating their jobs and lowering

the wellbeing.of labor thus they often attempted to stop or delay changes

in production methods. Scientific management practices in the early

stages did much to enhance this feeling among skilled workers. However,

the of icial AFL position was not to block change but to seek shorter

workin hours.
After World War I.a trend toward more unionzmanagement cooperation

developed. This'meant recognizing labor a
on efficiency and production methods. Dur

dismissal compensation and relocation sche
broader seniority units were advocated. 'D

burden for the displaced worker who is not
and is to be treated as a cost of busines

,

a partner in shop decisions V-
ng the 1920's and 1930's sevdral-

es were introduced. Also
smissal pay helps ease the
a risk taker in our system
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TITLE: Free Men and Free Markets -

AUTHOR: Robert Theobald
PUBLISHER: New York, Clarkson N. Potter, 1963.
KEY WORDS: Adjustments; General Equilibrium, Unions, Employment, Unemployment,

Blue'Collar-White, Collar, Fringe Benefits, Leisure; Private Policy
(Retraining, G.A.W., Attrition, Shorter Work Week), Public Policy
'(Pull Employment, Fiscal Policy, Monetary Policy, Income Maintenance);
Theoretical DiscUssion; Footnotes (None), Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and.Level -- The author presents a theory for coping with
increasing abundance while preserving free men and free markets.
Methodology -- ktheory of income maintenance is proposed, following a
°aiscussion of abundance in the American economy and the inequities
this abundance is perpetrating., Ma or Conclusions -- The author

.;proposes an income maintenance plan to compensate for unemployment
as'a result of cybernation. The plan, which he calls the Economic'
Security-Plan, consists of two parts: (1) Basic Economic Security
(BES) which id a guarantee of an income adequatefoi human dignity to every.
member of society through payments from the federal government, and (2)
Committed Spending (CS) which isa guarantee'of payments from the federad
government to prevent abrugtdeclinesin middle-level income following
elimination of jobs by cybernation. He theorizes that our existing
economic system is outmoded by abundance. He proposes the establishment
of new principles specifically designed to,bteak the link between jobs
and income.. A basis of distribution of'income which is not tied to'work
as a measure must be developed 14-Muse the employ:bent market will decline
significantly and jobsvill not be available for many who are willing
,and able to work.
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TITLE: "The Interplant Transfer of Dlsplaced Employees"
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PUBLISHER: Chapter ..5 in Gerald Somers, et. al., Adjusting to. Technological
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KEY WORDS: Adustments; Micro, Unions, Employment, Collective Bargaining, '

Job Security, Fringe Benefits; Private Policy (Seniority, Relocation,
Retraining, Severance Pay, Attrition, Early Retirement, Pension Rights,
S.U.B., Skill Requirements, Transfer Options); Empirical (Cases);
Footnotes (Few),' Bibliography (None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An analysis of union-managethent programs.
' for the interplant transfer of displaced employees' ithin multiplant
firms. Methodology -- The sequence of issues which arises during the
implementation of a comprehensive program for interplant transfers is,
examined. Major Conclusions -- Workers are most Likely to'exercise
interplant transfer rights between' two plants within the smile labor
market than they are between plants in widely separated market areas.
Distance between plants and the disposition of seniority rights are
both important factors in the,effectiveness of interplant transfer systems.

In the cases studied, few workers chose the transfer option.
Nevertheless, it provided an added dimension to adjustment techniques
and was favorably received by those who did exercise the'option.
Interplant transfer systems require planning and continuing attention
throughout the Process.to be an effective method of adjustment.
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KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Mforn, Unions, Printing'Industri,,

Employmeqt, Union-Management Powerg, Skill Requirements, Job
Security, Work Rules, Collective Bargaining; Private Policy
(Planning, Innovation Type) ; Descriptive (Ongoing Trends,
Cases) ; Footnotes (None) , Bibliography (None); No 'Abstract.
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AUTHOR: Edwin Young
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KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Meatpacking Indus y, Armour and Company,

:Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, Unemployment, Collect' e Bargaining; Private

Policy (Seniority, Relocation, Retraining, verance Pay, Counseling,

Labor-Management Cooperation, Advance. No fication, Placement Service,

Planning), Public Policy (Information; ounseling, Manpower Programs,

ducation); impiriCal(Tables, Case0; Footnotes (Few), Bibliography (None

Abstract.
I

ABSTRACT: Scope and L- evel A study of the effect on the workers,of an

Ariour and Company plant closure in Oklahoma City. Methodology -- -

InterviewS with workerswere useeto assess their opinions of retraining

and counseling efforts conducted by the company and the Oklahoma

Employment Service. Major Conclusions -- ;Careful advance planning by the.

Company'and EmplOyment Service to assess needs is essential for successful

adjustment and cannot be replaced by a crash prograe. When,unemployment

is rising in the geographic area, no amount of prOmotiOnwill produce
significant numbers of jobs for displaced workers. -A carefully planned, con,-

aiming education program f9r workers, sponsored by the union and management,.

wou1d.help employees develop skills and-abilities to improve their position

in the labor market in times of'crisis. Crash ret(*aining'programs for

middle-aged workers with limited edudationdl.back6Ound nare ot Avery -1

effective. Or
, , ,

Pretermination counseling, carried on by a trained and experienced

person, would do 'much for the morale and general welfare of the displaced

workersi even if it made little'difference tb their chances in the

immediate labor market. 414
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:TITLE: "The Impact of Scientific Management and AutomatinnAn the
American Labor. Foece"

AUTHOR: 'Mohamed 'Salah El-Shaawani
PUBLISHER: Unpub,lished Ph.D. Dissertation, Madison, University of
Wisconsin, 1962.,

KEY WORDS: Adjustawnts,;'HiStorical, Macro, Skill,Requirements, Job
Content, Wage' Effects, Sociological,,and Psychological Effects;
Descriptrve (Past Trends, Ongoing-Trends) ; 'Footnotes (Moderate) ,
Bibliography, (Moderate) ; Abstract,

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- An investigation of changes in the
position of the industrial worker relative to the machine as
.technological developments take place. Methodology -- A discussion
of the two stages in technological change scientific managdment
nd automation. Major Conclusions - Scientific management fomses

on the wor rationalizing his movements and requiring him to act
almos as a-machine, It minimizes the need for skilled labor, however,
psy ological problems are created. Automatio 'dispenses with
ph sical skills but stresses perceptual and co ceptual ones. It

e 1arges jobs, thus making them more respqnsib and meaningful.
Skill, wages and prestige' are upgraded fkut wgrkers-Feae technological
unemployment. Automation will, in the long run, raise the-standard
of living ,of the working class. Now we must concern ourselves with
tile short run effects of automation.
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AUTHOR: William A. Faunce, Einar Hardin, and Eugene H. Jacobson

'PUBLISHER: The Annals Of the American Academy of Political and Social
Science, Vol. 340, March 1962.

KEY WORDS: Adjustments; Micro, Insurande Industry, Automobile Industry,
Steel Industry,, Public Utilities, Case Studies, Unskilled Workers, SW
Skilled Workers, Skilled Workers, Employment, Unemployment, Job
Satisfaction, Skill Requirements, Earnings,,, Promotion Opportunities, Work

'Relationships, Hours of Work; Private Policy (Retraining, Planning, Labor-
,

'1,1anagemene Cooperation,lRaygrades, Job Security; Job Content, Skill
Requirements); Review of the Literature, Empirical.(Cases), Descriptive
(Ongoing Trends, Futurist Views); Footnotes (Moderate), Bibliography
(None); Abstract.

ABSTRACT: Scope and Level A micro'study of the socio - economic effects of
office and factory automation. The emphasis is on two categories of effects:
intrinsic (job satisfaction for different reasons) and contextual (pay, pro-
motions, etc.). Methodology -- A descriptive study relying on previous
case studies of the introduction of automation in offices and factories both by th
authors and others. 'Major Conclusion -- The impact of office automation
upon job satisfaction varies depending on whether intrinsic or contextual
aspects of the job are affected. Office employees perceive automation.as
-eliminating jobs, yet often welcome chan Managerial ability is a signi-
filanifattof in employee receptiveness to automation.
Factory wobkers prefef automated to 1 ss-advanced plants, although

dissatisfaction.is experienced with the introduction of automation.
Automation may affect the signifidance of work in our society 12,09changing

job content, shifting job opportunities tqwards,high-skilled4bmplopeet,-:
or. decreasinfVorkng *fil'effect plobably be afdecrease in
thefiNportance of work and a continuation of the trend toward a leisu're-

oriented society.
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Ai ine IndUstry,'Employment, Unemployment, Collective Bargaining,
Unions, Priivate-Public Relations, Work Rules, Hours of Work. Fringe
Benefits,AWage Effects, Job Satisfaction; Private Policy (Retrainina,
Plapni'ng, Work Rules, Pens' Rights, G.A.W., Labor-Management
Cooperation, Layoff Notific ipn, Shorter Work Week, Paygrades,
Job Security, Work Sharing, Multicraft Union, Mediator), Public
Policy 1FulA.Employment; Fiscal Roney, Manpower Programs, Shorter
Work Week, Unemployment Compensation, Income Maintenance); Descriptive
(Past Trends, Ongoing Trends, Futurist Views); Ftootnotes (lone) ,

Bibliography (None) ; No Abstract..
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Relations gesearCh Association, December, 1961:
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ABSTRACT: Scope and Level -- A survey of labor-management response to
technological change in the form of work rules and practices in selected
manufacturing industries in the 1947-1960 period. Emphasis is given to
the role of arbitration and the receptiveness of unions' to change in the
industries studied, particulary with respect to the lower skill levels.
Methodology -- A descriptive analysis relying on industry case studies,
as well as government reports and statistics. Major4Conclusionb

114_The massaprodpction industrrais are relatively free,of restrictive rules
and practices inhibiting technological ohange. The only types of restriction
found to exist T)ith any deiree of ,frequency these industries were the

'enforcement of loose production Standards or limit's on speed or output.
Mass production industries have beetLaMong those encountering the

least union resistance to automationtand technological change. The emphasis
has been on cushioning the impact ofjchange through financial assistance
and other benefits, including early retirement, severance pay, SUB,
retraining, relocation, guaranteed pay and employment, and shorter work weeks.
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